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Preface
Biological materials are naturally occurring substances produced and utilized
internally or externally by living organisms. In contrast, bioniolecular materials are
partial, complete or modified replicas of biological materials whose synthesis and
utilization may be unrelated to their original biological source. Whether the objective
is to replicate the properties of a biological material, or to produce derivativeý with
novel properties, the ultimate goal is to attain biomolecular materials that have
industrial, medical, or agricultural applications.
This symposium, held at the 1992 Fall Meeting of the Materials Research Society.
brought together an interdisciplinary group of scientists (zoologists, molecular biologists.
biochemists, inorganic and organic chemists, materials scientists, mathematicians) that
are directly or iJidirectly involved in some aspect of biomolecular materials research.
The diversity of biological (Nature's) materials was amply demonstrated: cockroach
elastin, mussel adhesives, trematode and avian eggshells, spider and midge silks,
abalone shell, rhinoceros horn, algal pigments, a bacterial hemolytic protein, and nut
shells! Descriptions of these biological systems ranged from the relatively unknown to
detailed information regarding the structure, composition, processing and physical
properties of the biological material.
In several instances, particularly for protein-based polymers. binmolecular materials
have been obtained by cellular synthesis through biotechnology. Bacterial cells have
been engineered to synthesize discrete portions of insect silk and mussel adhesive
proteins, multifunctional proteins with a unique combination of multiple binding sites,
and recombinant proteins with specific combinations of functional groups that lead to
ordered assembly into supramolecular complexes.
Numerous examples were presented whereby the synthesis and assembly of
materials and microstructures was achieved in the absence of a living organism. Cast
and Langmuir-Blodgett monolayer and multilayer films have been obtained from
,norganic and organic materials such as tin oxide, cadmium arachidate, octadecyltrichlorosilane, polydiacetylene, gelatin, and copolymers of polythiophene and
phenol/aniline derivatives.
Films have also been obtained from proteins such as
poly(y-benzyl-L-glutamate), a modified cytochrome, regenerated silk, and actin.
Phospholipase and antibody films have been achieved at the interface of lipid
bioirembranes. Non-cellular synthesis can also yield higher-order structures, including
three-dimensional lattices of DNA, liquid crystals of proteins, hydroxyapatite-ZnOpolyacrylate composites, and magnetite and protein fibers.
While biochemical techniques provide insight about the biological material,
biophysical and materials science techniques have been used to study the ultrastructure
and mechanical properties of the biomolecular materials. In addition to those mentioned
above, specific data were presented for abalone nacre (a ceramic-polymer composite).
avian eggshell, algal pigment proteins, homopolymeric and repeated periodic peptides.
magnetite fibers, and membranes based on hyaluronic acid. The applicable techniques
include microscopy (optical, scanning electron, transmission electron, atomic force),
spectroscopy (visible light, ultraviolet light, circular dichroism, laser Raman, Fourier
transform infrared, angular resolved electron), ellipsometry, solid state nuclear magnetic
resonance imaging, x-ray diffraction and computational modelling.
Finally, some biomolecular materials have attained the applications stage. For
example, bio!ogically produced composites have been used to establish new approaches
to synthesis, processing and design for ceramic matrix composites. A bacterial protein
that normally lysis red blood cells can self-assemble, insert into lipid bilayers and form
a pore capable of interconversion between either of two conductance states. Both a
ix

cross-linked elastomeric matrix of a viscoelastic polypeptide and a hyaluronic acidbased membrane have been shown to prevent post-operative adhesions. [he elastomeric
protein, in particular, has undergone extensive testing for adhesion preventuon in model
mammalian peritoneal and eye surgeries.
Though few biomolecular materials have reached the applications stage, many more
have the potential to do so. The probability of success will, to a large degree, depend
upon continued interactions and increased collaborations between interdisciplinary teams
of scientists such as those who enthusiastically participated in this stimulating
symposium.
Steven T. Case
Christopher Viney
J. Herbert Waite
February 1993
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PRELIMINARY CHARACTERIZATION OF RESILIN ISOLATED FROM THE
COCKROACH, PERIPLANETA AMERICANA

ELIZABETH CRAIG LOMBARDI AND DAVID L. KAPLAN
Biotechnology Division
U.S. Army Natick Research Development and Engineering Center
Natick. Massachusetts 01760-5020
ABSTRACT
We would like to mimic the mechanical properties of animal systems for the development of
novel materials. Insect cuticle serves as one source of inspiration for the design of these
materials. Cuticle is composed of chitin embedded in a protein matrix which may also contain
plasticizers, fillers, crosslinkers. and minerals. The specific properties of the cuticle depend on
the type, amount and interactions between each component. We are renewing the investigation
of the elastic cuticle, resilin. Resilin, a protein-based elastomer first described in the early
1960s. has properties which have been reported to be most like those of ideal rubbers. We have
examined resilin isolated from the prealar arms of the cockroach. Periplantwtaanuricana. The
results of amino acid analysis are in good agreement with earlier data reported for resilin. A
series of tryptic fragments have been isolated and sequenced. These peptides have been used
for the design of oligonucleotide probes for the identification of the gene(s) from a teneral
cockroach eDNA library. A biopolymer. based on one tryptic fragment. has been designed and
synthesized. We are continuing to treat resilin with residue specific proteases in order to map
the resilin protein.
INTRODUCTION
Certain areas of the exoskeleton in many insects exhibit long-range, reversible rubber-like
elasticity. This rubber-like cuticle is composed of small chitin lamellae embedded in a protein
matrix. The protein, resilin, is responsible for the elastomeric properties of this cuticle.
Resilin was first described in 1960 111.This protein was initially identified in the flight 121 and
jumping mechanisms 131 of insects, but has since been found in other structures of various
arthropods [4,5,6,71. The elastic tendon from the dragonfly, Aeshnajuncea, has been used to
demonstrate that the elastomeric properties of resilin arise from the entropic force associated
with protein deformation [81. Loaded elastic tendon did not exhibit any creep over a period of
days or weeks. The tendon also displayed complete elastic recovery with no observed
hysteresis 191. Resilin has been viewed by X-ray diffraction and electron microscopy and no
fine ultrastructure has been observed [101. Resilin is not soluble in any solvent that does not
degrade peptide bonds. This insolubility has been attributed to the nature of the protein's
crosslinks. Although resilin is reportedly loosely crosslinked, the crosslinks are formed as a
result of a post-ttranslational free radical reaction involving the tyrosyl residues [ I 11. Advances
in molecular biology and protein chemistry have allowed for the renewed investigation of this
biomaterial.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Amino acid composition
The prealar arms from adult Periplaneruamericana (US Army, Aberdeen, MD) and Blaberuts
craniifer (gift from L. Roth, Harvard University) were dissected and stored in 70% ethanol
according to a procedure outlined by Bailey and Weis-Fogh 1121. Whole prealar arnms were
hydrolyzed in constant boiling 6N HCI (0.2 ml) at 112*C for 22 hours on a Water's Pico Tag
workstation. The hydrolysate was analyzed for amino acid content on a Waters Pico Tag
column (15cm) following the standard recommended procedure. All analyses were performed
in triplicate.
Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc, Vol, 292, ' 1993 Materials Research Society

Trputic digestion
The prealar arms of 5(1 adult P americana (1.47mg) were dissected and transferred into a
2 00
ml working volume tissue grinder (Kontes). All subsequent reactions %Nerecarried out in
this vial. After the arms were ground, a small amount (Ifhml) of 6N guanidine HCI. 50amM
Tris-1C1 pH7.7, was added to the ground arms and homogenization continued. Additional
guanidine solution was added to bring the final volume to 2(00ml. The digestion mixture %&as
incubated at room temperature for 24 hours. The resulting mixture was centrifuged and the
supernatant discarded. The precipitate was washed twice with 2fXrmM ammonium bicarbomate
to remove any iesidual denaturant, then resuspended in l(Xnml of amnionium bicarbonate
solution. Approximately 20 BAEE units of trypsin (Sigma, EC 3.4.31.4) were added and then
incubated at 37'C for 24 hours. The reaction was centrifuged and the supematant collected and
oied.
Isolation and analysisof peptides
The dried digested material
was resuspended in 0.2 nil of 0.(19% trifluoroacetic acid/water then
filtered. Samples (2 5 pl) were injected onto a narrow bore HPLC column (Waters Delta Pak
CI1, 300A, 2x150 mm, 5mm) equilibrated with 95% 0.09% trifluoroacetic acid/55'i
acetonitrile. The fragments were eluted over a linear gradient running from 5-2517, organic
phase (acetonitrile). The UV absorbance was monitored on a Waters 991 photodiode arr.-y
detector at 210 and 280nm. Fractions were collected and dried under vacuum.
Sequencing
The fractions were analyzed for their amino acid content then sequenced via automated Edman
degradation using an ABI 470A gas phase peptide sequencer at the Analytical and Synthetic
Facility at Cornell University.
Biopotymer synthesis and ctharacteri-ation
The peptide, N-(AGPHGAFYKGFGSG),-C, was assembled in a stepwise synthesis using NFmoc (9-Fluorenylmethloxycarbonyl) protected amino acids and TBTU (2-(I 1-BenzomnazoleI-yl)-1,1,3,3-tetrameshyluronium tetrafloroborate) activation on a MilliGen 9050 continuous
flow synthesizer. Purification was by reverse phase HPLC using an acetonitrile-water gradient
containing 0.05% TFA and an ODS-AQ column (YMC. Morris Heights. NJ). The positive ion
electrospray mass spectrum showed M+3H through M+9H ions of the expected masses.
Amino acid analysis (Waters Pico-Tag) confirmed that the product had the correct composition.
The peptide content of the lyophilized product was determined to be 86% by quantitative amino
acid analysis, the balance being bound water and TFA counter-ions. Circular dichroism (CD)
spectra were recorded in the wavelength range of 240-190 nm on an AVIV 60DS solid state CD
spectrophotometer (AV.V. Associates, Lakewood, NJ). The instrument was calibrated using
+d-10-camphorsulfonic acid and also with benzene vapor in a long pathlength (10 cm) cell.
Secondary structure determination was made using a program supplied by AVIV which is
based on the work of Yang et al. 1131. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed in a
nitrogen atmosphere on a TA Instruments Hi-Res TGA 2950 Thermogravimetric Analyzer.
Calorimetric measurements were taken at a rate of 10'C/min on a Du Pont Instruments 912
Differential Scanning Calorimeter (DSC).

RESULTS
The results of the amino acid analysis are presented in tabular form in Table I. The tryptic
fragments were separated by reverse-phase HPLC. then sequenced. The results are found in
Table 2.
Previous studies have shown resilin to have no significant secondary structure 110]. Computer
generated secondary structure predictions based on the sequence data reported here
(DNASTAR, Inc., Madison, WI) suggest that the fragments contains a high degree of B-turn.
CD analysis of the resilin-like peptide (Figure 1) reveals that the O-structure accounts for
approximately 2/3 of the secondary conformation with 39.0% and 27.8%. B-sheet and B-turn
respectively. Alpha helix accounts for 15.2% of the secondary structure and random coil

18.0%. This may reflect localized areas of ordered conformation. TGA shows four discernible
decomposition events, at 171C. 238°C, 336°C and 387'C. The residue at 6010 'C accounts for
39±4% of the starting weight; comparable to that found for Bomb'v.r mori silk. The residue
disappears when the purge gas is changed from nitrogen to air. The DSC first-heating scan
shows one endothermic peak, with a peak temperature of 83'C and a All of 83 J/g. Subsequent
cooling and heating scans show no event other than decomposition.

Table 1. Amino acid composition analysis of resilin (in mole percent). All .samples were taken
from the prealar arms of the organisms.
Amino
Acid

Cockroach
(Blaberus sp.)

Cockroach
(Periplwietaamericwaa)

LocustI
(Schistocerca gregaria)

Asx
GIx
Set
Gly
His
Arg
Thr
Ala
Pro
Tyr
Val

6.6
5.8
9.9
37.0
2.4
2.6
2.6
11.2
8.3
3.5
4,1

6.8
6.3
9.0
34.9
2.2
2.2
2.5
13.3
8.7
3.9
4.1

11.3
3.8
7.5
39.7
1.1
3.8
3.1
11.2
7.7
2.9
2.5

Met
Cys

......

0.8
1.7
2.8
0.5
99.7%

1.4
2.8
2.4
0.5
100.0%

lie
Leu
Phe
Lys
Totals

.....

0.9
1.3
3.0
0.4
99.6%

11151

DISCUSSION
The amino acid composition of resilin isolated from the cockroach, P americana, has been
established and compares well to that reported for resilin present in other insects. Our results
show glycine (34.9%), alanine (13.3%). serine (9.0%) and proline (8.7%) as the major
components of this protein. Tyrosine is present at 4.1%. Although the data are in good
agreement with the results previously published, slight variations are apparent as would be
expected from different organisms. Bailey and Weis-Fogh [121 used the wing hinge ligaments
and prealar arms from the locust. S. gregaria, and the elastic tendon of the dragonfly. A.
jwucea, to determine the amino acid composition of resilin. The results for these samples did
not vary significantly and therefore were averaged by the investigators. Their analyses found
the major components of resilin to be glycine (38%), alanine (11%), aspartic acid (10%),
serine (8%). and proline (7.8%). There were no sulfur-containing amino acids and only trace
amounts of tryptophan J141. These data were later reexamined by Andersen 115!. He found
no differences from the amino acid data published earlier. Also included were data for resilin
from other insects. The major difference between the cockroach resilin and that of other
resilins is in the amount of asx and glx residues. Interestingly, the combined percentage of
these residues is approximately the same with the exception of the abdominal spring of
Oryctes rhitwceros. which has an unusually high amount of aspartic acid.
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Table 2. Sequences of peptide fragments from tryptic digests of resilin isolated from the prealar
arms of P.americana.. The two columns represent sequence data collected from different
digests and starred sequences were found in both preparations

APSSTY
DGDVAQGSY*
SAPAVGYT
LDGSSQED

GDQESR
KPEIR
DGDVAQGSY*
GAPGGGQ

VAPEVAQ
NVLLPDGR*
GFGSGAGPHGSFYK
EFSYDVNDASTGTEF*

NVLLPDGR*
NINVVE
EFSYDVNDASTGTEF-*

QQGDSGGPV
VLDYD

SSGTSYPDV
YDVNDASA
GFGSGAGPHGAF

In addition to resilin, several other rubber-like proteins have been identified, abductin and
elastin. Resilin, elastin and abductin perform similar functions in the different organisms in
which they are present but each has a noticeably different amino acid composition 1I6,171.
These proteins are all rich in glycine. Small side chain amino acids (glycine. alanine, serine)
account for 55% to 70% of the total residues for these elastomeric proteins. These residues
also comprise over 85% of the structural protein, silk fibroin from B, mori [181. Therefore.
one would not expect these amino acids themselves to be responsible for the elastomeric
properties. These proteins are crosslinked via significantly different processes.
The physical properties, structure and amino acid composition of resilin have been thoroughly
investigated; however, no sequence data have been previously reported. Bailey and Weis-Fogh
[12) suggested that glycine, which accounts for one third of the amino acid composition, is
present at every third residue. The limited sequence data reported here does not support this
suggestion. Only one fragment isolated to date has a significant amount of glycine present in
any repetitious manner. There is not enough sequence information to suggest any regularly
occurring repeating subunits or ultrastructure.
The sequence data have allowed us to design and synthesize oligonucleotide probes for use in
screening a cDNA library. The degeneracy of the genetic code along with the unknown codon
preference for cockroaches creates ambiguity in the design of these probes. We have
eliminated the number of probes created as a result of mixed sites through the use of inosine.
This will allow hybridization to mixed sites. The use of multiple probes should allow for the
identification of resilin-encoding clones.
A short biopolymer, N-(AGPHGAFYKGFGSGb-C, with a confirmed molecular mass of
5355.09 amu, has also been designed and synthesized based on this sequence data- The
physical characterization of the peptide indicates significant B-structure (Figure 1). These data
support the computer-generated secondary structure predicted for this peptide. Thermal
characterization of the resilin-like biopolymer indicates no melt transition but significant thermal
stability (up to about 40%) when heated to 600'C in a nitrogen atmosphere. Initially we were
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Figure 1. CD analysis of the synthetic peptide. The y-axis is in mean residue ellipticitv (divide
by 110 for milli-degrees),
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concerned about the presence of contaminating salt. A quantitative amino acid analysis
accounted for all but 16% of the mass of the starting material; the remainder is believed to
reflect the water content. This material decomposes in the presence of air, possibly indicating a
stable carbon backbone. We have started crosslinking studies to compare the properties of the
uncrosslinked polymer to that of the crosslinked state. One significant difference will be the
crosslink density as natural resilin is approximately 4% whereas the synthetic polypeptide is
7%. This will also serve to increase the molecular weight of the material.
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ABSTRACT
A phosphorylated, glycoprotein preparation has been obtained from orb
webs of the araneid spider Argiope aurantia. This preparation probably
contains proteins from more than one gland type, but resolution of these
proteins has not yet been achieved. Nevertheless, a major component appears to
be the adhesive glycoprotein(s) from the adhesive spiral. A product of the
aggregate glands 2 6 , this glycoprotein(s) occurs as discrete nodules along the
core fibers of the adhesive spiral, within the viscid, aqueous droplets'1 . 2 .
The glycoprotein preparation has a high apparent molecular weight (> 200
kDa) and is polydisperse. The only monosaccharide constituent identified by
gas-liquid chromatography or in lectin studies is N-acetylgalactosamine and this
is at least primarily 0-linked to threonine. By electron microscopy, linear,
unbranched and apparently flexible filaments are observed. Phosphorylated
serine and threonine residues are present in the preparation and glycine, proline
and threonine together account for about 57 mole % of the preparation's amino
acid content. Thus, in some, but not all, respects, this glycoprotein preparation
is reminiscent of a secretory mucin.
INTRODUCTION
The orb webs of araneid spiders are composed of elements from several
types of glands. Major ampullate silk glands (principally) give rise to various
nonadhesive fibers in the web, including, but not limited to, frame lines, the hub
24
3
spiral and the spoke-like radii - . Pyriform glands produce attachment disks'. ,
and, likely, the cements which occur at junctions between ampullate fibers",3 ,5
(e.g. at hub spiral/radius junctions). (Cements at adhesive spiral/radius
junctions are of unknown origin.) Flagelliform glands produce the core fibers
of the adhesive spiral while aggregate glands produce the viscid solution which
envelops these core fibers 2 .6. It is with the viscid coating of the adhesive spiral
that this paper is largely concerned.
The aqueous solution that emerges from the aggregate gland spigots contains
organic and inorganic low molecular weight components (< 200 Da) in high
concentration 7?-t, as well as protein. After it is applied to the core fibers, this
solution takes the form of a series of droplets connected by narrow liquid
bridges. If adhesive spiral segments are examined microscopically, one or two
discrete nodules can usually be observed surrounding the core fibers within
each droplet' 1.12. These nodules are composed, at least in part, of glycoprotein.
Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 292. ' 1993 Materials Research Society
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Guanidine hydrochloride extracts of orb webs built by Argiope aurantia have
yielded a glycoprotein preparation which appears to originate in part with the
nodules. A preliminary characterization of this glycoprotein preparation
follows.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Web Collection
Adult and late juvenile female Argiope aurantiaLucas were collected in
New Hampshire, Maine and Massachusetts. Uncontaminated orb webs were
obtained by niaintaining spiders individually in cages for up to one week
without feeding. Spiders were given water daily. Webs were collected daily on
glass rods and stored at -20'C until analyzed. As an aid in locating orb web
components following separation by chromatographic and electrophoretic
procedures, some spiders were fed 10 uCi D-1l 4 C(U)l-glucose (NEN Research
Products, Boston, MA) and their webs were added to nonradioactive web
collections. The occurrence of phosphorus in the glycoprotein preparation was
examined by feeding each of 30 spiders an average of 27 puCi 13 2 P]-Na2HPO4
(NEN). Isotopes were offered to spiders in aqueous solution from the tips of 10
J4L Hamilton syringes.
Web Extraction and Fractionation
Collection rods coated with web were extracted in batches of about 50-70
webs with 3 mL filtered 6 M guanidine HCl, 0.7 M 2-mercaptoethanol. 0.2 M
Na2HPO4. Extraction was allowed to proceed for 1 day with occasional lowspeed vortexing. The solvent used does not solubilize all web components. In
an effort to determine which web elements are solubilized by this solution,
droplets of solvent were directly applied to selected areas of webs which had
been collected on glass plates13. The results were observed by light microscopy
using a Zeiss RA 38 microscope.
Web extracts were fractionated by size-exclusion chromatography on 90 cm
x 2 cm 2 columns of Sephacryl S-400 HR (Pharmacia LKB, Piscataway, NJ)
using the aforementioned guanidine solution for equilibration and elution of
columns. Flow rates were typically about 10 mlh and 2.5 - 3.2 mL fractions
were collected (LKB-Bromma 2212 Helirac). Radioactivity and O.D. 280 of
each fraction were determined using a LKB-Wallac 1214 Rackbeta Excel liquid
scintillation counter and a Beckman DB-GT grating spectrophotometer,
respectively. Pooled fractions were dialyzed against distilled water (Spectrum
Spectra/Por 6 membranes, mol. wt. cutoff 2000 Da) and lyophilized (Labconco
Freeze Dryer 4.5). Lyophilized material was often desiccated in vacuo over
P20j and weighed (Perkin-Elmer AD-2 autobalance or Mettler AE 163 or
HIOTw balances). The 'glycoprotein preparation' used in the analyses described
below consisted of the earliest eluting material off the Sephacryl columns (Fig.

1).
Since inorganic phosphate is one of the solutes in the viscid coating of the
adhesive spiral 7 8. , the 3 2 P-labeled web was washed with water before being

extracted with the guanidine solution. This was done by gently immersing the
web-coated collection rod in 20 mnl distilled water for I h four limes (with no
vortexing). Radioactivity in extracts and fractions was measured by Cherenkov
counting.
Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE)
Dialyzed and lyophilized guanidine extracts or fractions thereof were
examined by SDS-PAGE on 3.75% or 14% uniform concentration or 5-20%
linear gradient acrylamide gels using the discontinuous system of Laemmli' 4 ,
with Act-vlAide (FMC BioProducts, Rockland, ME) used as crosslinker in place
of NN'-methylenebisacrylamide. Gels were polymerized on GelBond PAG
film (FMC). Electrophoresis was performed at 25 mA, requiring about 5 h.
After electrophoresis. proteins were fixed and stained overnight in a solution of
2-propanol/glacial acetic acid/water (25/10/65, v/v/v) containing 0.1%
Coomassie brilliant blue R-250 (BRL, Gaithersburg, MD). The same solution,
without dye but with 3% glycerol added, was used for destaining. After rinsing
with distilled water, gels were air dried and photographed using Kodak
Electrophoresis Duplicating Paper. In the case of radioactive samples, Kodak
SB-5 film was used to prepare autoradiograms from dried gels. Molecular
weight standards were products of BRL.
Chemical Composition of Glycoprotein Preparation
I. Amino acid composition. Amino acid analyses were performed at the
Instrumentation Center of the University of New Hampshire (UNH) and at AAA
Ia,'r".tory (Mercer Island, Washington). At both locations, amino acid
analyzers employing ion-exchange/ninhydrin methodologyit were used.
Samples analyzed at UNH were hydrolyzed in 6 N HCI under vacuum at I IO'C
for 24 h and then dried in vacuo over NaOH pellets. Analyses were performed
on a Beckman 118CL amino acid analyzer coupled to a Varian LSD Ill
integrator. Samples analyzed at AAA Laboratory were hydrolyzed under
vacuum (50 mtorr) for 20 h at 115'C in 6 N HCI, 0.05% 2-mercaptoethanol, to
which one crystal of phenol was added. Hydrolysates were dried in vacuo using
a Buchler Evapo-Mix and analyzed on either a Dionex D550 amino acid
analyzer (with a PDP 8/L computer operating with Dionex MK II software) or
a Beckman 6300 amino acid analyzer upgraded to a 7300 (with a Northgate PC
computer operating with Beckman System Gold software). Buffer systems and
operating conditions for the analyzers followed the manufacturers'
recommendations. In all analyses, the destruction during hydrolysis of 10% of
the serine and 5% of the threonine was assumedtl ',16 and compensated for in
calculating amino acid composition.
Cystine/2 was determined at AAA Laboratory by the performic acid
oxidation method described by Moore'7, except that oxidation took place at
50'C for 15 min. Following oxidation, acid hydrolysis was performed as
described above for this facility and the hydrolysates were analyzed on the
Beckman 7300 amino acid analyzer. The molar percentage of cysteic acid was
calculated by reference to aspartic acid.
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2. Phosphate linkage. Portions of the 32 p-labeled glycoprotein preparation
werL t~ydrolyzed in 6 N HCI at I 10°C for I h or 4 h18-19 and then dried on a
Savant Speed-Vac concentrator. The air was not evacuated from the hydrolysis
tubes before they were sealed. Aliquots of hydrolysate resulting from 0.5-1.5
mg of unhydrolyzed glycoprotein preparation were electrophoresed at 3000 V
on 23 x 57 cm sheets of Whatman 3MM chromatography paper. Standard
phosphoserine (P-Ser), phosphothreonine (P-Thr) and phosphotyrosine (P-Tyr)
(Sigma Chemical, St. Louis, MO) were co-electrophoresed and their positions
used to identify their radioactive counterparts in the hydrolysates. A given
portion of hydrolysate was either electrophoresed for I h using a formic
acid/acetic acidlwater electrolyte, pH 1.920, or electrophoresed for 45 min using
a pyridine/acetic acid/water electrolyte, pH 3.519. The current at the start of a
run was typically 100 mA for the pH 1.9 electrolyte and 130 mA for the pH 3.5
electrolyte. Autoradiograms were prepared from the electrophoretograms as
for SDS-PAGE gels, after which phosphoamino acids and other amines were
visualized ,ith ninhydrin/cadmium acetate 21 . Densitometry was performed on
autoradiograms using an Elmo EV-308 visual presenter and a Macintosh 11
computer operating with Image version 1.22 software (by W. Rasband.
Research Services Branch, NIMH).
3. Carbohydrate composition. Monosaccharide constituents of samples
(0.12 - 0.69 mg) of the glycoprotein preparation were identified by gas-liquid
chromatography (GLC) as their trimethylsilyl derivatives using a procedure
published by Cnaplin2 2 . Methanolysis was performed by treating lyophilized
samples with 0.63 N methanolic HCI for 4 h at 90'C. Following re-Nacetylation and subsequent trimethylsilylation using N-methyl-N-trimethylsilyltrifluoroacetamide (Pierce Europe B.V., Oud-Beijerland, The Netherlands), the
monosaccharide derivatives were separated on a fused silica capillary column
(30 m) wall-coated with RSL 300 (Alltech, Unterhaching, FRG) using the
following temperature program: 100'C to 130'C at 16°C/min, then up to 260'C
at 4C/rmin.
Hexosamine analyses, again using ion exchange/ninhydrin methodology' 5 ,
were performed at AAA Laboratory on 0.50-1.05 mg samples of the
glycoprotein preparation. Samples were hydrolyzed under vacuum (50 mtorr)
for 4 h at 115°C in 4 N HClmo- from 23, dried using a Buchler Evapo-Mix and
analyzed on the Beckman 7300 amino acid analyzer optimized for resolving
amino sugars.
Lectin affinities were examined by double diffusion tests 24 in plated gels
consisting of 1% low melting point agarose (BRL) in 60 mM barbital buffer,
pH 8.6, with 0.02% sodium azide. Lectins (Sigma Chemicaij and the
glycoprotein preparation were added to wells at a concentration of I mg/mL in
the same buffer.
In addition, the presence of sialic acids in the orb web was investigated
using the resorcinol method of Svennerholm 25 . Batches of up to six whole orb
webs from adult females were assayed.
4. Substituents O-linked to serine or threonine. To estimate the extent of
O-substitution (including, but not limited to, glycosylation and
phosphorylation 26 ) of serine/threonine residues, samples (about 0,7 mg each) of
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the glycoprotein preparation were treated with 0.2 N NaOH at 45°C for 5, 10
or 24 hm'" from 2728. The reaction mixtures were then neutralized with 6 N HCI
and dried under vacuum over P2 0 5 . Acid hydrolysis and amino acid analysis
were performed at AAA Laboratory as described above. By the alkaline
pretreatment O-substituted serine and threonine residues are converted to 2aminopropenoic acid and 2-amino-2-butenoic acid, respectively, as a result of a
O-elimination reaction 2 6.29 . A reduction in the molar percentages of threonine
and/or serine indicates the extent of O-substitution of these amino acids.
Electron Microscopy of Glycoprotein Preparation
Lyophilized samples of the glycoprotein preparation were prepared for
electron microscopy using the spreading procedure of Kleinschmidt and Zahn- 10 ,
with modifications3 t . Samples were solubilized in 1 M ammonium acetate, pH
5.0, at a concentration of 25/ag/mL. Aliquots of 50 pL were mixed with 50 ,4L
of 10 mM Tris, 1 mM EDTA, pH 8.5, and 2 J*L cytochrome c (2.5 ri.g/mL 2 M
Tris, 50 mM EDTA, pH 8.5). Using 0.15 M ammonium acetate, pH 7.0, as
hypophase, the protein was layered down a ramp onto the hypophase surface.
This was allowed to spread for 30 sec. Monolayer samples were picked up onto
copper grids (300 mesh) coated with carbon-stabilized Parlodion These were
stained immediately with 5 x 10-5 M uranyl acetate in 90% ethanol for 30 sec,
rinsed with 90% ethanol and air dried. The grids were rotary shadowed with a
15 mm platinum/palladium wire at low angles (6-10 degrees). Glycoproteins
were observed in a JEOL 100B electron microscope and photographed. The
photographs were enlarged to 55,100 X and glycoprotein contour lengths were
measured in well spread preparations.
RESULTS
Size-Exclusion Chromatography and SDS-PAGE
The 'glycoprotein preparation' examined in this study was obtained by
fractionating guanidine extracts of A. aurantiaorb webs on Sephacryl S-400 HR
and pooling the earliest eluting material. This high Mr material, not easily
detected at 280 nm (at least while in the guanidine solution), begins eluting just
after the void volume (Fig. IB). Thus far, attempts to examine the
heterogeneity of the material by SDS-PAGE have yielded results which are
difficult to evaluate. When electrophoresed, a high molecular weight (> 200
kDa) is again indicated, but the preparation forms a diffuse smear rather than a
distinct band or bands. Very poor staining with Coomassie blue is also
characteristic of the material.
Later fractions off Sephacryl columns contained four to six major proteins
of lower Mr (< 35 kDa) as well as about ten more minor proteins, all of which
form discrete bands and show typical affinities for Coomassie blue (Fig. 2).
For the chromatographic run presented in Figure 1, these lower molecular
weight proteins began eluting at fractions 45-47 and could be observed by SDSPAGE through fractions 69-71. The glycoprotein preparation included all
material eluting in fractions 30-44 and gravimetrically accounted for 53% of
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FIGURE I. A rcprcsentative fractionation on Scphacryl S-4(X) HR of guanidinc4
extracted components of 1 C-labeled A. aurantiaorb webs. In this particular run, the
glycoprotein preparation included material eluting in fractions 30-44. (A) Weight of

material remaining in fractions (pooled in groups (of three) after dialysis and
lyophilization. (B) Absorbancc at 280 nm (open circles) and radioactisity (solid circles)
of fractions prior to dialysis. Flow rate wa,; set at 10 mLJh and 2.5 mL fractions were
collected- Blue dextran 2(XX) (Pharmacia LKB) was used to determine void volume (Vo)
For additional details see text.

the guanidine-extracted material remaining after dialysis and lyophilization
(Fig. IA). Moreover, the presence of substantial quantities of protein in
fractions 45-62, indistinguishable by SDS-PAGE from that in the glycoprotein
preparation, indicates that the lower Mr, 'typical' proteins observed in fractions

45-71 account for only a small percentage of the protein in guanidine extracts.
The relatively high absorbance and radioactivity observed in fractions after
71 (Fig. I B), which contain no protein as determined by SDS-PAGE, are
probably due in large measure to the very low molecular weight solutes (< 200
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Da) known to be present in the adhesive spirals viscid cover. (Of course, they
undoubtedly begin eluting prior to fraction 72.) These compounds would be
lost during dialysis and, hence, their presence is not reflected in the gravimetric
weights (Fig. IAL.
The origin of the glycoprotein preparation was investigated by applying, to
components of plated webs. the same guanidine solution used to extract web,.
By this imperfect. but still useful, method the adhesive spiral core fibers
appeared to be solubilized essentially immediately. However, I h after adding
the solvent it was still possible to observe faint globules strewn along the path
previously held by the core fibers. These globules were more irregularly
spaced than the adhesive spiral nodules mentioned earlier. They were also, in
some instances, larger than adhesive spiral nodules and irregularly shaped.
Nevertheless, their appearance was most reminiscent of these nodules. Several
other web components, namely the finest fibers in the stabilimentum, which are
presumably of aciniform gland origin, and both types of junctional cements.
seemed to be partially, even largely, solubilized by the guanidine solution, but
were not completely solubilized after I h. Both major ampullate and minor
ampullate fibers appeared to be resistant to this solvent.
Chemical Composition of Glycoprotein Preparation
The results obtained from amino acid analyses on the glycoprotein
preparation are presented in Table 1. Glycine, proline and threonine together
account for about 57 mole % of the preparation's amino acid content. The
lower molar percentage of glycine observed in samples analyzed at UNH may
be due to diketopiperazine formation, resulting from the slow method used to
dry hydrolysates (drying in vacuo over NaOH pellets)3 2 . The effects of treating
samples of the glycoprotein preparation with 0,2 N NaOH for various lengths of
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TABLE I. Amino acid composition (in mole
%) of samples of glycoprotein preparation
analyzed at UNH or AAA Laboratory.

Asp
Thr
Ser
Glu
Pro
Gly
Ala
COs/2
Vil
Met
Ile
Leu
Tyr
Phe
His
Lys
Arg

UNH
mean (SEM)
n- 7

AAA
mean (SEM)
n =3a

3.82 (0.191)
10.79 (0.335)
3.86 (0.074)
6.74 (0.038)
17.30 (0.255)
25.63 (0.572)
5.28 (0.296)
N.D.b
4.96 (0.121)
0.67 (0.062)
6.67 (0.310)
3.95 (0.237)
2.59 (0.060)
2.28 (0.051)
1.13 (0.098)
3.81 (0.357)
0.52 (0.04,))

3.93 (0.097)
9.32 (0.505)
3.10 (0.049)
5.69 (0.114)
17,78 (0.179)
32.75 (1.539)
5.99 (0.293)
0.22 (0.022)
5.55 (0.145)
0.70 (0.058)
3.17 (0,252)
2.17 (0.260)
2.61 (0.030)
2.11 (0.100)
0.46 (0,030)
4.(0 (0,215)
0,41 (0.094)

a Includes the control data set presented in Table I1.

b N.D =not determined.

time prior to acid hydrolysis and amino acid analysis can be seen in Table 11.
Reductions in the molar percentages of threonine and serine indicate that about
80% and 45% of all threonine and serine residues, respectively, have 0-linked
substituents.
Carbohydrate analyses of the glycoprotein preparation using GLC indicate
that N-acetylgalactosamine (GaINAc) is the predominant, if not sole.
monosaccharide constituent (Fig. 3). No evidence for the presence of sialic
acids was obtained either by GLC of monosaccharides released from the
glycoprotein preparation or when whole orb webs were assayed by the
resorcinol method. The results of double diffusion tests with several lectins
were in agreement with the GLC findings (Table Ill). Only lectins with an
affinity for GaINAc formed precipitates with the glycoprotein preparation.
Estimates of the percentage by weight of GaINAc in the glycoprotein
preparation were obtained from hexosamine analyses on an amino acid analyzer
and, in one instance, by GLC. The former method gave a mean value of 8.6%
(SEM 1.21%; n = 3) while 7.3% was obtained by the latter method. These data,
however, assume that the glycoprotein preparation is fully dehydrated by the
desiccant (P 2 05) in vacuo at room temperature. Data from amino acid analyses
indicate that it is not and, thus, that the percentage by weight of GaLNAc is
actually higher. Taking together data obtained from amino acid, hexosamine
and GLC analyses, we estimate that the molar ratio of GaINAc/threonine is
about 0.7.
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TABLE I1. Amino acid composition (in mole %)

of glycoprotein preparation following treatment
with 0.2 N NaOH.
Length of alkaline treatment (h)
0

5

10

24

Asp
Thr

3.98
10.23

4,26
4.12

4.42
3.29

442
2.27

Ser
Glu

3.14
5.53

2.10
6.18

1.88
6.13

20.88

20.50

33.24

34.69

Pro

18.17

Gly

30.08

Ala
Val
Met
lie
Leu
Tyr

2.25
5.93
19.91
33.41

His
Lysa

5.44
5.85
0.81
3.64
2.67
2.67
2.31
0.51
4.38

6.07
5,74
0.86
3.70
2.78
2.75
2.44
0.54
4.38

6.02
5.83
0.92
3.64
2.75
2.88
2.52
0.56
4.38

6.23
5.72
0.94
3.67
2.93
2.88
2,52
0.53
4.38

Arg

0.59

0.86

0.39

0.31

Phc

a A ninhydnn-positive compound which co-chromatographed with
Lys was formed as a result of treating samples with NaOH prior to
acid hydrolysis. Thus, Lys could not be quantitated in alkalitreated samples. As a reasonable estimate, the molar %of Lys in
the control sample has been assigned to the alkali-trcated samples.

Webs built by spiders fed 32 p yielded radioactive glycoprotein preparations.
As a first step in examining the nature of the phosphate linkages, samples of the
glycoprotein preparation were acid hydrolyzed for short periods of time and
the hydrolysates were high-voltage electrophoresed. The distribution of isotope
in the hydrolytic products, as quantitated by densitometry, is shown in Table
IV. Using the pH 1.9 electrolyte, standard P-Ser and P-Thr were well resolved,
but P-Thr and P-Tyr were not. All three phosphoamino acids were resolved
using the pH 3.5 electrolyte, though sp,'eading of individual compounds was
such that the leading edge of P-Thr merged with the trailing edge of P-Ser.
Consequently, having detected, at pH 3.5, no radioactive P-Tyr in hydrolysates,
the relative quantities of radioactive P-Ser and P-Thr were estimated from
autoradiograms prepared from pH 1.9 electrophoretograms. We should note
that in an earlier 3 2 P-feeding experiment, performed in essentially the same
manner as described above, the distribution of isotope in the
phosphorylhydroxyamino acids was markedly different from the distribution
presented in Table IV. After a 4 h hydrolysis, 88.0% of the radioactivity in the
phosphoamino acids was in P-Ser, 12.0% in P-Thr.
With regard to the overall distribution of 32p in the pooled collection of
labeled orb webs, it is worth noting that 93.6% of radioactivity was extracted
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FIGURE 3. A representative GLC analysis of trimethylsilyl denvatives of methyl
glycosides produced from the glycoprotein preparation. A. iso-erythntol (internal
standard); B. N-acetylgalactosarmine.

by gently immersing the web in distilled water and probably represents
inorganic orthophosphate from the adhesive spiral's aqueous coating; 6.0% of
radioactivity was extracted by the guanidine solution and largely represents the
glycoprotein preparation; and 0.4% of radioactivity remained with the
guanidine-insoluble fraction of the web,
Electron Microscopy of Glycoprotein Preparation
Electron microscopic examination of the glycoprotein preparation revealed
polydisperse linear macromolecules exhibiting considerable flexibility (Fig. 4).
Contour measurements of selected well spread preparations yielded values
ranging from 900 nm to 2800 nm. If it is assumed that a single amino acid is
0.2 nm and has a molecular weight of 100 Da, then it is possible to calculate a
nominal molecular weight range for the polypeptide component of this
preparation as 450 to 1400 kDa assuming that the linear strands represent fully
extended proteins.
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TABLE Ill. Glyeoprotein preparation - lectin interactions.
Lecfin origin

Tetragorolobuspurpureas
(Lotus tetragonolobus)(asparagus pea)

Specificitya

Prectlptation

a-Fuc

No

Leta culinaris(lentil)

cg-Man > a-Gic, a-GIcNAc

No

Canavaliaensiformis (jack bean)

a-Man > ot-GIc > a-GIcNAc

No

a or ft-GalNAc

Yes

ci-GaINAc

No

Helix pomatia (edible snail)

a-GalNAc > ý-GalNAc

Yes

Arachis hvpogaea (peanut)

Gal (P11-3) GalNAc

No

Glycine mnax (soybean)
Dolichos biflorav (horse gram)

Plilotaplunosa(red marine algae)

ca-Fuc > u-Gal, ci-Gic > cx-GlcNAc

No

ap. plumosa specilicity from Rogers ct a148. H. poinatia specificity from Hammarstrom and
Kabat 49 and PMllcr ct al-. All others taken from review of Goldstein and Poreiz 5 t .

DISCUSSION
Origin of the Gtycoprotein Preparation
Observations made on plated webs indicate that guanidine extracts of whole
A. aurantiaorb webs contain products of the flagelliform, aggregate, aciniform
and pyriform glands. While the glycoprotein preparation is free of the lower
Mr, 'typical' proteins observed by SDS-PAGE (Fig. 2), it is still very likely that
this preparation contains proteins from more than one type of gland. It is
presently our view that the glycoprotein portion of this preparation (if, indeed,
the glycoprotein preparation contains anything other than glycoproteins) is at
least partially derived from the nodules on the adhesive spiral. These nodules,
products of the aggregate glands, fluoresce intensely when incubated with
FITC-labeled Glycine max (soybean) lectin1 2 , indicating the presence of
terminal GalNAc residues. GaINAc was the only monosaccharide that was
detected in the glycoprotein preparation by GLC (Fig. 3) and in double
diffusion tests with lectins (Table Il1). Moreover, in several respects the
glycoprotein preparation is reminiscent of a mucin (see below), and, from
superficial considerations (e.g. the apparent high hydration of nodules" and the
ability of nodules to be deformed into highly extended, filamentous
strands'1.1 2 ), nodules seem to be the most mucin-like structures in the web.
The inability of the guanidine solution to fully solubilize the adhesive spiral
in plated webs within I h. specifically material which we presume was of
nodular origin, may be at variance with the above supposition. However, it
should be kept in mind that the solubilization occurring with plated web
components after I h without agitation probably does not exactly reflect the
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TABLE IV. Densitometric analysis of 3 2 p-labeled components of glycoprotein
preparation following acid hydrolysis and high voltage paper electrophoresis.
32

32
Distribution of p in hvdrol sates

Distnbution of p in phosphoamino
acids released by hydrolksish
IMean '7 of total radioactis ity
in phosphoammo acids (SEM)I:

[Mean 17of total
radioactivity in hydrolysatcs (SEM)]a
Time of
hydrolysis (h)

P-AA

P-Pep d

Pi

nc

P-Ser

P-Thr

ne

1

16.3 (0.72) 60.4 (1.93)

23.3 (2.48) 5

61.4(I..-))

38.6(I.5-)

2

4

19.1 (1.54) 40.8 (1.89) 40.1 (3.31) 6

51.8(0.45)

48.2(0.45)

2

Abbreviations: P-AA, phosphorylhydroxyamino acids' P-Pep, phosphopeptides; Pi, inorganic
orthophosphate; P-Ser, phosphoserne; P-Thr, phosphothreonine
a Determined from runs made at pH 1.9 and 3.5.
h No phosphotyrosine was detected by the methods employed.
c Determined from rins made at pH 1.9.
d Includes radioactive material remaining near origin as well as at least three radioactive
components which migrate to%,ard the positise pole and at least one radioactive component
which migrates toward the negative pole.
c n = The number of aliquots of a given hydrolysate that were analyied by separate
clectrophoretic runs.

solubilization that occurs with rod-wound web after 24 h with agitation. Also.
the plated webs used during this study had been collected severat months
previously and stored at room temperature. It may be that some web
components, including adhesive spiral nodules, become more resistant to
solvents with time under such conditions.
Comparison Between the Glycoprotein Preparation and Mucins
The glycoprotein preparation shares several characteristics with mammalian
secretory mucins (see e.g. Refs. 33-37 for mucin reviews). By size-exclusion
chromatography, SDS-PAGE and electron microscopy the glycoprotein
preparation, like mucins, appears to he of high molecular weight and
polydisperse. As with some mucins- 40, it stains very poorly with Coomassie
blue and absorbs poorly at 280rnm. By electron microscopy, apparently
flexible. unbranched, linear macromolecules are observed (Fig. 4), reminiscent
of mucins 34 37. Three amino acids that often occur in high molar percentage in
mucins -- glycine, proline and threonine -- account for about 57 mole % of the
glycoprotein preparation's amino acid composition (Table 1).
In addition, it is a characteristic of mucins that most of their carbohydrate is
O-linked to serine or threonine and the sugar directly bonded to these amino
acids is GaINAc-'3 3 7. Indirect evidence reported herein indicates that this
characteristic applies to the glycoprotein preparation as well. Decreases in the
molar percentages of both threonine and serine were apparent in the amino acid
compositions of samples of the glycoprotein preparation that had been exposed
to alkali prior to amino acid analysis (Table II). However, since phosphoryl

FIGURE 4. Ele•:tron mkcrographs of1ro•tarx -shado•ed proici~ns from the glyc'oproitcin
preparation. Considerable flexibilhty is; indicated. Examples; from the high and lo', ends•

of a range of lengths ,are show~n in the uppermost and Iower• right micro~graphs.
rcspecti',cly. All threc mierograpihs are at thc s;ame nagnificiaton. Bar 0)2 p~m

groups, as well as glycosyl groups, can undergo el.;mi'nation by this
procedure 2 6 ,At, and since P-Ser and P-Thr are present in the glycoprotein
preparation, this result alone does not demonstrate the participation of serine
and threonine residues in O-glycosidic linkages. But considering that there
appears to be at least as much P-Ser in the glycoprotein preparation as P-T'hr
(T'able IV). if not substantially more, and that the molar percentage of ()substituted threonine is cotnsiderably greater than the molar percentage of 0substituted serine (Table II), it is reasonable to suggest that the carbohydrate in
the glycoprotein preparation is at least primarily 0-linked. Moreover, these
data indicate that at least tnuch of the 0-linked carbohydrate is bonded to
threonine. Finally, as only (jalNAc has been detected in the glycoprotein
preparation (Fig. 3. Table III), it is the only candidate for linkage sugar.
The gl ycoprotein preparation also shows some imtportant dissimilarities with
mucins. For example. in mucins. threonine and serine together typically
account for abotit 25-55 mole % of total atnino acids-3-, 3' 4 1'.42,while in the
glycoprotein preparation the corresponding value is about 13 mole % (Table I).
with serine being especially low. This has a direct bearing on what is, perhaps.
the most important difference between the two materials, namely, the large
discrepancy in their total carbohydrate percentages. On a weight basis, from
4
about .50 to 85% of a mucin is carbohydrate&
.-',3 74 .-, whereas all data to date
indicate that the glycoprotein preparatiotn is < 18% carbohydrate.
The presence of sialic acids, terminally positioned on sonic oligosaceharide
chains, is also typical of ntucins.•t-U5 .7 . However, attempts to detect sialic acids
in orb web constituents have yielded negative restults, in both this study and
previously 4 3 ,'4. Indeed, endogenous sialic acids appear to be largely, though not
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entirely 45 . absent in arthropods'46. On the other hand, phosphorylated
serine/threonine residues, present in the glycoprotein preparation, have not, to
our knowledge, been reported in a mucin (though high molecular weight
glycoproteins containing aminoethylphosphonic acid are present in mucus
secreted by a sea anemone 47 ). It should be recognized that if the glycoprotein
preparation does contain products from more than one type of gland. then the
individual components might appear more or less mucin-like in isolation.
We thank Stcphanie Lara for preparng samples for electron microscop. and Susan F. Chase
tor excellent technical assistance. We are also ,cr grateful to l-,.%ell H. Ericsson and Nancy R.
Encsson (AAA Laboratory) for their carefull% and c\pcrtl. perforrmcd anal},e•s. This %,orkx,as
supported by NIH area grant RI5 GM44353-OIA 1, and HATCH (grant 352) and BRSG Iunds
from the Univcrsity of New Hampshire.
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SPIDER SILK PROTEINS
MIKE HINMAN, ZHENGYU DONG, MING XU and RANDOLPH V. LEWIS
Molecular Biology Department, U. of Wyoming, Box 3944 Laramie, WY 82071-3944
ABSTRACT
Dragline silk has been shown to consist of two proteins, Spidroins I and 2, which form
this unique fiber. The cDNAs for these two proteins have been sequenced and a structure
proposed which accounts for both the tensile strength and elasticity of dragline silk.
INTRODUCTION
Spiders are unique creatures due to the presence of glands in their abdomen producing silk.
They are also unique in the use of silk throughout their life span and the nearly total
dependence on silk for their evolutionary success. Although spiders have been studied since
earliest man, the first papers using a scientific approach to spider webs and silk appeared in
the 18Ms. One of the earliest was by John Blackwell describing the construction of webs by
spiders I 1]. The following decades resulted in studies of the biology of the spiders and their
anatomy, but little information was published about the silk itself. In 1907 Benton published
one of the earliest studies describing properties of the silk 121. In that same year Fischer
demonstrated the protein nature of the silk by showing the predominant presence of amino
acids [31[ There were periods of fairly intense study prior to World War 1Iand in the late
1950s. However progress, especially when compared to silkworm silk, was relatively
meager. Beginning in the 1970s the laboratories of Work, Gosline and Tillinghast revived
interest in spider silk with several papers describing physical, mechanical and chemical
properties of spider silks. Despite the efforts of these groups and others, the structure of the
spider silk protein(s) remained unknown.
Spider webs are constructed from several different silks. Each of these silks is produced in
a different gland. The glands occur as bilaterally symmetric paired sets. Although each of the
glands has its own distinctive shape and size, their functional organization is similar. The
majority of thc gland serves as a reservoir for soiuX,, s*A.k
protein which is synthesized in
specialized cells at the distal end of the gland. The soluble silk is pulled down a narrow duct
during which the physical and chemical changes occur which produce the solid silk fiber.
There is a valve at the exit to the spinneret which can control the flow rate of the fiber and may
control the fiber diameter to a small degree. The silk exits through the spinnerets, of which
there are three pairs, anterior, median and posterior.
Due to their size and ease of study, the major ampullate glands have received the most
attention. Thus, most of what is known about the synthesis of silk proteins is based on the
study of that gland. However, morphological and histochemical studies of the other glands
support the ideas developed for the major ampullate gland. The synthesis of the silk protein(s)
takes place in specialized columnar epithelial cells 141 which appear to lack a Golgi apparatus.
There appears to be at least two different types of cells producing protein [51 which correlates
with our data on the composition of the silk from these glands. The newly synthesized protein
appears within tlic "ci!w.,,diopicLs wiiicn are scrcted into the lumen of the gland via an
Mal. Res. Soc. Syrnp. Proc. Vol. 292.
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unknown mechanism.
The state of the protein in the lumen of the gland is unknown but it must be in a state which
prevents fiber formation as the fiber is not formed until passage down the duct. This is
probably accomplished by a combination of protein structure and concentration which
prevents aggregation in large protein arrays. It has been shown that the silk in the gland is not
birefringent whereas the silk becomes birefringent as it passes down the duct 161. Thus the
ordering of protein seen in the final fiber is accomplished in the duct. This ordering appears to
be due to the mechanical and frictional forces aligning the protein molecules and probably
altering the secondary structure to the final fiber form. Experimental evidence for this has
been the ability to draw silk fibers directly from the lumen of the major, minor and cylindrical
glands (unpublished data) implying that the physical forces of drawing the solution are
sufficient for fiber formation.
One of the features which attracted attention to spider silk was its unique properties. The
spider must be able to use the minimum amount of silk in its web to catch prey in order to
survive successfully. The web has to stop a rapidly flying insect nearly instantly in a manner
that allows it to become entangled and trapped. To do this the web must absorb the energy of
the insect without breaking and yet not act as a trampoline to send the insect back off the web.
Gosline et a). [71 have reviewed several aspects of this and concluded that spider silk and the
web are nearly optimally designed for each other.
As with any polymer, especially those made of protein, there are numerous factors which
can affect the tensile strength and elasticity. These can include temperature, hydration state
and rate of extension. Even with all those caveats, it is clear that dragline silk is a unique
biomaterial. As seen in Table I dragline silk wilt absorb more energy prior to breaking than
nearly any commonly used material. Thus, although it is not as strong as several of the
current synthetic fibers, it can outperform theni in many applications.
The composition of spider silks has been known to be predominantly protein since the early
studies of Fischer 131. In fact, except for the sticky spiral thread, no significant amounts of
any substance other than protein have been detected, including sugars, minerals and lipids.
The various silks have significantly different amino acid compositions as do the same silks
from different spiders. In the major ampullate silks, the combination of Glu, Pro, Gly and
Ala comprise 80% of the silk from each species. However, the proportion of Pro is
significantly different in each. As will be discussed below these differences can be accounted
for by different ratios of two proteins. The minor ampullate silks are more similar among
species and differ from major ampullate silk in having significantly lower Pro values.
Cylindrical (tubuliform) gland silk used for constructing egg cocoons is radically different
from any of the other silks. The amount of Gly is reduced by nearly three quarters and Ser, in
particular, has increased to compensate as have other amino acids to a much lesser extent. The
coronate gland (swathing) silk is also very different in having a very high proportion of Pro in
relation to the other amino acids.
There are two major reasons that virtually all of the biophysical data on spider silk has
been obtained from major ampullate silk. First, it can be obtained easily since the spiders trail
it along behind as they move. Second is the combination of mechanical properties of elasticity
and high tensile strength, which will be discussed in detail below.
There were several early studies of silk fibers using X-ray diffraction which provided some
information, much of which was interpreted based on the structure of silkworm silk [reviewed
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TABLE
Material

Strength
2
(N m- )

Dragline silk
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1-2 x
4 x
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Ix
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(J kg"1)
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FIGURE I
The Spidroin I amino acid sequence is .shown organized to demonstrate the repeats;

-

is a

deletion and . an identical residue at that position. This sequence is from a 2.4 kb cDNA
clone with the non-repetitive regions and the 3' untranslated region not shown.
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in 81. These studies led to the classification of dragline silk as group beta 3, 4 or 5 depending
on the species. These groups are distinguished by the intersheet distance between the beta
sheets. The higher the number, the larger that spacing. It was also clear that much of the
structure was not beta sheet and appeared to be random. However, it is clear from the amino
acid compositions of the different silks that large bulky groups are present and must be
accommodated either in the sheet or in the random regions. The amino acid sequences of the
proteins from dragline silk put limits on what the structures can be and the X-ray data must be
interpreted on that basis.
Using Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) Dong et al. 191 have probed the
structure of the dragline silk fiber in the relaxed and extended states. The data confirm the
presence of significant beta sheet-like structure which appears the same in both relaxed and
extended forms. Dragline silk. which was dissolved in 43M LiCIO 4 , dialysed against water
and dnied to a film, also showed predominantly beta sheet-like conformation indicating this is
a preferred secondary structure of the proteins in the solid state (unpublished data). However,
in the extended state, the silk forms a helical structure which returns to the original form when
the tension is released. The parallel polarized spectrum shows the orientation is parallel to the
fiber axis. These same spectral features were observed for both Nephila clavipes and
Araneivs gemmndides. The helical regions appear to be coming from the random or nonoriented regions. However, minor ampullate silk, which exhibits very low elasticity, showed
no such helix formation. These data suggest that helix formation is playing an important role
in the elastic function of these proteins.
Another interesting characteristic of dragline silk is its ability to supercontract. When
unrestrained dragline silk is placed in water it contracts to 50-60% of its original length. This
contraction results in a I(XIO-fold decrea- " the elastic modulus and a greatly increased
extensibility [ 101. Although several polymers exhibit this characteristic in organic solvents
dragline silk will supercontract in water but not in organic solvents [11-141. The data from Xray diffraction suggest the beta sheet regions rotate within the fiber but otherwise are
unchanged. Thus, the water must be altering the relationship of the sheet regions to the nonoriented regions. This supercontraction is reversible and repeatable and can be used to achieve
mechanical work by the fibers.
With the proposed structure of dragline silk being crystalline regions interspersed with
non-oriented regions, the question arises as to the mechanism of elasticity. In the
supercontracted form, this appears to be predominantly an entropy driven process 1101 with
about 85% of the retractive force due to polymer chain conformational entropy. A later
calculation estimates the average size of the random chains to be about 15 amino acids 171.
METHiODS
Pure silk fibers
Much of the past research on spider silk relied on obtaining samples from webs or from the
trailing fibers of the spider. It has become clear that many of these samples were composed of
more than one silk type. Thus, Work and Emerson 1151 designed an apparatus to forcibly silk
spiders to obtain a single fiber type. Although the apparatus performed well, it was relatively
complicated to construct and operate. We have designed a simple version of their instrument
which consists of a variable speed drill which is connected to a sewing machine footpedal
controller which regulates the drill speed. Forceps are used to take a single silk fiber, which is
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wrapped around a spool, from a CO 2 anaesthetized spider whose legs have been taped down.
The procedure is done with the aid of a microscope to insure that only a ,ingle fiber of the type
desired is taken. While observing under the microscope, the silk is forcibly wound onto the
spool. This method is applicable to both major and minor ampullate silk. In faLt, both can be
obtained simultaneously using two spools separated by 2 cm or more.
Occasionally it is possible to obtain swathing silk in the same manner but the success rate
for this is relatively low in our experience. Swathing silk can be obtained from spiders fed
frequently as they occasionally will wrap the prey for later use. This silk can be carefully
removed from the prey for examination.
Cocoon silk has been obtained directly from fresh cocoons. However, in observing the
cocoon construction by Nephila clavipes, it was seen that several fibers, probably eight, were
laid down simultaneously. Thus, it is difficult to obtain single fibers, but it is possible. In
addition, it was observed that after the eggs are laid, the viscous secretion that accompanies
them is frequently smeared over the fibers which leads to erroneous amino acid compositions.
The amino acid composition of this secretion is largely hydrophobic amino acids which axe not
present to a large degree in either the cylindrical gland or the carefully obtained single fibers.
Protein Sequence
Initial efforts to obtain protein sequence were directed at the silk fibers themselves. When
the fibers were placed on the sequencer membrane, they were retained and sequence
information could be obtained. The data clearly showed that no single amino terminus was
present. In fact, the sequence data resembled the amino acid composition at nearly every step
except for the occasional increase of Pro or Tyr. No useful information was obtained in this
fashion.
The next approach was to solubilize the silk protein(s) and purify them by conventional
means. As it was already known that these proteins were soluble only in highly chaotropic
agents, we used LiSCN and LiCIO 4 . The latter is particularly useful due to its lack of UV
absorbance at wavelengths used for protein detection. However, solubilization in these and
several other reagents still did not allow for purification due to the lack of useful methods in
the presence of such salts. We were unable to effectively utilize even size exclusion due to the
very broad elution profiles of these proteins. In the end, we could find no useful method to
solubilize and purify the proteins for sequence analysisThe use of enzymatic cleavage to generate fragments of the protein for sequencing was
hampered by the lack of a suitable agent in which the protein was soluble and the enzymes
were active. Numerous combinations were tried, especially after solubilization in strong
denaturants and attempts to dialyse into less harsh reagents, which all proved unsuccessful.
Proteins denatured in the chaotropic agents were digested in the precipitated state with a wide
variety of enzymes. but this approach also proved unsuccessful, It is easy to see why spider
silks in nature are very resistant to normal degradative processes.
Attempts to use chemical cleavage were gcnerally
" t dtc
'
Trp in these protein. However, later we were able to use N-bromosuccinimide (NBS) in
formic acid with some success to cleave at Tyr for silks which were soluble in the
concentrated acid.
Since the conventional approaches were unsuccessful, we returned to a technique employed
in the early days of protein sequencing; partial acid hydrolysis. Even this generally
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straightforward procedure was not without significant problems. The problems can be
attributed to the repetitive nature of the proteins and the lack of significant diversity in the
amino acids present. The result is peptide bonds which have very little difference in bond
strength. Thus, once hydrolysis starts all bonds are cleaved at nearly identical rates.
Trifluoroacetic acid proved to he an excellent hydrolysis reagent because the silk became
soluble prior to hydrolysis. Htowever, under conditions in which hydrolysis occurred the
amino terminus of all isolated peptides was blocked to Edman degradation and no sequence
information could be obtained. This led to a procedure [ 161 in which the silk was hydrolysed
in 6N I ICI for 3-4 ruin at 155'C. This resulted in nearly all of the solid silk disappearng but
peptides were present, One minute longer resulted in complete hydrolysis and one minute less
no cleavage at all. Other temperatures and acids were used, but none gave results that were
better than these conditions. The peptides obtained were sequenced and were generally quite
short. I lowever, there was enough sequence to create a DNA probe for cloning studies,
Cloning
Completely degenerate oligonucleotide probes were synthesized based on the peptide
sequences. In addition, the same probes were synthesized in four pox)ls with one quarter the
total degeneracy in each poxol. The eDNA libraries were constructed using RNA from the
major ampullate glands of Nephila clavipes. In order to insure a maximum level of silk
protein iuRNA, the spiders were forcibly silked to remove as much silk as possible. After
four hours, at which time they should be maximally producing silk in the gland, they were
sacrificed and the silk glands removed. Standard eDNA library construction methods were
used as described in Xu and Lewis ( 161.
With the anticipation that the silk mRNA would comprise a significant proportion of the
total mRNA of the gland we decided to use isolated colony screening instead of the standard
plate screening used for less abundant messages. Therefore, 960 colonies were picked and
grown in 96 well plates which were then dotted on filter paper, Standard screening methods
were used and the positive colonies were clearly evident. In fact, overnight and 2 hour
autoradiographic exposures gave such large spots that it was not possible to tell which colony
was positive. It was necessary to use a 15 minute exposure to clearly decide which colony
was the correct one. Initial screening gave 36 positives which were then analysed by
Southern blotting. We found 21 hybridization positive plasmids with the largest indicating a 4
kb insert. Each of these was grown separately, the plasmids isolated and restriction digested
to release the insert prior to another Southern blot. At this stage there were 12 positive inserts
with the largest teing 2.5 kb. The largest two of these were chosen for sequencing (2.1 kh
and 1.8 kb).
It was disturbing that the large number of initial positive colonies was reduced to such a
small number but, as was later found, this is a characteristic of all the silk cDNAs we have
examined. They are unstable in all plasmids and cell lines .- e have tested. Some plasmids
and cells have greater stability than others, but all have a significant deletion rate whiLh tLan
lead to problems if it is not taken into account. It is also clear that the larger the insert the
higher the deletion rate although there appear to be islands of stable sizes which accounts for
our finding the two larger colonies. We have transiently observed larger inserts in several
libraries but have been unable to maintain them iong enough to sequence them, In fact, this
deletion rate can be seen in the colonies where initially white colonies containing plasmid
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inserts start to turn blue from loss of inserts vwith time. We have even used this as a marker
during initial screening to identify likely silk cDNA containing colonies.
DNA seuuencing
As might be expected the problem with insert deletion led to numerous problems with
sequencing as well. Unfortunately, this only became clear in retrospect after completion of the
sequence of the first protein. D)ue to the likely repetitive nature of the DNA, we felt random
fragmentation and sequencing might not be the most efficient approach. We therefore chose to
create nested deletions to obtain the total sequence. "This choice has proven to be the correct
one as there were regions of over 2(X bases which wsere identical between repeats. These
large regions of identity also led to the need to has c a large number of overlapping sequences
to insure the correct placement of each fragment.
The problem with insert deletions manifested itself in the presence of only a few stable
sizes of inserts no matter what time point of exoniclease digestion "was used. As we found on
the second protein, the solution was to examitic a very large nutnber t24-48) of colonies from
each time point and choose a wide variety of insert siles to insure adequate coverage of the
region. We also observed compression regions which led to problems with accurate
sequencing. Only with careful analysis of both strands could these be resolved 1171.
RESULTS AND DISC(USSION
Spidroin I
The sequence of lhi-otein I is presented in Fig, 1,arranged to show the repeating units more
clearly. The first obvious feature is the very low, number of substitutions in the repeats.
Another interesting feature is the large number of deletions from the consensus sequence.
These deletions are almost all in multiples of three for currently unknown reasons. We hase
broken the sequence into three segments. The first nine atinio acids are conserved in
sequence, but the number of (leletions is very higI, In this segment. The second segment is the
GAG(A)n segment. This region is highly conserved with few substitutions and some
variation in the number of Ala residues present. The third segment is the las: 15 amino acids
which is very highly conserved in sequence with %irtually no substitutions and very few
deletions. 'he only position showing any variation is the antepenultimate residue which can
be Gly. Ser or Asn but no others. The sequence can be thought of as a (GOX)n(AIn repeat or
alternatively a (GX(;n
tA)n with X being (;ln, TNT or Leu. A search of the protein sequence
database found no matching sequences to any six amino acids in the sequence except the
(Ala)n region. Thus it appears these are, to date, unique combinations of amino acids.
Soidroin 2
From Fig. I it can he seen that no Pro is present in this sequence, yet the silk is 3.5'7 Pro
and we isolated a major Pro containing peptide from the silk. We synthesized a new probe
based on the Pro containing peptide and used it to rescreen our initial library. Over 20
positives were detected and foillowing the same procedure as for Protein I we sequenced the
largest which was about 2.1 kb The sequence has been arranged to highlight the repetitive
segments in Fig. 2. The repeat sequence of Protein 2 can be broken into three segments as
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well. In this case the first segment, the first twenty amino acids is very highly conserved with
only a couple of substitutions and one insertion. The second segment, the polyalanine region.
is longer than in Protein I and has substitutions of Ser only. There is sonic difference in the
number of Ala residues but less than was seen for Protein 1. The final fifteen amino acids are
characterized by very few substitutions. but a large number of deletions. Interestingly the
deletions are virtually all in multiples of five instead of three. This reflects the repeat which
could be written as (GPGQQ)(GPGGY)GP (SGPG(;S)A)niGPGGY)(GPGQQ)(GPGGY).
The reason for the pentamer deletions may be more clear as discussed below in the predicted
structure of this protein. The sequence database again shows no identical protein sequences
for these peptide segments, although some similar groups of amino acids were detected as
discussed in more detail below.
Codon usage
There is an incredible codon usage bias in both of these proteins. The skew is away from
using C orG in the wobble base. This is particularly seen in GIn and Gly where there is over
90% use of A and T in the third position. This is probably not overly surprising since the
majority of codons already have C and G in the first two bases. In order to prevent long
stretches of Cs and Gs resulting in stem-loop formations which would be unstable, the
%%
obble base is restricted to A or T. This is in contrast to the silkworm silk DNA which
shows no strong coxion bias like this 1l8I.
foPropoe StIupm~
It is always with trepidation that one tries to predict the structure of any protein without Xray or 2-D NMR data but with proteins which show no sequence homology to other proteins it
is even more difficult. To further complicate the situation with dragline silk there are two
proteins, not one, and they exist in an en ,ironment of low water, a situation which has not
been explored by protein structural researh to any large degree. Finally, the data to date on
the proteins is somewhat contradictory as to the secondary structure of the basic protein repeat
elements. Despite these factors we will propose a structure based on available data and on
analogies to proteins showing sone similarity to the silk sequences. There are testable
elements to this structure which we hope to examine to determine if it is correct.
Protein I seems to have little tendency to form a single thermodynamically stable structure
(unpublished data). Rather it can assume a variety of secondary structures based other
extrinsic factors. Thus we turned to Protein 2 to establish a preliminary structure. In view of
the large number and spacing of Pro residues there is no chance the protein can assume either
a helical or a typical sheet structure. Since the repeat distance of the Pro is 5 residues it cannot
form a cross beta structure either since that would require an even number of residues,
When other high Pro proteins are examined there are two that have some similarity in
sequence and spacing of Pro residues to silk protein 2. The first is gluten, an insoluble
protein from wheat, which is thought to beýresponsible for the elasticity of dough [191. The
other is synaptophysin, an integral membrane protein of synaptic vesicles which can bind
calcium 1201. Gluten has some repeat sequences which are Pro-Gly-GIn-Gly-GIn-Gin and
synaptophysin is Tyr-Gly-Pro-Gln-Gly. Both of these proteins are thought to form beta-turn
helices or a beta spiral. In addition, when the prediction of beta turn is examined in more
detail 121], the prediction table gives the sequence Gly-Pro-Gly-GIn one of the highest
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possible scores for a beta turn with Gly-Pro-Gly-Gly just slightly below that score. These are
both for type 11turns.
The poly-Ala region can clearly form an alpha-helix as we showed with the CD studies and
others have noted as well 1221. However, these studies are all done in presence of water of
hydration. The structure of these types of peptides in the absence of substantial water has
been shown to be beta-sheets which is consistent both with fiber X-ray diffraction studies and
with bound water determination for the silk fibers (unpublished data) [231.
Thus the poly Ala regions for Spidroins I and 2 form the beta-sheet regions seen by the
various biophysical techniques. The Gly nch regions are likely to form beta-turns (possibly
type 2'). Under tension the turns can open up sufficiently to allow for the observed elasticity.
The driving force for the return to the turn structure probably involves an unfavorable bond
angle for Pro as well as other forces. Current efforts are directed toward confirming these
structures and mechanismAcknowledgement: This work was sponsored by the Army Office of Rcsearch.
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1

Abstract

The shell (pericarp) of nuts protects the seed from being eaten before it can germinate.
It is presumably designed to resist fracture by external forces, and evolution will have
optimised its design for this purpose. It appears that the material of larger shells, which
will tend to be structurally more brittle, is tougher. However, the fracture mechanics
theory for shells in compression is not available, nor the information on the biological
selection pressures.

2

Introduction

Fracture mechanics theory tells us that the fracture strength of an object is dependent
not only on material and structure but also on size. In general, smaller objects appear
tougher since there is relatively less volume (a term in length cubed) for the storage
of strain energy to feed to the advancing fracture (whose area is a function in length
squared). So in small objects the strain energy density has to be higher in order to get a
crack to propagate. Also, since the length of a critical Griffith crack remains the same,
being a property of the material, a smaller object will be less likely to contain a critical
crack of this length and therefore be safer at the same loads. This will also allow the
smaller object to sustain the higher loads. Ultimately an object can be small enough
not to fail in a brittle manner and will undergo plastic deformation. This general rule of
materials science can be tested on natural structures; one of the most suitable is seeds.
A plant may produce a few large seeds, usually protected by a hard shell or pericarp,
or a large number of small seeds which do not have such protection and may even have
large amounts of edible material associated with them (loosely known as a fruit although
it can have a variety of developmental origins) which will encourage the attentions of
an animal. The large seeds are commonly known as nuts which may be produced either
singly (hazel nut, walnut, acorn, macadamia nut, coconut, etc.) or several contained
within a pod (Brazil nut, ngali nut, etc.). In this preliminary study I have concentrated
on single nuts since these are more or less spherical allowing relatively easy analysis
of both structure and material, and have used hazel nuts, walnuts and macadarmia
nuts. Since, by and large, the ecology of these structures is based on their mechanical
properties, I have also considered the ways in which structural and mechanical properties
interact to affect the ecology of the nut.

"*This title is taken from a remark made by Brig Gen. Anthony McAuliffe, then commandang the
101st Airborne Division, on Dec 22nd 1944 when invited to surrender to the German forces at Bastogne
Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 292. '1993 Materials Res"each Society
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3

Materials and Methods

Whole nuts were tested in slow compression in a universal testing machine (inst torn 4202)
until they fractured. In nearly every instance the fractured nut shell still supported a
load; with walnut and macadamia nut (less commonly with hazel nut) the shell was
incompletely fractured. The deduction can therefore be made that, since fracture is
driven by elastic strain energy stored in the shell, when the stress level within the shell
falls below the fracture stress there will be some strain energy remaining. Thus if the
shell is then unloaded at the same rate as it was loaded (about 1 mm/min), the remaining
strain energy is discounted and only the strain energy used to propagate the fracture
(apparent fracture energy) is measured (figure 1). In some instances the shell was loaded
further after the main fracture, and unloaded again before any further fracture occurred.
In all such cases the shell showed complete elasticity (i.e. no hysteresis). The length of
fracture and the mean thickness of the shell were then measured allowing the apparent
fracture energy to be normalised to the area cleaved. The mean diameter of the nut was
then estimated from the diameter measured in the x, y and z directions. If the strain
energy available for fracture is proportional to the volume of the shell and the energy
required for fracture is proportional to the surface area of that fracture, then simple
geometry shows that the apparent fracture energy (R,,,) is related to the amount of
available strain energy (U) by:
R... = krU
where k is a constant and r is the radius of the nut. This relationship ignores values
of the thickness of the shell raised to powers of 2 or more; the radius of the hazel nut is
about 10 times the thickness of the shell; the figure is nearer 30 in walnuts.
The mathematics of loading a shell in compression with the load concentrated in a
small area have been documented [1]:
-2APrV - v,
Et
where d is the deflection of the shell, P is the force exerted, v is the Poisson ratio
(assumed to be about 0.3), E is the stiffness of the shell material and I is the thickness
of the shell. A is a constant, calculated as about 0.4.
Fracture surfaces of small pieces of hazel nut and walnut shell were photographed in
a scanning electron microscope following standard preparation procedures.

4

Results and Discussion

Electron and light microscopy show that in all three nuts the inner and outer layers of the
shell are different (figures 2 and 3). The tendency is for the outer layer to be composed
of cells (sclerids) which are apparently full of material, presumably lignin. The fracture
surface looks like a loosely bonded concrete-like material which fractures relatively easily
between the particles (= cells; figures 4 and 5). This material is obviously not good at
resisting tension, but may well resist compression. It will also have to resist the cutting
action of insect mandibles as when a weevil bores in to the nut. This will not involve
strain energy storage but will rely upon the nut being locally hard. In the macadamia
nut (which is dried at high temperature during cooking) the outer surface of the shell
is covered with a large number of shallow cracks, presumably due to the contraction of
the shell on drying. The inner layer of the hazel is very thin (figure 2), but is similar
to that of the walnut in that it is comprised of cells which are well stuck together and
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TABLE I
SOME MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF WHOLE NUT SHELLS

Stiffness
(GPa)
Work-to-fracture
(kJ/m')
Strength
(MPa)
Strength / Stiffness

Hazel nut
1.46 (0.374)

Walnut
2.85 (1.058)

Macadamia nut
4.185 (2.518)

Coconut
3 -5

161 (0.54)

2.97 (1.20)

5.65 (2.04)

1.8
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empty. In the walnut the fracture path goes through tls, cells, revealing the cell walls
as multilayered and very fibrous (figure 6). This material coul, well be tougher in
tension, and occurs to a greater extent in the tougher shell of the walnut (fig.-, 3). In
the shell of the macadamia nut this layer is composed of long sinuous fibres which pull
out on fracture.
Apparent fracture energy is inversely proportional to mean diameter with both hazel
nut and walnut (figure 7a, b); there are too few results from macadamia nuts to say
whether this is true of these nuts as well. Stiffness, fracture energy and strength (P/tI)
were calculated from the measurements on whole shells and shown in Table 1: data from
P1••., •U1k 0.. ,4e .u o
-ic
.t ,ppeindcd [2'
The values in brackets are standard deviations of the population: these are apparently high since the number of samples was about 20 for hazel and walnut, though only
6 for macadamia nut. However, this scatter is due to the influence of size en the results,
at least for the fracture energy and for strength (figure 8). No variation of stiffness
with size could be detected. This is in accord with the theory of fracture mechanics
(see above) and confirms that, for a given morphology of the shell, the larger nut will
be easier to break. Values for fracture energy of hazel were confirmed by compliance
calibration of the strain release rate.
The data for macadamia nut are at variance with the results of Jennings and Macmillan [31 who quoted fracture values only a fifth of those reported here. Although it is not
easy to measure fracture properties of nut shells due to the speed at which fracture propagates, and Jennings and Macmillan could not account for stored elastic strain energy

Fig. 6. Fracture surface of the inner layer of walnut shell. Typically the cells are
fractured. The cells walls are multilayered and fibrous.
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in their samples (which would tend to increase their values rather than reduce them), it
is difficult to see why there should be this discrepancy. It may be that there are some
Poissor' ratio effects since the tests reported here are essentially in two-dimensional
strain, whereas Jennings and Macmillan used a C-ring test which is a variant of a beam
test. However, the fracture mechanics theory for a sphere compressed over small areas
at the poles does not exist, so it is not yet possible to see whether theory can throw
light on this. The improved performance figures for macadamia bring the mechanical
properties of its shell much closer to those of wood.
The experiments with samples of coconut shell were performed differently, since the
original project brief (for 2nd year students) was to see whether coconut shells would
make effective craii helmets for children playing on skate boards! Sdrnples cut from
the coconut shell were tested in impact using a weight swinging on a pendulum and
at low loading rates in three-point bending. Whole nuts were tested in compression.
Although not shown on the table, coconut is much more anisotropic in stiffness due to
the predominantly circumferential (= equatorial) orientation of the sclerid fibres making
the shell.
These tests have not differentiated the properties of the inner and outer layers of the
shell: the outer layer, which in the intact nut is more likely to be resisting compression,
would be expected to be more brittle since the fracture passes between the cells (figures
2 and 3) and through the cells in the inner layer (figure 6). This is shown to be so in the
shell of Mezzeitia leptopoda [4] where the work of fracture of the outer layer (measured
in a notched beam test) is only about 250 J/m' and of the inner layer is of the order of
2
2 kJ/m . In this nut the outer layer is like those of walnut, hazel nut and macadamia
in that the fracture goes between the cells. The inner layer is more like that of the
macadamia [3], being fibrous rather than cellular in appearance [4].

5

Conclusions

The prediction of fracture mechanics (that there should be size effects relating energy
input and fracture energy) has been confirmed, although only in a general way since the
theur1 -.•-•ct been developed specifically for compressed spheres. This seems to be true
both within ana net .e"n species, since th- walnut, although larger, stiffer and tougher
than the hazel nut, is only just as strnng. The walnut shell has opted for improving the
'quality' of the shell material rather than using more of it (i.e. it does not have a thicker,
less well-designed, shell) in order to achieve good mechanical properties. The inference
must be that design is cheaper than material in energy terms, a deduction previously
made in the design of hedgehog spines [5]. However, this does not take into account
the biological or evolutionary reason for particular properties, since these different nuts
come from different places and are likely to meet different environmental stresses, both
mechanical and physiological. It is therefore dangerous to make any generalisations
based on comparisons between so few species of nut. As this project develops, more
nuts from related species in different habitats, and more nuts from different species
in the same habitats, will be investigated and compared. Also, the nuts tested here
were all dry. This is not their natural state, at least when fresh. Although Jennings
and Macmillan showed water not to have a particularly large effect on macadamia nut
shells, it is generally an important factor and is bound to affect different designs of shell
in different ways.
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In conclusion, nut sheUs represent an elegant subject for the study of mechanical
design in nature since their shape and size are fairly uniform and easy to describe, they
have interesting material properties and textures and the results can be related both to
engineering and to biology.
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ABSTRACT
Rhinoceros horn has been used medicinally and as a talisman in many cultures and animals are
slaughtered to obtain the horn With the dwindling populations of rhinos, and the limited number
and breeding success of captive rhinos, there is a critical need to learn as much as is possible about
their horns to find an adequate substitute. Examination of rhino horn was made using optical
microscopy, scanning electron microscopy (SEM), energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS).
and x-ray diffraction (XRD). The structure of the horn is unusual and consists of two separate
phases. one of hair-like filaments, built around a central core in circumferential layers and the
other surrounding and filling in the spaces between the filaments as a matrix. Together, these two
structures make up a biological composite, structurally similar to metal, ceramic or polymer based
composites. The structural morphology, the dimensions of the structures, and the chemistry of
the horn are discussed. Comparisons are made between horn, hoof, and hair of rhinos and hoof
and hair from horses, their nearest living relatives.

INTRODUCTION
The horn of the rhinoceros, an anatomical specialization which has evolved to its present
functional form over sixty million years, has, in modern times, become the focus for rapid destruction of these animals by poachers who seek it for monetary gain. The severity of the problem
is emphasized in the recently released Rhino Global Captive Action Plan, ýlj which notes that
of twelve subspecies of rhinoceros, composing the five surviving species, seven are considered to
be critical, four endangered, and one vulnerable, according to the new Mace-Lande [2' method
of classifying the probability of extinction. We concluded that the production of a synthetic
horn facsimile, to dominate the market, could reduce, or possibly eliminate poaching pressure on
these animals, and/or the mimicry of the chemistry and structure of the horn as a model for new
materials could generate a greater demand for conserving rhinos. Both of these concepts require
a detailed understanding of the composition and structure of rhino horn and the developmental
events that produce it. This paper reports initial studies directed toward that goal.
Reference to the literature reveals some disagreement about the composition of rhinoceros
horn. Ryder [3] noted that various early investigators described its basic structure as that of
matted halr, coarse fibers, filaments, canals or tubules. Using light microscopy, with histological staining and swelling techniques, Ryder attempted to resolve the issue with studies of horn
from the white rhinoceros (Ceratotherium sirnum). He concluded that the horn was built of
closely-packed filaments composed of concentric laminae around a solid medulla and with interfilamentous material in the interstices. The same general structure was confirmed in the other
four species of rhino by Earland et al. [4]. In 1963, Lynch et al. [5] reported scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) studies of white rhino horn. Their results were "broadly consistent with previous studies", and emphasized the presence of flat scale-like cells which compose the layers of
laminae and identified another cellular unit "associated with the outer regime of the filaments or
the interfilamentous material or both' . In spite of these confirming studies, some recent publications persist in describing rhino horn as consisting of "an aggregation of hollow keratin fibers,
similar to hair, but lacking the outer cuticle" [6). In this paper a variety of techniques, including
light and electron microscopy, are employed to assure a clear understanding of the composition
of this unique material.
Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 292. ý 1993 Materials Research Society
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Figure 3: A cross -sect lorial view of the rhino horn prepa red by ýtand ard met al lograph i( -(h1
niqties. Bar represents 02mm, Enthis vie%%
both the hair-like filament, and the matrix phase a,apparent. The filamients are composed of circumferential layers built arounil a centlral core. The
mnatrix phase fills in the spares between the filamients. Differences in hardness between plhases i
emphas'ired by the polishing technique and ran be ween as variations itt heiaht.

Figure 4: At this magnification ( bar repre~sents 0.: mml) the fllatinetýt appear to have a orntrutire
like growth rings. Cracks can be seen at thf- interfaces of the circumferential layers. The tracks
-are confined to the filaments and do not extend into the matrix. Stmall dark spoits can be seen at
the interfaces of the rircwmi ferential layvers.
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Figure 5: The top surface of the rhinoceros horr as is seen in the SEM, at 20KeV. a tilt angle of
35 degrees with a working distance of 15ram. Magnification is marked on the photo. Individual
filaments cannot be noted, although there is a directional orientation to tne surface which is
parallel to the filament direction.
filaments, but no individual filament could be observed on the top surfare. Figure 5 is a view of
the surface of one portion of the horn.
Cross-section of the horn, Figure 6. showed structure similar to that demon-i rated by light
microscopy in Figure 3. Regions which showed black in the light micrograph are distinct and
white in the SEM image and are interpreted as cracks or gaps in the horn. These cracks follow the
circumference of the central core and appear to be related to the structure of the "'growth rings"
within the filaments. The in'erface between the filaments and the matrix is evident as an almost
continuous white line following the contours of the edges of the filaments. In the matrix pha'e.
the white regions are less pronounced and smaller than in the filaments. Some directionality can
be noted in the white regions in the matrix, as they follow the outer contours of the filaments.
The differences in contrast (white to dark) are due to charging within the SE.M. Charging occurs
when a less conductive area. like a gap. is next to a conductive area. The -dges of holes often
show charging effects in SEM photographs.
In general, the SEM photographs provided useful comparisons with those taken using light
microscopy. The SEM also allowed some of the features in the interior of the cross section to
he imaged directly and emphasized some of the structural aspects of the cross-section to be
demonstrated. The SEM provided the irnaging capabilities while the energy dispersive x-ra.y
spectroscopy [EDS) system allowed composition to be examined.

Energv Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopv
EDS 'was performed on the samples which were prepared for the Sl-]%I Both iewsurface ofthe
horn and polished cross-sections were exatined.i-For analysis of the ,xeriir surfaces, a layer 'of
gold palladiutn metal was sputtered onto t he surfacet to enhance the rinductivit v of the ,sirfacc•
and ,liiiitlate "'charging" of the sample, which ic cauised when a suirface' charge bujilh up (diw' t,,
the electron bornmbardment) and then diich arges siddetly . I his adversely affe is the piieCintal
analysis, since the specimen may artitally move when the disrhargc occurs. Sii.u , n,ichor gold nor
palladium were present in the horn itself. tOh coating did not attet th"e compo,iiional analysis.
'rhe results ,of Olie FIS analyvsi of the surfarc of :li horn showed hat thle horn waa citnpostd
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Figure 6: Scanning electron micrograph ofthe polished cross-section ofrhino horn taken at 20KeV
at a tilt angle of 35 degrees with a working distance of 15mm. Magnification is marked on the
photo. The filaments are apparent with their outer edges defined by an almost continmuus white
line at a distance from the central core extending around the circumference of the filaments.
The matrix can he seen between the filaments. Small cracks or separations are also apparent as
smaller white regions within the filament..
of carbon, oxygen, nitrogen and sulfur. Significant amounts of silicon (Si). calcium (Ca), and
phosphorous (P) were also found, most of which can be attributed to the soil in the enclosure
where the rhino is kept. This was demonstrated by examining the chemical content of the soil
and by comparing the surface composition with the composition in the interior of the horn. The
Si, Ca and P were found in higher amounts on the surface of the horn than in the interior. Also
present in surprisingly high concentration on the surface was iron (Fe), although some Fe was
also found in the cross-section. The question of the existence of the Fe was resolved when the
rhino keeper informed us that the animal from which the horn sample was obtained regularly
rubs his horn against the iron fence posts in his enclosure.
In cross-section, both phases of the horn were examined. Figure 7 is the EDS spectrum of
the hair-like filament and Figure 8 is the spectrum for the matrix. The filaments were found to
be significantly higher in S than the matrix phase, although both co,:tain S. -urther study is
required to draw any specific conclusions that might relate the composition to the structure.

X-ray Diffraction Analysis
Samples of the horn were powdered and examined using x-ray diffraction (XRD). An x-ray
tube which provided copper x-rays was used for this analysis. The sample of powdered horn was
mounted in a low background holder made of bakelite. A broad scan was done from 0 to ISO
degrees in 20. The broad scan provided information on the peaks of interest for this sample.
Following this initial run, a region from 20 degrees to 90 degrees was rescannedi slowly (over about
, hours) to concentrate the x-ray counts from the small sample size.
The x-ray data were examined using a computerized peak search program with a database
which included organic products. Peaks from the analysis most closely matched those for keratin,
but were not an exact match. The inexactness of the match might be duo to several factors. For
instance, some contamination of the horn material with soil may have occurred. but. it is inmre
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Figure 7: Energy dispersive x-ray spectrum for the filament portion of the rhino horn taken using
the spot analysis cavahility with a spot size of a few microns, at 20KeV with a beryllium window
detector. Compare this spectrum with the following spectrum.
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Figure 8, Energy dispersive x-ray spectrum for the matrix phase of the rhino horn. Taken at
the same spot size as that used for the filament analysis, this spectrum shows that less sulfur is
present in the matrix than in the fiaments.
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Figure 9: Light micrograph of rhinoceros hoof. Bar represents 1mm. The structure appears
different from that of the rhino horn. Note the apparent lack of filaments within the hoof structure.
which is closer to hooves of horses than to the rhino horn.
likely that the keratin from the horn is different from that included in the peak search program
Several investigators [7. 8] have reported differences in keratin based biological materials from
different species. Keratin from rhino horns may also be of a different type [9].
Comparisons car, be made between the elemental composition found by EDS and the composition determined by XRD. In the XRD analysis, the structure was found to be composed of
keratin. In the EDS analysis, sulfur was found to be present in both the filament phase and the
matrix. Keratin contains disulfide bonding, which would clearly account for the sulfur content.
The elements found by EDS are those from which keratin is formed. The two techniques :ield
complementary results on the composition of the horn.

Comparisons with Other Materials
Work from early in the twentieth century on rhino horn supported the concept that it is
composed of matted hair !10, 111 . Restatements of this premise hase continued and are the hase
for the information which permeates the literature. More recent work [3. 5) has not thoroughly
disputed this claim. It is likely that the misconception is due to visual examinations such as that
in Figure 2. in which the hair-like filaments are most striking. In examining the cross-sections.
such as that of Figure 3, the structure becomes more clear. The presence of the two phases are
instantly apparent. Comparisons were made of tho hair-like filaments with tail and ear hairs from
the rhino. The structure of the hair was found to be miure like hair from other species. such as
horses, as shown in the literature [12!. than like that of the horn itself.
Hoof samples from the rhino were alýo examined. Figure 9 shows a light micrograph of the
sample of hoof, The structure of the hoof is seen to be different frosm the horn, wore like hooves
of other animals. Horse hooves and the keratil from which they aret made have an extensive
literature assoriatesi with their study [7. R'. Differences hotween rhino hoof and horn. even
though both are composed of keratins. are striking.
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lh gore 10: Ligh•t microg.raph of a polymer moatrox composite material composed of grapnit,, fihers
encapsulated wit hin an epoxy matrix, Har repreesent, 0.1ram s Note the ,t ri kin g re.,em antisoeto
the St ricture of the rhino horn. composed of fibers within a matrix phae. "i'h graphite fibers: in
the polymer composite provide tensile st rengt henirng whie the e'pox.s moatrix prosvide- duem jury
The arrow marks a crack within the matrix. No•te that it runs between the graproite fibhers: nto
fibers are. broken.
Comparisons to Matnmarde Composites
Figure 10 shows a lig•ht micrograph ofra polymer matrix composite with graphite fibers within
the polymer matrix. It bears a striking resemblance to the structure of the rhino horn. I'he
uarshite fihber, are, e", ,".... . much smalle.r is jial,,ter than the filanients in the rhino horn. but
the overall natuire is quite similar. Graphite reinfo:rced polyvmer matrix cotiiposites are' usually
trot monodirectiotral such as the rhino horn, but consist of lavers of oriented fibers alternating
directions by 60 or 90 degrees. This provides the composite material with structural strength in
at le~ast two directions. It also provides some torsional stability to the composite,. The rhino horn
appears to suffer from tneither lack of torsional strength nor from debonding along the itnterface
between the filaments (except possibly in old horn or near the base of horns, whe're the matria is
no longer present I..Manmade composite structures .s'ill often forni cracks parallel to the interface
of the fiber with the matrix. This is a very well known problem for cormposite materials and
technriques such as applying coatings or e'lectrostatic charges to the fibers are done to try anil
optimize, the interfaces which are formed.
Figure I1 shows another view of the cro-s-sectiotn of the rhino horn. At the arrow, a crack
hail formed. The crack has filled in with new material. suggesting that the horns tmay be a living,
growing structure which can repair itself. This is bornie out by the fact that, whets a rhinoceross
horn is removed or broken, a substantial portion grows hack [13'. Conttrast this ability to repair
itself shown by the rhino horn, with the manmade co~mposite shown in lFigure 10. where a crack
is marked with an arrow. Obviously, no material has filled in this crack, and no self-repairing
mechanism can be demonstrated.
Manmade coniposires are known to be very weak in conmpreission '14t. The natural composite
St uct ore oft he rhitio horn. by comparison provides a significant amorunt of comlpressive istrenigth,
as is demonist rated by the• use cf it by riinuos in battles isit h cither rhinos. Seldom does the
hotri break in der t hese, coindit iotns. Tlile rh irio hiornt appears to prosvide a good coin bintatirit of
cor'n pres t ye ati torsional •tree gth. a himh is tno aliways prese•nt in man ima de corpm emiites.

Figure 11: This light micrograph of rhinoceros horn. shown in cross-section. shows the site of a
previous crack which has been repaired. Bar represents 1mm. The arrow denotes the crack which
has filled in with new material, demonstrating the self-repairing mechanism of the rhino horn
Structure and Composition
The rhino horn has evolved to its present form and evolution has optimized it for the uses
made of it b- the animal. The structure of the horn, as a composite material, provides some of
the same advantages that manmade composites do. The fibers provide greater tensile strength
than does the matrix, while the matrix provides greater ductility than the fibers. There is a need
to demonstrate that this is the same for the rhino horn. It appears to be the case from the uses
made of the horn. I he rhino rows use their horns to prprt calves from attack. Male rhinos
use it in territorial disputes and to drive off interlopers, and all rhinos use their horns for digging
in the ground. Other uses that the rhino may rrake of the horn have been speculated upon,
Berger and others are seeking to examine these suggestions in dehorning studies which are being
undertaken in rhino populations in Africa t151.
There are a number of lessons which may be possible to learn from studying the rhino horn.
Materials science could benefit from information about the interfaces between phases in the
horns which are clearly not as weak as they are in manmade composite materials. By studying
the mechanical properties of the rhino horn, it may become apparent how the properties of each
phase have been optimized for the uses. Since rhino horn has excellent compressive strength, it
may be possible to improve the compressive strength of composite materials based on information
derived from the study of these horns.
Mimicking the composition and structure of rhino horn may lead to the development of a
synthetic material which would serve as a substitute for rhino horn. As was mentioned in the
introduction, previous attempts to substitute other types of horn or bone for rhino horn have not
been successful with the cultures that use it pharmaceutically. However. no substitute has been
tried which is chemically the same as rhino horn. Recently. several authors have suggested that
,u attempt be made to produce and distribute a synthetic rhino horn [6. 161, If such a substitute
could be made, produced inexpensively, and he accepted, it would provide the possibility for
eliminating some of the demand for horn cult urally and thereby eliminating some of the poaching
pressures on the animal populations. This could impact significantly on their survival and possibly
remove them from the threshold of extinction. Detailed information about the chemistry and
struc lire of rhinoceros horn could also he useful in forensic inspection where it may be necessary
to confirm the material origin of questionable artifacts.
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SUMMARY
Initial experimental analysis was made of rhinoceros horn. Light microscopy of the cross.
section of the horn showed it to be composite in structure with two phases present. This work
appears to be the first to prepare rhinoceros horn in a manner similar to metal or composite
samples. Preparation of the sample in this way allows much detailed information to be available
using both light and electron microscopy. One of the two phases present in the composite material
of the horn is hair-like in structure and probably accounts for the misconception that rhino hora
is composed of matted hair. The hair-like filaments are surrounded by a continuous or matrix
phase which is space filling and has some structure within it. The filaments have a central core
and circumferential markings similar to growth rings. Cracks in the filaments follow the growth
rings, but do not extend into the matrix phase.
Surfaces and cross-sections of the rhino horn were examined using SEM and EDS. The SEM
revealed the internal structure of both phases in even greater detail. EDS analysis showed that
there were significant differences in the composition of the zwo phases, specifically in sulfur
content. Existence of a surprizing, substantial iron peak in the spectra was concluded to be due
to contamination from the soil and the animal rubbing the horn on the iron posts of its enclosure.
X-ray diffraction analysis showed that the overall composition of the horn is, indeed, keratin.
but a different type of keratin from that used for the standard in the x-ray diffraction database.
A comparison of the x-ray diffraction data with the EDS data presents evidence that the sulfur
content is consistent with the disulfide bonds found in all structures formed from keratin.
With the chemical and molecular composition of the rhino horn identified, the possibility of
producing a synthetic horn material was discussed. A low cost, chemically equivalent substitute.
used instead of natural horn for medicinal purposes, might help alleviate the pressure on the
rhino population due to poaching. We are investigating this possibility.
The structure of the rhino horn offers some unique prospects for study and may provide
insight into the special combination of strength and ductility along with the unique properties of
self repair and biodegradability which are exhibited by rhino horn. Further work to examine the
specifics (-f the mechanical properties of rhino horn is planned.
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ABSTRACT
Biomineralization is precisely controlled by complex templating relationships ultimately
encoded in the genes. In the formation of the molluscan shell, polyanionic pleated sheet proteins
serve as templates for the nucleation and epitaxial growth of calcium carbonate crystalline domains
to yield microlaminate composites of exceptional strength and crystal ordering. The strength and
fracture-resistance of these composites far exceed those of the minerals themselves, as a result of
both the capacity for flexible deformation of the organic matrix layers and the retardation of crack
propagation at each mineral-organic interface. The basic principles controlling low temperature
biosynthesis of these materials thus are of both fundamental and applied importance. The abalone
shell consists of microlaminates with a remarkable regularity of lamina thickness (ca. 0.5 micron),
the fonmnation of which defies present understanding. We have found that shells of abalone larvae
formed prior to metamorphosis contain only aragonite, whereas the adult shell made after
metamorphosis contains both aragonite and calcite. This transition is accompanied by a switch in
genetic expression of the template proteins, suggesting that the premetamorphic protein may serve
as a template for aragonite nucleation and growth, while template proteins synthesized after
metamorphosis may direct crystallization of calcite. These analyses are based on improvements we
recently reported for the detection and purification of proteins from the demineralized shell matrix.
Genetic cloning experiments now in progress are aimed at discovering additional protein sequences
responsible for the programmed control of crystal phase termination, since it is the termination and
reinitiation of mineralization that is responsible for the regularity of highly ordered microlaminates
produced in nature.
INTRODUCTION:

GENETIC CONTROL OF BIOMINERALIZATION

When the genetic code was first cracked in the 1960s, the thinking at that time was that there
was only one genetic code. We now realize that in fact all biological structures and functions are
encoded in the genes in a complex set of nested codes or correspondences. The relationship
between the linear sequence of nucleotides in the genes and the iinear sequences of amino acids in
the proteins they specify is only one - albeit the most fundamental - of these coding relationships.
Molecular biology is now starting to attack the higher-order coding relationships that reliably
specify genetically encoded higher-order molecular and cellular structures, shapes and functions.
One of the most intriguing of these, and one with great potential for the development of practical
applications in the field of materials science, governs the genetic control of biomineralization, in
which a complex templating mechanism directs the synthesis of materials such as bone and shell.
The molluscan shell is a microlaminate composite of exceptional strength and regularity
(Figure 1). It consists of calcium carbonate crystalline domains, organized on 2-dimensional
anionic protein templates. Typically, the organizing organic polymers contribute less than 1% by
weight of the composite material [e.g., 1I. Yet thz strength and fracture resistance of these
composites far exceed those of the crystals themselves. The unique mechanical properties of the
biosynthetic microlaminates are due to both the capacity for flexible deformation of the organic
matrix layers, and the retardation of crack propagation at each mineral-organic interface. Because
of these unique properties, the basic principles controlling the structural organization and
biosynthesis of these composites, at the low temperatures characteristic of biological systems, are
of both fundamental and applied interest. Thus far, most of the definitive studies have been
conducted in vitro, using a biomimetic or "reverse engineering" approach 12-61. Few attempts
have yet been made to analyze directly the dynamic biological processes that control the synthesis
and ordered assembly of the organizing biopolymers and subsequent mineralization, although
Mat. Res. Soc Symp. Proc. Val. 292.
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significant progress recently has been achieved in electron micrographic analyses of the layers once
they have been deposited, with the ohberved spatial ordering suggesting the temporal order of
secretion 17,81

Figure I. Scanning electron micrographs of fractured abalone shell. Transverse
(left) and oblique (right) views.

These materials pose a particular challenge to molecular geneticists because their synthesis and
structures are clearly under direct genetic control. This genetic control is evident at the
macroscopic level; the shells of each species of mollusc are morphologically distinct, and different
from the shells of all other species. At the natnoscalc level, too. the crystal structures of the shell
may differ from one species to another.
In shell formation, calcium carbonate crystal nucleation and subsequent epitaxial growth occur
on an organizing sheet of templating protein (Figure 2). These reactions occur in a membraneenclosed space, from a solution that is ionically enriched by enzymatic pumping. The biopolyrner
layer containing the template also is hierarchically assembled (Figure 3). The anionic crystaldirecting protein template is secreted onto an organizing basal layer that is thought from electron
microscopic and histochemical studies to consist (f a chitin-like pxlysaccharide and a silk-like
protein [cf. 7,91.

CaCC 3

CaGO 3

Protein Template
Anionic
fl-pleated sheet

Protein
Templatemdatere

~

Basal Layer
Polysaccharide
or Protein

Figure 2 (lelt). Template-dtrectcd hicimineralizatton . Sceineatic view of calciutn
carbonate crystal layers formed hy nucleation and subsequcnt epitaxial growth on anionic
protein sheets.
Figure 3 (fight). Schematic showing hierarchical synthesis of mineral layer on templating
protein, which is first secreted on an organizing basal layer of biopolymers.
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MIETAMORPHIIC TRANSITION IN' ABALONE SHELL PRODUCTION'
A clIue to the genetic control of crystail structure in hiomnineralizat ion ca~ne fromn our studies of
the metamorphosis of abalone (/Halotis rutesi-.cew) larvae. We routinely produce several million of
these small. p lanktonic larvae in the laboratory each week [9-1l1. These larvae are ca- 20X
microns in diameter, and possess a rudimentary larval shell that formis during the first week of
larval development. In our previous research, we identified the chemical signal that induces these
larvae to metamnorphose and begin synthesis of the adult shell 19.101. This chemical signal is
normally found oin the surfaces of ccrtaun cnisto',e red algae. Chemnosensory recognition of the
algal signal molecule triggers the swimttuing lar-vae to settle fromt the plankton, attach to the algal
surface, and synlchronously begin metanmorphosis atid new shell synthesis. We can duplicate this
process convemteai,,, ý,isig die purified chemical inducer (Figure 4). As seen in Figure 4, rapid
crowth of the new shell characteristic of the adult begins quickly after the induction of
metamtorphosis, witile larv ae that retceisc no inslus .. r rematin arrested at thle larval shell stage.

Y

Figure 4. Scanning electron
micrographs of an
untndUced abalone larva
(left: 2MXmicroni diam.),
and] a sibling that received
thle chentical inducer of
m
tetamnorphosis 40 hr before
thle photograph was taken
(right). The two inidividuals
Pare
the same age, and were
cultured in parallel. Scale
10 microns. From 1101.

Using x-ray diffraction to analyze the calcium c irh-on ite crystal structures in thle larval shell
and itt the adult shell, we found that the larval ,[tell containts calcium carbonate exclusively in the
fornt of arateonitc. while the adult shell contains both talc ite and aragonite. This transition to
calcite production. we discovered, is linked to a switch in thle templating proteins, suggesting a
eue ices may u trect aragonite formiation,
genetic coding relattionship in which certaini protei wit
whtitle ot her,, direct calcite foimiati on.
t
METAMORPHIC SWITCH IN' TEMIP IATING PROTEINS

We first observed tltis tratnsition itt thle tetuplating ptroteitns h,. extracting the hulk proteins from
shells at different stages otf dlevelopmtentt and growth. using a chlcating agent to detuineralize the
comrposite Il11. E~xtractions per~trmcd as a function Of timle - as the adult shell grew following
metamorphosis - revealed a progressive increase in the motlte traictioni of aspartic acid as the
principal anionic amino acid iii the ,hell protein, wkhile tile proportion of glutatnic acid declined
(Figure 5). These are properties utf the hulk priuteiri%; ntimetrous prohlem,, were encountered when
we first tried to purify these proteins. liiscs cr.
Conventional methods of protein detectioni proved u~seless wit'i the shell proteins when we
shell proteins could not he
attempted to separate them by polyacrýLamide gel electrophotresis,
sisuallied whlen the electrophoresýis gels wýere stained with Coomnassie hlue, the most widely used
reagent for protein detection (Figure 6. top panel). A\more sensitive method employing staining
with silver also proved useless, as the patterns were obscure(d by the staining of many nion-protein
artifacts. In marked contrast, we foutid 11Aliitcclainl catiotnic carhocyanin dyes provide excellent
detection of shell proteins that wLere resotlved by gel clectrophoresis (Figure 6, lower panel). These
dyes previously have been used for the detctiitn of nucleic acids,, which of course are polyaniortic
polymners. As wc expected, these ul~es ;ilso rc,tc:t well wilth thle pctlyationic shell proteinis Il11.

The
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Figure 5. Change in the mole fraction of
candidate nucleating amino acids in the
bulk shell proteins extracted as a function
of shell growth following the induction of
10metamorphos.is. From I I
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Using this improved method of detection. %keAvere able to confimni our hypothesis that Ilev
shell proteins are induced following mectamorphosis. and that diffe~rentces inIthese protein tettplates.
may deter-mnine the differences in the crystal structure of the deposited c~dciunn carbonate. At
m'letamrorphosis, expression of the genes coding for these new proteins. is turned on I11 The
proteins extracted from the larval and adult shells migrate differently during electrophoresis, and
the proteins extracted from the adult shell show. greater complexity than thoýse fromt the larval shell
(Figure 7). The colors of the carbocyanin-stained proteins also differ. pft~teins from the adult shell
stain blue, while the principal protein resolved from the larnaI shell stains pink, Ieflecting the
differences in their pritncipal atnionic chrontophores, II

C

Ln
CD

Adult
2

an

-dtcin
M

EQ

3

~Fro

Figure 7. Developmental switch of
template proteins confinted. Proteins
Are extracted from the larval shells made
prior to metamorphosis. and from adult
sll.The proteitns were extracted atid
analyzed ekecrophorctically in parallel.
as in Figure 6.
toJI

Relative Mobility

Adatin
th cabi~y~nin staining as a spectrophotonictric assa%. %ke"ere able to further
purify the major soluble proteins extracted front the lanaI and adult shells by gel filtration column
chromatography. For this purpose. it provedl neces~ary to employ. bicarbonate buffers both to
rernose residUal traces of the tightly bound calLciumi counterions and to prevent aggregation of the
proteins I11. Characterization of the protein, 'ohihilizcd and purified under these conditions
revealed amnino acid compositions consistent Awith
extensive domains of alternating anionic and
ineutral (principally glycine and alatninet residues lit the larnaI shell protein made prior to
toetaniorphosis. the predomnttant anionic residlue is glutamnate: in the most abundant protein
solubili/ed from the adult shelL the predominant atitonic residue is aspartate. Preliminary analysessw.ith enivyna~tic digestion have thus far not dectected significant levels of either phosphorylation or
glycosslaýtion of the major proteins extracted fromi the larval and adult shells of IluliotisI
although the presence of these groups on other still insoluble proteins has not yet been
Investigated, Figure 9 illustrates hypothetical 'cantotical- or idealized scequence domains that can
he postulated for the lar-val and adult proteitn,. althouqgh it itust be ttoted that considerable
heterogeneity and specific depanuircs btron these ideahized sequence domains atre itndicated by the
available data Ill.J The dliffereneche tsm
ccii i le t s principal in ionic amino acids foutnd in the larval
atid adult shell prote ins is only zhe pvc settee of one add ititonal titethy cite group in the carboxyl side
chain of the glutamate. moak ing this side Lha in slightly lo n ger and moure bicx thle than that of
aspartate. It is possible. then, that this simple differciice in side chaiti stricture, and the Specific
pousititons of the aspartate atnd LIutainate re ýIt uc in i1hi- template sheets. may directly control the
crystallI inc stniuttires of the cilciutr all
JNIAI
iMt it I,ICItI C and gnus I (notthe lava I and adult temnplate
proteins, thereby determiningt the traii~iiiuiui a iraii~:oiu cto cal, ite prodhuction. We are working
nov, timtest tOilt ish potbes is Int var
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Larval Stage
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C-2
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l

Figure 8. Idealized sequence domains
postulated for functional segments of
the major proteins thus far characterized
from the larval and adult shells. These
canonical domains, while consistent
with the available data I l. are
hypothetical only.
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Figure 9. Bifacial templating protein.
Three protein chains (or segments of the
same chain) with alternating anionic and
neutral amino acid sequences are shown
in a [-pleated sheet conformation, held
together wi.h latral hydrogen bonds
between the protein chains. The anionic
side chains (X-) capable of nucleating
calcium carbonate crystallization all
project perpendicularly from one face of
the template sheet, while the neutral side
(R) of the anchoring amino acids
all project perpendicularly from the
face of the sheet.
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It is generally believed that the calcification templating proteins contain bifacial P-pleated sheet
domains (illustrated schematically in Fig ure ()) in Ah ich iiultiple protein chains (or loops of a
single chain) self-assemble to yield a planar aggregate held together hy lateral hydrogen bonding.
In such a con'onnation, the alternation of anionic and neutral amino acids %kouldenure that all of
the crystal-nucleating anionic side chains project perpendicularly from one face of this sheet, while
the neutral side chains, that can serve to anchor the sheet, project perpendicularly from the other
face (Figure 9).

BIOMIMETIC APPROACH CAN BOT11 TEST AND EXTEND RESULTS
FROM BIOLOGY
In order to test our hypothesis that differences in the anionic amino acids of templating
proteins can determine the crystal structure of calcium carbonate, we must first synthesize the
corresponding proteins, and then anchor these to a suitable surface to allow them to self-assemble
into the 13-pleated sheets appropriately configured for templating. We're now exploring several
strategies to accomplish this. One involes replacing some or all of the glycine anchoring amino
acids in the synthetic canonical sequence ,kith phicnilalaniine, wkhich has•.a projecting benzyl side
chain (Figure 10l) This would allow us to anchor the template on hydrophobic supports. We will
explore the possibility that interaction of these synthetic anchoring benzyl groups with the
hydrophobic surface of a cadmium arachidate Langmuir-Blodgett film, for example, may provide
the correct orientation for subsequent nucleation and groy, th of calcium carbonate on the anionic
surface of the protein template (Figure II ). By extension of work we reported previously with
such films [ 12-151, we will systematically inainipulate the stercochernistry of the coordinating
hydrophobic groups in the L- B film to optim.ze temnplate sheet fonnatiun and subsequent crystal
growth. Also in extension of our earlier studies ( 161, we plan to monitor the templating surfaces
and calcium carbonate crystallization, in real tint. by atotnic force microscopy (AFM).
Ultimately, by extending these studies to include the ellects of other modifications in the structure
and chemistry of the anionic templatinig groups, including the incorporation of functional
substituents such as phosphate, %,ehope to learn ho1. to control the nucleation and growth of other
inorganic materials such as alumrinum phosphates, silicates and ituania.
Coo-

l

Figure 10. Modification of synthetic
canonical template sequence to permit
anchoring on hydrophobic surfaces,
Substitution of phenylalanite residues
for glycine as the anchoring amino acid
yields a protein with projecting benzyl
side chains, suitable for anchoring the
template onto hydrophobic supports.
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CaCO 3
0

0

C
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Asp, Glu
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Zeolite or Mica

Figure II. Schematic representation
showing hierarchical assembly of a
synthetic calcium carbonate-templating
protein on a Langmuir-Blodgett film.
The benzyl side chains of the anchoring
amino acids are shown interdigitating
"ith t!ý projecting hydrophobic chains
of a cadmium arachidate L-B film.
Alternation of the anchoring and anionic
amino acid side chains of the P-pleated
sheet protein establishes a bifacial
template, permitting nucleation and
epitaxial growth of calcium carbonate
crystals on the anionic face of the
template sheet. Crystal growth on this
array can be analyzed in real-time at the
atomic level of resolution using AFM.

TERMINATION, AND ITS POSSIBLE ROLE IN THE MYSTERY OF REGULARITY
In addition to the coding relationships that control crystal formation, another puzzle is the
process responsible for the incredible regularity of microlaminar thickness in the molluscan shell.
Figure 1 shows just a few of the thousands of microlaminae - each approximately 0.5 micron thick
- found in the abalone shell. This regularity is unprecedented in the formation of most other
biological structures; the mechanism responsible remains a mystery. To help us dissect and
understand this process, we now are using genetic cloning to identify specific proteins that may
have gone undetected thus far, yet may play a dynamic role in the termination of crystal growth.
These studies will test the hypothesis that it is the programmed termination and reinitiation of
crystallization that is responsible for the highly ordered microlaminates produced in shell
mineralization.
FUTURE GOALS
Our goal in the studies described above is to analyze the templating and terminating reactions
at the nanoscale level, to help us understand the genetic coding inherent in the synthesis of ordered
microlaminate composites in nature, and to be able to apply this understanding to the design and
synthesis of new materials.
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IS THE TYROSINE RICH EGGSHELL PROTEIN OF SCHISTOSOMA MANSONI
AN ELECTRON TRANSPORT CHAIN?
John S. Cordingley, John A. Thomson, and C. Russell Middaugh
Dept. of Molecular Biology, University of Wyoming, Box 3944 University Station, Laramie,
WY 82071, U.S.A.
ABSTRACT
The schistosome eggshell is composed of two kinds of cross-linked proteins. One is
glycine rich and the other is extremely tyrosine rich and highly repetitive. The highly
conserved sequence of the tyrosine residues in the tyrosine rich protein suggests that it may
play a role as an electron transport chain during eggshell cross-linking. Studies using model
synthetic peptides suggest that the tyrosine rich protein may adopt a left-handed structure,
possibly a left-handed alpha-helix.
INTRODUCTION
Schistosome eggshells are made of proteins that are cross-linked at the time of eggshell
formation to produce a highly protease resistant microcapsule [1,21. The cross-links are
probably produced by a form of qt,.none tanning in which the phenolic side chains of the
tyrosine residues are oxidized to quinones which then react with nucleophilic side chains of
other amino acid residues resulting in cross-links between the eggshell proteins. The exact
chemistry of these reactions has not been elucidated, however over 90% of the tyrosine side
chains in the eggshell precursor proteins are lost in the final cross-linked eggshell and cannot
be recovered by acid hydrolysis [1,31 strongly implicating the tyrosine residues in the crosslinking reactions. Eggshell formation can be inhibited by copper chelators which has been
taken as evidence that a copper dependent phenol oxidase is involved in the process [4,51.
Whilst this is eminently plausible the supporting evidence is indirect and is open to a number
of alternative interpretations. In this paper it is suggested that no phenol-oxidase enzyme
homologous to the currently cloned and sequenced phenol oxidase genes is present in this
system. The available evidence suggests the possibility that the highly repetitive tyrosine rich
eggshell protein, referred to as F4, plays an active and possibly exclusive role in the oxidation
and cross-linking reactions leading to the mature eggshell.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The schistosome eggshell comprises two proteins with distinct sequences. The genes for
two proteins implicated in eggshell formation have been cloned and sequenced from several
laboratory strains of S. mansoni [6-81. These genes are transcribed only in female worms and
the transcripts are localized exclusively in the vitelline cells which synthesize the eggshell
precursors. The first genes identified belong to a gene family that encodes a family of 14,000
dalton polypeptides (pI4) that are very glycine rich (45 mole %) and from estimates of the
abundance of their mRNAs [6,91 they are probably the major component of the eggshell.
Apart from the inevitable "repetitive" nature of any protein which is 45% glycine the amino
acid sequence is not composed of any discernible consensus repeats. This polypeptide will be
referred to as the glycine rich protein (GRP).
The second eggshell protein gene was first identified in my laboratory several years
ago and encodes a very different protein [2,81. This protein which we refer to as "F4" (or
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"p48" after its apparent molecular weight on SDS gels of 48,000 daltons) is very tyrosine rich
and for most of its length is composed of a five amino acid repeat. This repeat has the
consensus sequence Gly-Tyr-Asp-Lys-Tyr (GYDKY in single letter code).
Figure 1. The amino acid sequence of F4 in single letter
code.
1
MNLLVFS ILITCLLNSVYSGYNGYTNGISAITSRPGGGESHENSVDVYNKYYDSKKYSYG
61
TEYTSDDSSKYTYGKNYDKYSYDKYSYYDKYGHEKGDEKYAYGKNYEKGYDKYAYDKYGYG
121
KYGYDKYGYDKYGYDKYGYDKYGYDKYGYGKYSYDKYGYDKYGYEKtYGYDKYGYEKGYDK
181
YGSOKYGYEKGYDKYGSDKYGDEKGYDKYGSDKYGYEKGYDKYGSDKYGYEKGYDKYGSD
241
KYGDEKVYDKYGYDKYGSDKYGYEKGYDKYGYDKYGYEKYGYDKYGYEKYGYDKYGYDKY
301
GYDKYGYEKYGYDKYGNEKYGYDKYGDDKHGHGKDYEKYGYTKEYSKNYKDYYKKYDKYD
361
YGSRY£KYSYRKDHDKHDHDEHDHHDDHHDHRHHHHEHDHHHHHEHDHKNGKGYU
Figure 1 shows the amino acid sequence of one of the sequenced F4 proteins and
Figure 2 shows the amino acid compositions of GRP, F4 and mature eggshell and shows that
the eggshell has very little recoverable tyrosine after the cross-linking reactions are completed.
The repeats stretch from residue 76 to residue 325.
Figure 2. The amino acid compositions of the glycine and
tyrosine rich eggshell proteins, GRP (p14) and F4 (p48) and
mature eggshell. Compositions are from published sources
[2,3,9j.
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1.1

0.59

The proteins F4 and GRP are synthesized and sequestered into secretory vesicles in the
vitelline cells. These secretory vesicles contain an acid stabilized emulsion of eggshell proteins
[I
1. The cross-linking reactions are triggered when these vesicles exocytose their contents at
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the time of eggshell formation. These events have becti discussed in detail elsewhere [1]. All
of the components of the eggshell are present in the secretory vesicles and all that is necessary
to initiate cross-linking is to raise the pH of the vesicles. The cross-linking reactions are then
triggered within the secretory vesicles and the resulting cross-linked protein droplets have the
same amino acid composition as mature eggshell I l]. Allowing for some loss of amino acids
during the cross-linking reactions, the amino acid composition of the eggshell can be
accounted for by the two sequenced proteins. Since all of the necessary reagents are apparently
present within the vesicles the simplest explanation of these observations is that the two
sequenced proteins are the only proteins present in the secretory vesicles and they are
sufficient to create the cross-linked eggshell.
It has been assumed that a "phenol oxidase" activity is necessary to cause the crosslinking reactions to occur. Indeed my laboratory long held this as our working hypothesis and
this was reflected in the published interpretations we placed on our results Il1. However,
negative evidence regarding the putative phenol oxidase has continued to accumulate over the
last several years in my laboratory and we have been forced through several stages 121 to the
conclusion stated above, i.e.. that the two identified proteins may be the only proteins present
in the secretory vesicles and must therefore be responsible for eggshell formation including
the cross-linking reactions.
Negative evidence regarding the involvement of a schistosome phenol oxidase involved
in eggshell formation. The putative existence of a copper dependent phet.ol oxidase has led
a number of investigators to try to identify a gene homologous to (currently) cloned phenol
oxidase genes. We have used the mouse phenol oxidase gene cloned and sequenced by
Shibahara et al. 1101 to try to identify a cross-hybridizing gene in the schistosome genome
using low stringency hybridization. All of our attempts have been unsuccessful. Negative
experiments of this kind are always inconclusive and unsatisfactory, however all of the reports
we have received from colleagues doing siilar experiments have also proved to be uniformly
negative. All these negative results simply demonstrate that there are no schistosome genes
sufficiently similar to the available phenol oxidase sequences to hybridize significantly and
it in no way demonstrates that there are no "phenol oxidase" enzymes involved in eggshell
cross-linking. However the continued absence of a female specific "phenol oxidase" enzyme
either as a protein or as a gene remains surprising and rather unexpected.
Evidence from th. sequence of F4, the tyrosine rich p-,in. The published DNA
sequences of the tyrosine rich eggshell protein gc-es and the proteins they encode have been
reported elsewhere and they show some very unusual features 12,8,91. Figure 3 shows the
codon usage for the F4 ORF reported by Chen et al. and the amino acid composition of the
F4 protein. Additional sequences of repeats have been reported by my group elsewhere 12,81.
Inspection of the sequence of F-4 reveals some unique features. There are 108 tyrosine residues
in the F4 protein ORF. This is a very large number for a single protein, larger than any other
single protein known to the author. In contrast to the large number (108) of tyrosine residues
in the F4 protein is the very small number (1) of phenylalanine residues and the complete
absence of tryptophan. The single phenylalanine is in the putative signal peptide and is
probably cleaved off the precursor protein during synthesis and transmembrane secretion. Thus
there are no phenylalanine or tryptophan residues in the mature F4 protein.
When one considers tyrosine residues in the majority of other proteins this situation
becomes more striking. The only substitutions for tyrosine that occur at levels in excess of
chance are phenylalanine and tryptophan, the two residues that never occur as replacements
for tyrosine in F4. If there were only a few tyrosine residues in F4 this could be ascribed to
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chance. Howeve: there are 108 tyrosine residues in F4 and not a single phenylalanine or
tryptophan residae. This is very unlikely if the tyrosine residues have conventional roles, i.e.,
like those in the proteins used to compile the matrix of accepted mutations. This matrix has
been compiled using available pairs of homologous proteins and is of course limited by the
proteins sequenced at the time of compilation. In these proteins the replacement of tyrosines
with phenylalanine or tryptophan strongly implies that these tyrosine residues have essentially
hydrophobic roles. In the case of F4 this is presumably not the case and these hydrophobic
residues are absolutely forbidden, presumably by selection.
Figure 3. Codon Usage in the F4 ORF.
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The F4 amino acid sequence is being maintained by selection. Consideration of the
DNA sequence and codon usage deduced from it shows that extensive selective pressure is
maintaining the amino acid sequence. For example, the glycine residues that are present in the
sequenced repeats show extensive variation in the third base of the codons. The codon usage
for glycine in F4 is almost identical to the codon usage observed for all other sequenced
schistosome genes. Considering the third base position only (TCAG) the respective
percentages of each of the 4 codons in F4 are 55, 17, 23 and 5, whereas in all sequenced
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schistosome proteins they a 54. 18. 23 and 5 [11]. From this I infer that mutations have
occurred frequently (and been accepted) in the third base of the glycine codons and therefore
the same frequency of mutations must have occurred in bases one and two. The presence of
accepted amino acid substitutions for the glycine residues is consistent with this. Asparagine,
serine, alanine and valine are found as substitutions for glycine. Serine, alanine and valine are
one point mutation from glycine codons whereas asparagine is two mutations away. However,
also one point mutation away from glycine are aspartate, glutamate, arginine, cysteine and
tryptophan, none of which are present as substitutions for glycine. Valine is present only once.
Thus point mutations in glycine codons are approximately three times more likely to produce
codons for these unrepresented amino acids than for the ones accepted leading to the
conclusion that the accepted amino acids are far from random in their usage and that strong
selection is maintaining the observed sequence. Serine codons replacing glycine codons in the
GYDKY-repeats are one base change from glycine codons whereas serine codons in place of
tyrosine residues are all one base change away from tyrosine codons as would be expected if
they are a result of mutations of glycine and tyrosine codons respectively.
93% of the time the third amino acid of the consensus repeat is either Asp (66%) or
Glu (27%) with the only other accepted amino acid at this position tbing glycine. All other
one base substitutions in the third codon of the repeats have been selected out. Once again this
is very unlikely to be solely the result of chance.
Amino acids at positions 4 and 5 within the consensus repeat are always lysine or
tyrosine respectively. The tyrosine at position 5 is not always present, but if it is present it is
always tyrosine 121.
The tyrosine codons at positions 2 and 5 within the repeat are conserved in a very
unusual fashion. As outlined above there are no phenylalanine or tryptophan substitutions at
either of the two positions. However some alternative substitutions have been accepted,
namely serine, aspartate, histidine and asparagine. These accepted mutations are all one base
change from tyrosine codons. The two other one base changes would result in either
phem•y•diaaif-,c uk cysteine substitutions. Both phenylalanine and cysteine are present once in
the complete F4 sequence, both in the signal peptide where their hydrophobic natures are
clearly appropriate.
The lysine residue at position 4 of the repeat is completely conserved, no substitutions
being accepted within the repeats 121. Arginine is the most common accepted substitution for
lysine in the majority of protein.. In the F4 protein there are three arginine residues all of
which lie outside the repeat region in the histidine rich C-terminal region of F4. Arginine is
an accepted replacement for histidine in many proteins and this is consistent with their
presence in the C-terminal region of F4.
All these data lead to the inescapable conclusion that the selective pressure maintaining
the F4 sequence within the retneats is considerably out of the ordinary. The usual reasons for
selecting for or against particular residues are not being followed within the repeats. Most
strikingly phenylalanine and tryptophan are forbidden substitutes for tyrosine in F4. In other
proteins selective pressure to maintain a particular amino acid residue is usually directly
dependent on the relative importance of the residue for the protein's function. The best
examples are for residues at the active sites of enzymes where particular residues may be
absolutely required for activity. In these cases the residue is normally unique being found only
once in the sequence with this particular function. Thus individual residues are sometimes
completely conserved. The difficulty with the F4 protein is that all of the lysines are
conserved and very strict selection is acting on all the repeats. The simplest explanation for
their conservation would be that they are all absolutely necessary for the function of F4. To
put it into a biological and evolutionary context, if one tyrosine is replaced by a phenylalanine
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then the schistosome carrying this mutation will leave no descendants in succeeding
generations. This selection is absolute since there is not a single phenylalanine or tryptophan
substitution in 108 tyrosine residues. The same reasoning applies to the lysine residues.
How is it possible that this degree of selection can occur in a repetitive protein? The
only example I know where phenylalanine is a forbidden substitution for tyrosine is tyrosine
161 of the D1 polypeptide in Photosystem II [121. In this case the tyrosine is acting as an
electron carrier being reversibly oxidized and reduced. Phenylalanine will not perform the
same role. Extending this line of reasoning to F4Kif tyrosine is acting as an electron carrier
in F4 then all of the tyrosines must be required for the putative redox function. Therefore the
F4 protein must he acting as an electron transport chain. Only by the necessity for a chain of
tyrosines can the complete selection against Phe and lrp be explained. One residue of Phe or
Trp would break the "chain" thus destroying the function of the whole molecule. The only
accepted mutations for the tyrosine codons are polar, potentially ionizable residues which
might be expected to impede electron transfer less than Phe or Trp or Cys.
Why should F4 be required to transport electrons? Cross-linking of the eggshell is a series
of reactions beginning with an oxidation step. If a phenol oxidase were carrying out the
reactions a copper atom within the enzyme would be the primary electron acceptor with the
electron subsequently being transferred to molecular oxygen. In the alternative scheme that
our reasoning is leading towards the primary electron acceptor is still probably copper as
suggested by the inhibition of cross-linking by copper chelators. However as pointed out in
the introduction the source of the oxidizing equivalents is unclear if there is no pheaiol oxidase
with access to the tyrosine side chains. In our alternative scheme, the F4 protein acts as an
electron conductor carrying electrons out of the eggshell to copper atoms waiting elsewhere
in the eggshell. One attractive possibility for the location of the copper atoms might be in
association with the histidine rich C-terminal domain of F4 but this is pure speculation.
Compared to the glycine rich protein with an apparent molecular weight of 14,000 daltons F4
is relatively large with a molecular weight of 48,000 daltons. This would be appropriate for
a protein whose function was to act as an extended electron transport chain conducting
electrons out of the partially cross-linked eggshell.
Since all of the tyrosines appear to participate in cross-links, logical consequences of
this scheme are either, 1) cross-linking must begin at one end of F4 and proceed sequentially
along the protein to the other end when all the tyrosines are oxidized or, 2) electron transport
is not prevented by cross-link formation. Alternatively electrons flowing along the chain
keep all tyrosine residues ahead of them reduced resulting in the same effect as the first case.
Finally it is possible that F4 serves as an "electron guide" channelling electrons into a waiting
conventional "phenol oxidase" enzyme that is sterically prevented from accessing each and
every tyrosine residue.
Alternative explanations for the role of the repeats are possible. For example each
repeat might possess enzymatic activity. Since there are multiple repeats the absolute selection
against Phe or Trp cannot be accounted for by this scheme. The tyrosine residues are almost
all destroyed during the cross-linking reactions and presumably therefore participate as
reagents in the reactions. Therefore it is possible that the role of F4 is purely structural serving
as a substrate for an enzyme catalyzing the cross-linking reactions. The roles of the glycine
rich protein and F4 would therefore be similar, acting as passive substrates for another
enzyme- If this were the case then the selective pressures on both proteins might be expected
to be similar. However, this does not appear to be the case since there are several
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Figure 4: Circular Dichroism spectra for a thirty amino acid r4peptide (GYDKY) . CD spectra were recorded at 20*C with a JASCO
J500A spectropolarimeter at a peptide concentration of 0.1 mg/ml
Protein concentrations were determined by
employing 1 mm cells.
CD spectra of (A) F4-6 in 20 mm sodium
Tyrosine absorbance.
4 M
(B) F4-6 in 20 mM sodium phosphate,
phosphate, pH 6.5.
LiCIO,, pH 6.5 heated to 90*C for 30 minutes prior to analysis,
The inset shows (a) the effect of
(C) F4-6 in trifluoroethanol.
LiClO4 concentration on the CD spectrum of F4-6 at 188 nm and 20'C
and (b) the effect of temperature on the 188 nm negative
minimum.
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phenylalanine residues within the body of the glycine rich protein although there are far fewer
total tyrosine residues than in F4. There are probably other possible roles for F4, but all the
explanations we have considered suffer from the same inability to explain the high level and
the nature of the sequence conservation of the repeats.
Does the consensus repeat adopt a particular secondary structure? Using a thirty amino
acid synthetic peptide (GYDKY)6 referred to as F4-6 we have performed a series of
biophysical measurements to determine its potential secondary structure.
Figure 4 shows Circular Dichroism spectra for the F4-6 peptide. In phosphate buffer
the CD spectrum of F4-6 shows a marked negative ellipticity at 188nm and positive ellipticity
with a peak at 222nm (A in Figure 4). In contrast in trifluoroethanol the spectrum of F4-6 is
almost exactly inverted showing a spectrum that is more typical of a conventional right handed
alpha helix (C in Figure 4). The majority of these signals are removed by denaturing
conditions as shown in trace B and the insert to Figure 4 for the negative ellipticity at 188nm.
Our tentative interp-etation of these data is that F4-6 is adopting some kind of left-handed
structure in phosphate buffer, possibly a left-handed alpha-helix. This conclusion is supported
by computer energy minimizations which suggest that the left-handed alpha-helix is an
energetically preferred structure. What relevance these observations have for the function of
F4 remains to be determined.
At the present time all we can conclude is that the F4 protein has some very significant
functional role based on the strong selection that has been maintaining the amino acid
sequence over long periods of time. Our suggestion is that the F4 protein acts as an electron
transport chain conducting electrons out of the cross-linking eggshell thus helping to overcome
problems of steric hindrance preventing access to tyrosine side chains involved in the crosslinking reactions.
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sites) provide the usual cross-linking handles and the recognition sites for protein adaptors suc'h
as protein G or protein A. their absence makes it difficult to interface the single-chain Fv with
conventional material surfaces. Protein G forms an anliparallcl B-sheet hydrogen-bonding
interaction with the last six amino acids of the CH2 Fah domain. When added to the C-terminus
of the engineered single-chain Fv antibodies, this peptide sequence should provide a useful
adaptor for interfacing with the protein G-soluble polymer hybrid (Figure 21).

SINGLE-CHAIN Fv

ANTIG;•N
BINDING SITE

PEPTIDEL ADAPTOR

Mir

PROTEIN G

SMART POLYMER

Figure 2. Schematic illustration of the peptide adaptor to be used in conjunction with
the protein G-soluble polymer hybrid to generate affinity separation materials for
engineered single-chain Fv antibodies.

Engineering C)ntimi~ed Biomiatenal Acuto~iy
The control of' biomate rial function through the opt rni/atio n of, b olyoidecule ac ti~itv
remains a fundamental goal. An important example ot'a specific target is the developmnent 01;
immobilizatioin methods which masirii/e the binding or enhyrnatic activity of proiein ctnponcutŽs
in hiosensors. diagnostic materials. dnig de livery materials., and hioreactors. We hase devecloped

a model experimental system for addre~ssing the specific goal it' maxmnmtimng

the activity if

materials which utilie immobihued antibodios. Genetic engincerinmŽ techniques w~
ill beýused ito
test several immobilifution strategics that encompass both cos alent and non-cosalent interactions
between a single-chain Fv and various material suirfaces. The principal goal is to identify a se.tof
generally applicable mutations on the highly conserved antibody f'ramework to generate a
'univ~ersal" design for optimi/ed irnmobili/at ion (Figure 3).

MA'FERIAI.
CD-44 RECEPTOR

CELL

CYTOKINE PRODUCTION
CELLULAR ACTIVATION
Figure 3. Schematic illustration of* bio-aetiviy assay ito assess imniobili/ation strategies. The
cell resýponse can be quantitated aind studied as a function of attachment sitc and suirtake
enui nceri fl gThis sstqcni shou~ld have ulirect nimport to hioscnsor annhio dv iiiilluili/aiinon. aim hotk tiricwtd
drug dcllver\ nmateals. artibild\, -based diannos1tie rma11rials. ;111Iinn]
mhrapniuc oil ib sl *lelis'is.
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The central single-chain [v. termed S5,. can function directly as a therapeutic agent. [rhe S5
parent monoclonal antibody, when administered intravenously at 01.2 inglkglday prior to total
body irradiation, has been -shown ito enhance marrow graft acceptance in a canine miodel [ I I
SS is directed against CD44 1121, a glycoprotein receptor that is widely distributed itt the body
and responsible for a variety of functional activities related to cellular adhesion and activation.
S5 stimulates biological responses through CD44, and its activity has been well-characteri/ed
both in vitro and in vivo .This antibody system provides three key capabilities torevairiating the
effectiveness of immohilization strategies: I) an assay is available for quantitating effectivec
binding affinities (2) in vitro cell assays are available for quantitating the effective ability of the
immobilized antibodies to stimulate specific biological responses 13) an it t'ivo) system is
available for testing whether improved itt vitro designs have any relationship whatsoever to in
vivo function. lmmobiliiation strategies ito be tested include the design of' conmplementary
material and antibody surfaces (via electrostatic aztd hydrophobic mechanisms,). where the initital
antibody interaction site is narrowed by the selection of a genetically engineered covalent
attachment site (e.g. the introduction of*a surface thiol). Figure 3 illustrates. the general features,
of the system using a single-chain [v-targeted liposome as an example of an atttibody-ntaterial
hybrid.
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SELF-ASSEMBLING NANOSTRUCTURES: RECOGNITION AND ORDERED
ASSEMBLY IN PROTEIN-BASED MATERIALS
Kevin P. McGrath and David L. Kaplan
Biotechnologv Division, U.S. Army Natick RD&E Center
Natick, MA 01760-5020
ABSTRACT
A new approach to materials design is presented, utilizing specific recognition
and assembly at the molecular level. The approach described exploits the control
over polymer chain microstructure afforded by biosynthesis to produce proteinbased materials with precisely defined physical properties. Incorporated into
these materials are recognition elements that stringently control the placement
and organization of each chain within higher order superstructures.
The
proteins, designated Recognin A2 through Recognin E2, are recombinant
polypeptides designed de novo from both natural consensus sequences and an
appreciation of the physical principles governing biological recognition. These
materials are designed to examine the forces involved in specific recognition and
complexation. through control of charge identity and placement, a pattern for
specific interaction can be introduced.
A subset of these materials are
programmed to spontaneously assemble into complex, multicomponent
structures and represent the first step in a rational approach to nanometer-scale
structural design.
INTRODUCTION
Efficient engineering at the molecular scale relies on two things: 1) the ability
of individual molecules to recognize specific counterparts in multicomponent
systems, and 2) spontaneous organization into well-defined molecular
complexes of hundreds or thousands of molecules. In traditional materials
science the level of such organization rarely extends down to the molecular
level. The ordering of individual molecules is statistical in nature, and often
considerable post-assembly processing is required to achieve the desired physical
properties. Nanometer scale fabrication techniques must rely on the molecules
to process themselves into useful assemblies. This can only be accomplished by
incorporating into each component the ability to spontaneously recognize where
it belongs within a larger framework and to rapidly incorporate into the final,
desired product.
The importance of recognition processes in nature cannot be
overemphasized. These interactions form the basis for virtually every biological
process in living organisms. Nature has developed a large array of specific
recognition patterns, based on shape, hydrophobicity, charge placement, and
allosteric interactions.
Understanding of these recognition patterns has
progressed rapidly in the past few years, particularly in the specificity of
interaction seen in transcriptional regulatory proteins. Using these sequences as
general models, we have examined electrostatic interactions and their role in
determining specificity and extent of dimerization in synthetic leucine zipper
proteins. The identity and positioning of charges along the two alpha-ho9ý,,
dramatically influences the specificity of dimerization toward otherwise identical
sequences.
Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol, 292. ' 1993 Materials Research Society
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
T4 DNA ligase, T4 polynucleotide kinase, Calf Intestinal alkaline
phosphatase, and the restriction enzymes EcoRi, BamHi, HindIII, BstEIl, and
XbaI, were obtained from Pharmacia LKB (Piscataway, NJ). The restriction
enzymes Nhel, Xhol, and Spel were obtained from New England Biolabs
(Beverly, MA). The plasmid pUC18 and E. coh strain NM522 were obtained from
Pharmacia. The plasmid pQE-9 and the E. coli strain SGI3009pREP4 were
obtained from Qiagen (Chatsworth, CA). All general procedures for isolation,
manipulation, and routine analysis of DNA, along with methods of E. cob
transformation, were performed as described in Sambrook, Frisch, and Maniatis
[11. DNA sequencing was accomplished using the T7 Sequencing Kit from
Pharmacia.
Preparation of Synthetic DNA
Oligonucleotides were synthesized on a Milligen/Biosearch Cyclone Plus
DNA Synthesizer using the phosphoramidite chemistry of McBride and
Caruthers [2]. Crude oligonucleotides were purified using preparative gel
electrophoresis, enzymatically phosphorylated using T4 polynucleotide kinase,
and annealed to form heteroduplex DNA.
Cloning and Amplification of Synthetic DNA
Synthetic DNA fragments were inserted into dephosphorylated pUCI8 digested
with EcoRI and HindIlI. The ligation mixture was used to transform E. cali
strain NM522, and color selection on plates containing isopropyl thiogalactoside
(IPTG) and 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl-galactopyranoside (X-Gal) used to identify
recombinants. Plasmids containing inserts were sequenced to identify the
encoded protein sequences. Desired genetic sequences were isolated and purified
from 50 mL cultures, and the fragments liberated by digestion with the
appropriate enzymes.
Construction of pUC-BstEII
Synthetic DNA encoding a 57 base pair linker fragment (Figure 1) was
inserted into dephosphorylated pUC18 digested with Xbal using T4 DNA ligase,
and the resulting mixture used to transform E. colt strain NM522. Recombinants
were identified by color screening, and the insert verified by double-stranded
plasmid sequencing. The plasmid was purified from 100 mL '4f liquid culiure
and digested with BstEII. The linearized vector was then dephosphorylated
using Calf intestinal alkaline phosphatase, and gel purified from M, agarose.
Construction of the Recognition Elements
The 126 base pair DNAs encoding the various recognition elements (Figure 2)
were constructed in situ by combining and ligating the desired fragments in the
presence of linearized pUC-BstElI. The ligation mix was used to transform E. coli
strain NM522. Recombinant plasmids were identified by digestion with BamHil,
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and the constructed recognition elements verified by double-stranded plasmid
seqaencing.
Construction of Prokaryotic Expression Systems
Properly constructed recognition elements were excised from the
recombinant pUC-BstEII by digestion with Bamfil and gel purified from 1%
agarose. Purified recognition elements were inserted into the Bam -l1 site of pQE9 (Qiagen, Inc., Chatsworth, CA). The ligation mixes were used to transform E,
coli NM522. Plasmids containing the recognition elements in the correct
orientation were identified by restriction digestion, and were used to transform
E. colh SG13009 pREP4 (Qiagen, Inc., Chatsworth, CA).
Protein Expression
All protein expressions were performed in 13B media (32 g Bacto-Tryptone, 20
g Yeast Extract, 5 g NaCI per liter). Media were supplemented with 400 mg/I.
ampicillin and 50 mg/L kanamycin. Fifty milliliters of saturated culture were
"sed to inoculate 1 L of freshly sterilized media, and the cultures allowed to grow
at 37 'C for 3 h with vigorous aeration. IPTG was added to a final concentration
of 2 mM, and protein production induced for 2 h at 37 'C with vigorous aeration.
Cells were isolated by centrifugation and lysed in 50 mL of 6 M guanidiniumHCl, 100 mM sodium phosphate, pH 8.0. After I h incubation at ambient
conditions, the solution was centrifuged at 12,U00 rpm for 30 minutes. The
clarified supernatant was collected and stored at -20 'C until purified. Proteins
were purified by Ni-NTA column chromatography using the method
recommended by the manufacturer. Yields of purified protein ranged from 70140 mg/L.
Protein Characterization
Purity of the recombinant proteins was assayed by amino acid composition,
N-terminal sequencing, capillary electrophoresis, and matrix-assisted laser
desorption mass spectrometry. In all cases purities exceeded Q5%. Turbidity
studies were performed on a Beckman DU-70 UV/Vis spectrophotometer
operating at 400 nm. Kinetic analyses were performed on a Biacore Biospecific
Interaction Anaysis System (Pharmacia Biosensor, Sweden) in 20 mM sodium
phosphate, 100 mM sodium chloride, pH 7.0.
Xbal
Bamttt
5'-CTAGA GGA TCC ATG
T CCT AC,
TAC
Gly
Ser Met

AAT

TTA
Asn

Nhel
GCr
AGC
C:GA TCG
Ala
Ser

AAC

ACT

TF,
Asn

Sp0
ACT

TGA
Thr

TCA
Ser

GUT
CCA
Gly

tBamrlt
GGC ATC C

CCC TAG G
Cly Ile

BstEll
GAC
CMC
Asp

GAC
Leu

Xbal
T-

AGATC -5"

Figure 1. Sequence of the synthetic linker. Important restriction
sites are underlined.
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5'-

QGT
Gly

BitEll
GAC
Asp

CTG
Liu

IG/AIAA AAC IG/AIAA
Asn Glu/Lys
Glu/Lvs

GIVG
Val

GCC
Ala

CAG
Gin

CTG
Um'

IGIAiAA AGG IG/AIAA
Glu/Lvs Arg Glu/Lys

GTT
Val

AGA
Arg

T:T
.'r

CTG

Lku

IG/AIAA GAT IG/AIAA
GktiLvs Asp Glu/Lvs

GCO
Ala

GCT
Ala

GAA
Glu

CTG
h-u

IG/AIAA CAA IG/AIAA
Glu/Lvs Gin Giu/Lys

GTC
Val

Xhol
AGA
TCG
Arg
Ser

CiG
Ltu

IG/AIAA AAT IG/AIAA
Glu/Lss A•n Glu/Lvs

ATC
lie

GAA
Glu

GAC
Asp

LT.
Lu

IG/AIAA GCC IG/AIAA
Ala Glu/Lys
Glu/Lvs

AAT
li"

Q-7
Gly

BstElI
GAC
Asp

g G -3
LU.u

Figure 2. Sequences of the DNA monomers. Amino acids are
indicated below the appropriate codons. Important
restriction sites are underlined.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The ability to incorporate specificity into assembly processes allows for a high
level of contrc'& er molecular architecture, and in theory permits the precise
tailoring of the macroscopic properties of the material (mechanical, thermal,
absorptive). Until recently, no clear approach for such self-assembly was
envisioned. We present here the first demonstration of a "programmed
molecular assembly" using recognition motifs incorporated into synthetic
polypeptides. These motifs stringently enforce specific interaction and assembly
in complex multicomponent systems.
Various transcription factors, including C/EBP, GCN4 and members of the
Fos, Jun, and Myc families form highly specific dimeric complexes involving
hydrophobic interactions between leucine residues in laterally aligned coiled-coil
structures. These protein regions have been named "leucine zippers" because
the leucines interdigitate much like the teeth of a zipper. The sequences of such
regions contain regularly spaced hydrophobic residues within a generic heptad
repeat (a-b-c-d-e-f-g)n. Within this repeat, hydrophobic residues are usually
found at the a and d positions, while polar and charged residues occupy the e and
g positions. The alpha-helices wrap around each other with a slight superhelical
twist having a period of ca. 140 A. An isolated coiled coil is about 10 A thick.
The dimerization process is driven by sequestering the hydrophobic residues
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into the interior of the coiled coil, with carefully positioned charged residues
imparting a specificity in the choice of coiled-coil partners. Site-directed
mutagenesis of both the hydrophobic and charged residues demonstrated that
while the driving force for dimerization is hydrophobic in nature, the dominant
factor in preferential heterodimer formation was electrostatic interactions,
occurring between sidechains at the e and g positions in the coiled coil [3].
The degree of specificity in the Fos-Jun interaction has been quantitated using
short synthetic peptides identical in sequence to the leucine zipper portions.
O'Shea et al. [41 showed by HPLC that the preference to form Fas-Jun
heterodimers is at least 100-fold greater than the preference to form either
homodimer. They also confirmed results reported earlier [51 that within the
coiled coil the two alpha-helices align in parallel, contrary to tile antiparallel
arrangement originally reported [6]. This has been further confirmed by X-ray
diffraction data from crystals ot the homodimer of GCN4, which indicate both
the parallel in-register alignment of chains and the presence of ionic interactions
between residues at the e and g positions 17].
Protein Sequence Design
The degree of organization in coiled coils, at the secondary, tertiary, and
quarternary levels, makes them ideal candidates for primary components in selfassenmbling systems. Unique to these materials is the precise spatial control,
over hundred,; of angstroms, of functional group placement. The high degree of
specificity exhibited in Fos-Jun dimerization can be incorporated into novel
synthetic proteins, producing materials capable of spontaneous self-organization
into complex supramolecular assemibliEs
Toward this end, we have designed and synthesized a library of genetic
elements encoding the following protein sequences:
ll( Il)L[EIKJN[EIKIVAQL[E/KIR[E/KIVRSI[EIKII)[E/KI
AA;L-EIKjIQIE/KIVSRLIE/K]N[EiK]IEDL[E/KIAIE/KI)n

1

Protein sequences were designed with the following considerations in mind
1) the formation of coiled-coil alpha-helices, 2) the incorporation of specific
recognition patterns through precise placement of charged groups, and 3) control
of solubility in the dimeric state. This sequence positions leucine residues everY
,,even residues (underlined for visual clarity) at the d position. The identity and
position of the leucines and charged groups are in agreement with natural
leucine zipper proteins, but a number of natural proteins that contain repeated
leucine heptads do not form coiled coils. An algorithm recently developed by
Lupas, Van Dyke, and Stock to identify coiled coils from primary sequence data
was used to refine protein sequences with respect to their propensity for coiled
coil formation [8].
The protein sequences represented in 1 were reverse translated to the
corresponding DNA sequences (shown in Figure 2). Codons were chosen to
maximize expression level in E. coli and to introduce useful restriction sites for
subsequent genetic manipulation. The length and composition of the amino
acid repeat was chosen not only to create sophisticated recognition motifs, but
also to minimize the repetitive nature of the corresponding gene. The DNA
sequences use a "mixed site" approach at the first base of the codons for amino
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acids at the e and g positions. An [A/G] mixed site synthesis is used to generate
either AAA (Lys) or GAA (Glu) codons at these positions. Thus in a single step a
library of DNA sequences encoding all 4096 (212) possible recognition sequences
can be generated.
The DNA monomers were constructed via three sets of smaller
oligonucleotides to simplify the isolation of recognition sequences (e.g., if the full
length monomer were constructed prior to sequencing, an unmanageably large
number of sequencing reactions would be needed before complementary
recognition sequences were identified).
Fragmentation of the monomer into
three sections, each having only 16 possible permutations, significantly reduces
the effort required to identify sequences. From a limited number of sequenced
segments, a large number of monomer recognition sequences can be rapidly
constructed. After construction of the various monomer genes, the DNA was resequenced to insure that no alterations had occurred from re-transformation.
Design of Charge Patterns for Recognition
We set two guidelines for charge sequence design; that the pattern of
glutamates and lysines discourage homodimerization (as this would complicate
any assembly scheme), and that the charge pattern controlling the dimerization
insure that the orientation of the two helices is parallel and in-register. Using
the crystallographic data of Kim and coworkers [7] as guidelines for how
electrostatic interactions are formed in such structures, we designed the
following materials, designated Recognins A2 through E2:
Recognin
Recognin
Recognin
Recognin
Recognin

A2
B2
C2
D2
E2

EEEE
KKKK
KKEE
FEEE
EEEE

EEEK
KKKE
KKKE
KKKE
EEKE

KEKE
EEKK
EEKK
EEKK
EEKK

EEEE
KKKK
KKEE
EEEE
EEEE

EEEK
KKKE
KKKE
KKKE
EEKE

KEKE
EEKK
EEKK
EEKK
EEKK

For simplicity, only the charge pattern of the e and g residues is indicated. All
other residues in these proteins are shown in 1. Electrostatic bonding occurs
between the e residue of the ith heptad and the g residue of the ith-1 heptad. The
rationale for these sequences is that A2 is viewed as a target sequence, with B2
reflecting a perfect electrostatic fit. Recognins C2, D2, and E2 are progressively
poorer fits to the A2 charge pattern. These materials can be used to test a number
of assumptions about the strength and stability conferred on these structures by
electrostatic interaction, and their role in controlling the specificity of interaction.
Turbidometric Analysis
We investigated the interaction between A2 and B2 using turbidity
measurements at 400 nm.
The proteins are believed to exist as weak
homodimers in solution; upon mixing the more stable heterodimer is formed.
When these proteins are mixed at equal concentrations, a rapid increase in
turbidity is seen. We attribute this to specific heterodimer formation, which
subsequently associates into higher order structures that precipitate from
solution. Gel analysis of the precipitate indicates that it is a 1:1 complex of A2
and B2. No similar increase in the turbidity of the homodimer solutions is
observed prior to mixing.
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Surface Plasmon Resonance Analysis of Recognin Interactions
We looked very closely at the interaction of A2 with both B2 and C2, with
both components free in solution and when one species was immobilized onto a
thin gold film. The latter was done to measure the rates of association and
dissociation between the complexes. We used surface plasmon resonance to
detect minute changes in refractive index that accompany a specific binding
This technique is
event in the immediate vicinity of the metal surface.
extremely sensitive, and can detect specific interactions at the picogram level. As
shown in Figure 3, there is a measurable difference in both the rates and
magnitude of interaction between A2-B2 and A2-C2. After an initial increase in
refractive index due to solvent exchange, it is seen that the rate of association for
the A2-B2 complex is more rapid and that the equilibrium response is achieved
sooner. There does not seem to be a great difference in the rates of dissociation
(seen in the later portions of the sensorgram). A kinetic analysis of these rate
constants run at several different concentrations of A2 reveals that for the A2-B2
interaction, kass = 4.11 x 103, kdiss = 1.31 x 10-3 , and Ka = 3.14 x 106. For the A2C2 interaction, k... = 3.46 x 103, kdiss = 2.39 x 10-3 , and Ka = 1.45 x 106. The
interaction of these molecules when both components are free in solution, along
with the analysis of A2's interaction with other Recognins, is presented
elsewhere [9].

SPR Analysis of Recognin Interactions
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Surface plasmon resonance measurements of the
interactions between A2-B2 and A2-C2 at 25 ýig/m1L
concentration of A2.
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a)

b)

Figure 4.

Applications to new materials design. a) Generation
of highly oriented fibers through control of molecular
assembly. b) Production of 3-D networks with precisely
defined pore sizes using the same strategy.
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Applications to Materials Science
We have used tie noro design to produce a series of coiled-coil proteins
capable of rapid and selective complex formation in zolution. We view these
materials as "building blocks" for the design of more complex self-assembling
materials. Examples of such materials are postulated in Figures 4a and 4b. In the
first case, that of self-assembling fibers, the genes for Recognins A2 and B2 are
modified by incorporating additional recognition elements at the N- or Cterminus. These new elements, designed to react with each other and not A2 or
B2, impose a new driving force for ordered supramolecular assembly, and align
all of the dimers in a "head-to-tail" orientation within a growing fibril. Such
fibers should have excellent mechanical properties, along with unique piezoand pyroelectric activity.
The second example, that of ordered network formation, is a logical extension
of ordered fiber assembly. Here the fiber-forming genes are further modified to
introduce a third set of recognition sites that will control growth and
organization in three dimensions. Such materials will have highly uniform and
controlled pore sizes that could be exploited in optics, thermal insulation,
selectively permeable membranes, controlled release, or medical reconstruction.
Such materials are currently under development.
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OVER-EXPRESSION OF A CORE REPEAT FROM AN INSECT SILK PROTEIN
THAT FORMS INTRAMOLECULAR DISULFIDE BONDS
STANLEY V. SMITH AND STEVEN T. CASE
Department of Biochemistry,
The
University of Mississippi
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Center,
2500
North
State
Street,
Jackson,
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39216-4505.
ABSTRACT

A gene encoding one complete [C+SR] core repeat from spIa,
a
1000-kDa
silk
protein
from
Chironomus
tentans,
was
synthesized and its
recombinant protein expressed to high
levels in bacterial cells.
We observed that reducing agents
significantly
alter
the
electrophoretic
mobility
of
this
protein.
A variety
of data
indicate
that the
purified
recombinant protein is folded and its
structure stabilized by
two intramolecular disulfide bonds.

INTRODUCTION

Aquatic larvae of the midge, Chironomus teD--,
spin
insoluble silk 'ibLs composed of about a dozen proteins [1].
Prior to spinning,
these proteins exist as soluble supermolecular complexes in the lumen of the salivary gland [2].
Studies of protein complex disassembly and reassembly in vitro
indicate that the giant
(1000-kDa)
spl proteins form the
fibrous backbone of the silk [2].
Molecular biological data
reveal that spls consist of 130 to 150 tandem copies of a core
repeat which can be divided into two domains; the constant (C)
domain,
which
contains
four conserved
cysteines,
and the
subrepeat (SR)
domain, which contains multiple copies of the
motif,
basic residue-proline-acidic
residue
[1].
Circular
dichroism and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopic studies
of synthetic peptides suggest that the C domain is
mainly
a-helical and the SR domain forms a
poly(glycine)-type II
helix [3].
Both domains contain B-turns.
Studies
using
synthetic
peptides
are
restricted
by
practical size limitations.
In order to obtain monumeric and
multimeric [C+SR] proteins with a defined number of repeats, we
turned
to genetic
engineering
[4].
Here we report
the
successful expression in bacteria of a m-nomeric recombinant
Constant-And-Subrepeat
(rCAS)
protein
and
the
unexpected
finding
that purified
rCAS
is
folded
and stabilized
by
disulfide bonds.

GENE SYNTHESIS AND EXPRESSION
Codon usage in Escherichia coli and C.
tentans differs
significantly.
Therefore,
to
optimize
expression
in
a
bacterial cell, a gene was designed such that the amino acid
sequence of the insect protein was encoded by codons preferred
by E. coli.
The gene was synthesized in three steps (Fig 1):
assembly, priming and amplification.
Mal, Res. Soc. Syrmp, Proc. Vol. 292.
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Stcoz in the synthesis of the C+SR gene encoding rCAS.

Assembly
Two oligonucleotides were synthesized.
The C oligonucleotide is 129 nucleotides long and overlaps the first SR.
The SR oligonucleotide is 152 nucleotides long, contains four
SRs and is complementa~j to part of the C oligonucleotide.
Upon annealing, the oligonucleotides yielded template-primer
complexes suitable for DNA polymerase to complete the synthesis
of the two strands.

Priming
The assembled gene was denatured and mixed with an excess
of two different oligonucleotides which, besides providing
primers for the polymerase chain reaction (below) , provided
sequences necessary for subsequent manipulations of the genp..
contain restriction
enzyme
cleavage
sites
These
primers
necessary for inserting the gene into an expression vector as
well as providing sites that will enable head-to-tail ligation
of tandem (C+SR] repeats.

Amplification
The
primed synthetic
gene
was
amplified
using the
polymerase
chain
reaction
(5]
with
a
thermostable
DNA
polymerase. After 25 Cycles, microgram quantities of a 298-bp
fragment were obtained.

Insertion and Expression
After
gene
was
downstream

plasmid,
T7

gene

were

purification
cleaved
from

the

pET3a (6]
10 promotor

able

to

by gel electrophoresis,

with
restriction
bacteriophage

(Fig.

2).
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The
bacterial
host,
BL21(DE3),
was
transformed
with the
recombinant pET3a::C+SR construct and cells were tested for
inducible synthesis of rCAS.
rCAS synthesis requires the
synthesis of T7 RNA polymerase which, in turn, depends upon the
ability of isopropyl-f-thiogalactopyranoside
(IPTG)
to bind a
repressor protein
that
otherwise binds
the
lac operator
preventing synthesis of T7 RNA polymerase (Fig. 3).

pET-3a

pT7

Fig.

2.

G.SR

£he recombinant expressien piasmid,

pET3a::C+SR

BL21 (DE3)

0

17 RNA PolymfŽFaee

IPTGJ11
\C+SR

~

Fig. 3.
The scheme for IPTG-induced synthesis of rCAS in the
bacterial host cell, BL21(DE3), containing pET3a:;C+SR.
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The successful application of this scheme is illustrated
in Fig. 4.
While IPTG induction leads to an apparent decrease
in the amount of protein synthesized per cell,
induced and
non-induced BL21(DE3) cells containing pET3a display a similar
spectrum
of
proteins.
!nt contrast,
IPTG-induced
cells
containing pET3a::C+SR produce a single, prominent protein,
rCAS.

1

2

3

4

5

Fig. 4.
Electrophoretic comparison of proteins in whole-cell
lysates of IPTG-induced (lanes 3 and 5) and uninduced (lanes 2
and 4)
bacterial cells containing pET3a (lanes 2 and 3) or
pET3a::C+SR (lanes 4 and 5).
Lane 1 contains molecular weight
standards. The arrow indicates the position of inducible rCAS.

PRESENCE OF DISULFIDE BONDS
DMring the characterization and purification of rCAS, we
discovered that its
electrophoretic mobility on sodium dodecyl
sulfate-polyacrylamide gels was altered if
the protein was
first
treated with reducing agents such as B-mercaptoethanol or
dithiothreitol. This implied that at least some of the four
cysteine residues in the C region may be involved in formation
of one or more disulfide bonds.
Quantitative Ellman assays [7)
indicated that native rCAS contained less than 1 mole of
sulfhydryl per mole of protein.
However, upon treatment with
reducing agents, we measured about 3 moles of sulfhydryl per
mole of rCAS.
To
better
quantitate
cysteine
sulfhydryls,
laser
desorption mass spectrometry was performed on rCAS that was
denatured and alkylated with iodoacetamide with and without
reduction.
The mass of reduced rCAS was 227 daltons greater
than native rCAS,
a value consistent with the reductiondependent addition of four carboxyamidomethyl groups.
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Direct evidence for cystine (two cysteines joined by a
disulfide
bond)
was
obtained
by amino
acid analysis
of
denatured, alkylated rCAS with and without reduction.
In the
absence of reduction, rCAS contained a cystine peak with no
evidence
of
any
carboxymethyl-cysteine.
Treatment
with
reducing agents abolished the cystine peak and yielded four
carboxymethyl-cysteines per mole of rCAS.
From these data we conclude that purified rCAS contains
two disulfide bonds which, upon denaturation and reduction, can
be converted to four cysteine residues.

FOLDING OF CORE REPEATS IN spra
rCAS apparently contains the information required to fold,
bringing pairs
of
cysteines within
the
minimum distance
required for disulfide bond formation.
We are currently trying
to map the paired cysteines that form these disulfide bonds to
determine
whether
or
not
they
are
homogeneous.
Such
information will be useful for locating the B-turns that were
predicted from our spectroscopic data obtained using synthetic
peptides [3].
It has been proposed that conserved cysteine residues in
the C domains participate in forming intermolecular disulfide
bonds that covalently cross-link spl complexes and decrease
their solubility [8].
The presence of intramolecular disulfide
bonds
in
rCAS suggests
another possible
role
for these
cysteines.
Perhaps the maintenance of spI solubility within
the cell and initial
prevention of the formation of insoluble
spl complexes is
accomplished by folding and formation of
intramolecular disulfide bonds similar to those found in rCAS.
The expression of recombinant proteins with multiple tandem
copies of rCAS will enable us to test
this hypothesis.

PERSPECTIVE

Our
results
raise
two
items
of
interest
for this
symposium.
First,
in
terms of understanding
the cellular
processing of a biological material (q. tentans silk), in vivo
formation of spI intramolecular disulfide bonds would require
an
oxidizing
environment.
Oxidized
glutathione
in
the
endoplasmic reticulum may already provide the necessary redox
state during protein synthesis and secretion (9].
As of yet,
there is no candidate for an agent in the processing pathway
that
would
promote
shuffling
of
disulfide
bonds
from
intrdprotein to protein-protein interactions.
Secondly, rCAS
derivatives may provide useful biomolecular materials, serving
as vehicles for protein "sites" that could be buried or exposed
in response to the redox state of the solvent.
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CLONING AND EXPRESSION OF A SYNTHETIC
MUSSEL ADHESIVE PROTEIN IN ESCHERICHIA COLI

ANTHONY J. SALERNO AND INA GOLDBERG
Allied-Signal Inc., 101 Columbia Road, Morristown,

NJ 07962.

ABSTRACT
Repetitious gene cassettes that encode the consensus decapeptide repeat of
Myttius edulls bioadhesive protein were cloned and expressed in Escherichia
coli.
The bioadhesive precursor (BP, Mr-25,000) was expressed from one 600-bp
gene comprised of a 30-bp unit repeat.
The repetitious gene appeared stable
in a T7-based host/vector system.
Using the T7 expression system for induction, BP was produced at levels
approaching 60% of total cell protein.
BP was found both in intracellular
inclusion' and in the soluble fraction.
Interestingly, methionine was
processed from the N-terminus of the purified protein to give an authentic
consensus precursor protein-

INTRODUCTION
The marine mussel Hytilus edulis anchors itself to the environment by means
of a byssus, which is composed of threads that extend from the ventral base
of its
foot and end in an attachment plaque at the substrate surface (l1.
Several proteins are found in the plaque including collagen, catechol oxidase
and a bioadhesive polyphenolic protein [2].
Most of the bioadhesive protein
is comprised of about 75 repeats of the decapeptide sequence Ala-Lys-Pro-SerTyr-Hyp-Hyp-Thr-Dopa-Lys [3].
To obtain the adhesive and cohesive properties
of bioadhesive protein, enzymatic processing of tyrosine to dihydroxyphenylalanine (dopa) and orthoquinone is essential [4].
Its impressive properties
as a water-compatible adhesive have stimulated interest into its use in dental
and medical a-plications, a coating for cell attachment to tissue culture
surfaces and industrial applications such as coatings and underwater
adhesives.
One requirement for these applications is an economical, largescale supply of bioadhesive proteins,
A recent report aiming towards this
goal was the isolation of a partial cDNA clone encodi;-_ý K. edulis bioadhesive
protein and its expression in yeast to give a BP lacking the posttrrmnslational hydroxylations [5).
In this work, we describe a different approach based on the construction
and expression at high yields in E. coli of synthetic genes encoding BP that
is based on the consensus decapeptide repeat of the native protein.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Bacterial Strains and Plasmids
E. coli strain AGl was used for the construction of pET derivatives.
The
6(sr1R-recA)306::TnIO allele was transferred into BL211DE3}(pLysS) by Pl
transduction to give AS002.

General Methods
DNA manipulation,
transformation of E. coli, colony hybridization,
sequencing and protein determination were all done using s~andard procedures
Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 292- 1993 Materials Research Society
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[6].
Stability
of polydecapeptide glue analog gene (gag) cassettes was
assessed
by
restricting
the purified
plasmid
(10 pg) with
Styl
alld
eLc ::rophoresis on 5% polyacrylamide gels to size the populatio,. or
cassettes.
Coupled in vitro
transcription-translation
reactions were done
using a commercial kit
(Amersham) according to the manufa-err directions.

Construction

of gap

The method of constructing the 30-bp repeat unit gag cassette was disclosed
previously [71.
Briefly. internal oligos:
5'-CC,,ACCTACAAAGCTAACCCGTCTTATCCC3'.
3'-TTTCCATTCCGCACAATACCCCTTGCATC- 5'
and external oligos:
5'-CCAACCTACAAAGCCAAGGCTTCTTATCCC-3'
3'-TTTCCGTTCCCAACAATACCCGGTTCCATC-5 *
Styl
were heated and allowed to anneal to form short duplex DNA.
The doublestranded sequences were thei, combined in a 20 to 1 molar ratio
and allowed to
anneal by further cooling to form long duplex DNA.
The DNA mixture was
ligated,
restricted
with
Styl,
and
fractionated
by
size-exclusion
chromatography.
Fractions containing oligomers >210 bp were pooled for
cloning.
The 600-bp gag comprised of 30-bp repeat units was moved as an NdcI+BamHIl
DNA fragment into pET3a.
The 125-bp diversified
gag cassette was constructed by mutually primed
extension of oligonucleotides
5'-GAGTTGACCTACGTAATCCAGCCAACCCCAGCTATCCCCCAACGTATAAGCCTAAACCGACTTACCCTCCCAC
ATACAAACCAAAACCATC-3'
and
5'-CTTTCATCACCTCAACGTACCTTGGCCTTGTAAGTCGGTGGGTATCAGGCCTTCGCTTTATAGGTAGGCCGAT
ACCATGGTTTTCCTTTG-3'
using T7 DNA polymerase.
Tandem 125-bp gag cassettes were prepareu by
digestion with Styl, recovering the vector and gag cassette, and ligating
the
gag cassettes
ýo r-rm multimers.

Expression

and Detection of BP

Induction
of strains
containing T7-based expression
systems was
as
described previously [8] . Culture samples were pelleted by centrifugation and
resuspended in 0.1 volume of solution A 150 mM TRIS ViCL, 2% 0-mercaptoethanol,
0.5% ceryl trimethyl ammonium bromide (CTAB) ] . Samples were freeze/thawed and
sonicated prior to analysis.
For fractionation of AS002(yAG9) cells
to detect
the presence of inclusion bodies,
a culture was p-lleted
after
2 h of
induction and resuspended in 0.1 volumes of solution B (40 mM TRIS, pH 8.0,
50 m;M sodium chloride, I mM EDTA, 1% j6-mercaptoethanol).
Simples were then
freeze/thawed and insoluble material pelleted.
After suspending the pellet
in an equal volume of buffer, the equivalent of 0.1 OD 0 units of the original
60
culture was used for gel analysis.
Samples were analyzed for BP content on a gel adapted for basic proteins
[91.
The protocol was modified to include
CTAB in
the buffer at a
concentration of 0.05%.
Riboflavin was used for gel polymerization.
Samples
were loaded after
adding an equal volume of sample buffer (2X:
5 M urea, 0.8
4 acetic acid, 2% P-mercaptoethanol, 1% CTAB, 50 mM Tris-HCl, 0.5 mg/mi methyl
green) and heating to 50'C for 4 min.
Gels were stained with fast
green to
detect proteins and BP was quantitated by scanning densitometry.
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Purification of BP
On.-liter shake-flask cultures of AS002(pAG9) were harvested and resuspended
in 0.1 volume of solution A followed by freeze/thawing and sonic..tlorr to give
a hozmogeneous suspension. Alterna-ively, in some experiments tilePvllet was
s;uspended in solution B and then shjected to three freeze-t .iw cycles
followed by three cycles of sorlcation.
Both procedures gi-e good yields.
CTAB was add d to 0.5% kfor lysates of sr'lution B only) followed by urea to
2.5 :4 L.n acetic acid to 0.8 M. The solution was incubated for 0.5 h with
occasional mixing to extract BP and then ce~trifu-_ed. To thlesupernatant was
added an cqual volume of '0.8 M acetic acid.
BP was purifier' over a 2.5x7 cmc
cellex-P column.
Fractions were conce:itrate-d and diailyzed against 0.3 M
aimmontuis acetate. pil L6,3. For structural studies, B11 was further purified by
size -exclusion .- hromatograpliv.
BP was quanti ta~ed spectlopliotomet. ically by
tyrosine content at 276 rim arid using a solar absorbt ivity of 14.00 1IJ-'cal-1.

Physical Analyses of BR
The N- terminal amiero acid sequence of BP was determisned by sequential Edrcan
degradation using all automsated protein
iiequenicer
(i, 70; Applied B iosystems,
F-ster City, CA).
Amiino acid composition was performied by tile Yest-cOnLurcn ophthaldialdehlyde method [101 except for phenthiocarbamovl der ivatizat ion of
proP4-ic, which wa'- normalized with respect to alanine.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Desip~n and Clolinp. of pam
The decapeptide consensus repeat from the M. edil is bioadlivsive prote in w.l.s
used as a basis for design of repetitious genes errdihlirrg Lilt prirductiuri Of a
polvdecap.~ptide analog precurso:- protein [3].
Two germ c~irscrteC5 with repeat
unit lengths of 30. and 120-1..-, were designed in Order to compare production
levels arid gene stability. The 30-bp repeat was compris..i ef codons optimize!d
for E. coli expression.
The 120-bp repeat represents thle i.iaximrum length of
unique sequence DN4Athat can he designed without the introduction of nected
repe~c sites,
It was necessary to incor-'orate a numlber of nonl-optimal codons
to achieve this level of sequence diversity.
Two TV expression vectors
carrying, 6'> bp gene cassettes, pAG9 (30-hp repeat) and pA.,16 (120-bp repeat) ,
were chserr for detailed expression and gene stability studies.

Expresion Of BP

productiorn of BP was examined using the T7 expres-oon system.
Initial gel
analysis of in vitro coupled transcription-translation reactions containing
pAG; showeýd a unique protein banrd cormpareid to thle vector control that was
consistent with the predicted size.
Ir vivo strain A5002(pAC9)) synthesized
BP at thle hig;hest rates and -, s s3elected for further analysis ( Fig. IA., lane
1).
Fig. lB sh-,s the time course of accumulation of BR.
c- lir ASOQ2(pAG9)
accumunlates BR to levels of 'ip to 60% of total cell protein.
Levels of up tor
5% of total cell protein have been reported ir ex.:pression of a partial eDNA
clone of fl- edulis BP protein in yeast [5!.
interestingly, BP accumulation in strain AS002(pAGl6) was similar to that
observed for AS002(pAC9).
This result indicates that the less-than-optimal
cadon usage in thlediversified gag (pAGl6) did not lead to any decrease in tire
yield of BP. Since the promoter aridShine -and-Delgarno sequence are Identical
orr hotli plasriids,
the level of gene expiessicn mtust be predominanltly
controlled by these two regulatory regions.
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Fig. 1. Expression of BP.
A Accumulation of BP in strain
1),
2 h following induction.
Lanc
2 is purified BP.
accumulation of BP in strain
AS002(pAG9).

Purification

ASO02(pAG9) (lane
B Time course of

of BP

To develop an appropriate purification
zrocedure for BP, induced cultures
of ASO02(pAGg'
were harvested, lysed, separated into soluble and insoluble
fractions an, analyzed for the distribution
of BE.
The majority of BP was
present in the insoluble fraction, which indicates that BE forms intracellular
inclusions (Fig. 2A, lanes 3 and 4).
howevei, about 33% of BP war )resent in
the surýcnatant (Fig. 2A, lanes 5 and 6).
Since a significant
proportion of BP is
soluble in
the crude lysate
prep-ired from
the culture,
a purification
strategy based on selective
extraction of BP was developed.
BE is solubflized in a solution containing
2.5 M urea, 0.8 M acetic acid and 0.5 CTAB.
Separation of the insoluble
material results
in supernatant that is up to 90% pure with respect to total

protein (Fig.

2B.

lane 3).

BP can be further purified by cation-exchange

chromatography to give 93-9s% purity (Fig. 2B,
lane 4).
Full-length BP was
released from the cellex-P column when the gradient composition reached 2.4
N urea, 0.6 M potassium acetate, pit 5.0.
For physical characterization, BP
was further purified by size-exclusion chromatography to yield full-lengt;,
protein of greater

than 99% purity
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CONCLUSIONS
The T7 expression system is extraordinarily efficient at producingF
repetitive proteins. In E. cell, we demonstrated that a bioadliesive precursor
expressed from a highly repetitive gene can accumulate at levels of up to 60%
of total cell protein.
Similar yields were achieved when BP was expressed
fromaa diversified cassette using less -than- optimalI codons- Th~elevel of genec
expression must therefore be predominantly controlled by the promoter and/or
Shine-anid-Delgarno sequence,
BP was shown to be present in the insoluble cell fraction as well as in hie
supernatant.
Purified BF was shown to be authentic based on amino acid
analysis and protein sequencing,
interestingly, the N-terninal Met was
removed from the purified protein.
The repetitive cassette containing a 30-bp repeat was shown to be highly
stable in a pET-derived vector system,
The T7 expression system therefore
appears to he a good choice for the maintenance anidover-express ion of helghly
irepctitive genes.
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BIOMIMETIC PROCESS FOR PREPARING MAGNETITE FIBERS
CARL W. LAWTON AND CHRISTOPHER S. SHIELDS
Deparunent of Chemical and Nuclear Engineering, University of Massachusetts L)well.
Lowelt. MA 011854

ABSTRACT
Two different biomimetic strategies were utilized in the formation of magnetite fibers.
The first strategy utilized natural (Sphaerotilus natans sheaths) or synthetic (hollow fibers)
matrices for magnetite formation.
The second strategy made use of an iron-hydroxide
intermediate that was subsequently chemically converted to magnetite within the biomimetic
matrix. The formation of magnetite was determined by both visual and x-ray diffraction analysis.
This process has advantages over conventional routes because of the expense and handling
problems associated with the production of ceramic whiskers and fibers. The magnetite formed
by this process may prove to have unique properties due to its unmisual fib,-r structure.

INTRODUCTION
There is a great deal of interest in microwave absorbing materials. Advanced composites
that combine the properties of different materials are needed for this application. A composite
that incorporates a low resistivity ferrite within a high dielectric, high capacitance material is
effective at microwave absorption. The resistivity of magnetite is very low, 4x10' ohm-cm,
compared to other ferrites. I II This feature is detrimental for most magnetic applications but is
an advantage for this application. Utilizing fibers within the dielectric matrix instead of
particulate material should significantly improve the performance of a microwave absorption
device. The improvement in properties is achieved because the probability of an incoming wave
contacting a fiber is much greater than contacting a particle. The more random the configuration
and the larger the fiber's aspect ratio, the greater the probability becomes. Therefore, a random
configuration of high aspect ratio magnetite fibers dispersed in a suitable dielectric material
should produce devices that can be utilized in many microwave applications. Because of the
expense of current processing routes and the inherent problems associated with handling whiskers
a synthetic route that mimics the biological production of magnetite would prove to be extremely
useful.
A biomimetic process mimics the biological pathways used by organisms in their
production of materials. Biomineralization holds the potential for developing advanced material
properties in ceramics by controlling crystal structure and the orientation of crystal growth.
Oriented crystal growth is important because many electrical and optical properties are highly
anisotropic. We have tried to utilize biomimetic synthesis techniques to produce magnetite fibers
within a polymeric matrix. We have utilized three different types of matrices each utilizing
ferrous hydroxide as a precursor to magnetite.
Microwave Absorption
The microwave region of the electromagnetic spectrum spans the frequency range. between
300 MHz and 300 GHz (wavelengths I m to I mm ). Electromagnetic waves consist of electric
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and magnetic field components. 121 The interaction of these waves with different materials
produces varied results. These interactions can be utilized in designing advanced materials with
specialized properties for a variety of microwave applications. Microwave heating within a
material is the result of an interaction between the electromagnetic torce fields and the molecular
and electronic structure of the material. The microwave power absorbed which leads to heating
is described by:
f

where E is the electric field. v is the voltage and v is the ionic conductance and dipole orientation
losses at commercial power source frequencies.
Eddy current losses. P,. increase in ferrites as the AC frequency of exposure increases.
This relationship is given by:
P, = (constant) B.2 f: d? / p
where:

(constant) = geometry dependent factor
B,
maximum induction (gauss)
t = frequency (H11)
d = smallest dimension transverse to flux
P = resistivity IlI

Microwaves adhere to boundary conditions. Boundary conditions are typically interfaces
within a ceramic material. Electric fields parallel to the material interface are continuous (figure
I) and a partial reflection of the wave modifies the power flow at the interface. The absorbed
power is proportional to the dielectric loss factor of the material multiplied by the square of the
electric field magnitude. When the electric field is perpendicular to the material interface, (figure
2) the amount of abso;-bed power is dependent upon the difference in dielectric constant of the
two media. It is important to recognize the sensitivity of the electromagnetic radiation to the
polarization of the incoming wave. IlI
At microwave frequencies, polarization in ferroelectric materials typically results from
ionic and electronic contributions. Space charge and dipolar polarizibility will not have an effect.
To maintain a high capacitance at these frequencies a material with a high dielectric constant is
needed. High dielectric constant materials exhibit resistivities on the order of 10'-10 ohm-cm.
131 By combining a low resistivity, microwave absorbing ferrite, such as magnetite, in a high
dielectric constant material with a high capacitance, a composite that absorbs microwave energy
can be produced.
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Figure 2 Electric fields perpendicular to the material interface.
Rioinineralization
Experimental and theoretical work during the last decade has demonstrated that general
principles apply to most biomlineralization systems. Crystal growth can be controlled by utilizing
polymer matrices or vesicle compart mental lization.

Biological Magnetite Formation
Magnetite can be formed biologically by two different mechanisms: (1) single magnetic
domain crystals by Aquaspirullum magnerotacticum and (2) heterogeneous particles by iron
reducing bacteria.
(1) A mragnetotacticum - A ferric oxy-hydroxide precursor is accumulated
intracellularly in membrane vesicles in an amorphous state, 141 Ferrous ions
produced by the bacterium react to form crystalline magnetite.
(2) Iron-reducing bacteria - These bacteria reduce ferrc ions from iron
hydroxides in the environment. The reduced iron (ferrous iron) is exported to
the outside of the cell where it reacts with the ferric oxy-hydroxides to form
magnetite. 151

MATERIALS and METHODS
Magnetite fibers were produced using two different biornimetic strategies. The first
strategy makes use of natural (Sphaerotulus natans sheaths) or synthetic (hollow fibers) matrices
for fiber formation. The second strategy makes use of an iron-hydroxide intermediate that is
chemically converted to magnetite within the biomnimetic matrix. The use of these two strategies
allosk for versatile processing of a wide range of magnetite/fiber composites.
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Straftey #1
Sphiaeirdlus niamtais sheath foninatioii
Sphaerotilus nazans is one of sc,.eral species of bacteria that form an extracellular sheath
that the bacteria grow in. The sheath is composed of protein poly %accarides and lipids that
resemble a pipe in geometry. The dimensions are approximately I gin in dliameter by 50 JMmin
length. Wall thickness is on the order of 0.1 Mim.
Sphaerotilus natans ATCC 15291 was grown in a standing culture onfcomplex media (gil:
peptone 5, yeast extract 1, glycerol 10. pH 7.0) and was allowed to form a surfaice film. The
S. natans film (sheath complex) was washed twice with 0.9% NaCl and subsequently used for
magnetite formation.

Synthetic hollow fiber infiltration
This method involves the infiltration of synthetic hollow fibers and subsequent chemical
conversion to magnetite. Two different microtuhular fibers were used as our polymeric matrices.
The fiber in figures 3 and 4 is a porous, ultrafiltration fiber used in biological separation and has
an inside diameter of approximately 100 gim. The fibers in figures 5 and 6 are non-porous carpet
fibers with an inside diameter of approximately 10 j~m.

Figure 3 Optical micrograph of the porous wall structure or an ultrafiltration fiber.

Figure 4 Optical micrograph revealing (he crcss section of an ultrafiltration fiber.
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Figure 5 Optical micrograph of a non-porous carpet fiber.

it

9

F'igure 6 Scanning electron micrograph revealing the cross section of carpet fiber-,.

The infiltration of the po~rous, ullrafiltration fibers in figures 3 and 4 was accomplished
by pumping the desired solution through the inside channels of the fibers. The non-porous.
carpet fibers in figures 5 and 6 were infiltrated by capillary action. This was achieved by
inserting a fiber bundle into the desired solution. In the case where the infiltrating solution wets
the fiber channels, it will be drawn tip by capillary action. The equation for capillarity is:
2 Ilr
where:

r

.cos

= fie

radius of capillary
tension
•,=contact angle
h =height of .solution in capillary
solution density
P
g =acceleration due to gravity

S=surface

hog
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Straggy#2
Magnetite Fonnation
A modification of Krones 161 chemical procedure for magnetite formation was used on
all polymeric matrices. Magnetite can be chemically synthesized by reacting an aqueous solution
of ferrous sulfate with sodium hydroxide or ammonium hydroxide producing ferrous hydroxide.
The ferrous hydroxide that is formed is a whitish-grey fine precipitate. Ferrous hydroxide can
be oxidized to magnetite with sodium nitrate at 70-90 oC. The magnetite produced is a black
powder. Sodium nitrate is used because its oxidizing potential is insufficient to form haemetite
from ferrous hydroxide. The procedure for magnetite formation is as follows:

FeSO,

+

2NaOH

Fe(OH), +

--

NaSO,

N.N(i,

3Fe(OH),

+

/20,

--

Fe.O, +

3HO

Spthaerotilus nafans
Ferrous sulfate (0.01 - 1.0%) was dissolved in distilled water deoxygenated with bubbling
argon at room temperature. S. natans sheaths were added to the ferrous sulfate solutions and
incubated at room temperature for 1 hour. Ferrous hydroxide was then formed by the addition
of ammonium hydroxide. Sodium nitrate (0.1 - 1.0%) was then added, the reaction mixture
sealed, and incubated at 70 oC for 2 hours to induce magnetite formation.

Synthetic hollow fibers
Ferrous sulfate was dissolved in distilled water deoxygenated with bubbling argon at
room temperature. The fibers were infiltrated with the ferrous sulfate solution by the methods
described above. Ferrous hydroxide was formed by placing the fiber bundle in a solution of
ammonium hydroxide. The fibers were removed and placed in a solution of sodium nitrate, the
reaction mixture sealed, and incubated at 70 oC for 2 hours to induce magnetite formation.

RESULTS and DISCUSSION
S. natansIron/Sheath Comnosite
Utilization of S. natans sheath complex for magnetite formation yielded composites that
were macroscopically dark brown. Microscopic examination reveals that the color formation is
due to uniform coating of the sheaths and not due to particulate formation. Untreated sheaths
are white. The untreated sheath complex (figure 7a) resembles the treated sheath complex (figure
7b) in respect to uniformity of diameter and composition. Work, currently in progress, is
directed at the generation of sufficient material necessary for x-ray diffraction and crystal
morphology data that will be published in a complete characterization study.
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Figure 9 X-ray diffraction pattern of washed sample revealing magnetite and ferric
oxy-hydroxide peaks. Patterns were produced by a Vax 3100 computer driven Phillips
APD 1700 x-ray diffraction system using Cu radiation and graphite monochromation.

CONCLUSIONS
Our preliminary study of the formation of magnetite fibers successfully produced three
different size composite materials by utilizing two different biomimetic strategies. The first
strategy utilized natural (Sphaerotilus natans sheaths) or synthetic (hollow fibers) matrices for
magnetite formation. The second strategy made use of an iron-hydroxide intermediate that was
subsequently converted to magnetite within a biomimetic matrix. Microscopic examination of the
fibers revealed a dark brown uniform coating with no macroscopic particulate formation. The
magnetite structure formed on the porous ultrafiltration fibers was confirmed by x-ray diffraction
analysis. Future work will confirm the visual analysis of the two smaller fiber composite
materials and optimize the conversion of FeOOH to magnetite.
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ANGULAR-RESOLVED ESCA STUDIES OF CADMIUM ARACHIDATE
MONOLAYERS ON Si (100): INELASTIC MEAN-FREE PATH AND DEPTH
PROFILE ANALYSIS
SHELLI R, LETELLIERI, VIOLA VOGEL 1 , BUDDY D. RATNER 1,2 AND DLBORAH
LFACH-SCAMPAVIA 2
University of Washington, Center for Bioengineeringl and Department of Chemical
Engineering 2 , Seattie, WA, 98195
ABSTRACT
Angular-resolved ESCA was used to study single cadmium arachidate monolayers
transferred to Si (100) wafers by the Langmuir-Blodgett technique. We find the monolayers to
be of high integrity with respect to those defects which enhance the escape probability of
substrate photoelectrons through the overlayer. The inelastic mean-free pathlengths of Si ( 2p)
and C (Is) electrons were calculated to be 49±6 A aid 45±6 A for the kinetic energies of
1388 eV and 1202 eV. respectively. The overall ordering of the hydrocarbon chains is less
than for alkane thiols assembled on noble metals. We find that the precision of the Tyler
algorithm to deconvolute angular-resolved ESCA data into depth profiles is accurate within
10% for predicting the thickness of the hydrocarbon overlayer but less precise for intermediate
layers
INTRODUCTION
Whereas diverse surface analytical techniques, including x-ray diffraction, low energy
electron diffraction (LEED), and near-edge x-ray adsorption fine structure technique
(NEXAFS), probe the orientation and packing of surface adsorbates, additional information
regarding the integrity of the surface film is often crucial especially for technical applications.
Angular-resolved electron spectroscopy for chemical analysis (ESCA) has proven to be
powerful in yielding such information. The attenuation of the characteristic photoelectrons
exhibits a significant dependency on the take-off angle and thereby provides quantitative depth
information on the outer surface region as well as information on its integrity.
Angular-resolved ESCA data will be present,4 on single cadmium arachidate (CdC20)
monolayers transferred to the native oxide surface of Si(100) wafers with the following goals:
(a) to establish how the inelastic mean-free pathlength and integrity of this LB-film compares to
thiol self-assemblies on noble metals (1], and (b) to determine the accuracy of the Tyler
algorithm 121, which deconvolutes angular-dependent ESCA data into depth profiles, by
applying it to molecular-scale organic overlayers. This is currently one of the few algorithms
that does not require a priori information regarding the depth composition; however, it is
necessarily based on simplifying assumptions.
THEORY
The normalized intensity of the photoelectron flux from a given orbital, i, of an element, j,
is approximated as III
li)(0) =

0 oo nj(x) exp(-x / Xij cos9) dx

(I)

where Ij is the normalized signal intensity which is the absolute signal intensity corrected for
differences in photoelectron cross-section, transmission function and sampling depth; nj(x) is
the concentration depth profile; Xij is the inelastic mean-free pathlength; x is the depth from the
Mat. Res. Soc. Syrmp. Proc. Vol. 292.
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surface; 6 is the t oi:e-off angle defined between the surface normal and the photoelectron
trajectory: and A includes instrumental calibration factors. This is the fundamental equation that
has been used for our data analysis as well as by Tyler for deriving the algorithm. The
underlying assumptions are (31 that (a) the photoelectron attenuation follows a single
experiential decay which implies that elastic scattering 14.51 is negligible, and hence the
attenuation lctath equals the inelastic mean-free pathlength (IMFP: the average dista.1ce
travelled by an electron between successive 'nelastic collisions). (b) the IMFP is a function of
kinetic energy and independent of the take-off angle, (c) the IMFP for a given element is
constant within the sampled depth, (d) the effects of surface roughness are negligible, and (e)
X-ray diffraction is negligible.
EXPERIMENTAL
LB-film Preparation: Monolayers were prepared by spreading a solution of arachidic
acid. Ci!3(CH 2 )1sCOOH. (2 mM, Larodan Fine Chemicals, 99+%) dissolved in chloroform
(Aldrich. 99.9% HPLC grade) on an aqueous subphase of ultrapure water (Barnstead, 18 Mi)cm. organic content <10 ppb, pit 5.6) containing cadmiam chloride (5 mM, Aldrich,
99.99+%). The monolavers were prepared in a small. vibrationally dampened Langmuir trough
interfaced with a Mac lici computer and Labview 11 software for completely automated
feedback control. Surface pressure was measured as a function of surface area using a
standard Wilhelmy plate A single monolayer %as transferred by compressing the cadmium
arachidate film between two movable barriers to a surface pressure of 20 mN/m. The
hydrophilic silicon wafer with its native oxide laycr (100, Prime Grade from Silicon Quest)
was withdrawn through the tonolayer-covered air/water interface at a constant rate of 10
mm/min. Transfer ratios, calculated as the ratio of the change in surface area of the monolayer
to the surface area of the substrate, were approximately one. The wafers were previously
cleaned by soaking in Nochromix cleaning solution, rinsing with ultrapure water. soaking in
sodium hydroxide (-0.05 N), and rinsing repeatedly with ultrapure water.
ESCA Analysis. Mnolayer films were analyzed in a Surface Science Instruments
Spectrometer (Model SSX-100) with a monochromatized AlKa x-ray source (1486.6 eV),
and a spot diameter of 1000 gm. Photoelectrons were collected using a pass energy of 150 eV
and a 120 collection aperture. Absolute and normalized signal intensities, as well as relative
compositions, were calculated from standard SSX- I f software.
Cadmi im ara.hidate monolayers were analyzed based on the peak areas from the C(Os).
0(0s). Si(2p) and Cdl3d) core level electrons obtained at five take-off angles relative to the
surface normal: 800, 680, 550, 390, and 10. The number of scans for each element was
vaned at each angle to obtain an adequate signal to noise ratio: thus, more detection time was
spent at larger take-off angles. Total analysis time for one sample was approximately 3 hours.
The transmission function of the instrument was assumed to be constant over the time period of
analysis. Initial and final survey spectra showed only small differences in the atomic
percentages. we therefore conclude that any x-ray induced damage to the monolayers is
negligible.
RESULTS
Angular-resolved ESCA data are p.esented in Fig. I for five samples of a cadmium
arachidate (CdC20) monolayer transferred to Si(100). The atomic percentage is given at five
take-off angles for the elements Si (2p), C( Is). O( Is) and Cd(3d), with the kinetic energies of
1388 eV. 1202 eV, 955 eV, and 1082 eV, respectively At the ne,'r-normal take-off angle of
100 the signal shows contributions f-om both the silicon substrate and the carbon overlayer. At

the glancin- take~off' angle of 8011 the signal is dominated 1:v carbon from the organic
oseQrlas.er.
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where d is the thickness of the LB-film. This assumes that the Si density of the substrate is
constant over the sampled thickness. Equation (3) is easily rearranged into the linear format of
ln(ls,(e )/cosO - In(A n) = (-d / ksX)*( l/cos6) such that a plot of ln(lS
1 (E )/cos .) vs. (l1/cos0I)
yields k-i from the slope. Figure 2 displa, s the experimental results for the six individual LBmonolayer samples (lower six data sets). As reference tor a homogeneous overlayer system
we have included the signal intensity of elemental Si (99 eV) through an uncovered native
oxide film (upper data set). Each data set nas been fit by a linear least squares analysis of the
first four take-off angles. A deviation at the glancing take-off angle of 8(0 is observed for both
the LB-monolayer and the native oxide film; however, this is not unexpected since the impact
of surface roughness is strongly enhanced at shallow take-off angles. The fact that all four of
the other take-off angles can be fit well with a straight line suggests that -Si through the LP
monolayer is independent of H (except at glancing angle) which is indicative of monolayers
with high integrity. With regard to the existence of monolayer defects. ESCA is only sensitive
to those which will enhance the escape probability of photoelectrons from the substrate through
the oerlayer An average X-S,valute has been calculated from the data using a literature value
for the layer thickness of cadmium aracnidate of dCdC20 = 26.8 A 181.
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Table I summarizes our experimental X-values in comparison to values calculated from
empirical expressions: (a) The IMFP is shown to increase with the kinetic energy. E, of the
electrons according to X = B E112 , where the proportionality factor B can either lie calculated on
the basis of the material density, BD. or can be approximated by the empirical values BE =
0.087. 0.096, and 0.054. for organics. inorganics and gold, respectively 191. Note that the
assumption made in Eq. (1) of constant XS, throughout the sampling depth is approximately
valid for organics on Si but not for organics on gold. (b) A second expression was derived by
Laihinis, et al- 111..SA
= 9.0 + 0.022-F, as a be-it fit to their experimental data of selfassembled alkane thiol monolayers on Ag, Au, and Cu. Our experimental X-v"'ues derived for
C(Is) and Si(rp) electrons from a CdC20-monolayer on SiO are larger than those of Laibinis,
et al. for thiol ielf-assemblies, XSA, as well as those derived for amorphous organics, XE 191.
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liowever, our results agree, within experimental error, it) the ,-VaILJCS calculated on the basis
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hit kS.,\ - 9. +(0 022-L. XSA (A). Laibinis et al. [ 11.
ic) ý[) n0.11 -Et112 . Xro(mg/ml,. Seah and Dench 191. To convert to A. divide XD by the
miaterial density it g/clc3 For calculations of the mnonolaver density wkehave used a
2
su md that the
head group pac king of 19. S A /rtnolecule, achain extension of 24 A and a~s
election detnsity in the headgroup region is the same as for the tails.
We therefore conclude that the packing density of CdC20Otronolayers osn StO is less than
,hat obi aine(1 tor al kane thioh monolavers on noble metal,.. If we make the assumpt ion that the
equation X[) = L F1 2 holds true, the average packing density of alkane i6iols on noble mnetals
wAould he 5-101 higher than the LB1-packing density. The data analysis of the St(2p) elections
has dernon-sirated that the reduced density cannot be due to mnonolayer imiperfections; this
implies that the hydrocarbon chains have to be on average less densely packed in the case of
CdC2O-moriolavers on Si& Further conclusions about the mnicrostructure of the film cannot be
driwn frorm this experiment Our interpretation is supported by NEXAFS studies which also
indicate that chain ordering for CdC20-mionolayers on SiO is less than for alkane thiols on gold
17). Our Lxpenmental values are also in agreemnent w ith those obtained from ESCA studies of
related LBH-systemns barium stearate LEB-Monolave'rs (in Cie and Cu 1101 and multilayers of
cadmlium11 Ntearate on gold Ill]I
D~epth Pr-ofile Analysis
For the surface analysis of substrates wkith an unknown chemical composition, algorithms
base been derived to dec:onvolute angular-resolved ESCA data into djepth profiles.. The intent
here is to use atwell dJefinedl overlaver model system to test the quality and resolution of an
algorithmn that does not require any initial information about the relative depth composition, as
proposed by Tyler 12 1. The Tyler algorithm is derived from Eq. (I )and henee based on the
same set of assnimpt ions,
The composition depth profile generated by the Tyler algorithmn by deconvoluting the
normnaliz'ed photoelectron intensities at each of the five take-off angles for the elements
Sit(1388 eV). C (120)2 eV). 0 (955 eV) and Cd (1082 eV) from aCdC20-monolayer on silicon
oxide (Sample 6) is displayed in Fig. 3. The algorithm req4uires the input of inelastic mean-free
pathlengib values. For the profile displayed they have been calculated from the expression
2
derived by Seab and Dench [91 on the basis of the monolayer density. ?'D = 0,11 *El/ :42A
and
35
A
(95.5eV).
(1388 eV). 39 A (12012 eV), 37 A (1082 eV),
The depth profile generated for CdC20 on silicon oxide by the Tyler algorithm predicts (a)
a carboti overlaver oif :ip roximately 23 A. (b) an interfacial region containing Cd and 0, and
1ci a silicon substrate underlayer. Cadmium is associated with the carboxyl head groups.
Oxygetn contributions arise from the head group region and the oxidized silicon surface. The
profile comnpares. within 10%7accuracy to the expected thickness of 25 A for the hydrocarbon
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mnoiety. The sensitivity of the predicted carbon onerlayer thickness to properly chosen Xvalues
is as follows: by decreasing the ý values by 20% the algorithm would predict a 5 A thinner
overlayer. The gool agreement between the thickness of the actual n(odel system and the
algorithtt-based predictions indicate that the assumptions made to derive Eq. (1 ) are reasonable
for describing CdC20-monolayers on silicon.

100-0-C-,
1001

----

0
C

Figure 3.
Elemental
depth profile of the top
80 A of a CdC20 LBmonolayer (Sample 6) on
a native oxide Si (100)
substrate as generated by
the Tyler algonthm based
on the following X-values:
42 A (1388 eV), 39 A
(1202 eV), 37 A (1082
eV), and 35 A (955 eV).
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Finally, it should be noted that the potential of the algorithm for predicting compositions at
intermediate depths is less accurate. Applying the algorithm to angular-resolved ESCA data
from our uncovered native silicon substrate results in an oxide layer of approximately 18 A. In
the presence of the monolayer the algorithm predicts a thickness of the underlying oxide layer
of more than 80 A. We conclude that the accuracy of the algorithm in reconstructing
intermediate depth profiles is less since the intermediate layers do not lie within the sampling
depth of alt the take-off angles. Futnher discussion is given elsewhere 1121[
(CON(CLUSIONS
We have shown that monolayers of CdC20 on silicon oxide form films of high integrity,
as probed by angular-resolved ESCA analysis. The average packing density of the
hydrocarbon chains, however, is less than for alkane thiols self-assembled on noble metals [ I ].
We further find that the depth profile of the hydrocarbon overlayer is predicted by the Tyler
algorithm within art error of 10%. However, the algorithm ts lcs accurate for predicting
intermediate layer compositions.
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NANOENGINEERING WITH

DNA
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Department of Chemistry. New York University, New York, NY 10003 USA

ABSTRACT
DNA is a tractable medium for controlling the structure of matter on the nanometer
scale. We have explored ligating together stable branched DNA molecules to form
geometrical objects. By this means, we have assembled a 3-connected molecule whose helix
axes have the connectivity of a cube. The construct is a hexacatenane, each of whose cyclic
strands corresponds to a face of the object. Each of its twelve edges contains a unique
recognition site for cleavage by a restriction enzyme; these sites are used to demonsr-are the
assembly of the object. The plectonemic structure of DNA also permits the directed
synthesis of molecular knots. Recently, we have constructed trefoil knots from B-DNA and
an amphichiral figure-8 knot whose helical domains contain both B-DNA and Z-DNA.
We have developed a solid-support methodolog- -or the synthesis of geometrical
objects. This approach provides greater control over products and topological purity, and
lends itself better to automation. Branched molecules containing 3-6 double helical arms can
be formed from equimolar mixtures f their component strands, thereby enabling the
construction of 3-6 connected networks. The goals of this work include the construction of
periodic multiply-connected networks of DNA. The aims of these DNA constructions
include using thent as scaffolding to build periodic macromolecular arrays for diffraction
purposes, as %,wellas directing the assembly of molecular electronic devices. There are wellcharacterized molecular transformations of DNA that make nano-scale machines feasible to
,tiiidin this molecular context. These materials are likely to be useful for understanding
crystallization processes and structure-function relationships.
INTRODUCTION
The ability to control the structure of matter on the nanometer scale is likely to lead to
new structural materials and devices. This scale is an order of magnitude larger than the
chemical scale, where individual atoms are bonded together to create molecules with distinct
chemical properties. In the nanometer range, 3-dimensional relationships and connections
may be established, but new chemical properties are not a consequence expected of new
objects. The nanometer scale is used by the living cell to construct its components, which
often cohere by non-bonded interactions. Biological systems are replete with tubules,
filaments and force-producing structures built from protein subunits [e.g., 1-31. Protein
engineering on the levels of tertiary [e.g., 4-61 and quaternary [71 structure is a growing and
vital field, but the control of protein structure is not yet in hand. Nevertheless, there is
another biopolymer whose intramolecular and intermolecular associations can be used for
structural engineering: DNA.
The structural engineering of DNA seems an unlikely and possibly trivial topic.
After all, we have known for 40 years that DNA is an antiparallel double helical molecule;
schoolchildren are taught the reproductive complementarity rule that adenine (A) always
pairs with thymine (T) and that guanine (G) always pairs with cytosine (C). The genetic
information for protein synthesis is known to be encrypted linearly in the sequence of
nucleotides along the DNA molecule. Although there is obvious merit in engineering the
functioning of proteins for various ends, DNA acts in the cell primarily as a repository of
genetic information. What is ,_ be gained from building particular nucleic acid structures?
The surprising answer to this question is that DNA is a molecule that is unusually
well suited to be engineered in three dimensions, and that it may also serve as a convenient
scaffolding material to juxtapose and orient other molecules with well-defined functional
characteristics. Indeed, DNA may turn out to be the most practical chemical for constructing
objects on the nanometer scale. This response raises another question: How can a linear
Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol, 292.
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polymer like DNA be used to construct 'objects' of interest and utility? The answer is that
DNA is not always linear: Sometimes it is branched. The most prominent biological
example of branched DNA involves the Holliday 181 recombination intermediate. Naturallyoccurring branched structures are unstable, because the branch is energetically less favored
than linear DNA. Furthermnore, Holliday structures contain twofold sequence symmetry that
enables them to undergo a structural isomerization called branch migration [e.g., 91; a
branched molecule that repeatedly branch migrates will eventually separate, without
cleavage, to become two linear duplex molecules. Synthetic branched DNA molecules need
not have this property. It is possible to design sequences lacking in twofold symmetry
110,11]; these molecules are unable to branch migrate, and are stable under convenient
solution conditions [ 121.
MINIMIZING SYMMETRY IN DNA SEQUENCE DESIGN
Branched DNA molecules are often called 'Junctions'. Figure I illustrates a
branched junction molecule. This molecule is an analog of a IHolliday junction, with an
asymmetric sequence. It contains 4 single strands (indicated by Arabic numbers) arranged
into 4 double helical 'arms' (indicated by Roman numerals). Note that the 5' and 3' portions
of each strand form parts of two different arms.
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Figure 1. A Stable DNA Branched Junction. The junction shown is composed of four strands of

DNA, labeled with Arabic numerals. The 3' end of each strand is indicated by the half-arrows. Each
strand is paired with two other strands to form a double helical arm; the arms are numbered with Roman
numerals. The hydrogen bonded base paring that forms the double helices is indicated by the dots
between the bases. The sequence of this junction has been optimized to minimize symmetry and nonWatson-Crick base pairing. Thcre is no homologous twofold sequence symmetry flanking the central
branch point. thereby stabilizing the hranch point. At the upper part of arm I. two of the 52 unique
tetramenc elements in this complex are boxed; these are CGCA and GCAA. At the corner of strand I,
the sequence CTGA is boxed. This is one of twelve sequences in the complex (3 on each strand) that
span a junction. The complements to each of these 12 sequences are absent. Whereas Letramenc
elements have been used to assign the sequence of this molecule, there is redundancy in the molecule
amongst trimers, such as the ATG sequences shown in dashed boxes.
Nucleic acid engineering involving duplex components has been based on directing
the tendency of DNA molecules to maximize base pairing. If one wishes to make a molecule
containing branched helix axes, the target molecule will contain features that do not
correspond to the lowest energy form of DNA. For example, the formation of a four-arm
branched junction from two linear duplex molecules is disfavored by 1.1 kcal/mol at 18 IC
[131. Nevertheless, one can ensure the formation of the 'excited state' molecule, if one
precludes the possibility of more favorable arrangements. Control in this system derives
from minimizing DNA sequence symmetry, which involves more than eliminating twofold
symmetry across the junction I 11.
The minimization of sequence symmetry is illustrated for the junction shown in
Figure 1. Each strand of the junction contains 16 nucleotides, which have been broken up
into 13 overlapping tetramers, indicated by the solid boxes. If we insist that each of the 52
tetramers in the entire molecule be unique, base pairing competitive with the designed
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molecule can come only from redundant trimers (eg.. the ATG sequences indicated by the
dashed boxes). As a further constraint, we insist that the molecule contain no tetramer
complementary to a bend; for example, there is no TCAG complementary to the boxed
CTGA. The use of tetramers allows a 'vocabulary' of 240 elements 1(44 = 256) - 16 selfcomplementary sequences). To design larger structures, one must divide the strands into
longer elements of length n, and competition from redundant (n- 1)-mers can assume greater
importance. When they are mixed together, the strands in Figure I self-assemble to form the
illustrated branched structure [121.
DIRECTING MOLECULAR ASSOCIATIONS BY STICKY ENDS
Linear DNA is a construction medium familiar to those involved in biotechnological
ligation (,f DNA fragmcnts 14], shown in Figure 2, is the

"endeavors. The, sticky-enderl
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Figure 2. Sticky-Ended Ligation. Two linear double helical molecules of DNA are shown. The
antiparallel backbones are indicated by the black lines terminating in half-arrows. The half-arrows
indicate the 5'-->3' direetices of the hackboncs. The right cnd of the left molecule and the left end of the

right molecule have single-stranded extensions that are complementary to each other. Under the proper
conditions, these
bind to each other, and ligate to covalency with the proper enzymes and cofactors.
fundamental reaction of biotechnology; it enables genetic engineers to assemble genetic units
with particular functional characteristics. From the structural viewpoint, linear duplex DNA
can function as a building block for lines, circles, or knots [e.g., 151, but it does not provide
vertices: Branched molecules are needed to furnish vcrtices. The attachment of particular
sticky ends to a branched nucleic acid structure converts it, in principle, into a highly specific
nanoscale valence cluster with addressable ends [10,16,171. By treating them as molecular
lego, branched DNA molecules become building blocks that can be assembled into multiplyconnected stick-figures and networks. The edges of these figures consist of double helical
DNA, and the vertices correspond to the branch points. Thus, it seems possible to design
and build complex structures from branched DNA molecules. The basic principles of selfassociation are shown in Figure 3; here we illustrate the assembly of a 4-arm junction into a

A'

A

lLAl

Figure 3. Formation of a Two-Dimensional Lattice from a Junction with Sticky Ends. A is a sticky

end and A'is its complement. The same relationship exists between B and B'. Four of the monomeric
junctions on the left are compltxed in parallel orientation to yield the structure on the right. Note that A
and B arc different from each other, as indicated by the pairing in the complex. DNA ligase can close dOi
gaps left in the complex. Note that the complex has maintained open valences, so that it can be extended
by the addition of more monomers.
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quadrilateral, which has the potential to form a 2-D lattice. The single-stranded region A is
designed to pair with A' and B with B'.
When this type of assembly scheme is attempted, one discovers that individual
junctions are not completely rigid 119,201. We can expect that the double helical edges of
each object are torsionally and flexurally stiff, because the persistence length of DNA varies
from 450 A to 1000 A, depending on conditions 1211. However, the 'valence angles'
between the double helical edges of each object are flexible. If a given junction is
oligomerized to yield oligolaterals with two turns between branch points, it readily forms a
series of cyclic products: trimers, tetramers, pentamers and so on. Thus, oligomerization of
individual junctions is not a useful technique to generate a particular cyclic polygon.
However, the specificity of sticky-ended ligation can be used to direct the assembly of
particular junctions into target structures. Thus, the control of connectivity is robust, but the
control of 3-D strutture is more elusive. The assembly of a partkular quadrilateral, directed
by a set of junctions with individually addressable sticky ends 1221, is shown in Figure 4.

PLIGATION

Fnu4I1 I
Figure 4. The Scheme of Synthesis of a DNA Quadrilateral. The individual reactant junctions are
shown on the left of the figure and the product is shown on the right. For clarity, the double helicity of
the DNA has been represented merely as parallel lines in the vicinity of the branch sites, and is confined
to regions distal to the branch sites; nevertheless, all the twisting expected on the main cycle is shown on
both sides of the figure. Likewise, one should not think that there is unpaired DNA between the parallel
lines--each edge represents only 16 nucleotides on each strand. On the left, thick strands and thin strands
are associated in pairs to form 3-arm junctions, in which one exocyclic' arm is closed in a hairpin loop.
Arrowheads represent the 3' ends of individual strands. Strand numbering is indicated on the left by the
numbers from I to 8. The 5' and 3' symbols indicate the sense of the single-stranded overhangs. The
overhangs are all on the short strands. The filled regions in the exocyclic stems formed by strands 4 and 6
represent restriction sites. indicated on the two different strands.
Each of the four 3-arm junctions connected together in this construction consists of
two strands, because two of the three strands making up the junction have been joined by a
hairpin loop. The sticky ends on each junction are unique, so this assembly represents
directed synthesis, rather than oligomerization. Two pairs of sticky ends are 5' overlaps,
and two pairs are 3 overlaps. Each edge consists of sixteen nucleotide pairs, or 1.5 turns of
double helical DNA. Thus, the four junctions are ligated to form two separate strands that
are designed to be hextuply linked. Each final strand contains a recognition site for a
restriction endonuclease on an exocyclic arm (indicated as filled regions in strands 4 and 6),
so that it can be cleaved for analytical purposes. It is our convention to show the twisting
condensed to the middle of each edge for clarity; the viewer should not be confused by the
different domains on each edge--the twisting extends all the way to the vertices.
A key concept here is connectedness [ 181, which is the number of edges of a closed
object or a lattice that meet at a vertex; the number of arms of the junction at a given vertex
limits the maximum connectedness of that vertex. Thus, 3-connected objects and lattices can
be built with 3-arm junctions, and 4-connected structures can be built with 4-arm junctions.
Junctions with 3-6 arms have been constructed and characterized [12,19,231.
The catenated nature of the two strands in Figure 4 introduces an important point
about the double helical structure of DNA. Even though one often can think usefully about
helix axis connectivity, without taking the helical twist into account, the braiding of the
strands about the helix axis is a valuable and critical structural property of any DNA
molecule. For example, the two strands in the quadrilateral can be separated from nicked
failure products by electrophoresis under denaturing conditions, because the catenane holds
together, but nicked molecules separate into separate strands 1221. Ultimately, the twist
cannot be ignored in structural design: Changing the separation between branch points from
20 to 16 nucleotide pairs can change the distribution of oligomerization products [201. The
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twisting of DNA strands about each other implies that individual objects will be complex
catcnanes. and materials constructed from this medium will have polycalenated
substructures, much like chain mail. In addition, the plectonemic structure of DNA enables
one to design and construct molecular knots, which are described below.

THE CONSTRUCTION OF A DNA POLYHEDRON
We have seen above that it is possible to construct DNA stick figures, where the
edges are double helical DNA molecules. We are certainly not limited to 2-dimensional
objects when we build molecules from branched DNA. Whereas the connections between
vertices are helical, not parallel, branched DNA structures are inherently 3-dimensional: The

D
Figure 5. A DNA Molecule Whose Helix Axes Have the Connectivity of a Cube. The molecule
shown consists of six cyclic strands that have been catenated together in this particular arrangement.
They are labeled by the first letters of their positional designations, Up, Down, Front. Back, Left and
Right (like a Rubik Cube).
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Figure 6. The Synthesi.s of a DNA Cube. The molecule is built from 10 chemically synthesized
strands, two 80-mees and eight strands containing about 40 nucleotides. These are hybridized to form
two quadrilaterals in the first step. Two ends (C and D) are ligated to form a belt-like molecule that
must be denatured and reconstituted in order to purify it from side-products. The belt-like molecule is
then cyclized to form the cube-like molecule.
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relative mean orientations of arms that branch from the vertices flanking an edge are a
function of the length of the edge, just like two wing nuts on a screw (16,17]. We have
exploited the flexibility of branched junctions to construct from 3-arm junctions a molecule
whose helix axes have the connectivity of a cube (24]. A schematic of the 3-dimensional, 3connected 118,251 object is shown in Figure 5. and its synthesis is shown in Figure 6.
The object in Figure 5 is shown as a cube, although there has been no
characterization of the angles between the edges. It contains 12 edges formed from double
helical DNA. Since each edge contains 20 nucleotide pairs of DNA. we expect that their
lengths will be about 68 A. Each of the edges contains a unique site for recognition and
cleavage by a restriction endonuclease, thereby enabling us to establish the validity of the
synthesis. From model building [261, the axis-to-axis distance across a square face appears
to be about 100 A, with a volume (in a cubic configuration) of approximately 1760 nm 3,
when the cube is folded so that major grooves form the outsides of the comers; it is
markedly smaller than when the comers are formed from minor grooves. The direction of
folding is currently unknown. Another way to regard the object is as a complex catenane of
6 single-stranded cycles, each doubly linked to its four nearest neighbors.
A SYNTHETIC METHODOLOGY USING A SOLID-SUPPORT
Control in the synthetic scheme of Figure 6 derives solely from the ability to
phosphorylate sticky ends in a selective fashion. This level of control limits a synthetic
scheme involving all strands to two effective steps: Hybridization of phosphorylated and
unphosphorylated strands preceding the first ligation, followed by phosphorylation of the
remaining strands and a second ligation step. This is an insufficient amount of control for
complex objects, so we have developed a new methodology that is more effective 1271.
This methodology is based on the use of a solid support, which lends itself to
automation by permitting convenient removal of reagents and catalysts from the growing
product. Each ligation cycle creates an intermediate object that is covalently closed and
topologically bonded together. This feature permits exonuclease digestion of incompletely
ligated edges, thereby purifying the growing object during synthesis. A single edge of an
object can be built at a time. Control derives from the restriction endonuclease digestion of
hairpin loops forming each side of the new edge. Sequences are chosen to destroy
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Figure 7, Protocolfor the Synthesis of a Quadrilateral. Beginning with the support (shaded) bonded to
a junction, alternate cycles of restriction and ligation are performed, always at the position indicated as 'T.
The target product (triangle, quadrilateral, pentalateralt...) is determined by the point at which one chooses
to restrict at site 2. exposing a sticky end complementary to that exposed by restriction at site I.
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restriction sites when the edge forms. Figure 7 illustrates the synthesis of a quadrilateral
from 3-arm junctions, four times as efficient as that in Figure 4 1271. In principle, the object
added to the growing construct can be a polygon, a polyhedron or an array of polyhedra.
THE ENGINEERING OF SINGLE-STRANDED DNA KNOTS
The closed, branched DNA molecules discussed above are all catenanes of singlestranded DNA molecules. An intimate relationship exists between catenanes and knots [ 151:
Removal of a node by switching strands, yet maintaining strand polarity (sometimes called
forming a zero node) converts a catenane to a knot, and a knot to a catenane (Figure 8). This
relationship is important here, because the possibility of cloning these DNA structures
appears today to be most readily achievable by getting single-stranded DNA molecules to
fold up into complex knots, whose restriction will lead to the desired stick figures [28]. It is
not possible to clone branched structures directly, because a single round of replication will

Knot

Catenane

Knot

Figure8. Interconversions of Knots and Catenanes by Switching Strands at a Node. The structure

shown on the left is a 51 knot. The strand direction is indicated by the arrowheads appearing along the
strand. When the two strands entering the lower node on the right exchange outgoing partners, the node
disappears, and a 'zero node* 1151 is introduced. This converts the knot to a catenane, shown in the
middle; the two linked cycles are drawn so as to retain their shapes, but they are drawn with pens of
different thicknesses. The lower left node of the catenane undergoes a strand switch, and the structure is
converted to a trefoil knot, illustrated on the right. The trefoil knot is one strand, so it is drawn with one

pen.

reduce a branch to linear duplexes. Nevertheless, it is possible, in principle, to make an
entire structure from a single strand, as illustrated for a dodecahedron in Figure 9. The key

Figure 9. A Single-StrandedRepresentation of a PentagonalDodecahedron. A pentagonal dodecahedron is
illustrated with twelve exocyclic arms, in a representation known as a Schlegel diagram. This is a 2-D

representation of a 3-D object in which the central polygon is closest to the reader, the polygons removed

from the center are distorted and further behind in the page, and the outer polygon is at the rear of the figure.
The Sch!egel diagram of the dodecahedron is shown in the thickest lines. Flanking these are lines that

represent the double helical DNA corresponding to each edge of the dodecahedron. Each of the twelve
pentagons contains an exocyclic double helical arm, with one strand terminating in an arrowhead, indicating

the 5'-->3' polarity of the strand. In addition, each of the individual faces has been connected to a neighboring
face via the exocyclic arms and connecting very thin strands, so that the entire representation is a single long
strand. The structure shown would need to be cleaved in order to fold. Each exocyclic double helical
segment would contain a restriction site, to sever it from connecting DNA upon formation of the structure.
No topological representation is made here: connecting DNA ties behind the polygonal DNA for clarity.
to this strategy is to add an extra external arm for every strand; for molecules whose edges
all contain an integral number of helical turns, this corresponds to an extra arm per face. The
external arms are then connected together to form the complex knotted structure shown. The
sequence of such a single-stranded molecule could be cloned. Whereas one needs external
arms on a polyhedral structure to form a lattice, the target structure is likely to contain such
restrictable external arms. Nevertheless, an optimal-connection protocol and a folding
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algorithm within the constraints of symmetry minimization must be developed so that the
knot can be directed to thread itself properly.
The nodes formed by ordinary right-handed B-DNA correspond to negative
topological nodes, if one establishes polarity in the usual 5'-->3' direction. However, there
is a left-handed form of DNA, Z-DNA [29], that is formed readily by certain sequences,
given the appropriate solution conditions 1301. The relationship between nodes and DNA
structures is illustrated in Figure 10.

(+) NODE

RIGHT-HANDED B-DNA

LEFT-HANDED Z-DNA

(.) NODE

Figure 10. Nodes and DNA /Ilandedness. The mirrored sides of this diagram show positive and
negative topological nodes and their relationship to DNA structure. The nodes and their indicated signs
are shown on the outsides, the DNA on the insides, and a dotted vertical line separates the two halves. It
is useful to think of the arrows as indicating the 5'-->3' directions of the DNA backbone. Left of the
negative node is a representation of about one and a half turns of a right-handed B-DNA molecule. Note
that the nodes are all negative. To the right of the positive node is a left-handed DNA molecule, termed
Z-DNA. Note that the nodes are all positive. The Z-DNA molecule has been drawn so as to appear to
be a left-handed version of B.DNA. This has been done to clarify the relationship between the
handedness of a double helix and the signs of the nodes generated; this arawing is not intended to
represent accuratelythe structuralnature offthe Z-DNA helix, in which the minor groove is less exposed
than in the B-DNA helix, the major groove is non-existent, and the backbone has a zig-zag character
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Figure It. Synthetic Scheme for the Single-Stranded DNA Knots. The starting material is a 104-mer
illustrated on the far teft--X (A.C.T.G.G.A.C.C.T.C.T). Y (dCpdop)6 ; X and Y' refer to sequences
that are expected to pair to them by Watson-Crick hydrogen bonding. Each side of the square figure
shown corresponds to a quarter of the molecule. The projections represent the regions that will pair
according to the letter codes; they are flanked by the oligo-dT linkers. The arrowhead within the X
projection represents the 3' end of the strand. There are two routes to the central portion of the figure,
3
the bottom route, including Z-promoting Co(NH3) 6 +, and the top route, without it. The central
section of the figure illustrates the interlinking of the strands. The oligo-dT linkers are represented here
by the curved portions of the strand- The upper far-right drawing illustrates the denatured trefoil structure
in an idealized fashion. Note that the handedness of the trefoil shown here is the correct one for righthanded double helical DNA. The lower far-right drawing rrpresenLs the figure-8 knot similarly.
Reversing the sense of all the nodes of this knot results in no change in handedness.
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We have explored the possibilities for threading knots experimentally. A DNA
molecule can be synthesized containing the sequence X-T-Y-T-X'-T-Y'-T, where X and
Y correspond to one helical turn, X and Y' are their Watson-Crick complements,
respectively, and T is dTn linker. When cyclized, this molecule yields a trefoil ( 3 1) knot
[31,32]. In addition, it is possible to incorporate a sequence capable of forming Z-DNA in
one of the two domains. Thus, if the Y-Y' domain contains the proto-Z sequence
(dCpdGp) 6 , ligation in4 a Z-promoting solution 130] (10 mM Co(NH 3)6 I will produce an
amphichiral figure-8 ( 1) knot, containing two positive nodes and two negative nodes.
The synthetic scheme for the synthesis of these two knots is summarized in Figure
11 1321: Each pairing region is separated by a dT 14 or dT1 5 spacer. The 5' and 3' ends of
the synthetic molecule fall between the eighth and ninth nucleotide of the X segment,
producing a nick that can be sealed by T4 DNA ligase. Ligation in B-promoting conditions
produces a trefoil knot (Figure 11, top); ligation in Z-promoting conditions generates a
figure-8 knot (Figure 11, bottom). Products of these reactions are characterized on
polyacrylamide gels under denaturing conditions, which are sensitive to topology, regardless
of molecular conformation 1311. The circle of the same sequence can be prepared as a
control; a linear complement, whose presence is incompatible with knot formation, is
hybridized to the DNA flanking the nick during the ligation reaction.
There is a general relationship between the nodes of DNA molecules and the nodes
of single-stranded DNA knots: A half-turn of duplex DNA can be used to generate a node in
a knot 1331. Figure 12 illustrates this point with a trefoil knot. The three nodes of the knot
shown are formed by perpendicular lines, whose polarity is indicated by arrowheads. The
nodes act as the diagonals of a square, which they divide into four regions, two between
antiparallel arrows and two between parallel arrows, The transition from topology to nucleic
acid chemistry can be made by drawing parallel base pairs between strands in the antiparallel
regions. The axes of the helices are drawn perpendicular to the base pairs, and t'e twofold
axes are perpendicular to the helix axes. The individual nodes can be usefully condensed
into larger DNA structures to avoid undesired braiding 1331. For example, the trefoil and
figure-8 knots synthesized above have their nodes condensed into linear structures, and the
trefoil in Figure 12 could be condensed into a 3-arm branched DNA junction. Lxcess
braiding can be avoided in catenanes 1241, and possibly in knots, by using 'topological
protecting groups' [33]. These are unclosable single-stranded DNA molecules that pair with
parts of the strand whose role is not to form nodes. Protection prevents these segments
from forming unwanted braids, and then it is removed by denaturing the final molecule.

Figure 12. The Relationship Between Nodes and AntiparallelB-DNA Illustratedon a Trefoil Knot. A
trefoil knot is drawn with negative nodes. The path is indicated by the arrows and the very thick curved
lines connecting them. The nodes are formed by individual arrows drawn at right angles to each other.
Each pair of arrows forming a node defines a quadrilateral (a square in this figure), which is drawn in
dotted lines. Double-arrowheaded helix axes are shown perpendicular to these lines. The twofold axis
that relates the two strands is perpendicular to the helix axis; its ends are indicated by lens-shaped figures.
The twofold axis intersects the helix axis and lies halfway between the upper and lower strands. The
amount of DNA shown base paired at each node corresponds to about half a double helical turn.

STRUCTURAL TARGETS FOR DNA ENGINEERING
Suggestions for the utility of DNA structural engineering are currently in the realm of
speculation. A key use envisioned for DNA arrays [ 101 is to function as macromolecular
zeolites, serving as hosts for globular macromolecular species, as an aid in crystallographic
structure determination. The rate-determining step in macromolecular crystallography is the
preparation of adequate crystals. The ability to assemble periodic arrays of cages that
contain ordered guests would contribute to a solution of that problem. Intracage orientation
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could be done through binding by site-specific fusion molecules- A cartoon of such an array
is illustrated in Figure 13, using 5-connected and 6-connected networks. The assembly of
periodic lattices is likely to be a difficult goal to achieve: Control over the synthesis of an
individual object can be derived from minimization of sticky-end symmetry, but it is not
possible to exploit symmetry minimization to build an entire crystalline array 1161, since the
lattice inherently contains translational symmetry. The solution that seems most tikely to
work is to use an automated version of the solid-support methodology to build a hierarchy
of structures, culminating in a group of unit cells. These could be aligned by masking the
same sticky end with diffe,.nt restrictable hairpins, as done previously [271: Special sticky
ends could be deprotected by the first enzyme, and ligated, and then the rest could be
deprotected by the second enzyme prior to their ligation.

Figure t3. 5-Connected and 6-ConnectedNetworks Acting as llos$s for Macromolecular Guests. The

simplest conceptual network, the 6-connected cubic lattice, is shown on the right side of this drawing.
Macromolecular guests. reprcsented as shaded kidney-shaped objects, have been added to four unit cells.
Note that if"the guests arc all aligned in the parallel fashion shown, the entire material will be a crystal,
and it wilt be possible to determine the structure of the guests by cryslallography.
Due to its special role as the genetic material of all living organisms, including
humans, thera, has beL. a lot of effort devoted to the synthesis 1341 and modification of DNA
for diagnostic and therapeutic purposes. For this reason, a great deal of chemistry is
known, and indeed is commercially available, by which it is possible to dcrivatize synthetic
DNA molecules with special functional groups, both on the bases and on the backbone
(reviewed in 1351). In addition, there are natural mechanisms by which drugs and particular
proteins recognize and bind to specific sites on DNA. These methods could be used to
attach molecular electronic cotiponents to DNA molecules [361. The self-assembly of the
DNA molecules could in turn direct the assembly of these other components (Fig,irt. i4).
The specific proposal that has been forwarded is that a crystalline array of such an assembly
could act as a memory device. The DNA in this proposed b,o.hip is limited to a structural
mle. The components suggested include conducting polymers, such as trans-polyacetylene
or polyphenothiazine (PTL), a PTL-ruthenium switch, and a redcx bit 1361.

JA--+4p ---".
Tn

17

~~LttATE7779"

Figure 14. The Assembly of Molecular Wires Directed by the Assembly of Branched DNA. The

branched junctions with sticky ends are indicated by the thick lines, and the molecular wires arc indicated
by the horizontal thin lines tethered to them, A metal (circle with + sign) is indicated as being added to
them to form a molecular wire synapse [36].
The properties of multiply-connected DNA objects also make them excellent potential
scaffolds for the attachment of proteins. The marked stiffness of DNA 1211 suggests that
large substituents are unlikely to perturb its structure extensively, ilowever, linear DNA
mol'cules present a limited set of .,.tes for the juxtaposition and orientation of tethered
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proteins. For example. two proteins tethered in the same manner five nucleorides apart will
be on the opposite sides of the DNA double helix. Branched structures present attachment
sites with a wider choice of intermolecular distances on the same surface. Among the
utilities envisioned for zethering molecules to DNA objects are the production of new
catalysts [221 and the solubihzation and delivery of otherwise-insoluble proteins and drugs.
The scaffolded threading of polymeric species has also been suggested 1331.
What about mechanical action? There are several ways, in principle, in which
controlled motion can be achieved in isulated DNA structures, or in parts of a periodic array
that are not involved in the stabilization of ihe lattice. There are at least two dramatic
isomerizations of DNA that ought to be useful to achieve motion. One is the B-Z transition,
in which a segnict of DNA changes from its normal right-handed structure (B-DNA), to a
left-handed structure (Z-DNA). This largely-torsional transition (about -640/residue) occurs
most readily in (CG)n sequences; it can be controlled byvuludon conditions 1301. Another
isomerization is branch migration, which is influenced by the torsional state of DNA [371.
The details of br '-h migraton remain unclear, but one can estimate that two residues will
each move about 3 .,A and rotate about 350 for each step taken. These isomerizations are
illustrated in Figure 15.
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Figure 15. Isomerizaton.s of DN.K Above. the relative positions of two tethered macromoleculcs
are altcred by the change in twist caused by a P-Z transition. Branch Migration is illustrated below. The

"positionof a branch is relocated by the isomerization rcaction.
CONCLUDING REMARKS

DNA turns out to be a surprisingly tractable medium for engineering both structure
and opology on the nanometer scale. It is important to realize that DNA stick figures are
topologically DNA catenane3-, intimately related to knots [331. Indeed, at thiý point, the
major features of stick figures that are experimentally available are their topologies. The
cube-like molecule, for example, has been characterized only by its connectivity; it can be
broken down to its more tractable substructure catenanes. Further techniques are necessary
to characterize such molecules structurally. Similarly, the theory of producing DNA knots
described above is well ahead of experimental confirmation. Whereas it is possible to
differentiate knots with different numbers of nodes by their gel mobilities, it is unlikely that
such techniques can differentiate isomers of higher knots containing the same number of
nodes. It is to be hoped that new techniques, such as scanning tunneling microscopy [e.g.,
381, will facilitate the structural characterization of these new and exciting molecules.
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ABSTRACT
The polycation conducting polymer, oxidized polypyrrole (PPy), possesses
the ability to form complexes with DNA. Our previously proposed diffusion
limited binding model for double helical DNA was also found to be applicable to
single stranded DNA in this study. Single stranded DNA was found to bind PPy
at a nearly identical level to tLat of double helical DNA. An investigation of
electropolymerized PPy film morphology using SEM revealed two distinctly
differing surface morphologies for the Platinum (Pt) electrode face (smooth) and
polymeric growth face (rough). The DNA uptake levels were found to be
consistently dirferent on either surface, being higher on the rough surface. DNA
penetrated into the disk interior with increasing time periods ot exposure while a
similar phenomenon but to a lesser extent was observed for single stranded
DNA.

INTRODUCTION
The oxidized form of polypyrrole (PPy) is electrically conducting with
2
conductivity in the range of 10-3 - 10 S cm"1 [1,2]. Conduction in PPy is due to
the mobility of positive charged defect structures in the highly conjugated
polymer backbone [3.4]. The cations form donor - acceptor complexes with
electrolyte ions during the synthesis of the conducting polymer. Past studies
performed by our group have shown that polyanionic DNA binds PPy.
presumably by replacing the dopant counterions upon binding. We have
demonstrated that the uptake kinetics of double helical DNA follows a classical
diffusion limited adsorption model with no significant activation energy to
binding [5 -7].
Observation of the surface of electropolymenzed PPy disks using scanning
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electron microscopy (SEM) has revealed two distinct morphologies, a rough
surface (polymer growth face) characterized by the presence of grooves,
channels and craters, and a smooth surface (electrode face) devoid of these
structures. Since DNA binding routes could involve diffusion or capillary uptake
into internal channels as well as surface adsorption in thA PPy disk we
unidertook ; following studies. A comparative study of the binding properties
of single and double stranded DNA to polypyrrole was undertaken by counting
decay events from both sides of PPy disks to determine time dependent DNA
penetration into the disk interior. The DNA binding and matrix penetration
phenomena may find uses for PPy as a new material in biotechnology
applications. The optoelectronic properties of conducting polymers may find
uses in signal transduction in biosensors where nucleic acids form the
molecular recognition system utilizing molecular hybridization.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
The electrochemical polymerizations were performed as previously
described [7]. After 4 hours of reaction time a film of 100 - 130 pm thickness
was deposited on the Pt electrode. The free standing film was peeled off with a
razor blade and tweezers, followed by soaking in acetonitrile for 24 hours and
drying at 250 C for 12 hours. The film was cut into circular disks 0.60 cm in
diameter and stored in the dark.
Native pBR 322 DNA (New England Biolabs) was linearized by restriction
cleavage with EcoRI (New England Biolabs). The linearized DNA was then
35S radiolabeled using a 3' end labeling kit NEK 009Z (New England Nuclear)
achieving a specific activity of 5 X 10 4 cpm/pmol. The radiolabeled DNA was
dissolved in 500 pl of TE buffer (1 mM EDTA and 10 mM Tris, pH 8) and was
stored at - 200 C. Samples containing 160 nanograms of 35S DNA in a 200 p1
droplet in 1X TE buffer were placed on a polypropylenr tray. The tray was
placed in a petri dish which contained a reservoir of 1X TE buffer to minimize
sample droplet evaporation. The disk shaped PPy substrate was then placed
upon the DNA solution droplets for varying lengths of time at 370 C. Following
exposure to the DNA droplet, the substrate was treated to three 10 minute
washes in lX TE buffer. For single stranoed DNA binding 160 nanograms of
DNA were aliquoted out of the stock solution. This was heated in a water bath at
950 C for 10 minutes and immersed into ice cold IX TE buffer to a final volume
of 200 pl.
Radioactivity on disks was detected by both scintillation counting of total
radioactivity and using a high voltage proportional counter for counting from
rough and smooth disk faces. Samples were counted over 200 minute periods.
A substrate disk, treated identically without being exposed to the radiolabeled
DNA was used as a control. All the raw sample counts were corrected for
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background (control value) radiation levels. Scanning electron microscopy was
performed as previously described [6).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The low resolution scanning electron microscope (SEM) images in figure 1
reveal differences in the iexture of the rough (R) and smooth (S) surfaces and
cross-sectional views of the electropolymerized PPy film used in DNA binding
experiments.

a

bC

37.5 pm

15ojm

15Bro

Fig.1. SEM images of PPy (a) Cross-sectional end view, (b) surface morphology
of the rough surface, (c) surface morphology of the smooth surface.
The conductivity measurements of the two sides being identical, the only
difference observed relevant to DNA binding is the difference in the surface
morphology. The rough side of the film ( polymer growth face) shows a regular
array of craters and bumps whereas the smooth side (Pt electrode face) is
devoid of any such structures. In fact preliminary studies (data not shown) have
shown that DNA binding is higher on the rough surface than on the smooth
surface which would agree with our SEM observations of the apparent lower
surface area of the smooth side relative to the rough side.
Rough face binding kinetics experiments of single and double stranded DNA
shown in figure 2 are in agreement with the previously suggested diffusion
limited binding model which is expressed in equation 1.
n = 2C(Dt/hr)'

2

(1)

where n is the number of molecules binding per unit area, C is the bulk solution
DNA concentration, D is the diffusion coefficient and t is the time.
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Fig. 2. DNA binding kinetics onto the rough surface of PPy: (m)single stranded
DNA (s); (0) double stranded DNA (d). Best fit linear regressions to these data
are shown.
It can be seen that for the initial stages of binding, a t 1/2 dependence is
observed. Our studies seem to suggest that single stranded DNA binding to PPy
takes place similarly to that of the double stranded DNA. We measured the R /
S radioactivity ratio (the ratio of radioactivity detected on the rough surface to
that detected on the smooth surface) for rough side uptake of both the single
and double stranded DNA as shown in figure 3. There was a progressive
decrease in the R / S ratio for both DNAs indicating that at longer exposure
times each DNA was penetrating the disk and moving toward the smooth side.
The hiaher levai of R / S for the single stranded DNA might be explained by its
decreased mobility once bound to PPy The exposed bases of single stranded
DNA may have the capability to bind PPy by hydrogen bonding or even through
base stacking interactions with the PPy backbone ring system. These bonding
opportunities are absent in double stranded DNA and may be responsible for its
higher internal mobility and consequently lower R / S ratio. The quantitative
levels of R / S ratios agree with a simple experiment indicating that the half
attenuation thickness for PPy measuring S 3 5 disintegration was about 40
microns. For 120 micron disks the ratio should be about 8:1.
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Fig. 3. Ratio of R / S surface radioactivity following rough surface DNA uptake
on PPy : (a) single stranded ; (o) double stranded DNA uptake. Best fit inear
regression to these data are shown.
These binding results suggested we probe the surface of the PPy films at
very high resolution using TEM techniques. We have undertaken such studies
and preliminary TEM images of the rough surface (data not shown) shows the
presence of an abundance of grooves or channels [9]. The dimensions of these
channels support our observations that the DNA could easily penetrate into
these channels and move towards the interior. The smooth surface is almost
devoid of such channels and has the appearance of veiy regular and dense
chain packing. We have not yet determined whether DNA penetrates this
surface. These observations are thus in agreement with our DNA binding
experiments.

CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated that the diffusion limited binding model proposed for
double stranded DNA applies to single stranded DNA as well. The penetration
of DNA from the rough surface into the interor of the disk has been observed.
This phenomenon is in agreement with SEM and high resolution TEM images
showing channels and grooves on the rough surface. The DNA binding and
matrix penetration phenomena may find uses for PPy as a new material in
biotechnology applications.
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ABSTRACT
A novel hierarchical biomaterial capable of incorporating any biotinylated
biomolecule has been created. Our strategy is to biotinylate one-dimensional
electroactive polymers and use a bridging streptavidin protein on La ngmuir-Blodgett
The following copolymeric system which enables
(LB) organized films.
functionalization of other molecules and formation of good monolayers was employed
(B-PMUT)
Biotinylated poly(3-methanolthiophene-co-3-undecylthiophene)
demonstrated a significantly better isotherm implying superior molecular packing
compared to poly(3-methanotthiophene-co-3-undecylthiophene) (PMUT) on the LB airwater surface. The isotherm showed significant area expansion when streptavidin was
injected below the B-PMUT morvnayer in 0.1mM NaH2PO 4 /0 1M NaCI buffer (pH 6 8)
subphase. We then incorporated biolinylated phycoerythrin (B-PE) into this novel
biomaterial by binding the unoccupied biotin binding sites on the bound streptavidin (4
sites total), The pressur-area isotherm of the protein injected monolayer showed
area expansion. A characteristic fluorescent emission peak at 576nm was detected
from the monolayer transferred onto a solid substrate. These observations
demonstrated the function of B-PMUT in hierarchical monolayer assembly of
molecules incorporating the biotin / streptavidin interaction.

INTRODUCTION
Polythiophene is one of the most important heteroaromatic electrically conducting
polymers. It possesses good thermal and environmental stability and its ease in
processibility makes it attractive for possible applications in electronics, sensors and
nonlinear optics [1-4]. Although the aromatic rings are responsible for rigidity and
strong intra- and interchain interactions, solubility can be obtained by substituting alkyl
chains (longer than 4 carbons) on the polymer backbone 51J.
Incorporation of biological molecules, which possess inherent intelligent
properties, into well-defined, oriented assemblies is extremely important for potential
bioelectronic, biomedical and biotechnological applications. Here, the polymeric
material primarily serves to immobilize biological molecules but could potentially
function in a signal transduction role as well. The Langmuir-Blodgett technique is
advantageous for the fabrication of a hierarchical structure due to its ability to organize
molecules into an ordered monolayer and subsequently to manipulate monomers into
multilayer films toward a desired architecture Recently, this technique has been used
to prepare spatially oriented organized protein molecular assemblies [6].
Our approach has involved the highly specific recognition of biotin by
streptavidin. The binding affinity of biotin to the tetrameric protein streptavidin is strong
(1015 M) and once formed the complex is essentially irreversible [7]. It was
demonstrated earlier that one can use the LB cassette approach to create ordered
monolayers using biotinylated lipid which first binds to streptavidin [8,9). This
streptaviiin can subsequently bind biotinylated phycoerylhrin, a fluorescent protein.
The advantages of using polymer material over lipid include the monolayer film stability
and strength.
Here, we have chosen the copolymer system of 3-undecyllhiophene and 3methanolthiophene, with modification of the hydroxyl group of methanol by biotin in
order to extend the cassette approach. Our goal is to combine the conductivity
Mal. Res- Sac. Symp. Proc. Vol. 292.
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groperties of the copolymer

with the inherent flexibility of the biotin / streptavidin
inding system. In the present study, we present the method of synthesis of the novel
biotinylated copolymer and demonstrate the self-assembly of the cassette system
using the fluorescent properties of biotinylated phycoerythrin.

EXPERIMENTAL
Polymer Synthesis
Synthesis of polv(3-undecylthiophene-co-3-methanolthiophene) (PMUT)
Synthetic grade anhydrous ferric chloride (Aldrich). 0.09 mol was dried under
vacuum at 1000C prior to reaction. Then nitrogen was introduced along with 100 ml of
dry chloroform (Aldrich). 0.02 mol of 3-undecylthiophene (TCI America) and 0 01 mol
of 3-methanolthiophene (Aldrich) in 10 ml of chloroform was added dropwise under
vigorous stirring. The reaction mixture was allowed to stir for two days till the reaction
was complete. The reactant solution was precipitated into 500 ml methanol (Aldrich).
The product was then cleansed with methanol in a Soxhlet extractor for two days
Synthesis of biotinylated oolvf3-undecylthisohene-co-3-methanolthiophene) (B-PMUT)
A solution of 0.01 mol biotin (Biomeda), 0.011 mol N,N-dicyclo-hexytcarbodiimide
(Aldrich), 0.011 mol poly (3-undecylthiophene-co-3-methanolthiophene) and 0.001 mol
4-pyrrolidinopyridine (Aldrich) in 50 ml dichloromethane (Aldrich) was stirred at room
temperature until esterification was complete. The N,N-dicycloundecyl urea was
filtered and the filtrate was washed with water (3x50 ml), 5% acetic acid solution (3x50
ml) and again with water (3x50 ml), dried (MgSO4) and solvent was evaporated in
rotary evaporator under reduced pressure to give the biotinylated copolymer.
LB monolayer formation
All monolayer studies were carried out on a Lauda MGW Filmwaag trough with a
2
surface area of approximately 930cm . In the case of pressure-area isotherms of
BMUT and B-PMUT, 0.5 mM chloroform solution was spread onto the purified MiWliO
water subphase. For the measurement of pressure-area isotherms following
streptavidin injection under the B-PMUT monolayer, the subphase was composed of
an aqueous solution of 0.1mM NaH 2 PO4 and 0.1M NaCI, at pH 6.8. Streptavidin
(0.1mg in 5mI of the buffered subphase) was injected under the spread film and left to
0
incubate for two hours at 30 C, and subsequently biotinylated phycoerythrin was
introduced under the polymer and streptavidin layer. The streptavidin and biotinylated
phycoerythrin were purchased from Biomeda Co. and used as received. Compression
2
was then carried out at a speed of 2 mm /min until collapse of the film was observed.
For transfer studies, the polymer was spread, followed by streptavidin introduction and
incubation in the expanded state for two hours, subsequently followed by B-PE
introduction and incubation for two hours and then compressed to an annealing
surface pressure of approximately 15 mN/m for deposition. Monolayer films were then
transferred onto glass solid supports for fluorescence spectroscopy.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Materials Synthesis and Characterization
The synthesis of biotinylated copolymer involves two steps, the synthesis of
copolymer of 3-undecylthiophene and 3-methanolthiophene and attachment of biotin in
the second step as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The synthesis schematic of PMUT and B-PMUT
Infrared measurements of PMUT and B-PMUT were carried out on KBr discs
and are shown in Figure 2. Both PMUT and B-PMUT showed a principal absorption
peak at 780 cm" 1 due to the C-H out-of-plane vibration of the 2.5-disubstituted
thiophene and a distinct peak around 810 cm" 1 due to the C-H out-of-plane vibration
of the 2,3,5-trisubstituted thiophene [101. B-PMUT exhibited new characteristic
peaks at 1678cm- 1 due to ester linkage and a sharp peak at 3400 cm- 1 from N-H
stretching Meanwhie, the broad O-H absorption peak at 3400cm- 1 shown in PMAUT
disappeared in B-PMUT.

b

a
mE

U)

C

Wavenumber cm"1
Figure 2 FT-IR spectra of (a). PMUT (b). B-PMUT.
Visible spectra were measured in chloroform and are shown in Figure 3. Both
the copolymers showed a broad kmax around 400-450 nm with absorption
increasing from 600 nm indicati ng the presence of an extended n-conjugation along
the polymer backbone. B-PMUT showed a blue shift due to the interruption of nconjugation by the introduction of biotin.
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Figure 3. Visible spectra of (a). PMUT (b). B-PMUT.
in order to evaluate the effectiveness of biotinylation of PMUT in the functions
of LB formation and subsequent bindings with streptavidin and B-PE, a series of
the PMUT,
pressure-area isotherm measurements were performed. The isotherms ofstreptavidin!
B-PMUT, streptavidin injected B-PMUT monolayers and B-PE injected
B-PMUT monolayers are given in Figures 4 and 5.
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Biotinylated copolymer (8-PMUT) demonstrated a significantly better isotherm
than copolymer (PMUT) implying superior packing compared to the copolymer on the
air-water interface. This significant improvement in the formation of a B-PMUT
monolayer suggests that the biotinylation enhanced the LB film formation by
contributing hydrophilicity to the copolymer molecule.
Another advantage of the B-PMUT includes increased stability of toe
monolayer during transfer and efficient deposition onto solid supports. It was found
that a constant surface pressure of 15 mN/m was maintained over a period of 15
minutes with a transfer ratio of approximately 65%. B-PMUT was observed to
possess fairly strong mechanical properties as shown by the formation of an elastic
fiber-like string when the collapsed monolayer film was drawn up using a tefloncoated tip.
The isotherm shown in Figure 5 showed area expansions when streptavidin
and B-PE were injected below the B-PMUT monolayer indicating the occurrence of
effective binding between the biotin and streptavidin and subsequently biotinylated
PE with streptavidin. This change supports the original goal of the biotinylation of
this polymer, which was to employ the biotin-streptavidin comptexation for
subsequent immobilization of any biotinylated macromolecular assembly into LB
filmsThe monolayer films were transferred to hydrophobic solid glass supports using
the horizontal dipping technique at an annealing pressure of 15 mN/m. The
presence of the phycoerythrin is probed by its intense and characteristic
fluorescence. Measurements were carried out by excil~ng the samples with 496 nm
light from an Argon ion laser and scanning from 510 to 670 nm [81. The fluorescence
spectra of B-PMUT with streptavidin, and B-PMUT and streptavidin with B-PE, are
shown in Figure 6. As shown, only the B-PMUT/streptavidin/B-PE monolayer gives a
strong emission at 576 nm which corresponds to the fluorescence spectrum of the
native phycoerythrin [9]. These results along with other controls provide convincing
evidence that the protein has adsorbed to the B-PMUT / streptavidin monolayer via
the bridging biotin / streptavidin interaction

540

580

620
Wavelength nm

Figure 6. Fluorescence spectra of (a) B-PMUT I Streptavidin
(b). B-PMUT / Streptavidin /I -PE.

660
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CONCLUSION
We have shown that biotinylation of thiophene copolymer enabled formation of
superior LB films at the air-water interface by contnbuting a flexible spacer group and
enhancing the hydrophilicity of the copolymeric molecule, In addition, through the
biotin / streptavidin complexation, hierarchical structure fabrication containing protein
was demonstrated. These results suggest that this novel copolymer is a promising
material for potential device applications in which any biotinylated macromolecule
may be attached to the polymer monolayer via the bridging biotin / streptavidin
interaction system.
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ABSTRACT
Enzymatic polymerization of a number of monomers in an ordered
lattice on a Langmuir trough (L-T) was inve.Ligated. The assembly
and polymerization of two mixed monomeric systems consisting of
4-tetradecyloxyphenol (C14PP) with phenol, and 4-hexadecylaniline
(C16PA) with aniline, in various ratios were carried out.
Polymerization was obtained with C14PF and phenol (in the ratio
1:10), and C16PA and aniline (in the ratio 1:2) on buffered MilliQ
water (pH 7.5) using the enzyme horseradish peroxidase (HRP) at
200C_
Polymerized monolayers were then transfe-red to appropriate
substrates for UV-Vis, third order non linear optical (NLO)
properties, and thickness measurements.
Thermogravimetric
analysis (TGA) was performed on the final polymers.
Results
suggest that the lattice controlled polymerization results in hignly
ordered conjugated polymers with improved functional, electronic,
NLO and processability properties, which form a basis for intelligent
material- iesign and applications.

INTRODUCTION
Phenolic resins are one of the most studied polymeric materials
because cf the increased product demand ranging from commodity
construction nateriais to high technology applications in
electronics and aerospace. The starting materials for the production
of these resins are phenots, or derivatized phenols, and aldehydes in
the presence of a basic or acidic catalyst.
However, since
formaldehyde is a toxic chemical and potentially carcinogenic agent.
production of the resins is strongly questioned from a safety
standpoint.
A possible safe alternative is the use of biological enzymes for
T,) whom reprint requests should be addressed
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the couplrig of phenols in the presence of hydrogen peroxide
the
high specificity and catalytic rate of the enzyme minimizes the
undesirable byproducts and simultaneously leads to the development
This synthetic
of an environmentally friendly chemical process
procedure in bulk solution was studied by Dordick et al [I] and more
recently by Akkara et al 121.
They found that in dioxanewater
systems. HRP catalyzes the polymerization of derivatized phenol and
aniline compounds.
The polymers exhibited good thermal stability
arid also interesting non linear optical (NLO) properties
One major limitation of these polymer products is the difficulty
found in the processing due to the presence of extensive crosshrnking
,n the structure
To overcome this problem we employed enzymatic
synthesis on a L-T
This approach significantly decreases the
possibility of crosslinking, thereby improving the processability.
while maintaining or even improving the electrical and third order
NLO properties
This methodology was found to be applicable to
Here we report data on polymers
various related compounds [3]
formed by C14PP and phenol (1 10 ratio) and by C16PA and aniline
(1 2 ratio)
In particular, we characterized the two systems by
pressure-area
isotherms,
TGA,
and
UV-Vis
spectroscopy
Furthermore, for the C14PP/phenol we measured optjcal-electrical
properties and thickness by means of ellipsometry and Atomic Force
Microscopy (AFM)

EXPERIMENTAL
A
Lauda film balance equipped with a constant temperature bath
(Langmuir Filmwaage, Model D. Lauda-Brinkman, Westbury. NY) was
used.
The surfactant C14PP was chemically synthesized by 0alkylation of hydroquinone with 1-bromotetradecane
C16PA was
purchased from Aldrich Chemical Co (Milwauke. WI) and used as
received
Monomers at 1 -2 mgml concentration were solubilized in
The monolayers
chloroform and spread at the air-water interface
were prepared at the air-water interface according to a published
procedure [31
The subphase contained two liters of 085 mM 11LP[S
buffer. pt 7 5. with 12-25 mg of enzyme per liter
Powdered
horseradish peroxidase (HRP) (EC 1.11 1 7), was preadded to the L-i
s.ubphase (Type II, 150-200 units/mg. Sigma Chemical Co . St l ouis
MO)
Once the monomer at the air-water interface was spread onto
the aqueous subphase containmng HRP and compressed to 15 mN in.
hydrogen peroxide was injected into the subphase to commencfeý the
polymerization reaction.
Spectral characterization of monolayers on quartz slides was
performed with a Porkin [lmer Lambda 9 UV-Vis-Near IR spectro
photometer (Norwalk. Cr)
TGA measurements of the monomers arid
surface skimrned polymers were performed under nitrogen with a
10 C min rate of temperature iricrmzne
A TGA 2950 from TA

Instrument Inc (New Castle, DE) was used
Five monolayers of C14PP Phenol polymer deposited on fusea
silica (refractive index n=1..457) were measured for thickness by
elhpsometry using a Thin Film Ellipsometer (43603-200E. Rudolph
Research, Flanders, NJ) at
;,=0.6328 lm.
One monolayer of
C14PP'Phenol was deposited on a silica wafer for AFM using a
Digital Instrument Inc NANOSCOPE AFM (Santa Barbara CA)
For electrncal measurements, an "Interdigitated Microsensor
Electrodes" (IME) was used. The IME was composed of fifty gold
fingers, each 15 latm wide, 4985 pm long, and with a space of 15 pm
between each finger.
This sensor was covered with bulk
C14PPiphenol or C16PA'anilne polymer and then placed in a sea'ed
chamber which was alternately flushed with nitrogen and evacuated
three times, followed by resistance measurements of the undoped
polymer.
Nitrogen was gradually introduced along with dopant
(!oine) into the chamber and electrical resistance was monitored
The measurement process was halted when saturation in
conductwvity resulted.
Third order non linear optical susceptibility (x1 3•)) was determined
in solution by degenerate four wave mixing with a frequency doubled
NdYAG laser with 17 ps pulses at 532 nm. The average energy per
pulse was 25mJ.
The vertically polarized output was split into
three beams, which are temporally and spatially overlapped in the
sample contained in a 1 or 2 mm cuvette The intensity of the phase
conjugate beam proportional to the square of X13) was measured.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Pressure-area isotherms with unreacted monomers C14PP and
C16PA, and mixtures of these monomers with phenol and aniline are
shown in Fig. 1. An area of approximately 22 A2 to 25 A 2 per
molecule was observed for the pure monomer systems.
This
increased area per molecule in comparison to the area per molecule
of an alkyl chain (20 A21,molecule [41) may be attributed to the
Presence of the phenyl group. The presence of the phenyl group
imposes a disk-shaped benzene ring of maximum dimensions of 7 4 A
across by 3.4 A thick and of minimum dimension of 6.4 A across by
3 4 A thick (the thickness of the -- cloud) on the alkyl chain. The
calculated area of the phenyl group from molecular modeling ranges
from 21 8 to 25.2 A? . It is interesting to note that the introduction
of the phenoxy group into the interior of the monolayer does not
perturb the stability of the close packod monolayer shown by the
C16PA isotherm which reaches a relatively high collapsed pressure
of about 70 mNim.
The expansion mnarea with added enzyme and underivatized phenol
or anline was encouraging because this indicates that these
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For reaction,
components were permeating the monolayer.
underivatized phenol or aniline was added to the trough in ratios
The reaction
ranging from 1:1 to 500:1 (underivatized/derivatized).
rate, upon injection of H2 0 2 , was observed to increase as the ratio
increased.
UV-Vis spectroscopy characterizations (Fig2) of the
C16PA/aniline polymer multilayers exhibited a broad absorption in
the visible spectrum, indicative of formation of a conjugated
This absorption feature was absent
polymeric backbone structure.
Controls run in
in controls containing only the monomer mixtures.
the absence of either hydrogen peroxide or HRP also gave no evidence
Collapsed polymerized films, skimmed from
of polymer formation.
the subphase surface, were dark in appearance, and highly
Similar results were found for the C14PP/phenol
stretchable,
system [5].
-
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Figure 2. UV-Vis spectra of ten layers of
C16PA/Aniline: (A) ten layers of the
monomer, (B) ten layers of the polymer,

Thermal properties of the polymers were determined by TGA and
The TGA analysis indicated that a
are presented in Figure 3.
significant amount of material remains after heating the polymer to
9001C.
TGA of the C14PP/phenol polymer indicated about a 15%
final residue value with two major temperature ranges of
0
degradation; one between 250-400 C and the other between 400Thermal analysis carried out for the C16PA/aniline polymer
4701C.
showed a 50% final residue value and similarly the presence of two
The
different temperature ranges during the degradation process.
chemical and physical properties of this residual material have not
been studied.
Optical ellipsometry is a way to measure the monomolecular
By ellipsometry, we
thickness and quality of the films formed.
obtained a film thickness of 27.8±+1 A for the C14PP/phenol polymer.
Our results are in reasonable agreement with the data (25A)
obtained by modelling calculations. We employed a value of nf= 1.50
for the real refractive index of the film in the calculation of film

15'

thickness.
The use of this refractive index has precedent from
previous investigations of monolayers [6], where values of 1.45-1.50
have been employed. The high end of this range was used, since the
phenoxy and the phenyl group would be expected to increase the
refractive index of the film, as can be seen by a comparison of the
bulk refractive indices of tetradecane
(nD=1.4290),
anisole
(nD=1.5160) and phenol (nD=.l 5509).
Thickness results were
confirmed by AFM measurements where the micrograph showed
regular flat surface of 30 A or lower thickness.
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Figure 3. TGA of monomers (A) C14PP, (B) C16PA, and of polymers (C) C14PP/phenol
(1:10). (D) C16PA/aniline (1:2).
Conductivity values of iodine doped polymerized multilayers of
the C16PA/aniline (1:2) ranged from 3*10- 3 to 1"10-5 S/cm. One
such polymer sample was relatively stable and maintained a
conductivity of 2.00"10.4
S/cm over a 3 day period after doping,
The C14PP/phenol polymer showed similar behaviour [7] with a
higher initial conductivity.
There was also significant enhancement
of the third order optical nonlinearities to values of 1"10-9 esu upon
polymerization of the C14PP/phenol system. Such a result would be
expected upon formation of a conjugated backbone structure.
A schematic of two possible arrangements of the polymerization
products is given in figure 4.
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Fiaure 4. Schematic of two proposed polymer structures.
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CONCLUSION
The biocatalytic approach to 2-D polymeric synthesis we have
described is a free radical polymerization process [8]. A wide range
of monomers will react under Enese conditions to provide a diversity
of potential polymeric products for systematic studies of the effect
of monomer substituents on mechanical, thermal, electronic and
linear/non linear optical properties [3]. The process described here
represents a general technique for the assembly and polymerization
of conductive and optically active polymers in 2-D networks
Processing limitations observed with intractable polymers
synthesized in bulk are surmounted with this technique and thin
films are formed as the reaction progresses.
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ORGANIZED ASSEMBLIES OF POLYDIACETYLENES
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MARK D. BEDNARSKI
The Center for Advanced Materials, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory,
Berkeley, California 94720
ABSTRACT
Supramolecular organizates of liposomes and Langmuir-Blodgett
(LB) films are described which are capable of specifically binding to
pathogens such as influenza virus. The specific interaction is between
the hemagglutinin protein of the virus and an a-C-glycoside of sialic
acid expressed on the surface of the liposome or LB film. Sialic acidcontaining liposomes were found to inhibit influenza virus infectivity in
cell culture, and may provide a basis for new materials which act as
therapeutic agents. Sialic acid-containing LB films also specifically bind
to the influenza virus. In this case, the conjugated polymer backbone
acts as a built-in reporter of the binding event, measurable by a
chromatic change in the visible absorption spectrum. These films may
provide a basis for new materials which act as direct detectors of
binding.

INTRODUCTION
This paper describes functionalized polydiacetylene liposomes and
LB films which are tailored to bind pathogens, in this case, the influenza
virus. Lipid monomers containing a diacetylenic unit are readily
polymerized by ultraviolet (UV) irradiation, forming a polymer
backbone of alternating ene-yne groupst. 2 . 3
The surface lectin of the influenza virus, hemagglutinin (HA), is
known to bind to terminal ct-glycosides of N-acetyl neuraminic acid
(sialic acid), found in cell surface glycoproteins and glycolipids. 4 .5 This
binding event is the first step of the influenza infectious cycle. 6 We
have synthesized a polymerizable lipid which contains a C-glycoside of
sialic acid as the head group. This lipid was incorporated into mixed LB
monolayers and mixed liposomes. The design of this molecule imparts
several important features to the supramolecular assembly: the Cglycoside is stable to viral enzymatic hydrolysis relative to the
naturally occuring a-0 glycoside, polymerization of the layers renders
the entire organizate stable under a variety of conditions of
tempefatuie arid solvent, and finally, polymerization imparts the
structures with the desirable optical properties of a conjugated
polymer.
Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 292.
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Polymerized liposomes containing the sialic acid lipid are found to
inhibit influenza virus infectivity and hemagglutination of erythrocytes.
Polymerized LB flims containing the same zE-C glycoside also specifically
bind the influenza to a surface. The visible absorption of the conjugated
polydiacetylene provides a "built-in" detector of the binding event.
EXPERIMENTAL
Liposomes were prepared by combining chloroform solutions of
the monomers 3 and 4 (Figure 1A) to give the desired percentage of
sialoside-lipid 3 to be expressed at the liposome surface. The
chloroform was removed by rotary evaporation and deionized water
was added to give approximately the desired concentration of total lipid
(0.5 mM to 1 mM). This mixture was probe sonicated (Fisher sonic
dismembrator model 300, 50% maximum output) for 15 minutes while
maintaining a sample temperature between 70'C and 80°C. This
produced a clear solution which was filtered through a 0.8 mm nylon
filter to remove any undispersed lipid. 7 Polymerization was
accomplished at room temperature under an argon atmosphere by
irradiation at 254 nm.
Langmuir-Blodgett
films were prepared by spreading a
chloroform solution of the appropriate percentage of sialic acid lipid and
matrix lipid onto the water surface contained in a standard LangmuirBlodgett trough (KSV fnstruments, Connecticut). Subsequent
compression to the solid-analogous phase and irradition at 254 nm
polymerizes the diacetylene units yielding an alternating ene-yne
polymer backbone. The film is irradiated under a constant lateral
surface pressure. The polymerized film is lifted onto glass slides coated
with a monolayer of an octadecyl silane (octadecyltriethoxysilane, Huls
America) by the horizontal touch method.
Hemagglutination inhibition (HAl) and Plaque reduction (PRA) were
determined using a standard assay. 8 X31 influenza virus was prepared
by infection in MDCK cells. 9

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Inhibition of Influenza Infectivity by Polymerized Liposomes
Recently, dramatic enhancements in the inhibition of viral adhesion
to erythrocytes have been achieved using synthetic polymeric
polyvalent sialosides. 10 ,1 1,12 The greater potency of these synthetic
polyvalent sialosides is postulated to arise from the additivity of
binding energies1 3 as is the case with naturally occurring polyvalent
glycoproteins. On the other hand, the binding of monovalent sialosides
such as compound I is relatively weak (KD = 2 mM). 14 Our approach is
to produce polyvalent sialosides by incorporating sialic acid lipids into a
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polymerized liposome. The liposome structure is anticipated to more
closely resemble the natural cell surface by localization of pendant sialic
acid head groups into a lipid bilayer matrix.
The liposomes are composed of sialoside lipid 3, Figure IA, which
was synthesized from 2a, 15 and mixed with a matrix lipid 4,16 Figure
IA. The ne'rcentaoe of sialoside presen'td at the liposome surface (0%.
1%, 5%, 10-/c, 30% and oO%) represents the mole percentage of lipid
monomer 3 used in the liposome preparation. A representation of the
liposome surface and the polymerized backbone is shown in Figure lB.
Transmission electron microscopy of the liposome solution reveals
ellipsoid structures averaging on the order of 100 nm in length and 30
nm in width.
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The data presented in Table I clearly indicate that the specific
interaction of the influenza virus with the sialic acid lipids in the
polymerized liposomes both inhibits hemagglutination and significantly
reduces infectivity in vitro. For comparison, to achieve 50% inhibition
of viral binding, the .-O-methyl glycoside of sialic acid (compound I1
required a concentration of 2 mM and compound 2B required a
concentration of 10 mM. In sharp contrast, liposome preparations III
and IV (5% and 10% of sialoside 3) required as little as 5.7 x 10-7 M
and 3.3 x 10-7 M concentrations of the sialoside to achieve complete
inhibition of agglutination. This represents an increase in potency of
more than 30.000 times over the corresponding monovalent sialic acid
derivatives and is one of the most potent synthetic inhibitors of
hemagglutination reported to date. In addition, liposome preparations
Table 1.

Hemagglutination

Entry

hj&Ia

Inhibitor
(0%.3)
(]%.3)

I
2

Liposome 1
Liposome t 1

3
4
5

Liposome t 1 I (5%,3)
Liposome I V (10%,3)
Liposome V (30%.3)
Liposome V1 (60%.3)

6

inhibition (HAl) and plaque reduction
1-VI.

preparations

assays of liposome

I3l. M .3].
1-)
0
4.0 s 10-61-)
7
5.7 s 10- (÷1

3.3
8.0
1.5

10- 7 (+)
1t. 5 (-)
1
10(-)

Plaoue

Reduction

mM
0.000
0.003

Reductionb
0%
96%

0.016
0.030
3.750
7.500

97%
46%
0%
(1%

aA (+) indicates complete inhibition while a (-) indicates no inhibition was
observed at the given concentrations of 3.
bThc values represent the percent reduction in the number of plaques per well
due to viral lysis of infected cells.

1I and 1I1 (1% and 5% sialoside) inhibit plaque formation (infectivity)
in cell culture by over 95% at concentrations in the micromolar range.
The decrease in activity at higher loading of sialic acid is postulated to
arise from steric effects which prevent effective binding to

hemagglutinin.
Liposomes which contain no sialoside (liposome I) do
not specifically bind the influenza virus as demonstrated by the lack of
inhibition of hemagglutination and cell infectivity.
Detection of Influenza Virus by Langmuir-Blodgett Films of
Functionalized Polydiacetylenes
Supported LB films of polydiacetylene lipids17'1 8 enable a welldefined surface to be constructed with full control of lipid surface
density, surface pressure and composition. These. films are readily
amenable to microscopic. spectroscopic, and surface analysis. Figure 2
schematically represents the construction of a polydiacetylene LB filn.
The polymerized film is lifted using the horizontal touch method
resulting in a "headgroup-out" orientation of the lipid. LB films for viral
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binding typically contain 2-5% of the sialic acid lipid 3 in the matrix
lipid. The supported films exhibit two absorption maxima, a 'blue form',
(X max = 625 nm) and a 'red' form (4 max = 530 nm).1 9 The ratio of the
two peaks is sensitive to temperature (thermochromism) 20 .2 1 and, as
will be shown, to binding of the influenza virus to the surface at room
temperature.
Figure
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Angle-resolved X-ray photoelectron spectrosocopy of the N(ls) and
C(ls) = 0 signal from the supported LB films indicates that the
functional headgroups are expressed at the surface. These signals show
the expected increase in intensity with decreasing take-off angle (angle
between sample plane and detector). Ellipsometric analysis yields a
film thickness of ca. 45-50 A, in agreement with the expected thickness
based on molecular models.
The absorption spectra of freshly prepared polymcized LB films
typically exhibit a blue/red ratio (1625/1530) of 0.97 ± 0.005 (Figure 3A).
However, upon incubation of a film containing sialic acid with the
influenza virus, the intensity of the blue form decreases with a
corresponding increase in the intensity of the red form where 1625/1530
is now 0.74 + 0.004, or a 24% change in the ratio (Figure 3B). Films
which contain no sialic acid show a change in ratio of less than 1% and
films containing sialic acid but incubated with a buffer blank show a
change in ratio of less than 5% (Figure 4 A,B,C). The chromatic change
in film may be a result of disorder induced by the binding of the viral
particle to the film. 22
Preliminary transmission electron microscopy
independently verified specific binding of the virus to films containing
sialic acid in the head group region. The films were incubated with the
influenza virus and then subjected to a detergent wash followed by a
series of rinses just prior to viewing in the electron microscope. As
shown in Figure 5, films containing 5% of the sialic acid lipid bind to the
virus. In contrast, films containing no sialic acid show an absence of
virus particles following the rinsing procedure.
Figure 3. Visible absorption spectra of polymerized LB film containing
5% sialic acid lipid. A: film prior to incubation with influenza virus. B:
film following incubation with influenza virus.
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Thus, LB films of polydiacetylenes containing sialic acid were found
to act as direct detectors of viral binding, where changes in the visible
absorption of the film's polymer backbone were monitored. This
system has the advantage of incorporating both the molecular
recognition elemet and the optical 'reporter' unit within the same
supramolecular organizale. This is in contrast to classical biosensor
devices which generally require a fabricated device coupled to the
molecular recognition element to transduce the binding event into a
measurable signal. 23 We are currently working on improving the
system's response by varying the nature of the conjugation.

CONCLUSION
New materials were described which provide a well-defined surface
for specific interaction with the influenza virus. These materials show
promise as new therapeutic and diagnostic agents based on multivalent
carbohydrate structures.
Wc have shown that polymerized liposomes
incorporating sialic acid lipids are potent inhibitors of influenza virus in
vitro infectivity and hemagglutination.
These liposomes should also
serve as important models for understanding pathogen-cell interactions.
Functionalized LB films of polydiacetylenes containing the sialosidelipid also specifically bind influenza virus. These surfaces contain a
'built-in' optical detector which directly reports the binding event using
visible absorption spectroscopy.
Further development of these films
may lead to an important new class of biosensors.
Figure 4. Relative response of LB films to influenza virus (see text)
with appropriate controls. A: Film contains 5% sialic acid lipid, and
incubated with influenza virus in PBS buffer. B: Film contains 0% sialic
acid lipid, and incubated with influenza virus in PBS buffer. C: Film
contains 5% sialic acid lipid, but incubated with PBS buffer only.
30
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Figure 5. Transmission electrot. microgriin of influenza virus bound
to film containing 5% sialic acid lipid. Films containing no sialic acid
lipid show an absence of virus particles.
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cc-HELICAL POLYPEIrTIDE MATERIALS1

E. P. ENRIQUEZ, M. Y. JIN, R. C. JARNAGIN, and E. T. SAMULSKI
Dept. of Chemistry, University of North Carolina, Chapel I lill, NC 27599-3290

ABSTRACT
I'oly(y-benzvl-L-glutamate) (PB3LG) may be derivatized on its periphery by
covalently attaching X(2)-active NLO chromophores at the termini of its
sidechains and thereby give a new class of SIIG materials I The inherent liquid
crystalline properties of concentrated solutions of n-helical l'IlG may be
exploited to establish unique supramolecular structures prior to F-field poling.
When PBLG is derivatized at its N-terminus with lipoic acid, it will self-assemble
on gold to give a thin film. 2 Angle-dependent XPS, ellipsometry, contact angle
measurements, and grazing angle IR reflection-absorption spectroscopy give
quantitative information about the orientation of the polypeptide a-helices
relative to the substrate surface. Consequently, polypeptides, in particular,
Merrifield-synthesized or recombinant DNA-expressed synthetic polypeptides,
present a novel fabrication route to thin films wherein molecular-engineered
functionalities (chemical, electrical, or optically active species) may be encoded
into the macromolecule's primary structure and subsequently expressed spatially
via the spontaneous self-organization of these rod-like polymers.

INTRODUCTION
The n-helical secondary structural motif in proteins has captured the
interest of the scientific community since its conception in 1951 by Pauling and
co-workers 3 and continues to be widely investigated to this date. Poly(Y-benzyl-lglutamate) [PBLG], for instance, is one of the most extensively studied among
synthetic polypeptides primarily because of its robust a-helical conformation-a
4
rigid, rod-like macromolecule in a variety of solutions and in the solid state.
Oriented fibers of PBLG gave the first X-ray crystallographic proofs of the protein
a-helix having internal hydrogen bonding between amide groups separated by 4
residues within the helical chain. PBLG forms the 18/5 helix, that is, there are 18
residues in between exact repeats of the secondary structure, corresponding to
about 5 turns of the helix (3.6 residues per turn); this translates to 2.7 nm exact
repeat distance, a helical pitch of 0.54 nm, and a 0.15 nm axial translation per
residue. 4 6 The continued fascination with this secondary structure is evident by
the ;ecent attempts to obtain a molecular image of the helical structure of PBILG
using the scanning tunneling microscope7-8
These well-defined attributes of the n-helix and its packing in condensed
phases have motivated us in our present work.
There are attractive
possibilities-by controlling the primary structure of the polypeptide either by
Merrifield-type synthesis9 or recombinant DNA technology,"1 a spatial
organization of various chemical, electrical or optical functionalities is possible.1"
Herein, we report two type,, of "derivatives" of PBLG wherein each type retains
Mal. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 292.
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the rod-like character ot [lie helic.al backlboneý type 1, the polv(glutamate) sidechains have been replaced by NLO (nonlinear optics) chromophores) and type 11,
tile N-terminus of the pol 'vpeptide was labelled with a disulficde-containing
moiety which allows- the helices to spontaneously adsorb (self -assemble) from
solution onto gold surfaces. 2
Thus, NL.O-active polypeptides in (oriented)
macroscopic films and self-assembled monolayers are possible wherein thle(A
helical secondary structure persists.

POLYPEMTDE DE T IZVATIVES
PBI.G belc igs to that class of synthetic homopol ypeptides- thle
polv(glutamates)-Lchich, under certain conditions, exhibit lyotropic (i~e, in
12
solution)b or thermotropic (in the met),1
liquid crystalline phases, depending on
the character of the sidechain. Sidechain deriyatization via transesterification is
normally done -starting from poly(L~-glutamnic acid), pol ' (y-methvl-l.-glutarnate)
[I'MI.(-I, or PBLG. I'BUG was the most exclusively studied of these polypeptides
because of its availability and excellent solubilitv propertiesAs the parent
molecule itselt, derivati'ves of the poly'(glutan atets normally exhibit the
characteristic stability of the u-helical conformation of P131G.
Typeo 1. N (.-Actiut, Side'&/wins
We have prepared polypeptide materials wherein the sidechain wasreplaced by second-order NI.O chromophores. Figure I shows the general scheme
of preparation for these materials; the starting homopolyptide in this case was
PMI.G.
Thle NLO chromophores used, 3-(2-hyd roxvet hoxy)-4 -met hox v- 4nitrostilbene [31-IOMONSI and 4-(2-hvdroxvethoýxv)-3-miethlvl-4'-nitrostilbene
[4HEIONS], both have an electron donor group at one end of the conjugated
structure and an acceptor group at the other end of the molecule. These molecules
have large hyperpolarizahilities (P) making them excellent second-order NLO
chromophorest13 -14 The type (if linkage of the chromophore to the polvpeptide
backbone, either urtho or para, could influence the sidechain secondary structure
of the polymer; possible structures are schematically shown in Figure 1. The
degree of substitution affects the- solubility properties of thle polymer.
The
polypeptide which was moderately tranlsesterified with -53',ý of 31IEOMONS
[P6(1{fIOMONS)I.GI forms a gel phase in N,N-dimethvlacetamide (DMAc) at high
Concentrations (20 weight ", polymer) at room temperature, which upon heating
to about 45 -C slowly transforms to a lyotropic liquid crystalline phase. The
P(4HEON'S)IG was less soluble than P(31NIEOMNS)LG; apparently, the
chronsophores wvhich have large dipole moments were able to stack with dipolar
associations in between neighboring L'(4HFEQNS)LG helices to form tightly bound
side-by-side aggregates of the polymer- Solution-cast films from both polymers
show amide vibrational frequencies that are characteristic of the a-helical
secondlary structure.1
It is well known that liquid crystalline solutions can be aligned in a
magnetic or electric field 1 5 or by app lying mechanical stress to the solution in one
direction. 6 One can then make homogeneously (planar) aligned films from this
same solution by drying. For example, a
-hroehaiai
aligned
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Figure 1. Transesterification of PMLG with second-order NLO-active
chromophores (see text); PTA = p -toluenesulfonic acid
catalyst, EDC = ethylene dichloride solvent.
Typical reaction
condition: PMLG (15% in EDC, 6 g), 31tEOMONS (5 times
excess, 10.2 g), and PTA (3 times excess, 3.6 g) dissolved in 120
mL EDC at 60 °C, 24 h. The figures on the right are schematic
diagrams of possible structures for the polypeptides.
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P(3HEOMONS)LG film was prepared trom a dilute solution in DMAc by slowly
(over 24 hours) drying the solution on a glass substrate that had a temperature
gradient; the polymer solution dried first on the hot side of the substrate resulting
in a film/solution interface that moved slowly to the cool side. This slow
movement of the interface caused mechanical stress which produced a partially
homogeneous alignment as can be observed between crossed polars in a
microscope. 1
The lyotropic phase that formed upon drying yields a suitable
matrix for the NI.O chromophores wherein the repulsive interaction between the
polypeptide rods caused partial alignment of the NLO chromophores that was
maintained in the film. Figure 2 shows the linear ultraviolet (UV) dichroism of
the chromophore in the aligned P(3[IEOMONS)LG film; a higher absorbance was
observed from the geometry with the long helix axis parallel to the electric vector
of incident polarized light than from the perpendicular geometry. The dichroic
ratio (A,,/A;_) of this aligned chromophore is 1.5. Since the transition moment of
the chromophore is almost parallel to the molecular axis,16 the UV-dichroism
confirms the alignment of the chromophores along the helix alignment direction.
A basic requirement for large second-order NLO activity is a noncentrosymmetric packing of the chromophores in the bulk material; for practical
optical applications, one major challenge is the preparation of NLO materials with
the required temporal stability of this non-centrosymmetric order. 17 In the film
described above, only the molecular axes of the chromophores were aligned (by
excluded volume packing considerations).
There is apolar symmetry: the
probabilities of finding the dipole moment in parallel and antiparallel orientation
are the same, that is, the non-centrosymmnetric requirement for second-order NLO
activity remains unsatisfied. This means that electric poling is needed to induce
the chromophores into a non-centrosymmetric order. Figure 3 shows a szh-nmatic
diagram of a corona poling experiment. A polypeptide on a conducting surface,
such as indium tin oxide (ITO)-coated glass is subjected to a poling field: a large
potential was applied between the tungsten tip and the ITO surface cusing charges
to accumulate in the air/film interface and equal, opposite charges in the film/ITO
interface; this in turn results in a large electric field in the order of MV/cm
through the film. This field interacts with the permanent dipole moments of the
chromophores yielding a net polar orientation in a mobile phase at elevated
temperature that can be retained below the glass transition temperature (T 9) of the
poled film.
The second-order NLO property of the derivatized polypeptide may then be
characterized by measuring the second harmonic generation (SHG) which is
17
directly related to the second-order nonlinear susceptibility, x(21, of the material.
When a very intense light (e. g., laser light) of certain frequency is passed through
a second-order NLO material, the frequency of the transmitted (harmonic) light is
double that of the incident light; in SHG experiments, the frequency-doubling
efficiency of the material is measured. In Figure 4, the change in the SIlGC intensity
was monitored as a function of temperature while poling the film; the incident
light was an infrared laser (1064 nm) and the harmonic light is in the visible
region (532 nm). The polymer system has 35% covalently linked 31I1'OMONS in
the backbone and does not absorb light above 500 nm wavelength which is far
awcv from the resonance excitation.t The slow initial rise in the SYIG intensity
belo,, the Tg (= 81 'C) of the polymer indicates some poling effect on the
chromophores which implies slight chromophore mobility even in the glassy state
of the polymer; the SIIG signal gradually increased as the free volume in the
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polymer increased with temperature. The SIIG signal reached a maximum just
above the Tg for this polymer and then decreased again on further heating. The
decrease in SI IG above the Tg was a concerted effect arising from (a) the increased
thermal energy of the chromophores, and (b) the increased conductivity of the
polymer due to increased temperature and increased polar alignment of the
chromophores, which diminished the charges on the interfaces thus lowering the
net poling field. Overall, this suggests an optimum poling condition for the
polymer which may vary from polymer to polymer. A hysteresis was observed
upon cooling, which was again a complicated function of the factors mentioned
above. As the system was further cooled below Tg, the chromophores reduce their
mobility and re-align due to packing effects in the helix array. [The orientation of
the polypeptide rods (- 500 repeat units) is not affected by the poling field and
remained parallel to the substrate surface in these solid films.]
At room
temperature, there was a net SI-G signal indicating that some polar alignment of
the chromophores remains fixed in the polymer matrix. This alignment was
found to be relatively stable in time compared with the isotropic system of say,
poly(methyl methacrylate) doped with the same chromophore. This enhanced
stability is attributed to the nature of the excluded volume in the close-packed
array of the helices.
If the helices can be aligned homeotropically, that is, perpendicular to the
substrate surface, then a larger net SIIG signal is expected. To date, homeotropic
alignment has not been achieved in solid polypeptide films.
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Figure 4. Sl IG intensity of P(3I-IOMONS)LG during heating and cooling
while poling; -12.5 KV of corona potential was applied to the
tip of the tungsten needle which was 1.5 cm above the sample,
The angle of the sample normal with respect to the laser beam
was 52'. The lines are plotted only as guide to the reader.
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I'BI.G may also be functionalized at the amino end of the polypeptide by a
disulfide-containing moiety (hereon referred to as PIBLGSS, Figure 5).2 This latter
1
technique utilizes the self-assembly s procedure for preparing well-ordered
monolayers of organosulfur compounds on gold substrates. In the case of longchain alkanethiolates on gold, 19 the self-assembled monolayer is analogous to an
orthogonal two-dimensional crystallization of the molecules at the gold surface
owing to the strong affinity of sulfur to the metal and the strong van der Waals
interaction between the long (> 10 C atoms) alkyl chains. In the case of 'IBLGSS,
the monolayer that is formed in the self-assembly is unique in that a-helical
chains are all tethered to the gold at the N-terminus with the potential for creating

s-sL

(CH tC{-NH-CHC3OH

j,

R = CH 2 CH2 CO-OCH2 C6H5
Figure 5. Primary structure of the disulfide-labelled PI3.G--PBLGSS.
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an average polar orientation in the monolayer.
The disulfide-labelled
PBLG-PBLGSS--thus presents a route to preparation of a single monolayer of
helices on gold surfaces via the chemisorption interaction of the disulfide to gold.
This is in contrast to the unlabelled PBLG samples that may be either physisorbed
from solution or prepared by deposition of condensed monolayers at an air/water
interface onto the solid substrate [Langniuir-Blodgett (LB) technique-] where the
interaction will be of a non-specific nature between the peptide units and gold.
Figure 6 shows a typical pressure-surface area isotherm for PBLG (viscosity
average molecular weight = 20,100) at the air/water interface. The PBLG rods lie
flat at the interface 21 2 2 and are compressed to a condensed monolayer just before
the plateau. Right at the plateau region, the rods start to roll on top of one
another; this region of the isotherm is assigned to the monolayer-bilayer
transition. Subsequent deposition of this monolayer (or bilayer) onto a solid
21 22
sub'trate results in a planar orientation of the rods on the substrate surface. "
The self-assembled PBLGSS, in comparison with this LB-deposited monolayer,
shows a different average orientation of the helices as examined by a number of
surface analytical techniques. 2 Angle dependent X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(ADXPS) presents a depth profile of relative atomic composition in the film; it was
found that the sulfur was indeed bound closer to the gold surface than the rest of
the polypeptide. The thicknesses of the films measured from ellipsometry as well
as ADXPS indicate thicker (about 1.5 times) films of PBLGSS than the LB PBLG
single monolayer on the gold surface; this is further corroborated by the RA-IR
results. 2 3 The dichroic properties of the amide vibrational frequencies, 24 as
measured in the RA-IR spectra, show that the average orientation in the PBLGSS
film is non-planar. The amide I band (1656 cm-1 ) has a dichroic ratio (A 1 /A,) > I;
for the amide II band (1550 cm- 1 ) (A,,/A 1 ) < 1. In the grazing angle RA-IR
experiment the light is polarized perpendicular to the metal surface, therefore,
only those components of the vibrational moments along the same direction are
excited. 25 It can be seen in Figure 7 that for the PBLGSS film there was enhanced
intensity of the amide I band compared with the amide II band; the opposite trend
was observed for the PBLG LB films. Apparently, in the PBLGSS film there is an
isotropic orientational distribution of the helices 23 as schematically depicted in
Figure 7. These results are promising in that it shows that tethering the helices
onto a substrate vii a chemisorptive moiety allows them to ado',*t an "unnatural"
orientation, that is, non-planar, and possibly, by appropriate c!erivatization of the
PBLG sidechains a better control of this orientation may be achieved. This, in fact,
could be a route to preparing a homeotropically aligned film of a-helices with NLO
chromophores at its sidechains (see above).

CONCLUDING REMARKS
Polypeptides that have inherently stable ti-helical conformation, e. g., PBLGtype, show promise either as a matrix for NI.O chromophores or in the fabrication
of interfaces that have well-defined spatial and orientational organization. The
amenability of changing the sidechain, backbone, and/or end-group functionality
of these polymeric materials presents unusual versatility with regards to the
design of novel materials.
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BIOPOLYMER-THIN FILM INTERACTIONS
K. M. Maloney and D.W. Grainger', Department of Chemical and Biological Sciences,
Oregon Graduate Institute of Science and Technology, 19600 N.W. von Neumann
Drive, Beaverton. OR 97006-1 9 99
ABSTRACT
Biopolymer self assembly in heterogeneous lipid monolavers at the air-water interface
was investigated. Fluorescence microscopy allowed the visualization of protein
recognition and binding to these microstructured membranes. Mimicking proteininduced membrane microstructuring and protein docking was achieved in ternary
mixed lipid monolayer systems.
INTRODUCTION
Considerable research activity has been focused on the technological applications
of organized organic ultrathin films. Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) films, monomolecular
and polymeric thin films at the air-water interface and self-assembled films have been
used as non-linear optical devices. waveguides, physical, chemical and biological
sensors, and insulators. Potential use of self-assembled and LB films in
microlithography, lubrication, molecular electronics, synthesis of advanced materials
and molecular devices have also been noted.
LB films and self-assembled monolayers possess several characteristics which lend
themselves to device fabrication. In particular, on the atomic scale these ultrathin
films are highly organized. Thus, when anisotropic arrangement of molecules is
required, thin film assemblies are excellent candidates. Books by Ulman' and
Roberts2 offer excellent reviews on the technological applications of these systems.
Incorporation of biopolymer" into mono- and multi-layered assemblies leads to
functionalized hybrid thin films that can mimic natural processes. Examples include
use of photoreaction centers in holographic arrays, membrane channels in sensors, and
enzymes in bioreactor assemblies. However, biopolymer-membrane interactions are
poorly understood. Furthermore, selectively accessing defined regions of thin films is
crucial for optical device development. Only after membrane-macromolecule
interactions are fully understood can we expect to employ these systems as
technologically useful devices.
We present here our investigations on lipid membrane microstructures and lipidprotein self-assembly. Our previous work has demonstrated assembly of other
proteins in thin film arrays. 3 " In this contribution, we extend our previous work with
the membrane-active enzyme phospholipase A2 (PLA2 ) and its self-assembly on
heterogeneous membrane interfaces. PLA, catalyzes the hydrolysis of the sn-2 acyl
ester bond in phospholipids. The result of PLA2 action on phospholipid monolayers
at the air-water interface is the creation of a ternary phase separated interface
consisting of phospholipid, lysophospholipid, and fatty acid.
PLA 2 forms two-dimensional domains directly beneath phase separated fatty acid
microstructures in these ternary mixed systems. Characterization of the ternary mixed
monolayer system has shown that the physical state and charge density of the interface
are important for 2-D enzyme domain formation, More importantly, we are able to
induce phase separation in ternary mixed monolayers in the absence of enzyme.
Mimicking enzyme-induced interfacial phase transformation is one important step in
constructing biomimetic devices.
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EXPERIMENTAL
Video-Enhan.ed Epifluoresce.nce Microscopy of Lipid Monolayers and Lipid-Protein
Microstructures at Air-Water Interfaces
Recently, fluorescence microscopes have been configured to allow direct
visualization of lipid monolayer films at the aii-water interface 4" domains of
organized amphiphilic molecules formed by a itonolayer phase transition from liquidexpanded to solid-condensed physical states are normally observed.4v Analogously,
this technique has also proven valuable to study interactions of labeled proteins with
monolayers.-" Protein labeled with a fluorescent marker is introduced into the
subphase under a lipid monolayer and its interactions with the layer monitored both
visually over time an,; a. a function of lipid physical state. A specially designed
miniaturized, thermostated Langmuir film balance on the stage of an epifluorescence
microscope limits the required quantities of protein to microgram scales."
Phospholipase A, - Phospholipid Monolayer Studies
Various phospholipids were spread as pure monolayers and compressed into their
ph:ase transition regions, providing a physically heterogeneous monolayer surface
comprising fluid lipid coexisting with domains of solid phase organized l:pid.
Fluorescein-labeled phospholipase A. (PLA,, Nuja naja, Sigma, 500-2500 U/mg) was
introduced under these monolayers and the hydrolytic reaction of the enzyme against
the monolayer followed under the microscor--:.
C-itionic Dye Binding Studies
Cationic water-soluble fluorescent dye, 1,!',3,3.3,3'-hexamethylindocarbocyanine
iodide (H-379, Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) was dissolved in buffer (0.4 /M).
Ternary mixed mon,)'-yer systems of dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC), palmitic
acid (PA), and lysopalmitoylphosphatidvycholine (LysoPC. Avanti Polar Lipids,
Birmingham. AL) containing I mol% fipid-fluorescein dye were spread from
chloroform solutions onto buffered subphases .t 30'C. Various ratios of DPPC t,,
equimnlar concentrations of palmitic acid and LysoPC (e.g., 1:5:5, D)PPC:LysoPC:PA)
were examined. These monolaycrs were compressed under the fluorescent
microiycope until substantial monolayer phase separation was observed (typically 25-3)
mN/rn surface pressure). 11-379 solution was then carefully injected into the subphase
underneath the phase-separ-tted monolayer and observed through a rhodamine filtel.'
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
PLA, Hydrolysis of Phospholipid Moono'ayers
Figure I depicts time depetdent L-s-DPPC lipid monolayet hydrolysis by PLA,
Shown is the enzyme recognition, binding, hydrolysis and ultimately protein domain
formation. Figure IA ;hows the lipid monolayer as seen through the rhodam,ne filter,
while Figure 1B shows the same iinage through the fluorescein filter where signal is
generated by fluorescently labeled enzyme under the monolayer immediately after
injection. Starting from timepoint zero (inimediately after PLA 2 injection) the enzyme
binds to phospholipids in the monolayer and starts to hydrolyze. PLA2 hydrolysis as
observed through the rhodamine filter proceeds from the initial binding
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Figure 1 (previous' page). Real-timeý fluorescent observation of -- )P
monolayer solid domain hydrolysis by PLA,. Surface pressure =22 mN/rn.
buffered subphase at 31) 'C'. Mionollayer filter (Rhodaniine): A Time
(10
(immediately after tlulOrescein-PLA, injection in SUhphase). C. 15, F. 25. G. 60
min. PIA, filter (fluorescein): Image, in B, 1), F, 11, correspond to tirties of A, C,
E, and C, respectively. Scale: white bar in A =25 Aim.
sites on the interfacial boundary between solid and liquid phases into the interior of
the solid lipid domains (Figures IC, E). Observation through the fluorescein filter
(Figure ID) shows that, at certain locations in the partially hydrolyzed monolayer.
hright domains (if en/ymne have formned. These domain,. of labeled enzyme increase in
size as hydrolvsis continues with time (Figure IF). At later timepoints (hI0 minutes,
Figure IC), enzyme hydrolysis; hats destroyed nearly all solid domains. Moreover, the
small enzy'me aggregates seen at earlier tirnepoints (Figure ID, F) have grown to form
large. regular enzyme domains of consistent morphology (bright domatins 'seen WAith
fluorescein filter, Figu re H.
A mechanism for the formation of organized. two-dimensional enzyme domnains
within monolayers of phospholipids is proposed in Figure 2. Active enzyme uinder the
layer recognizes its substrate, binds to the monolaver and hydrolyze,, in an interfacial
region between liquid and solid lipid phases. Slight increases in Surface pressuire after
enzyme injection indicate that PLA, penetrates into the miinol Isir during its interfacial recognition oif the substrate in the monolayer- After a critical degree of hydrolysis, products of hydrolssis--lvsolipids and fatty acids--b~iild up in thie locailized regions
of the monolayer. Phase separation of these products fronm pure lipid is proposed to
Occur, leadintz to areas of increased chairge de~nsity in the case if fatty acids. Frnzyme.
wsith its relatively bas:c character, m iy t he.n he. prompted to hind and build domnains in)
these areas o~flocalized negative charge Ifaity acid), leading to the enzyme domain
p~henomnenon witnessed itt IPPC, )MI C, ad l)PPE monol avers."" Fatty acid charge
density appears to be critical as phase separated dense-packed solid domnains oif
diaceislenic faitty acid adsorb no Pt \
while. less organized fatty acid dornains dii
adsorb enzym~e. Additionally, work has su~ggested" that the phospholipid head group
is necessary for PLA, domain formation in conjunction with anionic phase separation.

45

~~

Figure 2. Proposed mechanism for
recogisition.- inding, hydrolysis and
PLA. dotttain formation prontpted
by critical concemitrations of hydroIytic products mixed with substrate
lipidý in~Iphi islhoi pid nutinolave rs.
A. Injcctiitn of PIA, into a'queious
lipid nimiiolascr -subpltase. 1B.L~ntyme recognition andl binding to
lipid interface C. I lydrolysis of
monolayer bsll.A
PLV itht buildup Of
hydrolysis products (lysohl-pd and
fatty acid i. 1). ( )Iraniatiuon iif
bonird PI--V into protein donmaints at
flot lipid-wsater interface priinpted
f). critical councentrations and phase
Neparatifit of ltsdruilssis products, in
die ntuoolaser '(troni ref 1t0).
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Cationic Pye.Bindi~nk to Phase Separated Microstructures in Mixed NionoL)ayers
Figure 3 shows results of the water-soluble cationic fluorescent dye. IJI-379
oinding to phase separated areas in ternary mixed nionolayers of
DPPC: LvYsol'C:palmi tic acid (0.2:1,1.rol:rnol:mol). The grev character of these
domains has been attributed to phase separation of fatty acid ciomipone nts within the
0
monolayer. 9' ' Different stoichiometric mixtures of 1)PPC:L~s~ol'CJPA (always
maintaining LysoPC:PA =1: 1) demonstrate these grey domains as well.

FIlioresCj~m FL~ief
Dark Domains

Mi oednorolayers, of PC, iysoPC. and fatty acid are fucid

Rhoamieijlt..e1I
Bright Domaiiis

I

Phase separation oi membrane

Cationic dye binedsseiec1,ivey to anionic membrnbeM
dofnairis

Dornain% visualized by mebaepcigdfeecs

Visuaize docking of dy. to domain*

Figure 3. Binding of water-soluble cationic 11-379) to phase separated] regions in
ternary, mixed monolayers. Surface pressure = 25 mN/in. buffered subhphase at
30'C, DP'PCJLysoPC:PA ratio =1:5:5 (muil:mol:miil). Fluorescein filter: Shiiwn
-ire phase separated fatty acid microstructures. Rhodamine filter: After
injectio~n of 11-379~ in suhphase. dye quickly hinds to phase separated region
shown in rhodamine filter. Same scale as Figure 1.

The use iif cationic dve was intended to probe the nature of these phase
separated domains. Data from zwitterionic vesicle systems" had showsn strong
adsorption of dye to vesicles after buildup of fatty acid after PLA, hydrolysis. Our
approach attenmpts to show a relationship between monolayer fait" acid domlains,
t
(negative surface charge) analogous to those created hy I LA, hyUrolvsis of
phospholipid monolavers, and cationic dye via electriistatic hindinie. As shown itt
Figure 3. grey phase -separated areas seen before catioinic dye addition transformi ii
bright fluorescing domains, after dlye addition, demonstrating a rapid and stable
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electrostatic adsorption of 11-379 to selected domains at the interface. Dve is not
adsorbed if no fatty acid is present in monoktyer mixtures. Phase separation is not
2
observed if Ca ' is not present or subphase PH1 is below 7. These results present
strong evidence in line with our hypothesis (Figure 2) that these phase separated
domains are, in fact, enriched in fatty acid.
In conclusion, model hiomembhranes, can provide information on hiopolyineramphiphile and amphiphile-amphiphile interactions. During enzymatic hydrolysis of
phospholipid moniolayer films, microstructuring in these mnixed monolayver leads to the
formation of two-dimensional protein aggregates. Enizyme-induced monolayer
microstructoring is mimicked with enzyme-free ternary' mixed monolavers.
Compression of these mixed films also leads to fatty acid phase separation. These
domains are selectively accessed through the use of a A~ater-soluble cationic dye, IV379. 11-379 adsorption to fatty acid domains supports our hkpothesis on PLA2
interfacial activity in monolayer systems. Most importantly, though, 'Ae have
demonstrated an organizational hierarchy where protein aggregation is mediated
directly by monolayer mnic rostructa ring. Understanding and mimicking interfacial
molecular recognition events such as those pcesented here are significant steps in
ultrathmn film-based hioloszical device fabrication.
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FORMATION OF SILK MONOLAYERS

WAYNE S. MULLER, LYNNE A. SAMUELSON, STEPHEN A. FOSSEY, DAVID L.
KAPLAN
Biotechnology Division, US Army Natick Research, Development and Engineering
Center, Natick, MA 01760.

ABSTRACT

Cast silk membranes exhibit useful properties. However, there is limited
control over the molecular architecture in these structures. The Langmuir-Blodgett
technique can enhance the control of the membrane structure and allow improved
control over membrane properties. We have formed natural silk monolayers using
the Langmuir technique. Silk fibroin, regenerated from Bombvx mori cocoons,
formed stable monolayers evident from pressure/area isotherms. Multilayers of the
silk fibroin monolayers were deposited on a number of substrates and
characterized. Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) and ellipsometry data
provide basic information about the physical characteristics of the monolayer.
Preliminary analysis of electron diffraction data of the monolayer indicate
polycrystalline structure, consistent with the known structure of silk. Infrared
spectrometric analysis of the monolayer using Attenuated Total Reflectance (ATR)
gave wavenumbers for Amide I, I1,Ill and V bands which compare with the silk II
conformation reported for cast silk membranes,

INTRODUCTION

Over the centuries, silk has been valued as a textile fiber, because of its
qualities of strength, elasticity, softness, lustre, absorbency and affinity for dyes. Silk
fibroin is used in various forms, such as gels, powders, fibers, or membranes,
depending on application. Recently [1-51 silk fibroin has been used as an excellent
immobilization matrix for enzymes. As a biomaterial it has many advantages over
both natural and synthetic materials used in biosensor systems. These attributes
include its biological compatibility, stablity to most solvents including water, good
tensile strength and elasticity properties. Silk fibroin has been used as a surgical
thread due to its excellent mechanical and physical properties, good thermal
stability and microbial resistance [6]. Our interests lie in the membrane properties of
silk fibroin.
Fibroin is the primary structural element in silkworm cocoon silk and is
embedded in a glue-like sericin protein matrix. Fibroin contains a unique amino
acid composition and primary structure. Its major advantage as an enzyme
immobilization matrix is that it entraps the enzyme. This entrapment of the enzyme
without the usual cross-linking chemicals alleviates a major problem of residual
cross-linking chemicals in the matrix which can deactivate the enzyme. The
entrapment process is accomplished by physical, chemical or mechanical treatment
of the membrane ( e.g., change in temperature, pH, solvent, mechanical shear or
Mat Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 292
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stretch) which induces a phase transition. B
M• Silk fibroin has been used
as an immobilization matrix for enzymes such as glucose oxidase [1 -4], alkaline
phophatase [7], peroxidase (5], and inverlase [8].
Silk fibroin has three known conformations, random coil, silk 1, and silk I1. All
three conformations can be prepared by the appropriate preparation conditions and
each is interchangeable under certain conditions [9]. The effect of casting
temperature and initial fibroin concentration during membrane formation was
studied using an aqueous silk fibroin solution [10]. With casting solutions above 500
C, a silk II conformation was obtained irrespective of initial fibroin concentration.
However, casting at temperatures below 400 C resulted in a silk I conformation
when concentrated fibroin solutions were used, and random coil conformation when
dilute solutions were used. Solvent-induced crystallization or conformation has also
been reported, with silk II induced in polar hydrophilic solvents such as methanol
and silk I induced in hydrophobic solvents [11].
Silk structures studied for phase transitions as immobilization matrices have
been in the form of cast membranes. The cast silk membranes have good properties
as membrane materials; however, the casting process has limitations. There is
limited control over the thickness of the membrane or the density and the onentation
of the polymer chains. Since the functionality of these membranes, including
permeability, the activity of entrapped enzymes, and mechanical integrity, is
dependent in part on conformation, density, and orientation of the polymer chains,
new processing techniques to control these properties would be useful. The
Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) technique is used in this study in an attempt to enhance the
control of the physical processing of silk fibroin protein.
We describe the formation and characterization of natural silk fibroin
monolayers using the LB technique. Some basic information on the physical
characteristics of the monolayers is obtained from pressure-area isotherms, electron
micrographs, and ellipsometry. Analysis of the monolayers with infrared
spectroscopy and electron diffraction provides insight into the silk conformation
favored at ambient temperature and the expected polycrystalline order of the silk
monolayer.

EXPERIMENTAL

B. mari cocoon silk was regenerated as shown in Figure 1. A Pasteur pipet
was used to apply the solubilized silk to a Lauda Filmbalance FW2 (Brinkmann Instr.
Inc., Westbury. NY). To study pressure/area isotherms, the silk fibroin was added to
the surface of a Milli Q water subphase at 240 C with a compression rate of 46
cm 2 /min. Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) was performed on the
monolayers using a Hitachi H 600 ( Rockville, MD) with samples collected from the
surfc, .e cf the trough using T 1000 grids. The TEM samples were air dried at room
temperature. Fourier Transform Infrared Reflectance (FTIR) Attenuated Total
Reflection (ATR) analysis was performed on a Nicolet 20SXB Infrared Spectrometer
(Madison, WI) with an accessory holder for ATR (Harrick Scientific Co., Ossining, NY)
Silk samples for FTIR anaiysis were collected on germanium prisms at a pressure of
16.7 mN/m, a dipping ,peed of 0.2 cm/min and a temperature of 200 C. The silk films
were deposited on f- ;ted glass slides under the same conditions used for the FTIR
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COCOON

I cut
FRAGMENTS (5 mm2
sericin

-

boiling water, 2hrs

FIBROIN

IB

dry 40'C, 16 hrs
9.3 M LiBr, 40'C

SOLURILIZED FIBROIN
• dialysis, 3 days
AQUEOUS SOLN FIBROIN (2.5%)

Figure 1. Schematic of the procedure to regenerate (solubilize) B. mor cocoon silk.
samples. These films were analyzed on a Thin Film Ellipsometer Type 43603-200E
(Rudolph Research, Flanders. NJ) to determine the thickness of the transferred
material. The refractive indices of silk fiber 1.591 and 1.538 were used as a guide in
ellipsometric calculations of film thickness.

RESULTS & DICUSSION
Figure 2 is a pressure/area isotherm of the soluble silk. The consistent repeat
slope and stability of the curve indicate film formation. It should be noted that the xaxis of the isotherm is in arbitrary units because the silk fibroin has an estimated
molecular weight of 350 KDa to 415 KDa (Ill which exceeas the limits of the Lauda
software program. A molecular weight of 75.53 was used as the basis of
standardizing the calculation for the x-axis, derived from the amino acid composition
of fibroin [12,131 and is based on the average weight of each amino acid monomer
in the silk fibroin polymer. It has been difficult to obtain an accurate quantitation of
the area per molecule due to the complex secondary structure of the silk fibroin
protein.
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Figure 2. Typical pressure/area isotherm of solubilized silk fibroin at 240 C.
Silk fibroin does not exhibit the typical amphipathic character of LB materials
suitable for monolayer formation. Also, silk fibroin exhibits unique solubility
characteristics which can make the material difficult to work with in an LB system.
Silk fibroin is insoluble in volatile non-polar solvents often used in the application of
surfactants to an aqueous subphase. Silk fibroin is also insoluble in dilute acids and
alkali, and resistant to most proteolytic enzymes, [11,14], but soluble in 9.3M LiBr
aqueous solution. After dialysis, the solubilized silk fibroin remains in solution if
undisturbed. After application to the trough, a portion of the polymer enters the
aqueous subphase. This event is evident from the protein residue observed when
cleaning the trough. This unusual solubility behavior adds to the difficulty in
obtaining an accurate determination of the area per polymer chain.
The silk fibroin films demonstrate excellent stability and transfer properties
indicative of a well behaved monolayer system. The compression barrier has been
stabilized for half hour to hour time periods at various pressures (10, 15, 20, 25, 30,
35 mN/m) with no indication of film collapse. Films remained stable overnight (16
hrs) without a change in area when studied at our usual working pressure for
transfer at 167 mNim. In Figure 2, a typical isotherm for silk, there is no sudden
drop in surface pressure with compression which would be indicative of a collapsed
film. The steady rise in surface pressure of the isotherm may be indicative of the
increasing resistance to dense molecular packing. Upon complete collapse of the
monolayer, it was possible to remove very long fibers with the tip of a pipetindicative
of the characteristic strength and elasticity properties of silk (15,16].
Table 1 presents the ellipsometry data for silk films. The data provided the
relative thickness of a transferred monolayer. Many biomolec'ilar materials exhibit Y
or Z type deposition [17]. We believe that Y type deposition is characteristtc of the
silk fibroin monolayer based on our observations of the change in area and shape of
the meniscus at the air/water interface during verticai deposition. The average
thickness of a monolayer determined from the data in Table 1 was approximately
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Number of Layers
Film Characteristic

Multi-Layer Thickness
Calculated
Monolayer Thickness

A
A

3

5

37

65

94

12.3

13

13.4

7

Table 1. Ellipsometry data on silk fibroin LB films deposited on frosted glass slides.
11.6 to 11.9 A. The ellipsometry data indicated that the average thickness increased
with the number of layers deposited. Therefore, by extrapolation back to a single

monolayer, a value of 11.6 to 11.9 A was established.
The estimated thickness of the silk monolayer agrees with the published
structure of silk. Silk from D. morj consists of antiparallel 13sheets as first described
by Marsh et al. [18]. The fibroin consists of both crystalline (short side chain amino
acid monomers - glycine, alanine, serine) and amorphous (amino acids with bulkier
side chains) domains. There have been two types of crystalline structures proposed
for silk, silk I and silk II. For silk II, the insoluble and more stable form of silk, the
reported unit cell based on X-ray diffraction data has an interchain distance of 9.4 A,
a fiber axis distance of 6.97 A, and an intersheet distance of 9.2 A 118]. The
intersheet distance of 9.2 A is close to the estimated monolayer thickness for the LB
silk film based on the ellipsometry data. Fraser and MacRae [19] used X-ray
reflections for silk IIto calculate crystalline domains of 59 A x 97 A x 22 A. This
would mean that five or six of the crystalline chain segments of several fibroin chains
are associated in a crystalline domain [20] as compared to the three crystalline
chains that form a unit cell of silk II. The smaller crystalline domains in the
monolayer, proposed from the ellipsometry data, may be a result of the processing
procedure used in regenerating the silk as well as the initial unrestrained spreading
of the solubilized silk on the surface of the trough.
Infrared spectroscopy was used to partially characterize the structure of silk in
the LB film. Yoshimizu and Asakura [21], in a study on cast films with a thickness of
100-250 jam, employed FTIR (ATR) to determine the conformational transition of the
silk membrane surface treated with methanol. The absorption bands observed for
membranes treated with methanol had wavenumbers of 1625 (amide I), 1528
(amide 11),and 1260 cm"1 (amide Ill), characteristic of a silk II structure. Membranes
without methanol treatment showed absorption bands at 1650 (amide I), 1535
(amide II), and 1235 cm" 1 (amide Ill), which were assigned the random coil
conformation. In addition, Asakura et al. [22] observed that the amide V band had a
frequency of 700 cm"1 for a silk II compared to a 650 cm-1 for the random coil
conformation.
Table 2 compares the FTIR wavenumbers for cast membranes (silk I, silk II)
with results obtained on silk fibroin LB films. A total of eleven silk layers were
deposited on a germanium prism. Absorption bands were observed at 1624 (amide
I), 1522 (amide II), 1258 cm- 1 (amide Ill), and 700 (amide V). A pronounced
shoulder at 1260 cm" 1 is a critical feature to distinguish silk II from random coil/silk I
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Absorption
Bands

Cast Membranes
Silk I
Silk 11

Amide 1

1650

1625

1624

Amide 11

1535

1528

1522

Amide I11

1235

1260

1258

650

700

700

Amide V

Silk Fibroin
LB Films

Table 2. Comparison of FTIR wavenumbers(cm" 1 ) reported for cast films [21,22] (silk
I,silk II)versus those obtained for silk fibroin LB films.
in cast silk films treated with methanol. In the FTIR spectra for silk fibroin LB film we
have identified this shoulder at 1258 cm- 1 . This confirms that at least part of the silk
fibroin in the monolayers has a silk Itconformation.
The explanation for the dominance of a silk IIstructure in these thin films may
be in the mechanical forces present during the application of the solubilized fibroin
to the surface of the trough, during compression of the surface of the trough, and/or
during transfer of the silk fibroin. During application with the Pasteur pipet some
shear may induce, in part, a silk I1conformation. The silk IIconformation, due to its
insolubility in the aqueous subphase, would form the thin film. Another possible
source of mechanical shear is the stretching of silk fibroin during transfer and

Figure 3. A transmission electron micrograph of the deposited silk fibroin LB
film at 240 C.

Figure 4. A transmission electron micrograph of the deposited silk fibroin LB
film at 450 C.
deposition on solid support. Once a silk fibroin monolayer is formed there may be
resistance to transfer and deposition by interchain forces between the polymer
chains. The energy needed to break these interchain forces may contribute to the
phase transition of the deposited material.
Figure 3 is a TEM of the LB silk fibroin film formed at 240C. The edge of the
TEM grid appears in the micrograph as the black areas at the upper and lower
corner, while the dark areas in the field are assumed to be thicker regions of the film
The clear or spherical areas in the micrograph are holes in the film. These holes
appear irregularly throughout the film as do the thicker regions, and may arise during
film drying on the TEM grid. This conclusion is supported by the absence of these
holes in some films, The physical appearance of the film is affected by the drying
and processing conditions. Figure 4 is a micrograph of a silk fibroin LB film where
the temperature of the subphase was elevated to 450C. The physical appearance of
the film is different from that seen in Figure 3. The film has striations throughout. The
small dark cubic shapes in the film are crystals of LiBr not removed during dialysis.
Altering the temperature of the subphase imparts significant changes in the physical
appearance of the silk fibroin film. Further studies are underway to correlate the
physical environment of the subphase and drying conditions of transferred films with
the structure of the LB silk film iormed.
Figure 5 shows a micrograph of an electron diffraction pattern of an LB silk
fibroin film. The electron diffraction pattern is typical of a polycrystalline material
which is characterisic of silk Minoura eo at. [231 and Magoshi et al, [10] have
published X-ray diffraction data on cast silk thick films which have similar patterns as
those observed here for the LB silk fibroin film. Asakura et al. [22] and Minoura et al
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[23], using X-ray diffraction, observed that the preparation and physical treatment of
silk films are critical factors in determining whether silk I or silk II structures form. We
have yet to confirm, with electron diffraction, whether the silk present in these
monolayers is silk I or silk I1. Based on the IR data discussed earlier, we expect a silk
II conformation to be confirmed for the conditions under which these films were
prepared. Under the appropriate conditions, using the Langmuir method, it may be
possible to obtain a well oriented silk I film. This would provide a unique opportunity
to experimentally characterize the silk I structure since this structure has eluded
definitive structural characterization due to its metastable state.

Figure 5. Electron diffraction pattern of silk fibroin LB film.
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ABSTRACT
Phycobiliproteins form highly efficient light absorbing systems in
certain algae.
We have investigated the charge-transport phenomena in these
proteins
by
analyzing
the
dark
current-voltage
and
photocurrent
characteristics
obtained
across
Au-phycobiliprotein-Au
samples.
A
photovoltaic effect was observed for Au-phycoerythrin-At sample.
At low
intensity levels, the photocurrent closely follows Onsager's law of geminate
recombination in three dimensions.
INTRODUCTION
Phycobiliproteins,
porphyrins
and
carotenoids
in
supramolecular
assemblies play a central role in energy and electron transfer processes in
natural systems.
Stacked porphyrin systems have been proposed as potentially
useful materials in the fabrication of photovoltaic devices of exceptionally
high performance and efficiency (1-21.
Photodynamic proteins containing small pigment chromophores form
the photosynthetic apparatus in plants and algae. Photosynthetic pigments
comprise a broad category such as chlorophyll. bilins and carotenoids.
The
role of chlorophylls and bilins have been well-establishcd in the lightharvesting process 131.
In
algae,
phycobiliproteins
form
large,
highly
organized
supramolecular antenna complexes called phycobilisomes.
These complexes
are responsible for harvesting visible light [4-51.
Studies on these complexes
have been on isolation and separation of the individual pigment proteins from
their native environments 161. crystallographic structure determination [7J.
and the absorption and fluorescence properties 18-91 of these molecules and
assemblies.
The molecular structures of some of the phycobilins are shown in
Figure 1.
Phycoerythrin (PE), phycocyanin (PC) and allophycocyanin (APC)
are the individual biliproteins that self-assemble to form the phycobilisomes.
The most remarkable feature of this supramolecular complex lies in the
ordered hierarchy of the assembly.
The absorption
and fluorescence
properties of each of these individual biliproteins form the basis for this
hierarchy.
These assemblies are responsible for maximizing the efficiency of
light-harvest and energy transfer between the individual biliproteins down to
photosystem 1I [3-51.
In an earlier study, it was demonstrated that phycoerythrin can be
incorporated into conducting polymers creating ordered systems possessing
unusual optical and electronic properties [101.
In the present investigation,
Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 292.
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we have carried out experiments on pure proteins in order to understand the
These results have
charge-generation
and charge-transport
phenomena.
been used in delineating the electron transport mechanisms in this important
class of proteins.
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Figure 1 Molecular structure of common phycobilins
(a) phycocyanobilin and (b) phycoerythrobilin.
EXPERIMENTAL
Interdigitatee gold electrode geometry was used for photoconductivity
iticse electrodes consisted of digits separated by 15 Im.m, and of
measurements.
A drop of aqueous protein solution was
5000 A length and 1000 A thickness.
placed on the electrode.
After evaporation of the solvent, thin insulating
The resistance
protein films sandwiched between the Au digits were obtained.
of these films was of the order of several megaohms.
Laser

Figure 2 Experimental
measurements.

F ilterC o pr

... ~ k
Sample

•okinAp

Power

setup for steady state photoconductivity

The
experimental
setup
for
steady
state
photoconductivity
Continuous wave (CW) light of
measurements is shown in Figure 2.
wavelength 488nm from an Ar+ laser was used as the light source. The light
beam was chopped at 15 Hz. The signal across a I megaOhm resistor, which is in
The sample was
series with the sample, was detected by a lock-in detector.
All
mounted on a cold finger type cryostat which can be cooled down to 20 K.
The
the measurements were done in a vacuum better than 10-3 torr.
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absorption spectra of the proteins in the thin film form were obtained in the
UV-visible range.
The dark current-voltage characteristics of the resulting
metal-protein-metal configurations were measured in air.
RESULTS

AND DISCUSSION

The UV-visiblc absorption spectra of the proteins PC and PE in thin film
form are shown in Figures 3(a) and (b).
Both the absorbance and fluorescence
spectra of these proteins in their dried thin film form closely resemble their
solution spectra (fluorescence spectra not shown here).

C

a

b

c
300

500

700

Wavelength
Figure 3 Absorption
thin films.
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400

(rim)
spectra

600

800

Wavelength
of (a)

phycocyanin

(nrn)

and

(b)

phycoerythrin,

The dark
current-voltage
(I-V)
characteristics
of the Au-protcin-Au
samples were determined prior to optical measurements.
Figures 4(a) and (b)
o [-V characteristics of[] the proteins PE and PC respecively. as
show the
measured in air.
From the geometry of the sample, the field across the protein
is estimated
o to be in (he range of 105 - 106a V/re.
The non-linear or non-Ohmic
nature of the 1-V characteristics is apparent from the figure.
Such non-linear
U0
*~
characteristics
could
arise either
from
the bulk material
or
from the
mctal/insulator junctions.
In the latter case this would suggest to the
formation of a barrier across the junction or a Possible formation of spacecharges near the electrodes.
A detailed analysis o- the work functions of the
proteins
and
the metal
forming
the electrode
is
essential
for
further
elucidation of these characteristics.
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Phycoerythrin was chosen for further detailed investigation in the
present work.
The Au-PE-Au sample was placed in a vacuum chamber.
rite
photocurrent across the sample was measured before and after evacuation
h
was observed that photocurrent signals were stronger before evacuation.
Steady-state photoconductivity across thc Au-PE-Au sample was mcasurcd as a
function of applied electric field, light intensity and temperature
after
evacuation.
The variation of steady-state photocurrent with intensity at room
temperature is shown in Figure 5.
The applied voltage across the sample was
70 Volts. ,t was found that at very low excitation inionsitics ( <1 iW/cm2) there
was neglig ble photocurrent across the samp!:. However, at intensities above
I m W/cm- . the photocurrcnt across the sample increases lincarly with
intensity up to 30mW/cm 2 .
Saturation of photocurrent is observed at hi,.her
intensities.
3.0C. 0
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Figure 5
Steady state photocurrent
intensity at 296 K.

characteristics

60
as a function of

The variation of the photocurrent with the square root of the applied
voltage is shown in figure 6 on a semi-log scale. The lower curve corresponds
to an excitation intensity of 20 mW/cm 2 and the upper curve to 50 mW/cm 2 .
The linearity of these characteristics at lower intensity suggests that the
photocurrent I follows the relationship
I a

exp ((

f3 E

1/2 / kT) - (E,/ kT))

where E is the field across the sample, k is the Boltzmann's constant and T is
The linearity also indicates that the photocurreni
the absolute temperature.
generation closely follows Onsager's law of geminate recombination in three
dimensions [11].
At higher intensity, a deviation from this law is observed
indicating that other conduction mechanisms dominate in this regime.
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Figure 6 Variation of steady state photocurrent with square root of
2
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The temperature dependence of the photocurreni across
2
light intensity and at an applied voltage
studied at 50 mW/cm
7 shows the functional form of temperature dependence of
PE.
The photocurrent remains zonstant at lower temperatures
and increases exponentially at higher temperatures.
The
for the process is estimated to be 300 meV.

the sample was
of 50 V. Figure
photocurrent for
(70 K - 150 K)
activation energy
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CONCLUSIONS
Au-phycobiliprotein-Au systems were fabricated and tieir dark I-V
characteristics as well as photocurrent characteristics have been investigated.
We observed for PE a photovoltage or 0.2 microvolts, 1.9 microvolts and 2.6
2
2
and 50
microvolts for incident light intensities of 1 mW/cm , 20 mW/cm
mW/cm 2 respectively.
Non-linear dark I-V characteristics were obtained for
The linear variation of the logarithm of photocurrent with
both PC and PE.
square root of the applied voltage at lower intensities suggests that the
phoncurrent closely follows Onsager's law of geminate recombination in
It is also observed that the photocurrent decreases
three dimensions Ill].
exponentially with decrease in temperature according to the predictions of
Onsager's law.
The activation energy obtained from the Arrhenius plot
(Figure 7) is estimated to be 300 meV (114.8 x 1017 K. cal).
It should be noted that PE shows photoconducting properties in addition
PE and other phycobiliproteins arc
to being a good luminescent material.
freeing of trapped
Fluorescence implies thermal
strongly
fluorescent.
carriers which in turn indicates that free charge carriers are formed by the
The weak dependence of the observed photocurrent
excitation process.
magnitude on applied electric field could be attributed to the luminescent
Good luminescent materials require rapid recombination
properties of PE.
Simultaneous
require slow recombination.
while good photoconducters
measurements of luminescence and photoconductivity would give us a deeper
knowledge of charge getncration, transport and recombination processes 1121.
Such investigations will lead to a better understanding of the potential of these
proteins in device applications and may lead to a more fundamental
appreciation of the biochemistry and photophysics of how they function in
the phycobilisome in vivo.
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MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF BIOPOLYMER CHAINS
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ABSTRACT
Molecular simulations that predict the molecular mechanical response of alpha-helical
biopolymers with a reinforcing intra-molecular hydrogen bonding network, viz., a 'spring-like'
behavior, are presented in this study. Mechanical properties of extended hiopolymer strands
based on naturally occurring amino acids, namely poly(L-Ala) and for comparison poly(tGlu), versus synthetic PPTA containing an amide bond, are compared to those assuming
alpha-helical structures. Thus, the pivotal role of such motifs in biological systems utilizing
superior compressive mechanical properties can be inferred.
INTRODUCTION
It is the purpose of the present study to report an application of a semi-empirical quantum
mechanical approach to the study of biopolymers versus similar synthetic molecular structures,
which offers new insight into the mechanical properties of flexible coiled coil arrangements of
alpha-helical motifs found in Nature, while also holding promise for the design of new
materials. The importance of such biopolymers and their function is profound and cannot be
covered in detail, and thus is only referred to by example: alpha-helical structures as found in
keratin in hair, myosin and tropomyosin in muscle, epidermin in skin. and i1brin in blood clots,
all of which play vital mechanical roles. In the case of the myosin tail, the coiled coil
superstructure leads to a hierarchy of reinforcing interactions within the alpha-helices, hence
culminating in the highly ordered array of a thick filament that pr'vides the means for its
mechanical function in muscle contraction [I]. Another significant model is offered by
membrane skeletons that consist of spectrin networks which enable erythrocytes to resist
strong shearing forces in blood flow. These are comprised of flexible triple-stranded alphahelical coiled coils that provide the underlying mechanical stability and resilience of the
erythrocyte membrane [2]. Other similar membrane skeletons in erythrocytes play meaningful
roles in altering and stabilizing the shapes of various types of cells [3] and structural elements.
Likewise, it is supposed that alpha-helical strands are acting as a rubbery reinforcement matrix
to provide elasticity to spider silk [4], validated to some extent by our experimental study of
these fibers in compression [5] that indicate no 'kinking' [6 1failure. Indeed. the development
of new hiopolymer fibers is of special interest since spider silk designs were found to be
governed by the same principles that apply to synthetic materials [4]. This analysis presents a
theoretical verification of the absence of 'kinking' in biopolymer chains of an alpha-helical
structure, thus explaining their extraordinary mechanical functions in these examples, and
especially in supercoilingarchitectures.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The prediction of mechanical properties of polymers based on calculations employing
empirical potential energy functions has been addressed [7,8,91. However, such an approach is
limited because it applies a classical force-field dependent on a particular parametrization
scheme, hut more important is that not all the possible deformation modes can be taken into
account. In our analysis we employ a rigorous method recently developed and applied [10.11].
The polymer calculations we performed apply the semi-empirical Neglect of Differential
Overlap approximation at the modified level AMI (Austin Model 1). Furthermore, within this
approach [ 121 the so-called 'cluster method' that characterizes a polymer by a translation vector
Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 292.
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is applied. In this approximation, a segment of a polymer is defined by a number of repeat
units, with periodic boundary conditions applied to decribe different unit cells 1131. The
advantage of this technique is that end effects are eliminated. The equilibrium geometry of the
cluster is optimized and the translation vector thereafter incrementally increased or decreased,
representing the molecular strain. By optimizing the geometry for different translations, the
dependence of the heat of formation on tkasion and compression is established. thereby
defining the force constant.
The elastic modulus E for a polymer is given by:

"q

I~A,,q

where a is the stress (force/area). e is the strain (fractional change in cluster length ALL K the
force constant (F/AL) and Leq the equilibrium length of the polymer as obtained from the
calculation. The force constant is derived 114] from the dependence of the change in heat of
formation AHff on AL:
Miff = a, (AL)' + a, (AL)l + a, (AL) + a,

(2)

where K=2a2 at equilibrium at 0 K. The cross sectional area Aeq is obtained from X-ray
diffraction or the density d (gramsrcm 3 ) by:
d =V=m
-

L =

(3)

so that Ae,=Mw/dNA11; Mw is the molecular weight, n number of moles, V volume, and NA
Avog.uros number. The force constant can be alternatively derived by numerical
differentiation, but the values obtained by either method are within the fitting procedure error.
In this study we examine extended biopolymer strands based on naturally occurring amino
acids, namely puly(L-Ala) and for comparison poly(I.-Glu), vs. synthetic PPTA 115] containing
an amide bond, to those assuming an alpha-helical structure. The polypeptides are helix
Imakers' and are used as model compounds. The biomolecular models were derived to assume
either an extended or an alpha-helical configuration for poly(l.-Ala). while PPTA has an
extended conformation. The cluster length requisite for this calculation is determined by the
electron delocalization length within the polymer 1161. Six repeat units for poly(l.-Ala) and
five repeat units for poly(l_-Glu) in the unit cell were simulated, showing that our use of the
maximal possible cluster length with such a calculation ensures that there are no non-zero offdiagonal elements in the density matrix. The equilibrium geometry and heat of formation for
both one- and two- repeat units of PPTA were also determined, indicating a difference in IAHli
/repeat unit) of ca. 5 kcalmol. We compared the geometries calculated by using the amid&
bond correction to the Hamiltonian 1121 to those optimized with a classical force-field 1171,
confirming that the alpha-helical configuration is conserved within our approach since we use a
large number of repeat units [161 within the unit cell.
The calculated response of the extended PPTA, poly(L-Ala) and poly(L-Glu) to the
application of strain is outlined in Figures la-lb. Although mechanical properties of PPTA
have been previously calculated 1181, none were carried out at this levcl of theory. We have
also evaluated the strain-dependence of the vibrational frequencies for this polymer.
Specifically, we carried out a study of the vibrational frequencies strain dependence for PPTA.
indicating a linear dependence on strain for 1056 cm-t and 3454 cm-1, with slopes of - 10.8 cm/ '7strain and 4.1 cm t/'3 strain, respectively. The former normal mode represents a torsional
vibration between the phenyl groups and the latter a C-H motion at the joints linking the phenyl
groups. A negative slope for a strain-induced frequency change in PPTA single fibers was
observed experimentally 1191, enabling further characterization of the molecular deformation.
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Extended Polypeptide Chains
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A clearly different re',ponse of an alpha-helicai chain to the application of strain is -how n
in Figure 2. revealing a large energy change in compression but no buLkling, while small
variations are calculated in tension. Specifically. the AlIff vs. Al. dependence for the alphahelic:l model of poly(l.-Ala) resltt in a modulus of ca. 60 GPa. where AC=2(j k2. _'l=
i102
A. and K= 1(7 N/m. The force (It0" 1 N) curve (dashed line) shows that in distinct contrast to
PPlTA (Figure I bh.there is no evidence for 'kinking'. This ohservation is supported by the fact
that no buckling is found in the alpha-helical bhio()lymer conformations in compression.
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"Eiguri 2 The Allff vs. AL dependence for the alpha-helical model of poly(l -Ala)
A similar response is predicted for poly(I.-Glu), and although overestimated, the predicted
modulus for poly(l.-Glu) is in qualitative agreement with experiment 1221. Paraicularly. the
Aliff vs. AL dependence for the alpha-helical model of poly(l-Glu) results in a muihlus of ca.
6(0 GPa. where the A~q 2(0 A2. Lq=5.2 A, and K=240 N/rn. These results reveal a springlike' behavior of alpha-helical biopolymer chains, in contrast to the extended systems.
Interestingly. it has been shown experimentally that all synthetic high performance polymers
1l15.21 fail by hucklint, 161, whereas .,pider silk fibers that contain alpha-helical structures on
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SYNTHESIS AND CHARACTERIZATION OF PERIODIC POLYPEPTIDES
CONTAINING REPEATING ---4AIaGIy),GIuGIy- SEQUENCES
YOSHIKUNI DEGUCHI*, MARK T. KREJCtiI*, JANOS BORBELY*, ' IAURILLEIJ.
FOURNIER**, THiOMAS L..MASON** and DAVID A. TIRRELL*
*Department of Polymer Science and Engineering and **Department of Biochemistry and
Molecular Biology, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Massachusetts 01003
ABSTRACT
We have expressed in E. coli a series of periodic polypeptides represented by sequence I.
Our objective has been an understanding of the role of chemical sequence in determining the
chain folding behavior of periodic macromolecules. Molecular organization has been
examined by infrared spectroscopy and IH and 13 C NMR methods and a preliminary model of
the folded structure has been developed.

-+(AlaGly)XGluGlyh

a. x=1. n=36
x--4.

n=18

d: x=5.
e: x=5,

n=14
n--20

b

c: x-4, n=28
f: x=6. n=10
g. X--6,

n=l14

INTRODUCTION
We have been studying a series of periodic polypeptides represented by the general
forrr ula 2, wherein the repeating alanylglycine dyads are expected to bias the chain toward an
anti-parallel fl-sheet conformation 11,21. Our objective is contru, of chain folding in the solid
state, by incorporating periodic 3-sheet breakers into the sequence. Our first attempt used a
variant of sequence 2 in which x=3. Z=ProGlu, and n=54 131. X-ray diffraction analysis of
this protein afforded no evidence of crystalline structure. In this paper we report recent
progress in characterization of the similar family of polymers represented by sequence 1.
4-(AlaGly)xZ(ly-4n

2

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Synthetic strategy. The overall strategy for the production of the target material is shown
in Figure 1, Detailed experimental conditions are described elsewhere [3,41,
Protein expression. Artificial genes encoding proteins containing sequences Ia-g were
constructed and expressed in the pET3-b vector and E. coli strain BL2t(DE3)pLysS
developed by Studier and coworkers 151, Expression was initially monitored by the
incorporation of 3 H-glycine into the target protein. A rich medium (YT) was used for sample
preparation. P-1sopropylthiogalactoside (IPTG, final concentration 95 mg/L) was added to the
culture to induce protein production when OD at 600 nm reached ca. 0.8.
Purification. Cell extracts were prepared by freezing, thawing, sonication and spinning
out of cell debris. The extract was adjusted sequentially to pti 5.0, 4.5 and 4.0 with glacial
acetic acid. After each p1] adjustment, precipitated material was removed by centrifugation.
After enzymatic removal of contaminating nucleic acids, the target protein was precipitated
by addition of ethanol to 40 v/v%. Crude product was washed with water repeatedly until the
absorbance of the supernatant at 260 nm disappeared.
Mal. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 292. , 1993 Materials Research Society
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Figure I. Overall strategy for biosynthcsiz of polymers of sequence 1.

Cyanogen bromide cleavage. Fusion ends were chemically removed by selective
cyanogen bromide cleavage at room temperature in formic acid.
Infraredspectroscopy. A portion of cleaved protein was placed in an Eppendorf tube and
90% formic acid was added thereto so that I glL of solution would contain 100 pig of solid.
The solution was kept at room temperature until use. After an appropriate time period, a
portion of the solution was spread on a NaCI plate and air dried.
Computer graphics. Molecular modeling was performed using Biograf version 2.2
(BioDesign, Inc.) running on a Silicon Graphics Iris work station.
NMR spectroscopy. NMR analyses were conducted at room temperature on Varian XL300, Varian 500 MHz Unity, and Bruker 200 AF, 300 MSL and 500 AMX spectrometers.
Formic acid formyl-dI was used as solvent.
RESULTS and DISCUSSION
Protein expression. The expression strain, BL21(DE3)pLysS, carries a chromosomal
gene encoding bacteriophage 17 RNA polymerase under lacUV5 control [51. The pLysS
plasmid produces a low level of T7 lysozyme, which suppresses leaky "7 RNA polymerase
activity prior to induction with IPTG. Each of the proteins la-g was expressed in E. coli
successfully. None of these proteins stained well with the conventional dye Coomassie Blue,
so in vivo labelling techniques were used to monitor accumulation.
Purification. Contaminating proteins were removed readily from the product by stepwise
acidification of whole cell lysates, owing to the fact that the target proteins remain soluble in
mildly acidic solutions that precipitate native E. coli proteins. Purification leads to products of
general sequence 3, in which the repetitive oligopeptide building blocks are flanked by leader
and trailer sequences derived from the cloning and expression vectors. Typical yields of
purified protein were 20-70 mg/L, decreasing slightly with increased spacing between
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glutamic acid residues. The leader and trailer sequences were removed by cyvanogen bromide
digestion prior to structural analysis by infrared and NMR methols.
MASM°I'GGQQMGRDPM IZKYSR1)PM[ILG A) GE
(3n
GARMI IIRP3RYQI .DPAA NKARKFAlI ANAA'IATAE:G
Infrared spectroscopy, Figure 2 shows IR absorption spectra of films of Polymer Ic cast
from formic acid after aging of the casting solution for various times. The broad band in the
amide I region is apparently composed of two main peaks, one centered near I660 cm t and
the other around 1625 cm-t. The former band decreased in intensity as the solution aged,
while the intensity of the latter band increased. The rate of change in the relative intensities of
these two bands was found to depend on the sample concentration, and was reduced in more
dilute solutions. Gelation of each solution was observed concurrently with the rise in intensity
at 1625 cm 1 . We attribute the 1625 cn-t band to an antiparallel [Isheet structure and the
higher frequency absorption to a disordered conformation.

E

1800

1700

1600

1500

1400

Wavenumber

Figure 2. Infrared spectra of cast films. Cleaved Ic protein was dissolved in formic ••id and films were cast on
NaXt' From the top, curves correspond to 5 min, 2 hr. 9 hr, and 26 hr of solution aging proc to film casting.

NMR spectroscopy. The infrared results discussed above, coupled with the observed
gelation of the formic acid solutions upon aging, suggest that an ordered P-structure develops
with time in these polymer solutions. This structure was probed more fully in preliminary
high-field NMR experiments. Of special interest were questions of: i). whether or not the
chain folds in regular fashion in solution, and ii). if regular f, ding does occur, what the local
structure of the fold may be.
The 13C NMR spectrum of polymer Ic dissolved in formic acid-dt is shown in Figure 3.
Chemical shifts relative to formic acid (5166.31 ppm) and peak assignments are listed in
Table I. Assignments were made on the basis of repeating unit sequence 4, in which the
designation of 3 distinct glycyl units and 2 distinct alanyl units is suggested by the appearance
of multiple carbonyl resonances for each of these residues.
. (GlvAla)3Gly*GluGly**Ala* -4
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Figure 3.
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C NMR spcctxa of cleaved Ic. Upper: carbonryl carbons; lower: ahphabc carbons.

Table I. Assignment of 13C NMR Spectrum of Polymer Ic
6Sin ppm
17.03
26.63
30.21
43.28
43.33
43.37
50.51
53.76
171.88
172.00
172.31
174.26
175.94
175.98
177.83

Assignment
P3-CH 3 of all Ala residues
P-CH 2 of Glu
y-CH 2 of Glu
a-CH2 of GIy
a-CH2 of Gly* or Gty**
at-CH2 of Gly* or Gly**
ct-CH of Ala and Ala*
a-CHofGlu
Carbonyl of Gly*
Carbonyl of Gly
Carbonyl ofGly**
Carbonyl of Glu
Carbonyl of Ala
Carbonyl of Ala*
Side chain carboxyl group of Glu

The relative intensities of the carbonyl signals are consistent with this assignment, and the
presence of sharp resonances suggests that the chain adopts a limited set of conformations in
formic acid solution. In contrast, the 13C NMR spectrum obtained in HFIP-d 2 solution shows
very broad carbonyl peaks, suggesting that in HFIP the polypeptide chain exists as a random
coil.
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Figure 4 shows a partial NOFSY spectrum of Ic taken in formic acid solution. The
observation of strong sequential ix-proton-Nll NOF's and absence of amide-amide NOEs
suggest that pleated P-sheets are present. This is supported by the appearance of '1 n,.1 1 l and
11l4-|1[ NOEs which are to be expected in a regular antiparallel 0-pleated sheet, in which the
interstrand l-lc-HI distance is approximately 2.4 A. Furthermore, the N11 peak of (Gly**
indicates a short int,'rresidue interaction with the a.CFI and a weak interaction w ith the 0-01|2
of (Glu. This observation is consistent with the occurrence of a P-turn. The very strong
correlation ofGlyi**NFI ->(Ilu,.ta-C|{ suggests a turn of type It rather than type I or I'.

.-

7

7

0-

74-

a

764

Figure 4. Paniat NOESY -;cLruni of cl.avcd Ic.

CONCIUSIONS
Although this is a preliminary analysis. the tiI and 11C NMR data ohtained in formic acid
are consistent with a chain conformation characterized by a predominance of P-strands
interrupted by reverse turns. In contrast, the polymer in lII[P appears to be a statistical coil,
giving rise to broad resonances in the 13 C NMR spectrum. Given these differences, it is
intriguing that polymer films cast from formic acid exhibit infrared spectra characteristic of 0sheet structure, while those from IIFIP are disordered. We are pursuing refinement of the
solution structure of Ic anl related polymers, with the objective of understanding the
mechanism of structure formation during solidification.
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ABSTRACT
A variety of natural silk secretions (from spiders, silkworms and aquatic insect larvae), and
also reconstituted silk solutions, are able to form a nematic liquid crystalline phase. The anisotropic structures that self-assemble in this phase are formed from the isotropic phase by aggregation of molecules, rather than by individual molecules undergoing a conformational change to a
rod-like form. This enables the molecules to retain their solubility in water while, simultaneously, the viscosity of the solution is reduced. The liquid crystalline phase is stable under a
wide range of equilibrium conditions, but its ability to torm is sensitive to the rate at which the
initially isotropic solution is allowed to dry. The kinetics of phase transitions exhibited by
solutions of silk proteins must be taken into account if solutions of silk fibroin are to be successfully processed in vitro.
BACKGROUND
Several biosynthesized polymers and their derivatives are useful as engineering materials.
While unaltered or transgenic organisms therefore can play an important role as sources of
chemical feedstock in materials synthesis. the suhsequent processing steps needed to manufacture useful objects are still conducted in vitro. There are many benefits of carrying out processing operations (fiber drawing, film forming, injection molding) on polymers in the nematic
liquid crystalline state, and of retaining nematic order in the solid product [ 51. In the case of
both liquid crystalline solutions and liquid crystalline melts, these benefits include:
"* the low viscosity and therefore easy processability of the liquid crystalline state, compared to
isotropic fluids having the same concentration of polymer;
"* facilitated production of microstructures in which molecules are extended and globally
aligned, leading to enhanced uniaxial stiffness and strength in the solid product;
"* the low thermal expansion coefficient of the product;
"• reduced susceptibility of the product to retraction (dimensional change arising from randomization of molecular orientational order) when annealed at temperatures above the glass
transition but below the melting point;
"* the ability to orient non-liquid crystalline materials through guest-host interactions.
In addition, liquid crystalline melts (but not solutions) exhibit relatively low solidification shrinkage compared to conventional melts, and so can be used to obtain moldings with more precise
dimensional tolerances. These properties of liquid crystalline polymers are the result of spontaneous local alignment of extended molecules that characterizes the (fluid) liquid crystalline state.
reducing the contributions of entanglements to fluid viscosities, and reducing the extent to which
molecular re-orderir g raust occur during solidification.
Examples from all the major classes of biological macromolecule (proteins [6-10], polysaccharides 111- 13], glycoproteins 113), nucleic acids 114-16] and lipids 117-191) are known to
form liquid crystalline phases in water. Of particular interest here are macromolecules that form
liquid crystalline phases under physiological conditions, so that the liquid crystalline state plays a
direct role in the in vivo assembly of these molecules into more complex structures, and thus is
directly responsible for their function. Then, in vitro processing of these materials and their
analogs in the liquid crystalline state is an obvious approach towards duplicating the microstructures and properties inspired by the natural materials.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 292. 119"3 Matertals RPosrch Soctety
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LIQUID CRYSTALLINITY AND SILK
The silk fibers produced by spiders and the larvae of sonie insects exhibit a variety of impressive engineering properties; some significant ones are summarized in Table I.
Table I Some Sophisticated Properties of Silk
PROPERTY

COMMENTS

Mechanical
strength

up to 2 GN.m"2 for spider drag line

stiffness

up to 30 GN.m- 2 for spider drag line

toughness

elongation to failure can be greater than -30%
for spider drag line

Processing
solvent

processing temperature
processing environment
fiber thickness
Environmental
durability
biodegradability

REFERENCE

[20-231

(23-251
silk fiber is spun from aqueous solution,
but will not subsequently dissolve in water
(compare Kevlar®, which is spun from a
solution in concentrated sulfuric acid)
silk fiber is spun at ambient temperature
in air or under water
fibers may be as fine as 0.-01pom
[26, 271
resists degradation in a wide variety of outdoor and chemical environments
degradation to the level of amino acids by
specific proteolytic enzymes allows ,pi,4cr•
to recycle their web silk

We are especially interested in the in vivo processing characteristics of silk secretions. Apart
from seeking to reproduce in vitro the spinning of fibers from solutions of silk fibroin and
similar molecules (regardless of their source), we note the generic usefulness of a roomtemperature processing route that converts water-soluble polymer to insoluble high-performance
fiber by physical rather than chemical means.
Both as-secreted and reconstituted silk solutions may form a nematic liquid crystalline phase
Qualitatively, we have observed the formation of liquid crystalline order in the silk secretions
from diverse organisms and glands:
"* silk glands from Bombyx mori silkworms;
"* drag line, capture thread and cocoon silk secretions from Nephila clavipes (golden orb
weaver) spiders;
"• salivary glands of Chironomus tentans (midge) larvae.
Liquid crystalline microstructures of silkworm and spider silk secretions are shown elsewhere.
In those cases [ 10, 28. 291, liquid crystalline microstructures were seen to develop in the viscous
.secretion recovered by allowing dissected silk glands to leak onto a glass microscope slide.
Microstructures of Chironomus silk secretions are shown in Figure 1. Salivary glands were
manually dissected from larvae and placed in a droplet of deionized water (@ 20 glands/50 1l
droplet) on a siliconized coverslip on the thermostated stage (4 'C) of a dissecting microscope.
The lumens were punctured with a needle; secretion was allowed to leak out for about 10
minutes. The glands were removed with dissecting needles, and the extract was transferred to a
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microfuge tube and centiifuged at 12,M11<) x g' Supernatants from five extracts were comhincd:
the final sample volumc after further conceniraion wa.s -5) pl. This solution was initially fluid.
compars.d to undiluted s•cretion obtained directly from silkwornis and spidcr,. Samples were
cxamined by tranmnitted polari/ed light microscopy wkithin 4X houis it' prcparation. They \kerc
allowed to dir.' showly between a ,lass microscope slide and covcrslip (Figure 1. lef'), or rapidly
on a microscope slide with no coverslip (Figure 1. right). The phase changes of (' hirimomus
silk arc otf particular interest hccause the natural silk fihers are produced entirely undcr water.

Figt.re I Micr•s lucdrcs of (. r•i f s ilk sccrctio
i:
lelft liquid crystalline order after
parlial dr)ing under a covcrslip' (right) crystalline Oldcr afLtcr partial dcring with no coverslip.
Spcci incns Vicwcd in irani•.sis+sio n hct.weeit c•'•s'•d• polars.

I

iii
nlip

Figure 2 Micr
lstuc tu ic ot
,eCOUsiLtutcd B. mrij silk.
Specimen vicw,%cd ii transmission
between crossed polars.

We have also ohscrcd that liquid crystalline phascs can form in reconstituted silk solutions
IFigure 2). The broad range of solution composini,,
(silk : water : chaotropic ;alt) oer which
thiooccurs has not yet been quantified. The mi.r,,Nructurc it) Figure 2 is representative of
material with the following history: B. mori cocoons (with the pupae cxciscd) were boiled in
0)0)05'7, Na(oll for 2-. minuics and then in tap water for anothcr 21) minutes, toi remove [te
,rcin coaling. After drying in a desiccaior. silk was dissolvcd at a concentration ofT 7.5, by
\xcight in 9.3M Li~ir I 3(11. Approx. 10 grams Of* the
iolution were placed in a Ill-inch length tof
cellulosc dialysis 1uhing (Spectira/l-t•oir MWC() 12J90) - 14.(X)1. previously de-sunlfuried by
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treatment for 30 minutes in 15(X) ml water + 30 g sodium hicirbonate + 0).618 g EDTA) and
dialyzed against -2(X) ml tap water for 2 days.
The liguid rytlline state of silk is assembled from sunn-molecular anisotrovic structures
Several observations imply consistently that the "rods' constituting the liquid crystalline
phase of silk are not iindividual molecules or molecular segments. but instead arise at the supermolecular level:
, siik proteins from different organisms have very different primary structures (none of which
is recogrniiably nematogenic) in solution,
.
the phase behavior of silkworm and spider silk secretions implies the existence of rigid rods
that have an axial ratio of approximately 30 113, 29, 31 L; however, individual solubilized
molecules are flexible and have no significant amounts of secondary structure [32, 33);
* microstructural observations imply that the rods are polydisperse [291.
By aggregating into rod-like structures, silk fibroin molecules with an essentially random coil
contormation can form a liquid crystalline phase without having to first undergo a change in conformation. Thus. the fibroin can retain its solubility in water, while at the same time the solution
becomes more easily processable because its viscosity is lowered. Fiber spinning is accompanied by a shear-induced confonnational change 1341: the molecules then form a stable crystalline structure that is no longer water-soluble. This mechanism may serve as the basis for
developing synthetic polymer processing routes that enable the fabrication of durable, waterinsoluble fibers from molecules initially in aqueous solution.
Conditions that favor the formation of liquid crystalline order in silk solutions
Because of the experimental difficulties of accurately measuring protein and salt concentration
in small samples us.d for microscopy, reliable quantitative information about the concentration
range of liquid crystalline stability is limited. Yet. even qualitative observations show that the
nematic phase forms under a wide range of conditions:
"* ;hc ability to form a liquid crystalline phase is exhibited by silks of widely differing compositions, i.e it is not sensitive to the sequence of monomers; indeed, in the case of (Chironomijs
silk. one is dealing with a mixture of proteins whose apparent molecular weights span two
orders of magnitude 1251:
"• silk can form liquid crystalline phases in substantially different environments - in the natural
secreted state (containing only a trace of dissolved components that are not fibroin 1221) as
well as in the presence of significant concentrations of LiBr (the material shown in Figure 2
contains LiBr at a concentration of approximately 0.5M);
"* in specimens of silkworm and spider silk secretion (initial concentration -26 vol.57 or -30
wt.% protein) that are maintained between a glass microscope slide and cover slip, a liquid
crystalline phase can be recogni7ed within minutes, i.e. after only a small change in concentration due to evaporation; a more ordered phase typically does not occur until after 2-3 days
of slow drying.
However, whether or not a continuously drying silk solution exhibits liquid crystalline order
does appear to be sensitive to the initialconcentration and the rate at which water is last. Fluid
solutions, such as water-diluted Chironomus silk secretions, initially form liquid crystalline
phases if allowed to dry slowly between a glass ,.lide and cover slip. If no cover slip is used,
then crystalline phases are formed. Viscous solutions, such as the undiluted silk secretions from
silkworms and spiders, form a liquid crystalline phase whether or not a cover slip is present. A
similar dependence of microstructure on initial concentratun and subsequent drying rate is
exhibited by other types oif biological macromolecule t 131.
REPRESENTING PHASE TRANSITION KINETICS ON TRANSFORMATION
DIAGRAMS
Phase diagrams display the phases that occur under equilibrium conditions in a given system.
In an open system in which equilibrium is not reached, the phases obtained depend on the
driving force for transformation (how far is the system from equilibrium'?) and on the extent to
which the microstructure is able lo rearrange in response to this driving force.
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We find that an analogous graphical device provides a usetul intellectual tramiework tor illustrating the kinetics of" phase transformation ini polymer solutions (Figure 3b). ['or transfoirmations occurring in solutions of different conccentration ar o;fi td temnperature. the vertical axis
is sealed in terms of concentration, The behavior of the system at varying. levels ot siuperý
saturation is shown, rather than at varying degrees of" supercooling. Translirmations at low
slipersaturations; would occur slowly, due to the system being close to equilibrium. and transformations at very high supersaturations wvould also occur slowly, since chain inte.-actions A,)tid
limit microstructural mobility. Again, therefore, a maximum transformnation rate would Ne expected at intermediate supersalUration~s. where the combination of kinetic drive and molecular
mohility wsould be optimiied. Give:n that the transformation from isotropic material ito a
mesophase is kinetically easier (requires less microstructural nvarrangement) than the precipitation
of a three-dimensionally ordered crystalline pha~se, the transformation curves for mesopha~se
formnation and crystal lization should be nested as shown (Figure .1c).
The lormat of these curves is qualitatively consistent with the observted behavior of silk
,solutions (Figure Id). Diltite specimens maintained between glass slides (and thuis losing water
relative ly slowly; curve I )can form liquid crystalline phase~s. with the pOlSihilttv of Cry'sialli/ine
at ocrv long times. Dilute specimens without a cover slide will start at the sante concentration as
those maintained betwee,:n glass Iturtaces. but wkill change in concentration more L-apidlly. [bus
the -,rvtng curve" of the specimeni (curve 2) may be able to intercept the "nose" of the crvs:itilli/ation curve. Concentrated specimens with (curve 3) or without (curve 4) a Cover slide do
not havecsullicieni nticrostructural mobility to crvstalli/e immediately after transformation to the
liquid crystallin C state, [he smooth curve% ( 1-4) showing coiicentration change with time are
.schematic in the present qualitative discussion; they are discontinuous at the -(-' curve for
transformation it) the liquid crystalline state because the diffusion coefficientis o1 solvent in liquid
cirvstallintn and crystalline material will be different
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DECALCIFICATION STUDIES ON AVIAN EGGSHELL

M. Aiarwal, S.Q. Xiao and A.H. Hleuer
Department of Materials Science and Engineering, Case Western Reserve University,
Cleveland, O1 44106

ABSTRACT
Avian eggshells are one of the most rapidly calcifying systems known. Although the entire
shell contains - 97 weight %CaCO3, etching in EDTA reveals great spatial variability in etching
rate. A correlation between the etching rate of various regions and the relative positions of the
different parts in the calcium reserve assembly (CRA) has been made; the CRA is the source of
calcium during natural decalcification by chick embryos.

INTRODUCTION
Nature produces many biological ceramics (mineralized or hard tissues) at ambient
temperature. These biological ceramics are biominerals reinforced with biopolyniers. The
ceramic phase provides the structural integrity (strength and hardness), whereas the polymer
gives the structures the required toughness. The nucleation and growth morphology of the
ceramic is regulated by the biopolymeric organic matrix [ 1-41, which acts as a substrate.
The avian eggshell is a useful model system for understanding biomineralization. A cross
section of the eggshell is shown in Fig l. The eggshell assembly is about 300-400 Plm thick [571. The shell has a 5 p.m thick layer on the outside, known as the cuticle. The shell itself, which
is known as the palisade layer and is mainly calcitic CaCO3 with approximately 3% organic
matrix, is about 250 p.tm thick. The mammillary or cone layer is about 50 p.m thick. The shell
membrane, which serves as the substrate for the calcification of the shell proper, is about 70100 pam thick. The membrane •s composed of a woven mat of collagen fibers which are about 210 pin in diameter. Partial etching studies on eggshells were performed in an attempt to mimic
natural calcification.

Figure 1 : Cross section of the
eggshell showing distinct
regions : cuticle (C), palisade
layer (PL), maminillary layer
(ML) and the shell membrane
(SM).
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Eggs from White Leghorn hens were used. The membrane was separated from the shell b,.
soaking it in 15% (weight/volume) ethylene diamine tetraacetic acid (EDTA) solution for 66
minutes and then mechanically stripping it away from the shell. EDTA is a Ca*2 - binding
chelator and therefore dissolves some of the CaCO3 at the interface of the shell and the
membrane, thus loosening the contact between the two 18-101. The membrane was then rinsed
in distilled water.
For etching experiments, small pieces of the fractured eggshell were kept in EDTA solution
for 1 hour, 2 hours and 9 hours.
The membrane after EDTA treatment and the partially etched cross section,, of the shells were
studied by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and the local microchelustries determined
qualitatively using X-ray energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS). For SEM . the samples were
coated with a ,)A thick i'd film.

RESULTS
Membrane after separation from the shell

Figure 2 is a micrograph of the outer eggshell membrane after mechanical separation from the
shell proper. The collagen fibers fomi a dense network. At certain places. darker regions. 10-20
pm in diameter, are present. These darker regions are known as the namlnillae: these were
believed in the past to be initial in vivo calcification sites. These knobs are elevated by 10f-2(0 pm
above the woven structure 111- 131 and have a higher content of sulfur than the collagen fibers.

Figure 2

Membrane after I

hour soaking in EDTA and
mechanical stripping from the
shell. The darker regions are
the mammillae (M).

Partial etching of the eLshell assembly
Figure 3 is a micrograph of the cross section of the shell, etched in EDTA for 1 hour. On the
basis of the etching rates, the shell can be divided into distinct regions, numbered I through 5.
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A higher magnification micrograph of the broad interface between the palisade layer and the
membrane, after 2 hours etching in EDTA solution, is shown in Fig.5. It can be clearly seen
that the organic sheets protrude from the shell membrane in the mammillary zone. Their
morphology and that of the crystalline fragments still present in this figure suggest that the
knob-like morphology of the mammillae in Fig.2 is an artifact of EDTA demineralization. This
view is strengthened by Fig.6, which shows a view of the broad interface after prolonged
demineralization; it appears that the vertical organic sheets collapse upon demineralization to
form the mammillary "knobs", which we now believe to be a misnomer.

Figure 5 : Cross section of the
lower part of the shell after 2
hours in EDTA. Organic sheet
clusters (OS) can be seen, as
well as some crystalline
remnants (arrowed).

Figure 6: Cross section of the
lower part of the shell after 9
hours in EDTA. Organic
sheets (OS) collapse to form
mammillae (M).

)ISCUSSION
From the above observations, one can draw an inference that the mammillac comprise
discrete aggregates of fine organic sheets, mixed with calcite crystals. However. because of the
mechanical forces arising during extensive decalcification of the shell, these organic shects
collapse to form the so - called mammillary knobs, which are apparently artifacts of in vtrri
dernineralization. Careful demineralization .hows the true nature of the calcification sites to be

line oreanic sheets. In a sep;r te paper in this roceedings the it rastructure of egeThell tis
beirn studied hs transmission electron microscopY and the aggregat on of organic sheets and
ilcite ervst.ds tn the n imnitilars tone is further contiritted (141.
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The eggshell assembly can bi us.d as a model s5ktU for studying and undersianding the
complexities of bioniineraliziiion. Preferential ewhing oceurs in the eggshell assembly, although
the entire shell is mainly calcirie in nature; this spatial vaflatiofl in decaleifteutioti has implications
titsiilving differences in the mier(tstr'actttre of calcite, as well as the differences in the oreanic
matrix. alntig the entire length of the palisade. Complete EI)1'A demineralitatimin ot the orgattic
sheet - calcite aggregates leads ill the collapse 01 the sheets, forming arti factual knob- like
sirsictures on the shell membrane.
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SUB-MICROMETER HYDROXYAPATITE BIOCERAMICS
ZENG SHAOXIAN, GUO JINGKUN, YANG ZHIXIONG. CAI JIE, AND CAO WANPENG
Shanghai Institute of Ceramics. Academia Sinica. 1295 Ding-xi Road, Shanghai 20(X))50.
People's Republic of China
ABSTRACT
We studied the microstructures of hydroxyapatite (HA) ceramics which were sintered under
three different conditions. It was found that all the ceramics were of sub-micrometer structure.
The synthetic HA ceramics were also compared with human enamel. It is concluded that human
enamel has higher strength because of its unique microstructure.
INTRODUCTION
Human hard tissues are composed of living cells and bone matrix. The main components of
the bone matrix are organic collagen and inorganic hydioxyapatite (HA). HA occupies nearly 69
wt% of bone I 1]. Extensive study by many researchers has shown that HA ceramic is a bioactive
material, with good biocompatibility in the biological environment and the ability to bond with
the body's hard and soft tissues. However, the poor sintering properties of HA, and especially
its bad fracture strength and fatigue resistance, restrict its applications. Human enamel is a
natural nanometer HA ceramic with a high strength. Promoting the powder sintering properties
of HA, and increasing the strength and fatigue resistance of synthetic HA ceramic, is now an
important subject in the biomaterials field. In this paper, the submicrometer structure of HA
ceramic is reported and discussed.

EXPERIMENT

Materias
High-purity HA powder, and a small amount of glass as sintering aid, were sufficiently
mixed. The glass must be wetting to HA and must cause no structure change of HA in the
sintering process. The melting point of the glass must be lower than 12(K) C, because when the
temperature is higher than 1200TC, HA will lose OH- groups. In this paper, the glass that we
chose was based on Si 2 0 3 and B2 0 3 .
The mixed powder was sintered in the following different ways to obtain samples:
1. in Ar under hot pressure (100 kg/cm 2 at I 1000C) for I hr
0
2. in air under hot pressure (30(0 kg/cm 2 at I IOC)
C) for 0.5 hr
3. in a microwave furnace at 1000-1050TC for 2 min.
Measurements
The sample was characterized by various experimental techniques. Density measurements
were made by the displacement method using doubly distilled water. Electron micrographs of
samples were obtained by high-resolution electron microscopy at the level of grains and at the
atomic level. The grain and pore sizes of samples were estimated from the micrographs. Bars of
2mm x 3mm x 26mm were cut from the samples with a diamond saw. The fracture strengths of
the HA ceramics were measured with these unpolished bars in three-point bending.
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RESULTS
Physical and mechanical proprtics

5Co C

Fig. l. Electron micrograph ot
HA sintered under hot pressure
(O(W)kg/cm 2 at I I(W)C) for 1 hr.

5C

Fig.2. Electron micrograpiht
HA sintered under hot pressure
2
(iM) kglcm at I (X)C) for 0.5 hr.

2C~~.9

Fig.3. Electron micrograph of
HA sintered in microwave at
I4XX)-1050'C for 2 min.

C-,-

• 4

Fig.4. Structure image of HA
along [(X)EI I zone.
OH (white spots marked by arrow)
and Ca (black spoo, around ()H)

Sintering was complete under all three sets of conditions. The sample sintered under the first
3
set of conditions (sample A) was translucent, with a density of 3.127 g/cm . a fracture strength
of 115 MPa. and an average grain size of 0.46 pm (Fig.t). The sample sintered under the second
3
set of conditions (sample B) was opaque, with a density 3.107 g/cm , a fracture strength of 140
MPa, and an average grain size of 0.35 pm (Fig.2). For the third set of conditions (sample C).
the density was 3. I1)g/cmI. and he grain size was smaller, ranging from 0.2 to 0.3 pAm (Fig.3).
The maximum grain size of all sintered samples was below 0,9 Pm. The results of measuremenLs are shown in Table I.
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Table I. Physical and mechanical properties of the sintered HA ceramics
Density
(g/cm 3 )

Grain size
(WrM)

Fracture
strength
(MPa)

Transparency

Sample A

3.127

0.46

115

translucent

Sample B

3.107

0.35

140

opaque

Sample C

3.100

0.2-0.3

1

opaque

Microstructure
The structure of samples was observed by high resolution electron microscopy at atomic level.
It was found that all the samples had the same structure image. Fig.4 shows the structure image
along the 10001] zone. From the image. it is found that the structure is hexagonal, having space
group P6l3/m with a = 9.42 A and b = 5.8 A. This result indicates that all the samples are HA.
In Fig.4. OH and Ca in a unit cell can he seen clearly.
DISCUSSION
Relationship between structure and strength
Samples A were translucent, indicating that there was some light scattering from the grain
boundaries; compared to samples B. considerable grain growth occurred. Long sintering time
result. in increased grain and pore sizes. For the microwave sintering, the sintering time was
much shorter, so much smaller grains are obtained. Theoretically. the sample with higher
density has higher fracture strength. In this paper, all samples had similar densities, regardless
of how they were prepared. Comparing sample A and sample B, it is found that the second one
has a fracture strength (140 MPa) which is higher than that of the first (115 MPa). This is
because of their different microstructures. Sample B shows more micro-pores. These pores can
relax stress to enhance the strength of the sample. Furthermore, cracks in ceramics occur and
propagate along grain boundaries. In the ceramic with smaller grains, crack growth needs to
ecUvcr a longer route ,td cxpC..d , energy. This is also a reason why sample B has a higher
strength. Bars characterized in the experiments were not polished; otherwise, the strengths
would be much higher.

Comparison between enamel and sintered HA ceramic
Human enamel is a nanometer HA ceramic with a high fracture strength. Its grains arc small
(20 x 50 x 200inm) and have a prior arrangement direction along the [(X)l I zone. The grain
boundaries of human enamel are wide, with many dislocations 121. These dislocations can
disperse stress concentration to increase the bonding strength of the grain boundary. Compared
to human enamel, the synthetic HA ceramic is composed of larger grains; these grains are
irregular in shape and arrangement. The grain boundaries in synthetic HA are more narrow, and
there are fewer dislocations at the grain boundaries (Fig.5). So, the fracture strength of the
enamel is much higher than that of synthetic HA ceramic.
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CRYSTALLINE STRUCTURE AND MOISTURE EFFECTS ON
DEFORMATION MECHANISMS OF GELATIN FILMS UNDER
MODE I STRESS FIELD
BETA YU11ONG NI AND ANNE LE FAOU

Materials Science and Engineering Division, Eastman Kodak Company,
Rochester. NY 14652-3701.
ABSTRACT
Crazing and shear-deformation phenomena are found in thin
gelatin films. The gelatin crystallinity and relative humidity affect
these deformation mechanisms significantly. A deformation map of
gelatin films at low strain rate is established.
INTRODUCTION
The mechanical failure behaviors of polymeric materials are
governed to a large extent by their deformation modes before final
fracture.
These deformation modes are brittle failure which is
determined by material surface energy, semibrittle failure which is
characterized by crazing phenomena. and ductile failure which is
associated with a shear yielding mechanism. Brittle to ductile
transitions and crazing to shear deformation transitions have been
observed in many polymers tl-31.
These transitions actually
determine polymer failure behavior in terms of fracture toughness,
impact strength, and even fatigue characteristics.
The microscopic molecular textures such as entanglement
density (aging history), crosslinking density, crystallinity. and tne
morphology of secondary phases determine when such transitions
occur. Furthermore, it is well known that all the plastic deformations
such as crazing and shearing are thermal activation processes [4]. So
temperature has a large impact on brittle to ductile and crazing to
shear deformation transitions.
In general. for a given applied stress
field, a given strain rate, and a given temperature, the material's
response to that stress field depends on the microstructure of the
material.
Once such a structure-properties relation is established, it
opens many possibilities to tailor material structures to meet specific
product requirements for practical use.
Gelatin is a biopolymer and serves as a primary photographic
binder,
Its mechanical properties are essential to the end use of
photographic films. Since water is a good solvent to gelatin, moisture
has a severe plasticizing effect which lowers gelatin's glass transition
temperature Tg and melting temperature Tm significantly
If;.
Therefore, the moisture effect to some extent can be considered as a
temperature effect for gelatin.
It is well known that the Young's
modulus, break stress, yield stress and viscoelastic properties of
gelatin are strong functions of relative humidity. However, little is
Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 292.
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known about the nature of deformation phenomena of gelatin.
Our
objective is to investigate how gelatin fails under stress and what
materials
(crystallinity,
morphology,
aging
history)
and
environmental
(relative
humidity, temperature.
strain rate)
parameters control that failure process.
Ultimately we should relate
the results to the failure behavior of gelatin films.
In this study, we investigate the brittle to ductile and crazing
to shear deformation transitions by examining the plastic
deformation zones in front of a Mode I crack in gelatin coatings.
EXPERIMENTS
Since gelatin is a fragile material, pure Kodak type IV gelatin
coatings (coated on a polymer support) were deformed with polymer
support at different relative humidities in order to minimize further
deformation during handling. The specimen geometry is shown in
Fig. I.
The bare polymer supports were deformed at various
humidities too and they showed no apparent plastic deformation.
So
whatever was observed in gelatin coatings on the support is
attributed to the deformation of gelatin. These specimens of various
degrees of crystallinity with Mode I precracks (cut with a razor
blade) were deformed with an Instron tester at cross-head speed of
0.5 mm/min to a maximum load of 15 lb. Also some of the coatings
were peeled away from the support and tensile tests were
performed on these free-standing films. The plastic deformations in
all these samples were observed using optical microscopy.
In
addition,
x-ray diffraction patterns were collected for some of the
deformed tensile samrles.
W-3 Acm

f
U

1.6 cm

Fig. I The geometry of Mode I specimens.
The glass transition temperature, melting temperature, and
degree of crystallinity of gelatin films were measured using a
Perkin-Elmer DSC 7 with temperature rate of 100 C/min.
These
gelatin coatings have crystallinities AH of 0.0, 0.6, 1.9, and 3.2
cal/gram respectively. Fig. 2 shows a typical DSC scan of a gelatin
film with an apparent glass transition and a melting peak. The scan
also shows a aging peak, but the variation of aging peaks among the
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samples is not significant; for simpticit, these coatings can be
considered as having similar relaxation enthalpy or aging history.
Fig. 3 shows Tg and Tri as function of relative humidity Ior the
samples that were examined.
Noticeably, tie glass transition
temperature T. at 80(14 R11 is very close to room temperature,

0
00

F:ig. 2

,

A typicail DSC scan of a gelattn film at 50%r

RHt.

120

)Tg
0

JC)

S•

60

~Tm

(C

I

E
40
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-

L

" ,

o
RH(%)

Fig. 3

Tg• and Tn

as function of relative

humidity.

RESULTS
Figs. 4 & 5 show the typical crazing and shear deformation in
gelatin, respectively.
As seen in Fig. 6, x-ray diffraction (100) peak
of the gelatin triple he!,,;y
t .. r
,'ýA;-''A -creasing
gelatin
crystallinity due to deformation. Three deformation transitions,
brittle (no deformation,) to crazing, Crazing to shear deformation,
.,-hear deformation to crazing again. were observed as relative
humidity increased. The transition relative humidities at which such
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strongly dependent on the degree of
transitions occur are
There is a certain
crystallinity of a film at humidities below 65-/f R11.
margin around a transition relative humidity within which both
Therefore the final
crazing and shear deformation coexist.
on the dominant
based
is
humidity
relative
of
transition
judgement
Fig. 7
deformation feature at the close vicinity of a crack tip.
summarizes these results (at Instron crosshead speed of 0.5
mm/tain) into a deformation map where the deformation mode can
be determined at given crystallinity and telative humidity.

"low

(a)

(b)

Fig.4 Typical crazing phenomena of gelatin: (a) in front of a Mode I
crack; (b) in a deformed tensile sample.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5

Typical shearing phenomena of gelatin: (a) in front of a Mode I

crack;

(b) in a deformed tensile sample.

DISCUSSIONS
The features of two typical plastic deformations observed in
broken tensile samples shown in Figs. 4 & 5 agree well with the
The
general descriptions of crazing and shearing in literature 11,61.
and
stress,
of
tensile
the
direction
to
perpendicular
crazes (Fig. 4) lay
the shear bands (Fig. 5) approximately develop along the direction of
maximum shear stress which is 450 off the direction of tensile stress.
The crazing zone in front of a Mode I crack (Fig. 4) in gelatin strongly
resembles the craze distribution around a Mode I crack in
The shear deformation zone in front of a Mode I
polystyrene 171.
can
be described using a Mode I plane stress slip line
crack (Fig. 5)
field 181 (see Fig.8) which is generated based on a perfect plastic
material model obeying the Von Mises or Tresca shearing criterion.
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The moisture effect on these deformation transitions can be
understood as the temperature effect.
Both shear yielding stress and
crazing stress are functions of temperature;
which stress is lower at
a given temperature or relative humidity decides the mode of
deformation.

o.

'

100-

2ti CDegreesj r

in

helix
Wide-angle x-ray diffraction of (100) peak of triple
Fig. 6
RH.
80%
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The x-ray diffraction data provide the evidence that the
crystalline structure of a gelatin film is disturbed after deformation.
The explanation of this decreasing (100) peak needs further study.
However, it implies that both crystalline domains and amorphous
regions of a gelatin film are involved in a deformation process.
Therefore, the shear yielding stress and crazing stress should depend
Experimental results (see Fig. 7) do
on the crystallinity of gelatin.
show that gelatin crystallinity strongly affects the deformation
Further
mechanisms at relative humidities below 65% RH.
experiments and detailed analysis of each transition will be
published elsewhere.
CONCLUSIONS
There are three deformation transitions in gelatin films, they
are brittle (no deformation) to crazing, crazing to shear deformation,
The transitions are achieved as
shear deformation to crazing.
The crystallinity of gelatin strongly
relative humidity increases.
affects the transition relative humidities at which such transitions
occur,
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ABSTRACT
Thin films of organic miolecules, much as:,
Langrmuir mionolayers and freely sujisneidtt
sniectir filmns.
can exhibit atspontaneous breaking of chiral synmmetry, This chiral syin
nietry breaking can occur through at least three possible miechianisms: (I I thctrelittioi.
between tilt
order andl boxul-orientational order in attilted hexati phase- (2) a 'perial
packing of nion- chiral miolec ules onla twot- dimensional surfface, and( ((3 phlase separat ito
of a racenxic mixture. Because thet chiral order paramieter- iscoupled to triat ion. in tiltdirection of molecular tilt. chiral symmnetry breaking leads to thet formation of pat terl. in;
the tilt di rec ti on withl one- dininensionail or two- dimenis ional order Using a Lanudau thor ,ry.
we investigate these patterns and predict thet critical behavior near the chiral syiunietrv
bre'akingi
ransitioni.

INTRODUCTION
There is a very general connection between molecular chirality and pattern formiationt
in liquid-crystalline systemns. On a molecular scale. the fundamental basis of thus conliection isthat chiral molecules (Ito
not park parallel to)their nearest neighbors. Rather, there
1s somie finite displacement angle between each molecule and itsnearest neighbors On at
more miacroscopic scale, molecular chirality leads to a continuum free ene-rgy that favors
at finite twist in the director field [11. fIn a bxilk three-dimensional (3D)) system,. this finite.
twist leads, to it cholesteric phase, with at helical pattern in thle molecular director, and
at smnectic C" phiase. in which the director rotates fromt eachi layer to the next. hI thin
filins, the molecules are frustrated, becauise it isimpossible to a~cronhiiodate at iuoforxii
twist in a 2D system. As a result, in thin films. chiral molecules formi a striped pattern
of parallel dlefect walls separating regions with thle favored twist [2]. Furthermiore. inl thet
specific case of tilted hexatic fibrns, chiral molecules form star defects with spiral arms 13!.
The spiral form of the defect armIs is a dfirect result of the chirality of the molecules.
11nrecent experiments (in Langinuir monolayers 14-5J arid freely suspended smrectic
films, If]. striped lpatterns, and spiral star defects have been found in 2D systenis of nonchirTal mnolecuiles. Because of thet observation of spiral star defects, these systems have
been identified as diiral phases of non-chiral molecules. The chiral s. mnietry of the'
inclecules, is spontaneously broken in the macroscopic phase. These experimental results
lead to two general questions- (1) What is the mechanism for breaking chiral symnictry'
(2) 1ow is chiral symmetry breaking related to pattern formation in these 21) systerms?
Ill this paper. we address both of those quiestiotns. We first discuss thle miechauisism
for chiral symnm etry breaking. and propose, three specific merhanistns. We then use a%
Landau theory to investigate thet connection bet ween chuiral synmmet ry breaking ( throlighi
any mechanistm) and pattern forinatiori, We find a general phase (hiagrarn that exhibits at
Uniform non-chiiral phase. a striped pattern, a square lattice, and a uniformi chiral phaise
Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vat. 292.
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I

F

L

Fig. 1. The tilt and bond directions in the hexatic-I, F, and L phases of Langmuir
monolayers of non-chiral molecules. Note that the hexatic-L phase is chiral while the I
and F phases are non-chiral.

We also discuss the critical behavior at the transition from the uniform non-chiral phase
to the striped phase. This paper reviews work from Refs. 17-8), and further details can
be found in those references.
MECHANISMS FOR CHIRAL SYMMETRY BREAKING
There are several possible mechanisms for breaking chiral symmetry in a Langmuir
monolayer. First. Langmuir monolayers are believed to exhibit tilted hexatic phases in a
large region of the phase diagram [4-51. In a tilted hexatic phase, chiral symmetry can be
broken by the relation between tilt order and bond-orientational order. As indicated in
Fig. I, there are three different tilted hexatic phases, in which the tilt direction is locked
in different ways with respect to the bond directions. The tilt direction (projected into
the layer plane) can be locked along one of the six local intermolecular bonds (hexatic-1),
halfway between two intermolecular bonds (hexatic-F), or at an intermediate direction,
between 0° and 300 from a local bond (hexatic-L). All three of these phases have been
identified in x-ray scattering experiments on lyotropic lamellar systems [9]. Note that the
hexatic-I and F phases have a reflection symmetry, but the hexatic-L phase does not,
and hence it is a chiral phase. The chiral order parameter is 0(r) = sin[6(6(r) - 8(r))[,
where 0 is the azimuthal angle of the tilt and 9 is the orientation of the bonds relative
to the x-axis.
A second possible mechanism for chiral symmetry breaking in a Langmuir monolayer
is the packing of non-chiral molecules on a 2D surface. This mechanism depends on the
symmetry of the molecules themselves. If the molecules have the symmetry of a cylinder
with a single side group (like an ordinary pen with a clip), then they can pack on the
surface in two inequivalent ways that are mirror images of each other, with the side groups
extending to the right or to the left of the molecules. The chiral order parameter is then
the difference in the densities of the two packings. By contrast, if the molecules have
perfect cylintdrical symmetry, then this mechanism for chiral symmetry breaking is niot
possible. 'Note that this mechanism does not depend on the presence of hexatic order in
the monolayer.
Finally, a third possible mechanism for chiral symmetry breaking in a Langmuir
monolayer is phase separation of a racemic mixture. If the monolayer is composed of a
racemic mixture of two opposite enantiomers, the mixture can separate to form chiral
domains. In this case, the chiral order parameter is simply the difference in densities of
the two enantiomers. This mechanism does not occur in the experiments of Refs. [4-51,
because the molecules used in those experiments are non-chiral, but it could occur in
other systems.
In a freely suspended smectic film, chiral symmetry can be broken by the second
and third mechanisms described above-either packing of molecules in the film or phase
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separation of at racetnic muixture. However. 'hirai symmnetry breakinog through the relation
between tilt orde'r amnd bonid -Irientitat inal oni r is more suibtlec- This mtechiuusis depen ds
oil t he thickness of the filmi relative To The (i r c t or coirrelat ion leiigth Ii i a t hin fii
tIit
the 3D molecutiar fiiirectl it is miiiform across the thickness (if film., If t he Top anid
bottom surfaces are equivaletiit, as iý normially thet 'a~se, t hen fi is eqtuivalent to -fi. For
tiot reason. al t hri e of thilt tilted hvnx at ic pha-ses have an irivi rsion symmiet ry. and hletice
in o -14)) is not a chiiral order parametecr for atthin sinectic film. By '11ront.~t in a Thick
tilvto. it is not un1iformi across thle tlin kni ';s (f the film . As a result. the top i01( oottIolli
layers are iniviiiVdually veqi ivahi it To L aringiii r 10011 ayers, amil hence the ex at ic-L phiasc
does break chiral svlmnervrV.
PATTERN

FORMATION

To iiivest igat e thle conneion
o i between cliiral symImet ry break itng and1 pattern forniaitin. we have deeoe
a L
ida thoy(i
em
f a general chiral order parameter
Or ) and the 2D tilt director fielId ý(r) ---1 os o~r), sinl 0fr) ). Here, ý is the, oormnalhoizv
proe jectIion oif the 3D imol eciular diirec tor fi inuto the rsj plane, The gen(eral free energy' 4,4n
be written ovs

F

P

K

1
'c

2

n

~

_"
K3('V X ý)'2 - \L4 7' X

Ini t his cx presseion. 110 irs:; lirv t'ermis are The G iiiz inrg- Lan Ian expanii.on in plAwers of
xv.it tlthe ioeffici 'ilt t lassit g thiirou gh 0) as a fitnct ion of t (' tperat Iilr.
The tnext two
fermnis are the Frank free energy for variaLt ilis in &. For simplicity. we make the singleFrotik-constatit approximtat ion K,
K 3 -- . The finial term is the coupling between
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Fig. 2. Schematic view of the mean-field phase diagram. Here, t is temperature and A is
the coupling between the chiral order parameter and the curl of the tilt director field.
the uniform non-chiral phase to the striped phase. To understand the mean-field critical
behavior of ¢, and dk,we make the variational ansatz 0(r) = Oo cosqz, 4(r) = 6o sinqr.
By minimizing the free energy over the amplitudes iP0 and i0 and the wavevector q, we
find a second-order transition from the uniform non-chiral phase to the striped phase
at the critical temperature tc = A 2/K. Just below the transition, the amplitudes and
wavevector scale as tbo ox (tc - t), 0o oc q cK (t, - t)1/2. The critical exponent 8 = 1
for the amplitude 0'0 is surprising because it is not equal to the mean-field Ising critical
exponent /3 = 1/2.
If we apply a magnetic or electric field that couples to the tilt director E, the nature
of this phase transition changes significantly. A field h in the x-direction leads to an additional term of -hcos 0 ; -h + !h• 2 in the free energy. As a result, the transition from
the uniform non-chiral phase to the striped phase is depressed to the critical temperature
t, = (A - (hC)1/ 2 )2 /K. Furthermore, the striped pattern sets in at the finite wavevector
q = (htIKK)1/ 4 rather than at q = 0. In this case, the amplitudes Vkoand 00 of the
sinusoidal modulation both scale as tko DC0o x (t, - t)1/ 2 , just as in mean-field theory
for the Ising model. Thus, a finite field suppresses the anomalous critical exponent for
00 found in the zero-field case.
In Ref. [8], we go beyond mean-field theory in the zero-field case by considering how
thermal fluctuations in the director field affect the transition from the uniform non-chiral
phase to the striped phase. We find that these fluctuations lead to a finite-wavevector
instability in the chiral order parameter. Because of this instability, we expect the transition to be driven weakly first-order. In the presence of a finite field h, thermal fluctuations
in the director field are suppressed, and hence they should not have a significant effect
on the transition from the uniform non-chiral phase to the striped phase.
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ABSTRACT
ct-Hemolysin (*HL) is secreted by the bacterium Staphylococcus oureus as a watersoluble polypeptide of 293 amino acid residues. When presented with lipid bilayers or the
detergent deoxycholate (DOC), oHL assembles into hexomeric cylindrical pores that each
coarain one channel - I to z nm in internal diametei. A iong-rerm goal of lhis iaboratury is iu
use wild-type or re-engineered aHL pores as components of nanoscale materials: for
example, to confer novel permeability properties upon thin films. The implementation of this
concept would be facilitated by a better understanding of the mechanism by which the
pore assembles. Reviewed here are findings that have given us insight into the assembly
mechanism, including the results of recent mutagenesis experiments, A critical summary is
given of knowledge about the conformation of the monomer In solution, the hexamerkc pore
and two proposed intermediates in assembly (a membrane-bound monomer and an
oligomeric pore precursor). Future directions are outlined including the prospects of
obtaining three-dimensional structural data on the al-L pore or its precursors, methods for
obtaining better monolayer sheets and new experiments on the topography of the pore and
its precursors. The role of membrane receptors in facilitating the assembly of caHL is also
discussed. Finally, it is demonstrated that despite our rather rudimentary knowledge of the
assembly process, the information gained so far still allows the design of mutant aXHL
polypeptides with useful properties. For example. alHL mutants whose pore-forming ability is
activated by proteases have been made.
STAPHYLOCOCCAL ci-HEMOLYSIN AS A CANDIDATE FOR PROTEIN ENGINEERING
A long-term goal of this laboratory is to utilize ca-hemolysin (iHL) as a building block in
molecular devices (1.2). aHL is a hydrophilic 293 amino acid polypeptide (3-5). folded largely
into P-sheet secondary structure (6). which is secreted by Staphylococcus aureus, The
molecule binds to and forms pores in red blood cells (RBCs) (7). phospholipid vesicles (8,9)
and planar bilayers (10). The diameter of the aHL pore is between 1.1 and 2.5 nm, as
estimated from measurements of the single channel conductance (10) and of the
permeability of the channel to nonelectrolytes (11). al-IL pores are open in the absence of an
applied electric field, but close when a transmembrane voltage of sufficient magnitude is
applied (10).
ttHL is particularly well suited for use as a component in nanoscale blomolecular
devices (1,2). It is a robust polypeptide, with a sequence that is short enough to be
conveniently manipulated with recombinant DNA technology. The pore can assemble
without the participation of cellular organelles or enzymes. For example, the addition of
deoxycholate. a mild detergent. initiates oligomerization (12). Further, unlike many biological
channels (e.g. the acetylcholine receptor), the pore is formed by the assembly of identical
subunits. In addition, a higher level of self assembly occurs: aggregates of the pores can
form extended crystalline two-dimensional (2D) arrays (13,14).
Therefore, while aHL is certainly not the only pore-forming polypeptide that might be
used in biotechnology, it is an attractive starting point.
POTENTIAL UTILITY OF PROTEINACEOUS NANOSCALE PORES
Nanoscale structures, ranging from optical and electronic devices (15,16) to tiny
machines (17), are currently made from inorganic materials. Organic materials might also be
used for such purposes (18). For example, molecules containing rings of atoms that slide
along molecular wires have been synthesized (19). In addition to chemical synthesis. a
plausible source of organic components is living cells, which have been producing
nanoscole structures based on polypeptides and other macromolecules for billions of
Mal. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 292, ' 1993 Materials Research Society
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years. Indeed, many biological molecules perform functions that parallel those of
manufactured structures, including signal transduction (20,21), energy transduction [22). and
force generation [231, The point of using polypeptides in molecular devices might be
questioned since nanotabrication of inorganic materials is now being extended to the
atomic level (15]. But polypeptides, before or after rational chemical modification, are
sophisticated molecules, which, In addition to their ability to self-assemble, can recognize
other molecules. Ligands can be modified or translocated, or a function of the receptor can
be activated by a ligand-induced conformational or organizational change. These
properties of potypeptides emerge in the size range of a few nanometers and above.
Perhaps the most compelling proposed application 11.2) for aHL is in monolayer (or
perhaps multilayer) lattices of pores bonded to support matrices for use in membrane
separation systems, sensor technology and electronic devices, In sensor technology, a
coating with an alHL lattice might be used to select species of predetermined size and
c_-?,na 1''tr', ^
rfcc? suuh c, nn Plectrode Pores goted by vitatae, light or
pressure might be incorporated into microelectronic devices (Fig. 1).

hv1

: K :

hv2
Fig. 1:Speculative depiction of a photogated monolayer of aHL pores. A photoisomerizable
group, such as azobisblenzene, is !inked to a cysteine residue that has taun introduced into
alHL at a single site by site-directed mutagenesis. On illumination the group, which LIocks the
pore in the dark. isomerizes and changes shape permitting ions to flow. The gate closes
when illuminated with light of a different wavelength. Adapted from ref. (2).
Regular arrays of alHL might also be used as templates for metallic nanostructures

t2 4 ; c 7Kqubstrates to orient other proteins (25), which could be attached by cysteine

residues introdud at selected sites by genetic engineering. Eventually it will be possible to
alter side-chains that project into the channe;. The secure identification of residues that
control ion transport will allow the production of pores with a range of properties (e.g.
different ion selectivities. pore diameters, and gating activities). More speculative is the
possibilty of endowing pores in lipid biloyers or in lattices with catalytic properties, an idea
that has proved successful with antibodies (26). It might even be possible to achieve active
transport of selected molecules through modified alHL pores.
The implementation of these ideas would be facilitated by an understanding of the
mechanism by which the alHl pore assembles. Experimental findings that bear on this are
reviewed here. Information about the assembly of oligomeric membrane proteins also has
implications in basic science: for understanding the biosynthesis of integral membrane
proteins, the physiological effects of cytolytic toxins and immune proteins, and how
receptors aggregate with each other or with regulatory proteins.
ASSEMBLY OF rxHL- WHAT WE KNOW NOW
Recombinant
.HL:
Progress both in fundamental studies of ULHL.
such as those on assembly
described below, and on potential applications of al-L in materials synthesis requites
genetically engineered variants of the wild-type structure. Using recombinant DNA
technology, we have overexpressed the caHL gene in Escherichia col] (27). Approximately
50% of the cellular protein is recombinant UHL. Recombinant and wild type alHL are virtually
identical, as judged by several criteria based on protein chemistry. biological assays and
electrical recordings (27). For example, they have the same apparent molecular weight. Nterminal sequence and peptide maps, they form hexameic structures either in DOC or when
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bound to RBCs. and they are equally effective at lysing R8Cs. Pores formed by recombinant
and wild type al-L also exhibit very similar electrical properties when reconstituted into
planar bilayer membranes, They have virtually the same conductances. and the pHdependencies of the kinetics of pore formation, the conductance values, the gating kinetics
and the Ion selectivities are indistinguishable,
The ability to synthesize aHL and mutants thereof by In vitro transcription and
translation (IVTT) from plasmid DNA has greatly facilitated our studies (27-29). This procedure
can produce useful concentrations of al-L of up to 50 iigi mL (alHL is hemolytic at -30 ng/
mL). The polypeptide can be labeled, when necessary (e.g. for RBC binding), with 3 5 S of
high specific radioactivity. Alterations in the central loop hove been made by using an
additional technique based on IVT": complementotion mutcgenesis, in which alHL is
expressed as two complementary chains from two plasmids (29). By this means alHL
polypeptides have been made with nicks, overlaps and gaps in the loop (Fig. 2). This
approach is superior to conventional deletion mutagenesis, which can result in malfolding of
the mutant polypeptide (Fig. 2, far Jigt

wild-type

nick

overlap

gap

deletion

Fig. 2: Comp!ementation mutants of aHL, See refs. (29,30) for details.
Deletion mutagoE-,esis has contributed to an understanding of ogre assembly: Previous
studies had suggested a model for the assembly of aHL in which a glycine-rich loop exists at
the surface of the monomer, constituting a hinge about which the polypeptide opens up to
form an amphipathic rod (68, The rod inserts into the lipid bilayer where, because of its
exposed hydrophilic face, it aggregates into an oligomer, the hexameric nature of which
has been confirmed by chemical crosslinking (6). To identify the regions of the molecule that
are critical for assembly. a series of aHL truncation mutants was recently produced by IVTT
in E, co/i extracts (28). Three classes of mutants have been defined: those that bind to RBC
membranes as monomers and fail to oligomerize or do so only slowly, those that bind and
oligomerize but do not lyse the cells, and those that assemble into lytic pores. The earlier
findings combined with the results from mutagenesis suggest the following revised minimal
mechanism for assembly of the al-L pore. in which the central region is now regaraea as a
loop rather than a hinge (ie. it has no active role in oligomerization) and in which
oligomerization occurs before a final conformational change in which the transmembrane
channel is formed (Fig. 3).
Let us examine critically the evidence for structures 1 through 4. The proposed
struciures of I and 4 will be discussed first followed by a summary of the evidence for
assembly intermediates 2 and 3.
Monomeric aHL in solution (structure D): alHL as secreted by S. oureus or after expression in E.
co/i ((27); unpublished) is a water-soluble monomer as ascertained ty go! filtration cod
sedimentation analysis ( 1,12). The monomer consists largely of A structure as determi-ed
from its circular dichroism (CD) (6,31). Monomeric aHL in solution contains i tease-sensitive
sites near the midpoint of the polypeptide chain that lie in a glycine-rich seqnce (4.6). The
two halves of the polypeptide chain formed by proteolysis in this central loop, or by
complementation mutagenesis. are relatively resistant to further cleavage (6,30), suggesting
that they are intimately associated as implied in Fig. 3. By contrast, individually synthesized Nor C-terminal domains of the polypeptide are highly susceptible to proteolysis (30).
Therefore, these halves are either malfolded or protease sites occluded in the two chain
complexes are exposed. Whatever the case, separately synthesized halves can be
combined to form pore-forming aHL molecules with nicks in the central loop (29).
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NIPlC

1

2

3

4

Fig. 3: Working model for assembly of the ctHL pore. At this point, the model is intended to
provide a succinct summary of experimental findings and not to be taken too literally. The
monomer in solution (1) comprises two domains linked by a glycine-dch loop, The N-terminal
,N) and C-term'nal (C) domains are marked. alHL binds to the cell surface as a monomer in
which the loop is occluded (2). A nonlytic oligomer consisting of up to six subunits is then
formed (3). The subunits then further penetrate the membrane to form the lytic pore (4). The
interconversion of 3 and 4 may be reversible and correspond to certain gating transitions of
the pore seen in planar bilayers (see the text). Adapted from ref. (28).
The aHL Dore (structure 4): On contact with membranes or the detergent DOC, alHL forms
sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS)-resistant oligomeric structures that are most probably
hexamers. Evidence for the stoichiometry of the oligomers was originally obtained by
electron microscopy (EM). which detected 5 to 7 subunits per oligomer (32). More recent
application of a rotational averaging technique to views of single particles in membranes
yielded a structure with six symmetrically arranged peaks (33]. By contrast, image
reconstruction from 2D tetragonal crystalline arrays of utHL oligomers suggests that each

oligomer in an array contains four subunits. each with two domains (perhaps the N and C
termini) (14,34). Additional evidence, including results from freeze-fracture EM, suggests that
this form of aHL is attached to the outer leaflet of the lipid bilayer and therefore may
represent a pore precursor such as 3, but. surprisingly, tetrameric. This view is supported by
the finding that oligomers formed by nonlytic trypsin-treated alHL have a similar projection
structure (34). Experiments based on gel electrophoresis and sedimentation analysis
indicated that the oligomer formed on RBCs or in detergent was like!y to be a hexomer
(11,12). These hydrodynamic methods are subject to systematic errors and therefore the
nature of the oligomer was later re-evaluated by chemical crosslinking, which produces a
ladder of crosslinked forms, the steps of which are easily counted. By this method the aHL
oligomer in DOC was found to bt u hexamer (6). Although alHL in DOC isidentical to wild-type
oligomers extracted from RBCs (12). it is not certain whether the pore (4) or its precursor (3)
was examined (see below). Further, in retrospect, the evidence from crosslinking does not
unequivocally demonstrate that the alHL oligomer is not a heptamer, which would have
migrated with only a slightly reduced mobility compared to a hexamer. This rumination has
emerged because of a surprising new finding; the oligomeric form of the functionally-related
aerolysin. which has an unrelated primary sequence. is indeed a heptamer (35).
Another striking feature of the oligomeric form of aHL is that its circular dichroism (in
detergent) isvery similar to that of the monomer in solution (6,31), although subtle differences
in the spectra are seen, indicative of a conformational change that involves little
reorganization of the polypeptide backbone. Of course, CD cannot reveal where these
changes are located. The calculated secondary structure contents of the monomer and
oligomer hardly differ. Both are largely 3 sheet and the a-helical content is unlikely to exceed
-10% (6.31]. Therefore, it is quite likely that the channel is formed by (3structure as isthe case
for the porins (361 and perhaps for both voltage-gated (37) and igond-gated (38) eukoryotic
ion channels Nevertheless, the existence of a single a helix capable of spanning the lipid
bilayer is not inconsistent with the CD measurements, although a helical hairpin as suggested
for colicins El and A (39) is less likely. These considerations are important because six a
helices (one per alL chain) are capable of forming the walls of a channel -1 nm (10,40) but
not 2 nm (6,11) in diameter. The polypeptide sequence Israther hydrophillc (3) and there are
no extended hydrophobic sequences that might penetrate the lipid bilayer. Nevertheless, a
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candidate amphipathic a helix has been identified by computer analysis (401 Interestingly, it
contains a central proline, a common feature of helices in ion Channels, and it is
immediately C-terminal of the central glycine-dch loop However, there is no experimental
evidence that this region of aHL is either helical or that it spans the lipid bilayer
By contrast with 1. the glycine-rich central loop is not available to proteases in 4 (28)
As yet, it cannot be ascertained whether this means that the aHL polypeptide has
undergone a conformational change or whether the loop is involved in subunit-subunit

interactions, buried in the lipid bilayer or perhaps bound to a receptor The involvement of
the loop in subunit-subunit or o.HL-receptor interactions that are necessary for
oligomerization appears to be ruled out by the finding that complementation mutants of aHL
missing large parts of the loop are able to assemble into hexamers (29) Many of these
mutants are unable to form functional pores suggesting that the 3 -> 4 transition is blocked, or
that 4 isformed but alteration of the loop results in a defective channel (29)
Remarkably, below 650C, aHL oligomers are resistant to the detergent SDS. which is
generally denaturing at room temperature Furthermore. oligomers of al-L made from
complementation mutants that hove breaks in the central loop (Fig 3) are also stO.,le to SDS.
whether or not the mut'.nts are lytic Because the two chains that constitute these mutants do
dissociate when the non-oligomerized polypeptides are treated with SDS, the interaction
between the N- and C-terminal domains of the protein must be strengthened by
oligomerization as early as the formation of 3. Unless the interaction between the two halves
is strengthened by a change of environment (e.g. immersion in tne bilayer as suggested in
Fig, 3). this rules out models in which only one half of the polypeptide chain is involved in
oligomerization, because. in this case. the other half would be free to dissociate upon the
addition of SDS.
While aHL mutants with drastically altered loop regions will oligomerize, only those
nicked at the center but not the edges of the loop lyse RBCs efficiently (Fig. 4). It will be
interesting to look at the properties of single channels formed by the active nicked
molecuies in planar bilayers to see it the lesions lie close to the conductive pathway
r150
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Fig. 4. Schematic cf the glycine-rich loop region of UHL. Glycine residues are underlined
Gaps in the sequence mark nicks in the polypeptide chain generated by complementation
mutagenesis The following phenotypes were observed o. oligumerization out no lysis,
oligomerization and lysis. From ref. (29>.
Membrane-bound monomer (structure 2) Of the proposed structures in Fig 3, the evidence
for a membrane-bound monomeric intermediate in assembly is the weakest. However,
unless oligomerization occurs in solution, and there is no evidence that this happens at a
relevant rate, monomer adsorbed at the membrane surface must be at least a transient
intermediate In favor of this. C-terminal truncation (AC) mutants missing 3 or 5 amino acids
have greatly reduced hemolytic activity and appear to be retarded as monomers at the
cell surface (28). The AC mutants do lyse RBCs at a rate 100 times slower than wild-type UHL
when applied at a 100 times higher concentration, which we interpret as the very slow
formation of a hexameric pore. Further, the central loop in the membrane-bound mutant
monomers is protected from proteolytic cleavage, just as it is in the assembled wild-type
pore, while the loop in the monomer in solution is exposed. One interpretation of this is a
conformational change as depicted in Fig 3, although other possibilities cannot be
eliminated as summarized in the discussion of 4 In the case oa the ,AC mutants, an additional
possibility is that the polypeptides do oligomernze on the membrane but that the oligomers
are labile in SDS because of a weakened subunit-subunit interaction. This seems unlikely
because a small fraction of SDS-stable oligomers can be observed that are thought to
account for the slow lysis. Because the AC mutants are largely monomeric when
membrane-bound, it is likely that the C terminus is involved in the contacts made during
assembly It is not claimed that the deleted residues themselves are at the contact site
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because a small truncation might cause malfolding of on extended domain of the
polypeptide
Nonlvtic. oliiomeric ogre orecursor (structure 3) Nonly-tic oligomeric structures. stable in
SDS. are a common phenotype among aHL mutants They are seen when N-terminal
truncations are made (28). when overtaps, nicks and gaps are made ,n the central loop (29l
with various point mutants (e g H35N. unpublished) and with certain chemically modified
single-cysteine mutants (unpublished). As judged by proteolysis, the central loop of Nterminal truncation (AsN) mutants missing 2 to 22 amino acids is occluded after they have
formed olgomers on RBCs Unlike the AC mutants, the AN mutants ore nonlytic at the highest
concentrations tested (4000 times greater than wild-type)
This phenotype suggests that. while the C terminus is ,nvolved in the nitoll
aggregation of atlL on the membrane surface (2 -> 3). the N terminus plays a role in the trinal
step in pore assembly (3 -> 4). One possibility, depicted in Fig 3. is that the N terminus risel!
inserts into the lipid bilayer. In support of this. a proteolytic site at the N terminus is exposed on
the RBC surface in monomeric AC tirý.,cation muiants and the oligomerized AN deleton
mutant alHL(A3-293). but occluded in the wild-type hexameric pore (28), Of course this is
hardly conclusive evidence, for example, the rate of proteolysis at the N terminus is Ikely to
be affected by mutations in this region Further, the result cannot show that a large volume of
the N-terminal domain becomes buried as depicted in the working model (Fig 3)
Of course, there must be other intermediates in assembly Six-way colisions are
undoubtedly rare events, e\,en when a polypeptide is constrained to move on a surface
However. there is little concrete evidence for intermediates containing between 2 and 5
subunits Tetramers have been tentatively detected on SDS gels f6). by single channel
recording (10) and in 2D crystals [14.341 AN mutants missing 2 or 11residues form pentamers
more readily than hexamers, indicating that the pore stoichiometry may be rather finely
balanced (28). This is reminiscent of the structure of the pore formed by the C9 polypeptide of
complement, which has a broad size distribution and contains up to 20 subunits (41) An
important question is whether the assembly of azHL is ordered or random, e g con the final
step be either a,5 + Q1.-14 + 02 or a3 + a3 or only one of the possibilities While. no data is
available pertaining to this, the sequence of the potential intermediates 2 and 3 in the
assembly pathway has at least been confirmed by using dominmat neqotive muations, ifn
vitro The weak hemolytic activity of AC deletion mutants is inhibited by subequimolar
"lmounfs of r'Cnlvtic AN truncation mutants, suggesting that the AC mutants become trapped
wrth the AN mutants as nonlytic hetero-oligomers (28).
One further unresolved issue is whether 3 and 4 are interconvertible If they are the
interconversion might reflect the gating of the pore that is seen under certain conditions in
planar bilayers This is an important question because it places in doubt the identity of the
structure seen in detergent, and assumed to be 4. upon which the CD measurements on the
"pore*were performed It seems likely that the wild-type pore on PBC membranes. as
examined for example by limited proteolysis, is largely the open form as the restir.g potential
of these cells is virtually zero and divalent metal ions ore absent. conditions which mitigate
charnel closure (10). Although gating might well involve a step distinct from 3 <-- 4. it is
unlikely to involve the dissociation of hexamers as they are rather stable
SELF-ASSEMBLY OF nxHL- WHAT WE NEED TO KNOW
Structural analysis: Low resolution techniques might yet yield additional information about
the structure of raHL and its assembly intermediates For example. Fourier-transform infrared
spectroscopy could reveal the orientation of 3 sheets with respect to the lipid bilayer
Naturally, a three dimensional structure of (xHL in monomeric or hexameric form would be
more informative. Of course, it might not tell the whole story. For example, if hexamers ore
seen it might not be clear whether they represent the proposed structure 3 or 4. Such
problems emphasize the need for complementary biochemical data in interpreting
structures. Dr. Eric Gouaux (U Chicago) has obtained crystals beginning wrth caHL monomer
and our groups are collaborating on structure determination and interpretation CtHL is too
large for high resolution nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) in solution, and there is no
evidence that the individually expressed N- or C-terminal domains, which fall into the mass
range appropriate for NMR analysis, are correctly folded
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t
2_
Besiaes their utility for Structure
determination {14.34,42). 2D sheets of the alHL pore might be uSeful for applications in
materials science (1.2) The most readily formed lattices of uHL are tetragonal and appear tO
contain alHL tetramefs lying on the surface of a lipid biloyer The tetramers are probably
inactive pore precursors (see above) Hexagonal arrays are harder to obtain and although
they are suspected to contain hexomers, this has not been conclusrvely demonstrated by
image analysis (42) Therefore, Langmutr-Blodgett techniques may be required to make films
from hexameric pores preformed by DOC treatment or isolated from PBC membranes in a
further improvement the sheets might be covalently crosslinked using chemical reagents
that reji
;ther with the wild-type polypeotde or with sutfhydryl groups placed at selected
sites in the polypeptide by cysteine mutagenesis
The RBC receptor- what does it do? While the oligomerization of caHL is faclitated by
receptors oar susceptible cells, such as rabbit RBCs (43.44), apparently identiCol olgomers
are generated by treatment of monomeric (,HL with heat (32), deoxycholote 112) or lipicds 311,
or bi treatment of resistant cells with high concentrations of alHL (44) This raises the question
Of whether receptors on susceptible cells play an active role in triggering assembly or
whpthnr they merely serve to concentrate rtHL at the cell surface
Let us first consider the concentration effect (tHL lyses rabbit RBCs when presented
at -I nM or -30 ng/mL At I nM the mean intermolecular separation in solution is - 1 2 pm
Because there are at Icast 1500 receptors for aHL per rBC (43.44), at saturation the mean
intermolecuar separation on the surface of the cell will be --0 4 pm. assuming a surface area
2
of 200 pm per RE3C Using the expressions of Hoardt (451 for estimating the rates of diftfusion
Controlled reactions in two and three dimensions, it can be shown that attachment to
receptors expressed at such low density cannot offer a significant kinetic advantage even It
the diffusion coefficient of the membrane-bound uHL monomer is very high (e g 00) times
that in solution) Therefore, it is likely that additional effects come into play such as onentation
at the cell surface, a conformational change induced by the lipid biloyer or the stabilization
of assembly intermediates The bilayer itself plays a rate-determinrng role when rIHL
assembles on liposomes In this case. the presence of high moae fractions of choiesterol
greatly enhance both the rate and extent of marker release (46) At present, there is no
evidence to suggest that receptors for aHL play an active role for example, by inducing a
conformational change
How the detergent DOC stimulates the formation of hexamer in solution as
demonstrated by Bhokdi et al (12) remains a mystery No other detergents tested are
capable or causing efficient oligomerization ((12). unpublished), indeed, the effect may be
spe-.fic for DOC Perhaps an impurity in the commercial detergent is responsible. but this is
improbable as recrystallized DOC works just as well Further. oligomerization is optimal at

around the critical micelle concentration, which also indicates that DOC is the causal agent
Incidentally, whether bile salt detergents form true micelles 5sdebatable DOC forms smoa
clusters of 10 to 20 molecules far too small a structure to envelop an rrHL hexamer Because
the bile salts are related in structure to cholesterol and becouse cholesterol-containing
bilayers are more susceptible than others to damage by aHL 146), we have examined the
effects of cholesterol on (xHL assembly in solution Cholesterol was solubilized in octyl
glucoside. a detergent that does not cause oligomerization. or solubilized by covalent
modification (polyoxyethonyl-cholesteryl sebacate). In preliminary experiments, a wide
range of concentrations of these materials did not mediate oligomenzation
Thermodynamics and kinetics' There is no reason why an assembly process such as that
presented by (rHL cannot be studied using the thermodynamic and kinetic analyses that are
applted to chemical reactions in solution or on surfaces Nevertheless, relatively little work
has been done in this area. perhaps because the assembly process is more complex than it
appears at first glance. With regard to thermodynamic parameters, transition enthalpies
might be obtained by comparing heating curves for monomeric and hexameric samples of
alHL by using dIfferential scanning calorimetry Even Irreversible processes can yield useful
information (47). Ultimately, it might be possible to p!ace restraints on models for (xHL folding
and oligomerization based on such data (48)
Even though there is only one reactant, the kinetic analysis of eHL assembly is
complicated because the reactior is initiated by binding to a surface, and by the potentially
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high overall order of the reaction The lysis of RBCs is a complex process involving osmotic
lySis preceded and caused by the leakage of ions The efficiency of binding of (xHL to RBCs
and RBC lysis decrease above 30 to 201C (43.44.49) For this reason, the kinetics of lysis of
liposomes or the penetration of planar lipid bitayers are more readily interpreted, but even
here there is a lengthy lag period before lysis begins and lysis itself is muttiphosic A useful
start has been made by Menestrina and his collaborators, who hove determined the
dependence of the log period, pore formation and pore conductance on temperature and
nHL concentration by using electric recordings from planar bilayers and marker release
from liposomes (50) From concentration dependences. they conclude that reversible
formation of small aggregates a2 and a3 (the lag phase) s foltowed by the ireversible
formation of higher tytic oligomers 0.4. a5 and o.6 From Arnhenius plots. which are linear up to
50'C, they further deduce that the activation energy for the lag phase is comparable to that
required for diffusion in the plane of the bilayer. Their data is consistent with earlier. iess
readily analyzed, findings using RBCs. One hopi" is that future kinetic studies will be facilitated
by using mutants that are arrested at various stages of assembly.
WHAT ARE WE DOiNG NOW')
To aadress some of the questions posed in this review, this laboratory is focusing on
the application of mutagenesis to studies of aHL assembly For example, a series of singlecysteine mutants is being constructed to ootain information about the topography of the
polypeptide with respect to the lipid bilayer and the conformationol changes it undergoes
during assembly. Topological questions can be addressed by using chemical modification
reagents to ask whether cysteine residues introduced at selected positions in the chaon can
be modified, after assembly. from one side of the bilayer or the other Biotinylation of
selected residues followed by the investigation of topography with EM. utilizing avidin
conjugated to colloidal gold, is a useful adjunct to chemical modification To further
characterize the conformational changes that occur during assembly, fluorescence
techniques are being employed For exampte, using separately synthesized N- and Cterminal domains, it is possible to label each half of the molecule with different fluorescent
groups and then reconstitute active aHLL The distances between the fluorescent groups can
then be determined by energy transfer measurements.
WHAT USE IS IT ALLP
Ever) though there is much more to learn, the process of accumulating information
about the assembly of aHL has made us familiar with many aspects of what can and cannot
be done with the polypeptide. This has allowed us to re-engineer the molecule for specific
purposes based on predictions made without the help of a three-dimensional structure For
example, the analysis of complementation mutants indicated that the integrity of the central
loop is relatively unimportant for ofigomerization but crucial for pore formation (29) Based on
this, we have now been able to re-engineer the protease-sensitive wild-type alHL into a
protease-activated form that contains two non-covalently attached chains (Fig. 5) (30).
protease

inactive

active

Fig 5 Actrvation of on overlap mutant of oHL by proteolysis Wild-type alHL was rendered

insensitive .o the protease endo C by removing a protease site near the N terminus by sitedirected mutagenesis An inactive overlap mutant was then generated in vitro by
complementation mutagenesis The pore-forming activity of this mutant can be activated
by endo C. which removes the redundant peptide in the central loop (30).
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ABSTRACT
The origins, syntheses, variable composition and physical properties of bioelastic
materials are discussed. The latter includes their capacity to undergo inverse temperature
transitions to increased order on raising the temperature and to be designable to
interconvert free energies involving the intensive variables of mechanical force,
temperature, pressure, chemical potential, electrochemical potential and . ght.
Bioelastic materials include analogues and other chemical variations of the
viscoelastic polypeptide, poly(Val-Pro-Gly-Val-Gly), and cross-linked elastomeric
matrices thereof. This parent material has been shown to be remarkably biocompatible; it
can be minimally modified to vary the rate of hydrolytic breakdown; it can contain
enzymatically reactive sites' and it can have cell attachment sites included which promote
excellent cell adhesion, spreading and growth to confluence.
One spccific ai'plicalion is in the preventinn of postoperative adhesion. There are
some 30,000,000 per year surgical procedures in this country and a large portion of these
would benefit if a suitable material were available for preventing adhesions. Bioelastic
materials have been tested in a contaminated peritoneal model, and promising preliminary
studies have been carried out in the rabbit eye model for strabismus surgery. In the
peritoneal model, 90% of the 29 control animals exhibited significant adhesions; whereas,
only 20% of the 29 animals using gas sterilized matrices had significant adhesions. On the
basis of this data, it appears that cross-linked poly(VPGVG) is an effective physical barrier
to adhesion formation in a trauma model with resulting hemorrhage and contamination.
The potential use of bioelastic materials as a pericardial substitute following the
more than 400,000 open heart surgeries per year in the U.S. is under development
beginning with the use of bioelastic matrices to prevent adhesions to the total artificial
heart being used as a bridge to heart transplantation such that the site will be less
compromised when receiving the donor heart.

BIOELASTIC

MATERIALS

Origins of Bioelastic Materials
Bioelastic materials have their origins in repeating sequences of the mammalian
elastic protein, elastin1 .2. The most prominent repeating sequence occurs in bovine
elastin; it can be written (ValI-Pro 2 -GIy 3-Val 4 -Gly 5 )n where n is eleven without a single
substitution. Another repeat first found in porcine elastin is (Val'-Pro 2 -Gly 3 -Gly 4 )n but
this repeat has not been found to occur with n greater than 2 without substitution 3 . High
polymers of both of these repeats, written as poly(VPGVG) and poly(VPGG) or equivalently
as poly(GVGVP) and poly(GGVP), form viscoelastic phases in water and when y-irradiation
cross-linked form elastic matrices 4 ,5 .
Mat. Res. Soc. Symp- Proc. Vol. 292. ' 1993 Materials Research Society
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Compositions of Bioelastic Materials
A wide range of compositions of bioelastic materials becomes possible when
substitutions are carried out in a way that does not disrupt higher order structure
6 7
formation and elastic function , . For the series of primary structures that have been
considered in the prevention of adhesions applications the following general structural
formula may be written for the polypentapeptides as
poly[fv(VPGVG) fx(VPGXG),fi(IPGVG)]
and for t:.e polytetrapeptides as
poly[fv(VPGG),fx(XPGG)

1]

f 2]

where the fi are mole fractions such that in each formula the sum of fr, is equal to one and
where V = Val, P = Pro, G = Gly, I = lie and X can be any naturally occurring amino acid or a
chemical modification thereof.
The compositions may be further modified to contain enzymatically reactive sites or
cell attachment sites. An example of the former is poly[30(IPGVG)(RGYSLG)] where
(RGYSLG). i.e., Arg-Gly-Tyr-Ser-Leu-Gly, is a specific kinase site wherein a cardiac
cyclic AMP dependent kinase can phosphorylate the Ser residue and the phosphate can be
8
removed by intestinal alkaline phosphatase . An example of inclusion of a cell attachment
site is poly[40(GVGVP).(GRGDSP)l where (GRGDSP), i.e., Gly-Arg-Gly-Asp-Ser-Pro, is
a cell attachment sequence from fibronectin. Whereas in a standard culture medium cells do
not adhere to the matrix comprised of poly(GVGVP), they do adhere, spread and grow to
9
confluence when GRGDSP is within the elastic matrix .
A further modification could be the introduction of a site for proteolytic cleavage by
enzymes in the milieu of interest or by enzymes doped in the matrix for the purpose of
controlling rate of degradation. The matrices can be used for releasing therapeutic agents
whether being employed in the prevention of adhesions or in other drug delivery contexts.
Also, the chemical synthesis wherein glycolic acid residues, GIc. replaced either of the Gly
residues can provide a means of controlling rate of degradation for removal and/or for
release of drugs 10 .

Preparation 9f Bioelastic Matrices
Polymers based on the repeating elastin sequences and their amino acid analogues can
t
be synthesized microbially by using genetic engineering i and they can be synthesized
chemically by using classical solution and/or solid phase peptide synthesis methods or by
1 1 12
using a combination of microbial and chemical means , . For poly(GVGVP) an estimate of
the cost for large scale chemical synthesis is of the order of S20.00/gram and for large
scale microbial synthesis of less than $1.00/gram.
For many applications elastomeric sheets or matrices are desired. While there are
many chemical and enzymatic means of achieving cross-linking to form elastic matrices, a
particularly convenient method is by y-irradiation. An effective dose is 20 Mrads with the
20
resulting elastic matrix being designated for example as X -poly(GVGVP). One gram of
poly(GVGVP) can result in a matrix 7 cm x 7 cm x 0.4 mm when contracted and 15 cm x 15
cm x 1 cm when swollen in water. Interestingly, for protein-based polymers of Formula
[1] above, nuclear magnetic resonance (even using nitrogen-15 and carbon-13
enrichment) 1 3 , 1 4 and amino acid analyses (in preparation) before and after 20 Mrad
y-irradiation cross-linking indicate amino acid destruction to be below detectable levels.

Physical Properties of Bi0elastic Materials
Inverse Temperature Transitions: Protein-based polymers of Formulae [1] and [2]
as well as a number of other compositions such as poly(APGVGV) and poly(VPGFGVGAG) are
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soluble in water at low enough temperatures but on raising the temperature they selfassociate with clear examples of unambiguous increase in order. This increase in order on
increasing the temperature is called an inverse temperature transition1 15.
Tt-based Hydrophobicity Scale: On introduction of a more hydrophobic residue, e.g.,
Val -4 lie. the temperature of the transition, Tt, is lowered and on introduction of a less
hydrophobic residue, e.g., Val -* Ala, the temperature of the transition, Tt, is raised. In
fact, a hydrophobicity scale has been developed for all of the naturally occurring amino acid
residues, their different states of ionization when relevant, chemical modifications, and
biologically relevant prosthetic groups 7 . This is referred to as the Tt-based hydrophobicity
scale; it provides the molecular engineer with the capacity to design materials of desired
properties.
Elasticity: The elastic (Young's) modulus for X2 0 -poly(GVGVP) is about I x 106
dynes/cm 2 (105 N- itons/m 2 ) with little or no hysteresis and with extensions of up to
200% having been observed. The elastic nmodulus is proportional to the square of the
y-irradiation dose; for example, a doubling of the dose quadruples the elastic modulus.
Depending on the composition the elastic modulus for a 20 Mrad dose can vary from 105
2
2
dynes/cm to 109 dynes/cm . When determining the temperature, T, dependence of force,
f, at fixed length, a plot of In (f/T) versus T approximates a zero slope when above the
20
transition temperature range such that by classical arguments X -poly(GVGVP) is a
dominantly entropic (ideal) elastomer 6 as is natural elastin with the potential for the
remarkable durability exhibited by natural elastin which appears to be capable of
sustaining billions of demanding stretch/relaxation cycles in the aortic arch.
Thermomechanical Transduction: For those compositions such as Formulae (1] and
[2] that form viscoelastic phases above the temperature, Tt, of the inverse temperature
transition, they may be shaped as desired, e.g.. as sheets, and y-irradiation cross-linked to
form the elastic matrices described above. These matrices exhibit reversible contraction
and relaxation, i.e., de-swelling and swelling, on passing through the inverse temperature
transition. On raising the temperature from below to above Tt the elastic matrices can
contract and perform the mechanical work of lifting a weight. They can perform
thermomechanical trar.duction 15. 1 6.
The , Tt-Mechanism of
Free Energy Transdiuction:

Demonstrated and Putative Energy Conversions
Using Molecular Machines of the Tt-type

Now instead of raising the
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it has been shown that there
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concentration towers Tt, this too becomes a means of driving contraction referred to as
extrinsic chemomechanical transduction.
Energy Conversions Possible by the i ft-mechanisrn: In fact, the bioelastic matrices
can be designed for many forms of free energy conversion involving the intensive variables
of temperature, pressure, chemical potential, electrochemical potential, light and
mechanical force as depicted in Figure 1. A summary of the ATt-mechanism is given in
Figure 216.
Biocompatibility of Bioelastic. Materials
With the mammalian origin and nature (dynamic with a dominantly hydrophobic
structure) of the bioelaslic materials, it had been anticipated that these materials would be
biocompatible. Following the recommendations for the set of generic biological tests
required to establish biocompatibility for materials in contact with titssues, tissue fluids
20
and blood, eleven tests were performed on poly(GVGVP) and the elastic matrix, X poly(GVGVP). With the results following in parenthesis, these were: '(1) the Ames
mutagenicity test (non-mutagenic). (2) cytotoxicity-agarose overlay (non-toxic). (3)
acute systemic toxicity (non-toxic), (4) intraculaneous toxicity (non-toxic). (5) muscle
implantation (favorable), (6) acute intraperitoneal toxicity (non-toxic), (7) systemic
antigenlcity (non-antigenic), (8) dermal sensitization---the Magnusson and Kligman
maximization method (non-sensitizing), (9) pyrogenicily (non-pyrogenic), (10) LeeWhite clotting study (normal clotting time), and (11)
in vitro hemolysis test (nonhemolytic)' 17 . The result is a remarkable biocampatibility.
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In addition, biocompatibility tests are underway on a member of the polytetrapeptide
20
series, namely poly(GGAP) and X -poly(GGAP). To date the series of tests-the Ames
mutagenicity test, cytotoxicity-agarose overlay, systemic toxicity, Kligman sensitization
and hemolysis--also underscore good biocompatibility. Further information is available
from peritoneal implants in the rat where numerous additional compositions of the
Formulae [1] and [2] class of bioelastic materials all appeared to be biocompatible with X
Phe(F), Ala(A), Glu(E), and lle(l).

Cell Attachment to Bioelastic Matrices
20
20
20
-poly(GVGVP). X -poly(GGIP), X -poly(GGVP) and
The bioelastic matrices-X
X2 0 -poly(GGAP)-do not result in cell adhesion by fibroblasts and vascular endothelial
cells in appropriate cell culture media. When 10% fetal bovine serum is used in place of
0.1% bovine serum albumin, cell adhesion is observed with bovine ligamentum nuchae
fibroblasts adhering better than human umbilical vein endothelial cells and with the order
20
20
20
of decreasing cell adhesion being X -poly(GGIP) > X -poly(GGVP) > X -poly(GVGVP)
8
20
but with no cell adhesion even in the presence of serum for X -poly(GGAP) .
20
9
, as in X sequence1
attachment
cell
GRGDSP
the
of
On introduction
poly[40(GVGVP),(GRGDSP)], the bioelastic matrix presents a surface on which cells will
9
attach and spread and grow to confluence . The cells include bovine ligamentum nuchae
fibroblasts, bovine aortic endothelial cells, human umbilical vein endothelial cells, and a
9 18 2 0
.
human A375 malignant melanoma cell lineg ,
Interestingly, the GRGDSP sequence as presented at the surface of this bioelastic
matrix has been shown to be an attachment site for the vitronectin cell membrane
receptor 2 0 rather than the fibronectin cell membrane receptor as might have been
expected, as GRGDSP is the sequence in fibronectin that binds to the fibronectin cell
membrane receptor19. Since blood platelets contain the fibronectin cell membrane
receptor, this surface has the advantage of being very favorable for vascular endothelial cell
attachment without favoring unwanted blood platelet adhesion and activation.
Another advantage of the bioelastic matrix designed for cell attachment arises
because of its inherent elasticity and the capacity to vary the stiffness (the elastic modulus)
2
2
of the matrix over a wide range of values from 105 dynes/cm to 109 dynes/cm ranging
from a gelatin-like substance to a plastic-like material. Importantly, cells attached to a
bioelastic matrix, as to the natural extracellular matrix, could sense deformations to which
the matrix may be subjected in its role as a prosthesis, i.e., as a tissue substitute or
replacement. Cells capable of sensing the tensional forces to which a tissue or a prosthesis
is subjected function as mechanochemical transducers with the release of intracellular
chemical signals that turn on genes for producing protein necessary for maintaining or
2 1 23
reconstructing the extracellular matrix - . In this way a biodegradable bioelastic
matrix could act as a temporary functional scaffolding which would have the potential to be
remodeled into a natural tissue.

PREVENTION OF ADHESIONS APPLICATIONS
More than 30 million surgical procedures are performed annually in the U. S. with
an equivalent number in Europe. In most of these adhesions, the formation of unwanted
fibrous scar tissue binding tissues and organs together that should otherwise be separated,
are a significant, and too often a severe, complication. An interesting example of a growing
subset of these swirgical procedures are the more than 400,000 open heart surgeries
performed annually in the U. S. which require cardiopulmonary bypass (CPB) with the
attending CPB-induced swelling of the heart which in turn commonly necessitates leaving
open the pericardial sac which normally surrounds the heart. The result can be adhesion of
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heart to the sternum, as wall as other adhesions, with great danger of laceiitmqg the heart on
repeat sternotomy. A substantial number, approaching 20% at some centers, of the open
heart procedures are reoperations with far greater risk due to the adhesions. In the
abdominal cavity, post-operative and trauma-indvLed adhesions cause great discomfort and
even intestinal blockage requiring reoperation with again increased risk in part due to
adhesions obscuring the usual anatomical landmarks which guide the surgeon.

25
A Contaminated Peritoneal Model in the Rat

Bioelastic materials have been tested in an abdominal cavity model where, as
depicted in Figure 3A, the abdominal wall is scraped with a scalpel until bleeding; a loop of
intestine is repeatedly punctured with a hypodermic needle until bleeding and bowel
contents can be extruded; and the injured contaminated intestine is held in apposition to the
injured wall by a loose loop of suture accessible without reopening the cavity. At seven days
the suture loop is removed and at two weeks the abdominal cavity is reopened and examined.
This results in the intestine being bound to the wall by adhesions in 100% of the cases (29
25
animals) with adhesions being significant in 90% of the animals . Seen in Figures 4A and
B for these control animals and identified by the arrows are adhesions binding loop of bowel
to abdominal wall.
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FIGURE 3
When the gas sterilized bioelastic sheet is ;nterposed between injured wall and
injured intestine as schematically shown in Figure 3B and photographed in Figure 4C,
25
significant adhesions were prevented in 80% of 29 animals . What is not apparent in the
black and white print of Figure 4C is the presence of blood. In Figure 40 is the re-opened
abdominal cavity showing the scarred region of the abdominal wall and the absence of any
adhesions. Thus, even with the presence of blood and with frank contamination, this
20
bioelastic matrix, X -poly(GVGVP), provided in this model an effective barrier to
adhesion formation.
An instructive example is seen in Figure 4E where the vertical arrows indicate the
bioelastic matrix and the horizontal arrow identifies a small loop of adhesion that has grown
20
around the sheet of X -poly(GVGVP). The matrix is seen to have remained transparent; no
fibrous coating had encapsulated the matrix in the two-week period; in fact, the matrix
remains uncoated and transparent for months, seemingly ignored by the host. Through the
transparent matrix it is seen that there is no sign of inflammation of the abdominal wall
against which the matrix has been in contact for two weeks. Seen in Figure 4F are two bands
of adhesion having grown through a break in the matrix indicated by the arrow. This
occurred approximately 10% of the time, such that if this were overcome, the matrix might
be expected to prevent significant adhesions some 90% of the time in this model. While
other barrier materials that have been proposed for the prevention of adhesions have not
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FIGURE 4
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been compared in this model, this degree of efficacy has yet to be demonstrated by other
materials or therapies.
These favorable findings for the X20 -poly(GVGVP) composition of bioelastic matrix
may be obtainable by additional compositions. While there are as yet an inadequate number
of animals tested for the other compositions, two were particularly promising. With four
animals
tested for each composition, X20 -poly(GGIP) was effective 100% of the time, and
X 20 .poly(GVGIP) was effective 75% of the time. Also appearing effective were X20 Less
poly[0.45(GVGVP),0.55(GAGVP)] and X20 -poly[0.75(GVGVP),0.25(GFGVP)].
effectivs was X2 0 -poly[0.67(GGVP),0.33(GGFP)]; with 6 animals this material was
effective 50% of the time, but with the other three animals the matrix was entirely
encapsulated. Exhibiting the poorest performance, but still appearing to be biocompatible,
was X20 -poly(AVGVP) where with but three animals the material was effective 33% of the
time. These additional compositions provide the opportunity for a range of physical
properties; for example, they encompass the full range of elastic moduli noted above.
The serous membrane lining which covers the abdominal wall is called the parietal
peritoneum. and that continuous part that is reflected over the internal organs is the
visceral peritoneum. In the contaminated peritoneal model in the rat utilized above, both
parietal and visceral peritoneal surfaces are injured and contaminated, and the injured sites
are held in juxtaposition. This is a severe challenge to the fundamental problem of
achieving repair of the serous membrane by regeneration of the mesothelial cell lining
without resulting in the fibrotic response giving rise to adhesions.
Many adjunctive chemical therapies have been attempted for promoting mesothelial
25
regeneration while limiting fibrosis resulting from surgical procedures. These include
29
27
28
drugs 3 3,
heparin26, corticosteroids , antihistamines , non-steroidal anti-inflammatory
32
31
fibrinolytics 30 , sodium carboxy methyl cellulose , chondroitin sulfate , proteolytics
and dextran 34 , 35 . Quoting from Jansen 36 in his review of 'The First International
Symposium for the Treatment of Post-Surgical Adhesions" held in Phoenix, Arizona
September 1989, "Adjunctive therapy to promote mesothelial healing over fibrosis and
formation of adhesions has a tenuous basis in the clinical practice of preventing
adhesions 37 -3 9 . Corticosteroids, antihistamines, antiprostaglandins and anticoagulants
have all been used to aid healing, but properly controlled clinical studies are few and the
evidence is against their use around the time of operation making a material difference to
the eventual outcome."
The use of bioelastic matrices for the prevention of adhesions involves the physical
barrier approach. There are many materials that have been considered as physical barriers
principally as pericardial substitutes as considered further below. As recently reviewed by
Gabbay 4 0 , *These have included silicone membranes 4 1 , polyurethane 42 , fascia lata 43 ,44 ,
polytetrafluoroethylene (Gore-Tex) patches 4 5 ,4 6 . bovine and porcine pericardium
xenografts
(PXs) treated with glutaraldehyde 47 - 50 , siliconized Dacron 5 1 , 52 and durd
53
mater ".
Soules, et al. 54 , in a comparison of the available physical barrier materials for the
prevention of adhesions in the pelvic cavity, tested Gelfilm, Surgicel, Silastic, Gelfoam
paste, amnion, peritoneum and omentum and concluded "The data suggest that the barrier
methods actually promote the formation of adhesions...'. By further designing Surgicel,
specifically as a material for the prevention of adhesions, the resulting oxidized,
regenerated cellulose, called Interceed (TC7), was tested in the rabbit uterine horn
model 55 . Those results led to a multicenter clinical study where good surgical technique
was the control with a 28% absence of adhesions and where use of Interceed and good
surgical technique was 'he test with a 54% absence of adhesions 56 . In the Japanese
multicenter clinical study for infertility and endometriosis surgery, adhesions were
reduced from 76% in the controls to 41% when Interceed was used 57 .
Interceed has now been approved for use in the pelvic region by the U. S. Food and
Drug Administration. Even in this favorable, approved, limited anatomical use, 41% to
46% of the cases resulted in adhesion formation. In addition, Interceed is considered to
promote adhesion when saturated with blood 3 6 and it is contra-indicated when there is
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frank infection. Thus, the need for a material or therapy to prevent adhesions remains
critical to improve the outcome of surgeries in genera', to prevent the chronic pain and
discomfort that follow abdominal surgery, to decrease the incidence of bowel obstruction
following abdominal surgery, to decrease th, incidence of infertility in women due to
surgical procedures in the pelvic region, and to decrease risk and improve the outcome of
reoperations.

StrabismuDs Surgery Model in the Rabbit EyeS8
Strabismus is a disorder of the rectus muscles of the eye which prevents both eyes
from simultaneously focusing on the same point, as in crossed eyes. Corrective surgery
attempts to alleviate this disorder by detachment of one of the four rectus muscles that
orient the eye and reattachment in order to bring the eyes into better alignment. The
complication is that the repositioned muscle can adhere (become reattached due to
scarring), for example, to the old insertion site, thereby defeating attempts to achieve
accurate alignment.
A number of materials--silicone 5 9 ; a polyglactin 910 mesh 6 0 , Supramid
Extra®-have been used in the form of tubqs or sleeves to improve the outcome of this
surgical procedure 6 1 ,6 2 . but these efforts have now been largely discontinued. It becomes
of interest therefore to determine the possible effectiveness of bioelastic materials.
In the rabbit eye model following a modification of Sondhi's method 6 0 , the superior
rectus muscle is detached at its insertion site on the sclera: a patch of sclera 3 mm x 3 mm
is removed underlying the muscle; the muscle capsule overlying the scleral injury is
removed, and the muscle is reattached at its original site. At one week the muscle is tightly
adherent to the scleral injury site and at eight weeks histological examination demonstrated
a dense fibrovascular scar. For the test animals two compositions of bioelastic materials
2
with
three
animals
and
X 0.
were
used,
X2 0 -poly(GVGVP)
polyr0.7S(GVGVP10.95(fGFGVP)] with two animals. Both compositions were well tolerated
by the eye with no inflammation evident after the mild inflammation of the procedure
subsided within a few days. In both cases adhesion of the muscle to the overlying
conjunctiva and the muscle to the sclera did not occur. A glistening fibrous capsule formed
around X2 0 -poly[0.75(GVGVP),0.25(GFGVP)] within two weeks whereas no capsule
formed around X2 0 -poly(GVGVP) in a two-month period.
Both materials ultimately
extruded through the conjuncliva of the small rabbit eye. The latter material holds promise
for use in strabismus surgery, particularly if the matrix can be designed to degrade within
a period of a month or two in order to prevent limiting of eye movement, and possible
extrusion.

Total Artificial Heart Model in the Calf (Toward an Artificial Pericardiuml
Use with the Total Artificial Heart: The properties of the bioelastic materials
considered in the peritoneal model appear to be appropriate for use with the total artificial
heart (TAH) as a bridge to heart transplantation. When the TAH is emplaced even for a short
time, adhesions form to the surface of the device. Removal of the TAH prior to placement of
the donor heart requires dissection of the adhesions which presents a compromised site for
the donor heart. Work is presently underway to make sheets of X2 0 -poly(GVGVP) of
appropriate size which are to be utilized by the University of Utah group under the
direction of D. B. Olsen in the calf model. The periods of placement are to vary from one to
six months.
Toward an Artificial Pericardium: In the more than 400,000 open heart surgeries
performed per year in the U. S. , the chest is opened by splitting the sternum; the
pericardial sac in which the heart resides is opened and cardiopulmonary bypass (CPB) is
instituted. When the procedure, which may be the emplacement of coronary artery bypass
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grafts (CA8G), valve replacement or correction of congenital defects, is completed. the
issue of closure is addressed. It is preferred if the pericardium can be closed, but it is often
4 5 50 6 3 64
necessary to leave the pericardial sac open for several reasons . , , . During
cardiopulmonary bypass the heart can become distended and the compression due to closure
can lower the performance of the heart; compression due to closure can also compress,
distort or kink the aorta-coronary bypass grafts compromising their function; the
pericardium can be left open to permit drainage, and shrinkage of the pericardium may have
occurred following a previous operation.
50 6 5
There are many conditions necessitating reoperation , : 'intimal hyperplasia of
saphenous vein bypass grafts, graft atherosclerosis, progression of underlying coronary
65
artery disease -, prosthetic valve failure. perivalvular leakage, infection on prosthetic
valves and conduits, progression of coronary artery disease necessitating repeat CABG, and
congenital heart disease requiring a definitive operation following a palliative surgical
50
procedure
The increased risks on reoperation are many. Perhaps most striking are the danger
of rupturing the heart as the sternum is reopened due to severe adhesions between heart and
sternum resulting from having left the pericardial sac open and the danger of severing an
66
aorta-coronary graft buried within an adhesion . There is increased reoperation time,
excessive bieeding due to dissection of adhesions, and degeneration of pericardial substitutes
6 0
that may have been tried and adhesion of the pericardial substitute to the heart .
40
Gabbay
has listed desirable properties for a pericardial substitute as "(1)
nonadherence to the heart and easy separability upon reoperation; (2) nonadherance to the
sternum upon reoperation, so that repeat sternotomy is technically no different from the
original procedure: (3) capability of mechanical attributes, and maintenance of the
barrier integrity of the native pericardial sac: (4) freedom from dimensional distortion or
shrinkage upon prolonged implantation; (5) convenience and technical ease of handling;
(6) immunologic inertia, so as not to provoke inflammatory host response; and (7)
capability of acquiring fibronolytic activity similar to nature pericardial tissue'.
The consideration of bioelastic materials as a pericardial substitute presents a
challenge to which these new materials are well-suited. While it would be possible to
discuss bioelastic matrices in terms of each of the desired properties noted above, only
three aspects wili be briefly noted. One is khe capacity to design bioelastic matrices to have
an elastic modulus in the range exhibited by the pericardial sac; the second is the
demonstrated capacity in the peritoneal and eye models noted above not to adhere to tissues
undergoing repair; and the third is the capacity to introduce cell attachment sequences and to
provide a matrix on which those cells can function. Thus, identification and incorporation of
cell attachment sequences for the mesothelial cells that line the per;card.,i and for the
underlying mesenchymal cells could provide for a pericardial substitute that could be
remodeled to form a functional pericardium with, among other properties, a fibrinolytic
activity.
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THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF A HYALURONIC ACID BASED
BIORESORBABLE MEMBRANE FOR THE PREVENTION OF POSTSURGICAL ADHESIONS

K. Greenawalt, L. Masi, C. Muir, and J. Bums
Biopolymers Department, Genzyme Corporation, Cambridge, MA 02139
ABSTRACT
We have evaluated the physical properties and animal efficacy of a hyaluronic acid (HA)
based bioresorbable membrane for the prevention of post-surgical adhesions. Test methods
tissue
were developed to measure the dry and wet tensile properties and ia Yit
adhesiveness of the membranes. The thin membranes were found to have sufficient
strength and flexibility in the dry state for surgical handling. When hydrated in buffercd
salinc, the membranes became weaker and more elastic. The membranes exhibited a high
degree of tissue adhesiveness and significantly reduced adhesion formation in a rat cecal
abrasion model.
INTRODUCTION
Surgical adhesions are unnatural joinings of normally separate tissue surfaces which
may form as a consequence of the normal wound healing response to injury. Adhesions
can result in bowel obstruction and pain following abdominal surgery. limited range of
motion following orthopedic surgery, and infertility following gynecological surgery.
Various methods, including pharmacological agents, solutions, and physical barriers, have
been evaluated for adhesion prevention with limited success. The barrier materials that are
currently available have definite limitations. For example, the only FDA approved product
for adhesion prevention is the lntcrceedrm-TC7 barrier composed of oxidized regenerated
cellulose. However this product is contraindicated in the presence of blood Il]. The
GORE-TEX® Surgical Membrane barrier, made from expanded Teflon®, is currently
under investigation in human gynecologic surgery but must be sutured in place and
removed at a second operation 121.
We have developed a bioresorbable membrane for the prevention of post-surgical
adhesions based on sodium hyaluronate, the sodium salt of hyaluronic acid (I-A). HA is a
naturally occurring biopolyrncr found in the synovial fluid, vitreous humor, and
extracellular matrix of humans. It is a polyanionic polysaccharide with glucuronic acid and
N-acetylglucosamine repeating units (Structure I) that can be modified to reduce its
solubility and degradation rate in physiological environments and thereby enhance its utility
as a hiomaterial. Our studies in animal models have shown significant reduction of
adhesion formation with the use of HA based bioresorbable membranes [3,4]. The
membranes reduce adhesion formation by providing a protective barrier at the specific sites
of tissue injury that occur during surgery.
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Structure I. Sodium Hyaluronate
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The physical properties of an adhesion banrier are critical to the product's perfo"rmance.
The harrier must have sufficient strength and flexibility to provide the surgeon with good
handling properties in both a dry and wet environment and it must he read•il resorlb'd
during the normal wound healing process. The hamer must also possess a certain dcgre"
of tissue adhesiveness to prevent product migration after placement on the injured site. but
must not adhere to surgical instruments and gloves. Finally. the harrier must he able to
withstand terminal sterilization.
The goals of this study were to: ( 1) develop methods to analy/e the dry and wet tcnile
properties and tissue adhesiveness of HA based biorcsorbable membranes in order to
assess their suitability for in vivo studies- (2) determine the effects of gamma irradiation on
the mechanical properties of the membranes; and (3) confirm effective adhesion reduction
with the membranes in an animal model.
MATERIALS AND NIETtIODS
The bioresorbable membranes were manufactured from moditlid tIA based
formulations made by a proprietary method 15]. An instron Universal Testing System
Model 420)1 %kasused for all of the tensile and tissue adhesiveness csis. The memnbranes
were gamma irradiated at six doses, including nonirradiated controls.
D[r: Tensile Tests
The dry tensile properties of the membranes were determined according to ,.STM
Standard Test Method D882. Test samples were cut into strips I cm wide and the crosssectional area of each sample was measured. The test specimens were placed in airactuated, flat-faced grips with an initial separation of 25 mm. A constant crovsltead .-peed
of 2 mm/uin was used to determine the ultimate tensile strength. elastic mnodulu,. and
percent elongation at break.
Wet Tensile Tests
Samples were prepared as abive. A test chamber was specificall, designed for
measuring the mechanical properties of the membranes in a physiological environment. In
this testing system, the entire sample was immersed in a phosphate buffered saline solution
(pit 7.2) at room temperature during mechanical testing. The initial grip separation was 25
mm and the crosshead speed was 5 mm/min. The test was performed immediately after
immersing the membrane in saline. The ultimate tensile strength, elastic modulus, and
percent elongation at break were determined.
Tissue Adhesion Tests
A method for mea.suring the tissue adhesiveness of membranes mnjvitro was modificd
from the literature [6]. 1he energy required to break the bond hetvecn the membrane and
biological tissue (skinless chicken breast) was measured and related to the energy required
to break the bond between a Teflon ýýreference membrane and tissue. A schematic diagram
of the test apparatus is shown in Figure I. The membrane was brought in contact %%
ith
moist tissue under a constant compressive load for 31) seconds. ,Then the m,'mbrane k, ,
pulled off the tissue at a speed of I mm/min and the energy was recorded.-\ stainless steel
substrate was used to simulate the adhesiveness of the membranes to surgical instruments.
Animal Efficacy Study
Eighty female Sprague-Dawley rats (225-250 gin) were anesthctizcd wsith an
intramuscular injection of ketarnine and xylazine. A midline incision was made and the
cecum was isolated and abraded by a previously described method [41. Animals \'.ere
randormized to test (membrane) or control (no membrane) groups after abra,,ion. For
animals in tih,1test group, a 2 in. x 2 in. piece of sterile I., based hioresorbable membrane
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was wrapped completely around the cecumn. The incision was closed and the
tit:,ninI
ere
allowed to recover. Seven days after surgery, ihe animals were sacrificed and graded for
the number and severity of cecal adhesions by a blinded evaluator. The severity of
adhesionas
s corwd tn a scale of 0( t) 4 with a grade of 2 or higher considered clinically
sionificant.

D
E

Figure 1. Tissue Adhesiveness Test Apparatus
A: Instron test system; B: Membrane sample holder;
C: Test membrane; D: Tissue substrate: E: Substrate holder
RESULTS
Mec hanical "csts
The dvy I IA based hioresorbablc membranes werw very strong and stiff. The mean dry
nominal tensile strength of the membranes was 72 MPa. the mean elastic modulus was 4.5
(Pa. and the mean elongation at break was 2.6', (Table I). When immersed in saline, the
memhranes became weaker and more elastic. The mean wet nominal tensile sticngth was
1.5 MPa. the mean elastic modulus was 3.3 MPa. and the mean elongation at break was
6Y/G.
We believe the change in properties is due it) the rapid hydration of ihe membrane,
wdhich occurs within 30 seconds, and the inherent hydrophilic property of HA hasd
materials.
There was no change in the dry properties of the membranes with gamma irradiation
dosage as compared to non-irradiated controls. However. gamma irradiation reduced the
wet strength of the IIA based membranes (Figure 2). The membranes lost 50'1j of their
initial wet strength after irradiation at 1.6 Mrad and 76% at 2.5 Mrad.
Table I. Dry and Wet Tensile Properties of
HAL-Fr' Bioresorbable Membrane

DRY
WVT

Tensile
StrennhNN)

Elongation
tBea (

Elastic
Modulus(MPa)

71.7 ± 6.9
1.5 ± 0.3

2.6 0
0.4
63.2 - 2.0

4.490 ± 4(9)
3.3 ± (1.6

Values expressed as the mean ± standard error of the mean
n=6 for dry tcsts: n=4 for wet tests
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Tissue Adhesiveness Test
During preliminary test method development, in vivo~ tissue adherence of the
membranes correlated well with the in vjitr test results.jA subsequent study showed that
HA based hioresorhable membranes biad similar or greater tissue adherence properties when
compared to Interceed (TC-7)1 and Teflon® (Figure 3).
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Figure 2. Effect of Gamma Irradiation on
Retention of Wet Strngth of HA Based Membrane
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Animal Efficacy

Study

Grade 2 or higher adhesions were found in 20% (8/40) of the animals in the IIA based
membrane group compared to 92% (36139) in the control group. This represents a 789(,
reduction of significant adhesions with HA based membrane treatment. Additionally, the
mean incidence of all cecal adhesions was significantly lower in the HA based membrane
group (0.2 ± 0-1) when compared to the control group (1.9 ±_0.4).
SUMMARY
We have developed test methods to evaluate the physical properties of HA based
bioresorbable membranes for adhesion prevention. Results from these tests have aided in
the selection of materials for manufacturing development and animal efficacy studies. The
membranes had sufficient tensile strength in the dry state for surgical handling and
placement. Upon hydration. the strength of the membranes decreased due to the rapid
hydration of the HA based material. The membranes were able to be gamma iiradiated at
low doses and possessd a high degree of tissue adhesiveness to prevent product migration
after surgery. The we( strength of the membranes, even after gamma irradiation, A
sufficient to ensure the membranes remained intact to act effectively as an adhesion ban-ic:
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HYDROXYAPATITF/AI 2 O 3 COMPOSITE BIOMATERIAL IMPLANT
ZENG SHAOXIAN, YANG ZHIXIONG. LING PING, XU GUANGHONG, AND CA(
WANPENG
Shanghai Institute of Ceramics, Academia Sinica, 1295 Dingxi Road, Shanghai 20()Y50,
People's Republic of China

ABSTRACT
A new type of composite biomaterial was developed and is described in this paper. The
composite is based on a high strength A1203 ceramic substrate, sintered with a layer of
hydroxyapatite. The layer was examined by x-ray diffraction and infrared spectroscopy. Animal
experiment showed that the composite has good biocompatibility, and can form tight osteointegration with bone in 12 weeks. It is a bioactive material with a high strength.

INTRODUCTION
Alumina was the first bioceramic to achieve wide clinical applications Ill. It has high wear
resistance, high strength. good biocompatibility and very stable chemical properties in the
physiological environment. Alumina is an example of a nearly inert bioceramic which forms no
chemical or biological bond at the material-tissue interface, but instead leads to the formation of a
nonadherent fibrous capsule. There is relative movement at the interface, which eventually leads
to interfacial deterioration.
Hydroxyapatite (HA) has the same structure as the inorganic substance of humar, hard tissues.
It is a bioactive material that elicits a direct chemical response at the interface and lbrms a very
tight bond to the tissue. However, its poor sintering properties, low strength and limited fatigue
resistance restrict its applications 12]. The present investigation developed a new type of
biomaterial, that combines the virtues of alumina and HA.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Alumina powder with an average grain size of < ). 1p.tm and > 99.99% purity was mixed with
a small amo,,nt of magnesia ({l.x%). then shaped in the form of o4mm screws, and sintered in air
or H2 at 16(0-17W0 'C for 2-5 hr tc obtain the A120 3 substrates.
A solution of Ca(N03)2 and , solution of (NH 4 )2 HP0 4 were brought to pH 11 to 12 with
concentrated NH 4 OH, then tie ammonium hydrogen phosphate solution was added dropwise
into stirred calcium nitrate solution at a proper speed to produce a milky precipitate, which was
then stirred for 24 hr. HA is formed via the following reaclion:
Ca(N0 3 )2 + (NH 4 )2 -PO

4

-4

Cat0(P04)6(O0H)2 + NH 4 NO 3

The reaction mixture was washed with distilled water and centrifuged to get pure HA powder.
In accordance with phase equilibrium diagrams, a glass with a melting point of < I(XX) 'C was
chosen as the sintering aid. This aid must be wetting to HA and A1203. An appropriate amount
of the sintering aid and HA powder were mixed efficiently in distilled water or alcohol. Then the
mixture was coated on the A1203 ceramic substrates and sintered in air at a temperature < l(XX)°C
to obtain the composites (Fig. I).
Mal. Res. Soc. Syrmp. Proc. Vol. 292. A;1993 Materals Research Society
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-

ALUMINA SUBSTRATE

-

HA COATING

Fig. I. Shape of the composite implant

Measurements
The A1203 substrate of the A1203/HA composite was characterized by mechanical testing and
physical analysis.
The surface of the composite was examined by the techniques of x-ray diffraction (XRD) and
infrared (IR) spectroscopy.
Dogs weighing between 15 and 20 kilograms were chosen as the experimental animal. The
composite implants were implanted in the dogs' mandibles. Dogs were sacrificed after 2, 4, M
and 12 weeks implantation respectively to prepare sections. The sections were observed by light
microscopy and electron microscopy. The Ca 2 ÷ content at the implant-bone interface was
determined by energy-dispersion spectroscopic analysis.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Characterization of the implant
The properties of HA ceramic, A1203 ceramic and AJ20VHA composite are shown in Table !.
The HA coating of the composite is about 60 ptm in thicknes,. The composite maintains the
good mechanical properties of A1203 cý--mi•,, so it can be used for large load-bearing clinical
applications.

Surface structure of the composite
HA begins to lose OH* groups when the temperature is over 12(X)0 C. In order to maintain the
structure of HA in the sintering process, a sintering aid with a melting point below l(XX)OC was
chosen. Light microscopy showed that the coating was porous, small undeveloped HA grains
were united by the glass. An XRD pattern of the surface is shown in Fig.2. Diffraction peaks
were correlated with ASTM data for HA (Fig.2). Further analysis by IR verified the existence of
absorption at 650 cm"1. which characterizes OH- groups (Fig.3). XRD and IR results therefore
indicate that there is no structure change of HA in the sintering process.
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Table 1. The properties of HA ceramic, A1203 ceramic and AI2 ()3/HA composite
HA

A12 0 3

AI2031HA

Fracture strength
(MPa)

130

440

440

Bulk density
(glcm 3 )

3.13

3.89

Bond

osteointegration

fibrous capsule

osteointegration

OH

50

45

40

35

30

25

Degrees 20
Fig.2. X-ray diffraction pattern
of sintered coating

3500

1200 1000

800

600

1

Wavenumber (cm- )
Fig.3. Infrared spectrum
of sintered coating

Composite-bone interlace
After 2 weeks, granulations were found at the composite-bone interface. Typical fibroblasts
could be identified clearly (Fig.4). After 4 weeks implantation, a number of new trabeculae
formed at the composite-bone interface. The trabeculae were surrounded by osteoblasts. In this
earlier period, osteoblasts, blood capillary and mesenchymal cells at the interface increased
rapidly. Collagen fibers began to mineralize (Fig.5). After 8 weeks, trabeculae at the interface
were larger and more regular in arrangement than those at 4 weeks postimplantation. forming
new bone. The new hone connected with the base bone and began to mineralize. There were
Haversian canals forming (Fig.6). After 12 weeks, the new bone matured primarily and merged
with the base bone (Fig.7).
The calcium content of the implant-bone interface was determined at 2, 4, 8, 12 weeks
postimplantation. The results are shown in Table II. From the results, we conclude that the
calcium content of the interface after 8 weeks implantation was close to that of the normal bone,
and that these two quantities were the same after 12 weeks. This result agreed with histological
observation.
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Mechanism of implant-tissue attachment
In the biological environment, HA ceramic and bioglasses form bonds with hone in diflferent
ways. When the hioactive glass is implanted in the hone. a series of complicated interfacial
chemical reactions will take place at first. These reactions result in a layer of apatite on the
surface. The glass bonds with the hone through this layer eventually. HA has th" same structure
as the inorganic substance of hone tissues. Compared with the bioglasses, HA ceramic has
better affinity for bone. When HA ceramic is implanted in bone. it can bond with bone directly.
The diffusion of ion is very important to the bond forming and developing.
The coating of the composite consisted of small undeveloped HA grains, and glass that
contained Ca 2+ and P0 4 3- . The small grains had high activity, and Ca 2÷ and P0 4 •- in the glass
migrate easily to the surface to promote the growth of new hone. The coating was porous; along
with degeneration of the glass. the pores became larger. Ingrowth of collagen and new hone into
the surface pores could increase the attachment area. promoting interfacial bonding strength.

CONCLUSIONS
AI2OVHA composite is a bioactive material with a high strength. It maintains the high strength
of the A1201 substrate, and can achieve larger load-bearing applications. Animal experiment
shows that it has very good hiocompatibility and forms tight osteointegration with bone in 12
weeks. The composite is also very easy to process into ideal desired shapes.
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LARGE SCALE THERMALLY SYNTHESIZED POLYASPARTATE AS A
BIODEGRADABLE SUBSTITUTE IN POLYMER APPLICATIONS

A.P. WHEELER* AND L.P. KOSKAN**
*Dept. of Biological Sciences, Clemson Univ., Clemson, SC 29634
**Donlar Corp., Bedford Park, IL 60501
ABSTRACT
Polyanionic proteins isolated from biominerals serve as models for the development of
biodegradable surface-reactive commercial polymers. A simple model for the natural polyanions is
polyaspartic acid. This polymer may be made on a large scale using thermal polymerization of dry
aspartic acid. The immediate result of the reaction is polysuccinimide which is hydrolyzed with
base to form the polypeptide. The overall process yields up to 99% conversion of aspartic acid to
polyaspartate. The thermal polyaspartate (TPA) is a copolymer having 70% of the amide bonds
formed from P-carboxyl groups and 30% from cc-carboxyl groups. TPA is as effective as the
commercial polyanion polyacrylate in mineral dispersion and growth inhibition assays.
Biodegradation of the TPA has been established using standard BOD and C02 evolution asssays.
In contrast, polyacrylates appear to be non-degradable. Modifications of the TPA have been made
by reacting the succinimide with nucleophiles. Crosslinking of the polymer has been achieved, a
process which results in absorbent gels. Because TPA can be produced in large scale, has similar
activity to polyacrylate and is biodegradable, it seems a likely candidate for use in numerous
applications in which non-degradable polyanions are employed. These applications include use as
detergent additives, water treatment chemicals, dispersants for the paint and paper industry and as
superabsorbents in health and sanitary products.
INTRODUCTION
The search for degradable materials has led workers to consider using biopolymers as
components of new or existing technologies. However, in many cases the supply of the polymer
is limiting or the cost of obtaining the material is excessive for the application under consideration.
An example of a class of biopolymers having numerous theoretical applications but
available in onlyv ,mall quantitie-k the mitrix Dolvanionic protein extracted from various
biominerals such as teeth, bone and mollusc shell: It has been demonstrated that these charged
proteins can readily adsorb to crystals and in so doing inhibit their growth [11. In the context of
biomineralization, the adsorption may be crystal face or site-specific and thus the inhibition may
occur for growth along specific axes [21. It is in this fashion that matrix proteins may control
crystal growth leading to the conserved and sometimes unusual microstructures typical of
biominerals.
Some of the properties of polyanionic proteins that lead to control of biomineral formation
may also make them candidates for a number of commercial applications. For example, numerous
commercial polyanions which are produced in 100's of millions of pound quantities are used to
inhibit the growth of various minerals (anti-scalants) or act as dispersants of particles [31. Like the
matrix proteins, these activities result largely from the capacity of the polymers to adsorb to particle
surfaces.
Having identified a natural material that is analogous to commercial polymers, the process
of evaluating the feasibility of adapting the biopolymer to technology begins. As mentioned above,
in the case of these polymers from biominerals there is no opportunity to directly utilize the
polymer. Rather, the strategy is to identify the characteristics of the biopolymer that make it
effective and then proceed to evaluate what approaches might be taken to cost-effectively
synthesize an appropriate analog.
MATRIX PROTEINS AND THEIR ANALOGS
We have focused our attention on proteins from one particular system, the CaCO3 shell of
Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 292. ' 1993 Materials Research Society
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the Eastern oyster. The proteins of this system appear to exist in a series of molecular weights
including soluble proteins ranging from 50 to thousands of kDa and insoluble (possibly crosslinked) proteins [4]. What is somewhat unusual about these molecules is that all the size classes
are polyanionic, containing nearly 60% aspartic acid (Asp) and phosphoserine PSer, two anionic
amino acids. Further, it appears that Asp may be largely distributed in runs or domains of
polyaspartate [5]. Other domains, such as regions enriched in PSer. may exist as well.
Having identified some of the major domains of the natural proteins, it was important to
produce selected analogs to better evaluate minimum structural requirements for activity. A variety
of small molecular weight polymers with specific sequences were synthesized using solid phase
chemistry and tested for their ability to adsorb to and inhibit the nucleation and growth of CaCO 3
[6]. From these studies it was clear that peptides with continuous runs of anionic residues were
most effective in all categories. In particular, polyaspartate with a degree of polymerization of
approximately 20 adsorbed to CaCO3 with a high capacity and could completely inhibit growth of
CaCO3 crystals. Although the efficacy of polyaspartate could be enhanced a.gainst crystal
nucleation if it had a higher degree of polymerization, or had a hydrophobic or PSer terminus, low
molecular weight polyaspartate emerged from these studies
' as a cry simple model for larger scale
synthesis.
In retrospect, it is perhaps not surprising that polyaspartate is such an effective surfacereactive polymer given that polyacrylate, also a polycarboxylate (Fig. 1), is no doubt one of the
most common commercial polymers used in many of the aforementioned applications. Ultimately
one of the important differences between the two polymers resides in the fact that polyaspartate is
at lea.,t theoretically biodegradable and polyacrylates are, at best. poorly degradable [7].
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Figure 1. Comparison of the molecu Iar strutures of thermal polyaspartate and polyacrylate.
SYNTHESIS AND CHARACFERISTICS OF T1 IERMAL POLYASPARTATE
Although polyaspartate appears to be a suitable analog of both the natural proteins and
commercial polymers, several questions must be addressed before one assumes that any new
polymer is an ideal candidate for development (Table I). The first question is whether or not it can
be made on a large enough scale to suit the requirements of a market the size of that for
polyacrylates.
Synthesis of a polypeptide can be done by a numnber of methods, including those that utilize
solid phase or solution chemistry and genetically engineered microbes. These methods have
advantages in allowing control of composition and even sequence of amino acids. However, they
fail on the basis of other criteria, such as cost of producing large quantities or the requirement for
the use of undesirable reactants.
An alternative synthetic method, dry thermal px-lymerization. has been studied on a small
scale for a number of years [81 and has the advantages of not utilizing any additional rea,.nts other
than amino acids and has water as its primary by-product. The disadvantages of the techiique are
that it is difficult to control the exact composition of peptides and nearly impossible to control
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peptide sequence. These disadvantages, for a simple polymer such as polvaspartate, are outweighed by the fact that we have showkn the sniahesis can be readily scaled-up [91. If temperature
and mixing during reaction are carefully controlled, quantities of aspartic acid as large as I(XOs of
kg can be reacted using either batch or continuous feed commercial reactors. It is projected that the
requisite quantities of aspartic acid to be used in the polymer synthesis processes can be produced
by either ferrmentation or immobilized enzyme processes.
Table 1.

Selected Criteria for New Polymer Technology
I . Can polymer be produtced in industrial scale?
2. Does synthesis result in a high yield of polymer?
3. Does the polymer have consistent characteristics?
4. D~oes the ptlymner demonstrate competitive perfoninance ?
5. Is the polymer biodegradable?
6. Is the polymer amenable to moixfication"

The reaction for thentnal polymerization of ct-sia llIe aspartic ac~id is shown in Figure 2.
The actual product i.,;a powdered polysuccinimide 1101. The time for reaction is dependent oIn the
temperature of the mixture- A typical reaction is performed at 24O'l C. Below a certain
temperature the reaction is too slow ito be practical and wvill result in poor ytelds.
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ACrIVITY O171lIERMAI. POLYASPARTA'(IT.
The thennalls produced jxlya'.pnate 1ix becn tested in tuiumrous ct.iv!ty assays. [the
majority ot which are designed to test the effi :aiy ot the polymer as a dispcrsant, an antise.alant, and a metal-binding substanice.. Tcc ussaiss ne designed to reflect the %
iability of the
po!"nter In numeroMus Cotnmt1.rCial .y'catoz
1-~
-:11111011.mtnen
formnulaas, paper
processing, paints and detergents; to name a few. As a detergent addifive. the dispersant capability
would serve to prevent redeposition ot soil on surfaces 17 1. Any capability of the polymers to
prevent insoluble mninerals fromn formin-on or for "softening' the \xater, although not the principal
functions of polyanionic additives in detergerits, would be beneficial as well ti7.161.
To date. the activity of polyaspartait in the vanous bench assays has been comparable, and
in some eases superior. to commercial polvacrL r lutes, one of the principal polymers manufactured
for many of the abo%e-mentioned ..pplications. A specific example of comparative acti\sity is given
in Table 3. This data shows that TPA is as effective is, ,in inhibitor of calcium c:arbonate as
commercial polymers. It is interesting to note thait the estimiated average degree of polymerirzzuon
preViou sly as op tinIal for in hibit on of carbonate 101,

Table 3.

Inhibition of Calcium Carbonate Cr-sstal Grow, ii by Various Polymers and
Aspartic Acid
Inhibitor
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9%Monomeric I -aspariic acid. Note that a vn' Pl~ vicric anion is not necessarily an effective
inhibitor.
hl~ovin eum albumin. Note that proteins per ~e arc not necesarily gAxxl inhibitor,".
Table 4 shows a ntumber of additional as,-say s in which polyaspartate has been compared to
polyacrylate. In each case the activity of I1A is simnilar to or exceeds that of pois acrylatc. These
findingsý give addit ion al support to the earl i ':r ohers ati nows
that TP'A inay fulfill the actyvity criteria
of [able I fo r cont ionesicdes eli pine it as attiek
s o ine rcia polymner
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Table 4.

Assays for Which Activity of Thenial Polyasparnate has been Identified as
Comparable to Polyacrylate
Inhibition of Crystallization
calcium phosphate
calcium sullate
calcium carbonate
barium sulfate

Dispersion
ferric oxide
calcium carbonate
zinc hydroxide
titanium dioxide
kaolin
soil

Ion Binding
Ca,2+ Mgu2+, C2+,C02+, Ni>. Znl2

e .e+

BIODEGRADABILITY OF 1tIERMAL P`OL YASPARTATE
There are two obvious reasons to choose biopolvlymers for coninterciaiization (I ) the
advantage one might gain from evolutionary design processes, and (2) thc inherent
biodegradability of the polymers. Although one might as\,Ume a priori that any polypeptide would
be biodegradable, the actual demonstration of degradability is neccssitatcd by the atypical peptide
structure of TPA.
Results to date suggest that TPA is in fact degradable. This w as demonstrated initially
using standard biochemical oxygen demand (,OD) tests with diluted secondary effluent from a
sewage treatment plant as a source of flora. These tests demonstrate approximately 40,7 of
theoretical oxygen demand by 3 ppm TPA samples in a 3 week incubation period. In comparison
both D- and L- aspartic acid or bovine serum albumin uwcre nearly completely degraded in shorter
incubation periods, whereas polyacrylate was not degraded at all in longer incubations. The
slower rate of degradation ot TPA compared to control molecules may be a function of the
presence of 0-Iinkages or D-amino acids or both. t,,o structural aspects which may make the
peptide a less than ideal substrate for microbial proteases.
Because of the low biomass used in BOI) tests, these studies may represent relatively
stringent conditions for determining degradation. Consequerttly. other tests are underway
including CO2 evolution studies with treatment plant sludge as the source of flora. These kinds of
studies have been augmented by the use of 1 (C-labelledTPA which allows the detection of
degradation using much lower, more realistic concentrajions of polymer. Depending on the exact
conditions, it can be demonstrated that either the rate or the extent of degradation exceeds that
demonstrated by the BOD tests.
SUMMARY AND PROSPECTUS
At this time it appears that TPA can be made in large scale, is significantly biodegradable
and has activity much like a non-degradable analog currently used in numerous commerical
applications. These characteristics in themsclves warrant continued development, However, the
last properly listed in Table I v,aiialnts attention. Ta is, how readily can the polymer be modified
to either increase its efficacy or expand its uses. In partial answer to this, it should be pointed out
that many nucleophiles can react with the succinmmide. Therefore. when NHIt is added to the base
hydrolysis medium, a mixture of amide and c rbhoxylate groups is produced. This is not purely an
academic exercise in that it has been noted that acryliamide-acrylic acid copolymers have improved
activity in certain water-treatment applications [1711. Using the same strategy, cross-linked gels
have been produced. This opens the door for the production of biodegradable superabsorbents for
the sanitary, health and agricultural markets. The development of this kind of product would
parallel that for the soluble polyaspartate, ni, y of the superabsorhents on the market today
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are cross-linked polyacrylates. Further, the insoluble polyanions from oyster shell have
superabsorbent properties and thus can serve as examples that absorbent polypeptides can be
made.
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